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Abstract
This dissertation investigates family language policies of Lithuanian families in Sweden and strives to shed some light on 
the maintenance of Lithuanian as a heritage language. The aims of the study are to understand how Lithuanian families 
in Sweden construct, negotiate and implement their family language policies, and to identify challenges regarding the 
maintenance of Lithuanian which Lithuanian families in Sweden encounter.

Applying an ethnographic sociolinguistic approach, the study analyses data that was collected over a time span of three 
years (2016-2019), including observations, interviews and recordings of ten participating families. Despite a supportive 
language policy in Sweden which encourages the use and development of heritage languages, the analysis shows that 
families make not solely including but also excluding experiences regarding the status of their heritage language in Sweden.

Most parents are aware of their children’s limited access to Lithuanian which motivates different language management 
strategies: They try to establish and maintain Lithuanian language practices in their families, and they try to support their 
children’s Lithuanian language development, correcting their children’s Lithuanian language use. The analysis shows 
that explicit management of children’s language practices is more successful than implicit language management, as 
children often do not understand implicit language management. Furthermore, not only parents manage language practices, 
but children can take the role of a language manager and influence the family language policy, either in supportive or 
counteracting ways.

Parents do also rely on additional Lithuanian language activities to support their children’s Lithuanian language 
development and to foster their Lithuanian language practices. Lithuanian social networks are, however, seldomly 
capitalised, as some children rather speak the majority language with peers, and contacts are not maintained outside of the 
activities. Parents reveal thus context based beliefs regarding their ability to manage their children’s language practices.

Finally, the study illustrates how aspects of family language policies contribute to either harmonious or frustrative 
and conflictive development of the Lithuanian heritage language within the family. It exemplifies some challenges which 
families face and underlines the need to foster children’s identification with their heritage language, to include them in 
decision-making processes, and to resolve language-related problems jointly.
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Abstract 

This dissertation investigates family language policies of Lithuanian 

families in Sweden and strives to shed some light on the maintenance 

of Lithuanian as a heritage language. The aims of the study are to 

understand how Lithuanian families in Sweden construct, negotiate and 

implement their family language policies, and to identify challenges 

regarding the maintenance of Lithuanian which Lithuanian families in 

Sweden encounter. 

Applying an ethnographic sociolinguistic approach, the study 

analyses data that was collected over a time span of three years (2016-

2019), including observations, interviews and recordings of ten 

participating families. Despite a supportive language policy in Sweden 

which encourages the use and development of heritage languages, the 

analysis shows that families make not solely including but also 

excluding experiences regarding the status of their heritage language in 

Sweden. 

Most parents are aware of their children’s limited access to 

Lithuanian which motivates different language management strategies: 

They try to establish and maintain Lithuanian language practices in 

their families, and they try to support their children’s Lithuanian 

language development, correcting their children’s Lithuanian language 

use. The analysis shows that explicit management of children’s 

language practices is more successful than implicit language 
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management, as children often do not understand implicit language 

management. Furthermore, not only parents manage language 

practices, but children can take the role of a language manager and 

influence the family language policy, either in supportive or 

counteracting ways. 

Parents do also rely on additional Lithuanian language activities to 

support their children’s Lithuanian language development and to foster 

their Lithuanian language practices. Lithuanian social networks are, 

however, seldomly capitalised, as some children rather speak the 

majority language with peers, and contacts are not maintained outside 

of the activities. Parents reveal thus context based beliefs regarding 

their ability to manage their children’s language practices. 

Finally, the study illustrates how aspects of family language policies 

contribute to either harmonious or frustrative and conflictive 

development of the Lithuanian heritage language within the family. It 

exemplifies some challenges which families face and underlines the 

need to foster children’s identification with their heritage language, to 

include them in decision-making processes, and to resolve language-

related problems jointly. 

 

Keywords: family language policy, language maintenance, 

language practices, language management, language ideologies, 

harmonious bilingual development, sociolinguistics, ethnography, 

Lithuanian, Sweden  
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Santrauka (Lithuanian Summary) 

Šioje disertacijoje tiriama Švedijoje gyvenančių lietuvių šeimų 

kalbos politika ir bandoma nušviesti lietuvių (kaip paveldo) kalbos 

išlaikymą Švedijoje. Tyrimo tikslas yra suprasti, kaip lietuvių šeimos 

Švedijoje kuria, derasi ir vykdo savo šeimos kalbos politiką, bei 

identifikuoti joms kylančius iššūkius, susijusius su lietuvių kalbos 

išlaikymu.  

Taikant etnografinį sociolingvistinį požiūrį, tyrime analizuojami 

duomenys, surinkti per trejus metus (2016–2019 m.), įskaitant 

dešimties dalyvavusių šeimų stebėjimus, pokalbius ir įrašus. Analizė 

rodo, kad nepaisant palankios Švedijos kalbos politikos, kuria 

skatinama vartoti ir plėtoti paveldo kalbas, šeimos susiduria ne tik su 

įtraukiančiomis, bet ir atstumiančiomis situacijomis, susijusiomis su 

paveldo kalbos statusu Švedijoje. 

Dauguma tėvų sąmoningai supranta, kad jų vaikų galimybės vartoti 

lietuvių kalbą yra ribotos, ir tai juos motyvuoja kurti įvairias kalbos 

valdymo strategijas: tėvai stengiasi nustatyti ir išlaikyti lietuvių kalbos 

vartojimo normas šeimoje, paremti savo vaikų lietuvių kalbos 

plėtojimą, taisydami jų kalbą. Analizė rodo, kad išreikštas vaikų kalbos 

vartojimo valdymas yra sėkmingesnis negu neišreikštas kalbos 

valdymas, nes dažnai vaikai jo tiesiog nesupranta. Pažymėtina, kad 

kalbos vartojimą valdo ne tik tėvai – vaikai patys gali imtis kalbos 
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vadybininko vaidmens ir daryti įtaką šeimos kalbos politikai tiek 

paveldo kalbą palaikančiu, tiek nepalaikančiu požiūriu. 

 Tėvai tiki, kad papildomos su lietuvių kalba susijusios veiklos 

padeda gerinti vaikų lietuvių kalbos įgūdžius. Vis dėlto lietuviškai 

kalbanti socialinė erdvė nėra išnaudojama iki galo, nes drauge žaisdami 

vaikai dažniau kalba daugumos kalba, o artimesni kontaktai tarp 

lietuviškai kalbančių šeimų laisvalaikiu dažnai nėra palaikomi. Šioje 

disertacijoje yra atskleidžiami kontekstu pagrįsti tėvų įsitikinimai, 

susiję su jų sugebėjimu valdyti vaikų kalbos vartojimą. 

Galiausiai, tyrimu iliustruojama, kaip įvairūs šeimos kalbos politikos 

aspektai prisideda tiek prie darnaus, tiek prie varginančio arba net 

konfliktiško lietuvių paveldo kalbos vystymosi šeimoje. Aptariami 

iššūkiai, su kuriais susiduria šeimos, ir pabrėžiama būtinybė skatinti 

vaikų identifikavimąsi su paveldo kalba bei įtraukti juos į sprendimų 

priėmimo procesus ir kartu spręsti su kalbos vartojimu susijusias 

problemas. 

 

 

Raktažodžiai: šeimos kalbos politika, kalbos išlaikymas, kalbos 

vartojimas, kalbos vadyba, kalbinė ideologija, darnusis dvikalbystės 

vystymasis, sociolingvistika, etnografija, lietuvių kalba, Švedija  
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Zusammenfassung (German Summary) 

Diese Dissertation untersucht die Familiensprachpolitik von 

litauischen Familien in Schweden und strebt danach, den Erhalt des 

Litauischen als Herkunftssprache zu beleuchten. Das Ziel der Studie ist 

zu verstehen, wie litauische Familien in Schweden ihre Familien-

sprachpolitik kronstruieren, verhandeln und implementieren, sowie 

Herausforderungen betreffend des Erhalts des Litauischen, welchen 

diese Familien begegnen, zu identifizieren. 

Die Studie wendet einen ethnographisch soziolinguistischen Ansatz 

an und analysiert Daten, die über eine Zeitspanne von drei Jahren 

(2016-2019) erhoben wurden und Beobachtungen, Interviews und 

Audioaufnahmen von zehn teilnehmenden Familien umfassen. Trotz 

einer unterstützenden Sprachpolitik in Schweden, die den Gebrauch 

und die Entwicklung von Herkunftssprachen unterstützt, zeigt die 

Analyse, dass Familien nicht nur inklusive sondern auch exklusive 

Erfahrungen mit dem Status ihrer Herkunftsprache in Schweden 

machen. 

Die meisten Eltern sind sich bewusst, dass ihre Kinder beschränkten 

Zugang zum Litauischen haben, was unterschiedliche Sprach-

managementstrategien motiviert: Sie versuchen litauische Sprach-

praktiken in ihren Familien zu etablieren und erhalten, und sie 

versuchen die litauische Sprachentwicklung ihrer Kinder zu fördern 

und korrigieren deren litauischen Sprachgebrauch. Die Analyse zeigt, 
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dass explizites Management von Sprachpraktiken der Kinder 

erfolgreicher als implizites Management ist, da Kinder oft implizites 

Management nicht verstehen. Außerdem managen nicht nur Eltern 

Sprachpraktiken; Kinder können ebenso die Rolle des Sprachmanagers 

einnehmen und die Familiesprachpolitik beeinflussen – sowohl in 

unterstützender wie auch entgegenwirkender Weise. 

Eltern setzen auch auf zusätzliche litauische Sprachaktivitäten um 

die litauische Sprachentwicklung ihrer Kinder zu unterstützen und 

deren litauischen Sprachpraktiken zu fördern. Aus litauischen sozialen 

Netzwerken wird jedoch selten Nutzen gezogen, da einige Kinder eher 

die Mehrheitssprache miteinander sprechen, und Kontakte außerhalb 

der Aktivitäten weniger gepflegt werden. Eltern zeigen daher 

kontextbasierte Überzeugungen in Bezug auf ihre Fähigkeit, die 

Sprachpraktiken ihrer Kinder zu managen. 

Schließlich illustriert die Studie wie Aspekte von Familien-

sprachpolitik zu einer harmonischen oder frustrierenden und 

konfliktgeladenen Entwicklung der litauischen Herkunftssprache in 

Familien beitragen kann. Exemplarisch werden einige Heraus-

forderungen, denen Familien begegnen, aufgezeigt und es wird die 

Notwendigkeit betont, die Identifikation von Kindern mit ihrer 

Herkunftssprache zu fördern, sie in Entscheidungsprozesse mit-

einzubeziehen, und gemeinsam sprachbezogene Konflikte zu lösen. 

 

Schlagwörter: Familiensprachpolitik, Spracherhalt, Sprach-

praktiken, Sprachmanagement, Sprachideologien, harmonische 

zweisprachige Entwicklung, Soziolinguistik, Ethnographie, Litauisch, 

Schweden  
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Sammanfattning (Swedish Summary) 

Denna avhandling undersöker familjspråkpolicy av litauiska 

familjer i Sverige och strävar efter att belysa bevarande av litauiska som 

arvspråk. Syftet med studien är att förstå hur litauiska familjer i Sverige 

konstruerar, förhandlar och implementerar sin familjespråkpolicy, samt 

att identifiera utmaningar som litauiska familjer möter när det gäller 

bevarande av det litauiska språket. 

Genom att använda ett etnografiskt sociolingvistiskt synsätt 

analyserar studien data som samlats in under en tidsperiod på tre år 

(2016-2019), inklusive observationer, intervjuer och inspelningar av tio 

deltagande familjer. Trots en stödjande språkpolicy i Sverige som 

uppmuntrar användning och utveckling av arvsspråk, visar analysen att 

familjer gör båda inkluderande och exkluderande erfarenheter 

angående sitt arvspråkets status i Sverige. 

De flesta föräldrar är medvetna om sina barns begränsade tillgång 

till litauiska, vilket motiverar olika strategier för språkhantering: De 

försöker etablera och upprätthålla litauiska språkpraktiker i sina 

familjer och de försöker stödja sina barns litauiska språkutveckling och 

korrigerar sina barns litauiska språkanvändning. Analysen visar att 

explicit hantering av barns språkpraktiker är mer framgångsrik än 

implicit språkhantering eftersom barn ofta inte förstår implicit 

språkhantering. Dessutom hanterar inte bara föräldrar språkpraktiker 
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utan barn kan ta rollen som språkansvarig och påverka familjens 

språkpolicy, antingen på stödjande eller motverkande sätt. 

Föräldrar litar också på ytterligare litauiska språkaktiviteter för att 

stödja sina barns litauiska språkutveckling och för att främja deras 

litauiska språkpraktiker. Litauiska sociala nätverk är dock sällan 

kapitaliserade, eftersom vissa barn snarare talar majoritetsspråket med 

kamrater och kontakter inte upprätthålls utanför aktiviteterna. Föräldrar 

avslöjar därför kontextbaserade övertygelser angående sin förmåga att 

hantera sina barns språkpraktiker. 

Slutligen illustrerar studien hur aspekter av familjspråkpolicy bidrar 

till antingen harmonisk eller frustrerande och konfliktfull utveckling av 

det litauiska arvspråket inom familjen. Det exemplifierar några 

utmaningar som familjer står inför och understryker behovet av att 

främja barns identifiering med sitt arvspråk, att inkludera dem i 

beslutsprocesser och att lösa språkrelaterade problem gemensamt. 

 

Nyckelord: familjens språkpolicy, språkbevarande, språkpraktiker, 

språkhantering, språkideologier, harmonisk tvåspråkig utveckling, 

sociolingvistik, ethnografi, litauiska, Sverige 
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1 Introduction 

Globalisation and interrelated high mobility have contributed to 

superdiverse societies, especially in Europe and America, over the past 

decades (Vertovec, 2007; Meissner & Vertovec, 2015) which “have 

generated complex social-communicative environments and webs of 

mobile people, semiotic modes and forms, and meanings” (Blommaert, 

2016, p. 245). Governments meet this diversity differently which is 

reflected in the varying degrees of support that speakers of immigrant 

and minority languages receive. The example of the European Charter 

for Regional and Minority Languages illustrates this, as e.g. France, in 

contrast to Sweden, has not ratified it. Notably, this charter does not 

address immigrant languages and thus, in the European context, 

immigrant languages usually are less often integrated into the education 

system in comparison to regional minority languages (Extra, 2017). 

In Sweden, more than 25% of the population has an immigration 

background, i.e. more than 2.6 million inhabitants (Statistiska 

Centralbyrå, 2021a). In comparison to other countries, Sweden has a 

rather supportive legislation regarding immigrant languages. Since the 

Home Language Reform (hemspråksreformen) in 1977, children with 

another mother tongue than Swedish have the right to receive mother 

tongue instruction (for an overview see Ganuza & Hyltenstam (2020) 

and Rosén & Straszer (2020)). The Swedish Language Act (Språklag) 

from 2009 underlines this legal support, emphasising the right of 
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individuals to develop and use their mother tongues (Swedish Ministry 

of Culture, 2009). Immigration is generally framed as an important 

resource for the maintenance of the welfare state in the Swedish state 

public reports (SOU – Statens offentliga utredningar) from 2010 to 

2018 (Isaksen, 2020). There are, however, also some negative voices in 

the public (Spetz, 2014) and from right-wing populistic and 

conservative parties which argue for restricting or even abolishing 

mother tongue instruction (Ganuza & Hyltenstam, 2020; Sveriges 

utbildningsradio, 2019). 

Although mother tongue instruction is de jure supported in Sweden, 

it often is assigned a lower status in comparison to other school subjects 

(Straszer & Wedin, 2020). This is not only visible in location of mother 

tongue lessons offside the core teaching hours and the working 

conditions of mother tongue teachers (Ganuza & Hyltenstam, 2020) but 

also in the limited support for mother tongue teachers. An example is 

the website Tema modersmål (Theme mother tongue) which was 

launched by the Swedish Agency for Education (Statens skolverk) in 

2001 and had three aims: to provide information on mother tongue 

education; to facilitate exchange and cooperation between mother 

tongue teachers; to provide a platform for developing and sharing 

teaching materials (Loona & Wennerholm, 2017). The Swedish Agency 

for Education, however, decided to shut down this website in 2018, 

motivating this decision with the low quality of the material and 

technical issues (Skolverket, 2017). Resources which have been 

evaluated to meet the qualitative standards, are collected on the 

homepage of the Swedish Agency for Education (Skolverket, 2021), 

however, the number of languages and the types of resources is strongly 
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limited. While there are some textbooks and exercise books for the 

national minority language (Finnish, Yiddish, Meänkieli, Romani, 

Sami), resources which are availabe for some immigrant languages (e.g. 

Albanian, Arabic, Dari, Polish, Somali, Turkish) cover basically 

vocabulary.  

Within the above outlined societal context, the present doctoral 

thesis contributes to the research on the maintenance of immigrant 

languages in Sweden which has previously investigated immigrant 

languages such as Hungarian (György-Ullholm, 2010), Punjabi and 

Hindi (Haque, 2012), Persian and Kurdish (Kheirkhah & Cekaite, 2015; 

Namei, 2012), and Russian (Karpava, Ringblom, & Zabrodskaja, 

2018). The focus of this study is the maintenance of Lithuanian as an 

immigrant language in Sweden which so far has received little attention. 

From a Swedish perspective, Lithuanians represent a rather small but 

growing immigrant group. In 2004, when Lithuania joined the 

European Union, less than 1,500 Lithuanians were registered in 

Sweden, and the numbers have increased since then, leading to a 

population of more than 15,500 registered Lithuanians in Sweden by 

2020 (Statistiska Centralbyrå, 2021b).1 Although Lithuanians represent 

only a marginal group in the Swedish society, it is important to 

investigate such small groups and to avoid further marginalisation 

through ignorance. 

Focusing on the Lithuanian perspective, the investigation of the 

language maintenance of Lithuanians is crucial because of Lithuania’s 

high emigration rate. Since joining the European Union, Lithuania 

 
1 These numbers are only an approximation and they do not necessarily accord with the numbers 

of residents in Sweden who identify Lithuanian as their mother tongue. 
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consistently counted among the top member states with regards to rates 

of emigration per capita (Barcevičius, 2012), resulting in a negative net 

migration which only reversed in 2019 (Statistics Lithuania, 2021a). 

Additionally, the natural population change has been negative over the 

past decades, i.e. annually, more deaths than births have been registered 

since 1994 (Statistics Lithuania, 2021b).2 This tendency contributes to 

a severe concern in regard to maintaining Lithuanian as a living 

language in the more remote future, and thus maintaining Lithuanian in 

the diaspora communities is of great value, too. 

The majority of recent Lithuanian emigrants migrate within Europe, 

with the Scandinavian countries gaining particular popularity, all of 

which rank among the top ten destinations for Lithuanian emigrants 

(European Migration Network, 2020). Not all Lithuanian emigrants 

have left Lithuania permanently; a considerable number returns. During 

the past ten years, the majority of immigrants to Lithuania have been 

(returning) Lithuanian citizens (European Migration Network, 2020) of 

whom approximately 10% have been minors (Statistics Lithuania, 

2021c). Children’s competence in Lithuanian is key to their 

(re)integration into the Lithuanian society, which adds further relevance 

to the research on Lithuanian language maintenance. 

Some studies have investigated the language practices of Lithuanian 

immigrant families in the light of language maintenance in different 

countries. Most of these studies, however, focus on Lithuanian 

immigrant families in societies where English is the majority language. 

Studies by Norvilas (1990) and Tamošiūnaitė (2008) focus on language 

 
2 The time period available for “Modern Lithuania” available on Statistics Lithuania start in 

1994. 
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use of Lithuanian immigrant children in Chicago – the center of the 

Lithuanian immigration to the U.S. – and illustrate an ongoing language 

shift towards the majority language, English, across generations. 

Norvilas (1990) focuses on the language choice of young second 

generation adults. Utilising interviews, Norvilas finds that English is 

experienced as easier by the participants and that English dominates 

communication with siblings and with peers of Lithuanian descent. 

Tamošiūnaitė (2008) finds similar tendencies through a quantitative 

survey of children, both those who were born in Lithuania and migrated 

with their parents to the U.S. and children of Lithuanian immigrants that 

were born in the U.S. In addition to a general shift of language use 

towards English in relation to time spent in the U.S., Tamošiūnaitė finds 

that the personal experience of Lithuanian and English changes over 

time, with English experienced as easier to express one’s thoughts, and 

self-evaluated language proficiency in Lithuanian declining in tow. The 

study concludes that the Lithuanian language is not maintained over 

several generations in the U.S. but that it does experience horizontal 

maintenance, i.e. through the influx of new Lithuanian immigrants. 

Similar language practices among siblings and peers can be observed in 

the Swedish context. The current study investigates therefore how 

parents (attempt to) manage their children’s language practices within 

their families and with their Lithuanian peers. 

The project Emigrantų kalba,3 which lasted from 2011 to 2013 and 

was led by Meilutė Ramonienė, editor of the monograph Emigrantai: 

kalba ir tapatybė (2015),4 surveyed first, second and third generation 

 
3 The Language of Emigrants 
4 Emigrants: Language and Identity 
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Lithuanian immigrants across the globe, and partly confirms previous 

findings. As the analysis of language behaviour reported in the chapter 

by Gudavičienė (2015) shows, self-reported proficiency in Lithuanian 

declines over generations. Yet, for the majority of the 2,026 respondents 

and irrespective of generation, knowledge of Lithuanian is regarded as 

important, mainly to maintain culture, language and kinship relations. 

Interestingly, the study finds that there is a positive correlation between 

the number of children within a family and the choice to speak the 

majority language at home. The current study focuses therefore not only 

on the parental role within the family, but turns its attention also to the 

role of children and how they influence language practices of others. 

After identifying certain tendencies towards language shift over the 

course of multiple generations as shown in the studies presented above, 

it is imperative to focus in more detail on the family as the most 

important domain for language maintenance (Pauwels, 2016). Applying 

an anthropological approach, Liubinienė (2010) investigates changes of 

the identity of first-generation Lithuanian immigrants in Northern 

Ireland, some of which with children. Focusing on language use at 

home, the study points out that English becomes dominant in sibling 

and peer interactions and that parents engage with this differently, i.e. 

some try to influence their children to speak Lithuanian while others do 

not intervene as they are only concerned about their children’s 

acquisition of English. In the case of the latter families, Liubinienė 

redcords language attrition, which in turn complicates communication 

with relatives in Lithuania. These examples illustrate that different 

parents have different beliefs about which language to use at home, 

which naturally influences the heritage language maintenance. 
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Consequently, the current study investigates beliefs of Lithuanian 

parents in Sweden and their view on the use of the majority language, 

Swedish, at home. 

Similar tendencies as in the previous study are reported by an 

interviewee in a study by McDermott (2008) which investigates 

language planning in Northern Ireland. Some parents focus only on 

their children’s acquisition of English and do not address the 

maintenance of Lithuanian. Consequently, the children’s command of 

Lithuanian becomes weaker, leading to parental fears that the family 

would not be able to return to Lithuania. As a reaction to this 

development, parents established Lithuanian community heritage 

language schools to foster the maintenance of Lithuanian among their 

children. This example illustrates on the one hand how parental 

negligence can lead to language attrition and, on the other hand, how 

parents who identify language-related problems try to counter these 

problems with help of the immigrant community. As the current study 

will show, Lithuanian families in Sweden do also organise themselves 

in communities, aiming to foster the maintenance of Lithuanian over 

generations. 

Studying Lithuanian immigrant families in the U.S. by combining 

quantitative and qualitative data, Jakaitė-Bulbukienė (2015) finds that 

the maintenance of Lithuanian is related to several general factors, such 

as the historical circumstances of migration, knowledge of Lithuanian 

heritage, and personal attitudes regarding Lithuania. Focusing on the 

language processes within the family, the study reveals that the 

likelihood of maintaining Lithuanian over the course of generations is 

higher if the parents consciously decide to pass the language to their 
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children. Exercising authority over the children by communicating the 

expectation to use Lithuanian at home but not punishing violations of 

this rule is found to be effective in influencing children to speak 

Lithuanian. Other factors identified as contributing to the maintenance 

of Lithuanian are the external support from participation in Lithuanian 

communities and heritage language schools, visits to Lithuania, and 

online communication in Lithuanian. The current study connects to 

these findings, analysing in detail how Lithuanian parents in Sweden 

attempt to establish the use of Lithuanian within their families, and 

investigating additional resources that parents make use of to foster 

their children’s Lithuanian language development. 

Studies investigating language practices of Lithuanian immigrant 

families in the Scandinavian context are still rather rare. Hilbig (2019) 

investigates language practices and bilingual development of 

Lithuanian families in Norway, utilising qualitative interviews with 

Lithuanian mothers. Comparing three different types of families (both 

parents Lithuanian; one parent Lithuanian, one parent Norwegian; one 

parent Lithuanian, one parent other immigrant language speaker), 

Hilbig finds the general tendency that Lithuanian language practices are 

most likely to be established and maintained in Lithuanian-Lithuanian 

families and the least in Lithuanian-Norwegian families. In Lithuanian-

Norwegian families, Lithuanian often has a low status and children 

simply speak Norwegian to their Lithuanian mother, affecting some 

mothers to resign and to speak Norwegian to their children. Lithuanian 

language practices in Lithuanian-Lithuanian families, however, are also 

challenged by some children when they grow up, as they identify 

themselves more with the Norwegian language and culture. Attempting 
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to counter the strong influence of the majority language, Norwegian, 

the majority of parents try to increase their children’s input in 

Lithuanian, applying different strategies, such as intentionally 

communicating in Lithuanian, providing Lithuanian media, and visiting 

Lithuania. Following a similar path, the current study integrates 

different types of Lithuanian families in Sweden and sheds light on their 

approaches to maintain the Lithuanian language within their families. 

The studies above illustrate a tendency towards language shift over 

the course of generations among Lithuanian immigrant families in 

different countries. There are, however, also families who maintain 

their heritage language in the long run. The studies illustrate some 

factors which are relevant for the maintenance of the Lithuanian 

heritage language. These are inter alia families’ beliefs and attitudes 

about their heritage language and the majority language of the country 

where the families live, family constellations and their language 

practices, attempts to regulate language use within the family, and the 

support through the community. All these factors are part of “family 

language policy” (Luykx, 2003). Investigating family language policies 

advances the “understanding of home language maintenance processes 

as well as how heritage language learners are best supported.” (King, 

Fogle, & Logan-Terry, 2008, p. 909). Family language policy, thus, 

provides the theoretical framework of this study and is discussed in 

detail in the following chapter. 

The current study has the objective to contribute to the research on 

heritage language maintenance and family language policy by 

employing a sociolinguistic discourse analytical approach which allows 
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to analyse meaning-making processes on a deeper level. The general 

aims of this thesis are: 

1. to understand how Lithuanian families in Sweden construct, 

negotiate and implement their family language policies 

2. to identify challenges regarding the maintenance of Lithuanian 

which Lithuanian families in Sweden encounter 

 

The following parts of this thesis are divided into four chapters with 

subsequent sections. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical framework of 

the thesis by giving an overview over the historical development from 

language acquisition diary studies to the rather recent research field of 

family language policy (section 2.1). This overview is followed by the 

presentation of a family language policy model (section 2.2), before a 

brief overview of the concept of “harmonious bilingual development” 

(De Houwer, 2015) is outlined (section 2.3). 

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the methodological framework 

and the research questions of the study and it presents the methods 

which were applied to collect (section 3.1), process (section 3.2) and 

analyse the data (section 3.3). 

Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the data. Divided into four 

subsections, this analysis provides detailed insights into the 

participants’ experience of the status of Lithuanian in their social lives 

in Sweden (section 4.1), the participants’ language use (section 4.2) and 

relatedly their language management (sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), aspects 

of the participants language ideologies (section 4.3), and finally the 

Lithuanian language development from a harmonious-bilingual-

development perspective (section 4.4). 
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Chapter 5 discusses and concludes the main findings and their 

implications, provides recommendations for improving heritage 

language maintenance, highlights avenues for future research and 

closes with some final remarks. 
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2 Family Language Policy 

This chapter outlines the theoretical model of family language policy 

which is used in this study. The first section provides an overview of 

historical developments and pioneer studies which are considered to 

have provided the grounds in which the rather recently established field 

of family language policy is rooted. These studies have also influenced 

the design of the current study of Lithuanian families in Sweden. The 

second section discusses primarily the general model of language policy 

and how this model is adapted to the needs of this study. A major reason 

for this adaptation is the need to include child language acquisition and 

development in the model. The chapter ends with a section presenting 

the rather recent concept of harmonious bilingual development which 

provides an additional angle in the current study of family language 

policy.  

 

2.1 From Language Acquisition Diaries to Modern Family 

Language Policies 

 

The research field of family language policy is rather recent. In the 

anglo-saxon literature, Luykx (2003) is perceived to have coined the 

term ‘family language policy’, yet, as Haque (2019) points out, the 

equivalent French term – ‘politique linguistique familiale’ – has been 
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used earlier by the French scholars Calvet (1993), Deprez (1996) and 

Dreyfus (1996). Despite the recent establishment of the research field, 

its avenue of thought can be dated back to early 20th century bilingual 

language acquisition studies, such as Ronjat (1913).  

Scholars like King (2016) and Lanza and Lomeu Gomes (2020) 

outline this historical development, dividing it into several phases 

which underpin the interdisciplinarity of the field. The diary studies on 

child language development by Ronjat (1913) and Leopold (1939-

1949) are often regarded as the earliest pioneer studies in research on 

bilingual child language acquisition. These studies represent the first 

phase on the avenue to family language policy research, and they are 

characterised by a descriptive nature, as they depict in detail the 

language learning processes of the authors’ own children. Ronjat (1913) 

studied the linguistic development of his son Louis until the age of five. 

He spoke only French with his son, while the mother spoke only 

German with the child. The parents thus followed the so-called One-

Person-One-Language (OPOL) strategy, similarly to some Swedish-

Lithuanian families in this study. To increase the input of German, as 

they lived in France, the family frequently spent time in Germany, and 

the parents spoke German to each other. By the end of the study, at age 

five, Ronjat (1913) considered his son to be fluent in both languages – 

a goal that Lithuanian families investigated in the current study strive 

to reach, too.  

Leopold’s four volume work (1939-1949) was similar to Ronjat’s in 

many respects. Leopold studied the linguistic development of his 

daughter Hildegard intensively for over a decade. Hildegard was also 

raised with an OPOL-strategy, i.e. in German by him and English by 
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the mother in the U.S. During the course of the decade, English became 

the dominant language for Hildegard, as it was only her father who 

spoke in German to her. An important role was played by her formal 

education which was exclusively in English. However, Leopold 

observed during some extended stays of several months in Germany 

that German dominated which suggests that language dominance can 

vary or change quite rapidly. As will be seen later, the dominance of 

one language does not have to be a stable state for Lithuanian children 

growing up in Sweden either. 

Applied linguistic and psycholinguistic approaches framed the 

second phase to study the bilingual development of children, focusing 

inter alia on differences between monolingual and bilingual language 

development as well as the relationship between cognitive functions 

and bilingualism.  

In a case study, De Houwer (1990) investigated the morphosyntactic 

development of a girl between the ages of 2 years and 7 months old and 

3 years and 4 months old. The girl grew up bilingually with Dutch and 

English starting from birth. The study showed that there was no transfer 

of morphosyntactic devices from one language to the other, suggesting 

that morphosyntactic development is language specific and that the 

child distinguished between the two languages. Furthermore, 

comparing the girl’s speech production with that of English and Dutch 

monolingual children, the study showed that there were no differences 

between the girl’s bilingual language development and the language 

development of her monolingual peers. Swedish, similarly to English 

and Dutch, however, has rather little morphosyntactic devices in 

comparision to Lithuanian (consider e.g. the case systems) and some 
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examples of the current study analysing Lithuanian-speaking children 

in Sweden display instances of transfers of Swedish structures to 

Lithuanian. 

The third phase in the emergence of family language policy research 

is characterised by a sociolinguistic approach, which started to gain 

ground in the 1990s and influenced the design of this study in large part. 

It was initiated by Lanza (1997), who researched language mixing 

within interactions between two two-year old children and their parents 

in Norway. In both cases the mother was American and the father 

Norwegian. The study showed, among other things, that parents’ 

discourse strategies influenced the bilingual outcomes of the 

investigated children. This study made thus a significant contribution to 

the development of family language policy research, as it not only 

investigated the linguistic development of children per se but also in 

relation to language socialisation processes and contextualisation.  

Researchers of the third phase also launched the term family 

language policy, which is a central concept to the current study. It was 

defined “as explicit (Shohamy 2006) and overt (Schiffman 1996) 

planning in relation to language use within the home among family 

members” (King, Fogle, & Logan-Terry, 2008, p. 907). Researchers 

started to focus specifically on parental language ideologies (a 

component which previously was not considered), family language 

practices, and parental language management efforts, besides child 

language development (King, 2016). The first three foci constitute the 

three components of language policy identified by Spolsky (2004; 

2009) and which form the cornerstones of the current study (see 2.2.1 

to 2.2.3). Based on these components, interdisciplinary approaches 
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were more frequently applied and contributed to the growing 

understanding of how family language policies are constructed, shaped 

by parental language ideologies, implemented and negotiated. 

Furthermore, long- and short-term influences of family language 

policies on the linguistic development of children were investigated in 

this third phase of research (King, 2016).  

The fourth phase within family language policy research developed 

from criticism of earlier theoretical and methodological frames 

alongside other shortcomings in the studies conducted during the third 

phase. One central point of criticism was that these studies typically 

focused on traditional, Western middle-class nuclear families with a 

mother and a father and one or more children, and thus ignored the 

diversity of family types (King, 2016). In an effort to avoid this bias, 

the fourth phase is characterised by the “increasing recognition of the 

family as a dynamic system” (King, 2016, p. 727).  

The dynamic family perspective raises three new research aspects, 

all of which are built-in in the current study design, as well. Families 

are not perceived as static systems where everything is set in stone. As 

the families investigated in the current study illustrate vividly, too, the 

constellation of the core members (parents and children) can change as 

new children might be born, parents might separate, and new partners 

and their children might become part of the family, all of which shift 

the family dynamic. It is also not only parents who are understood as 

agents within a family in this phase, but the agency of the child is also 

critically emphasised. The third new focus in current research regards 

the fixity of identities, arguing that they are rather socially constructed 

and negotiable processes (De Fina, Schiffrin, & Bamberg, 2006) which 
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significantly contribute to the acknowledgement of dynamics within the 

family. 

Last but not least, current studies within family language policy 

research do not necessarily focus on language competence “just as an 

outcome, but [rather] as a means through which adults and children 

define themselves, their family roles, and family life” (King, 2016, p. 

727f.). As examples in chapter 4 will illustrate, language can be used 

indexically to construct and negotiate certain identities within the 

family, e.g. to distance oneself from heritage identity, and to reinforce, 

negotiate or challenge power relations between parents and children. 

As the brief overview on the gradual development of family 

language policy as an established sociolinguistic research field shows, 

the dynamics of the use of two or more languages in families can be 

investigated from widely varying viewpoints. Drawing from Curdt-

Christiansen (2009; 2014; 2018), Curdt-Christiansen and Huang (2020) 

launched a model of increasing complexity which seeks to capture 

numerous internal and external variables that constitute family 

language policies. 

The model of family language policy introduced in section 2.2 has 

developed out of the understanding grown over the years of working 

with Lithuanian families in Sweden. The model below meets the 

specific needs of the present study but, as it leans on the generally 

applicable language policy components identified by Spolsky (2004; 

2009), potentially it can be expanded to, with putative modifications, to 

other cases as well. 
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2.2 A Model of Family Language Policy 

 

Spolsky theorised language policy in his path-breaking books 

Language Policy (2004) and Language Management (2009) where he 

identifies and describes components of language policy that can be 

applied to all types of speech communities, i.e. “those who share a 

communication network” (Spolsky, 2009, p. 2), regardless of the size 

of the community.These components are thus also aplicable to a family, 

as a type of small speech community. The model presented here is based 

on these three components, each of which is embedded in a certain 

social or socio-historical context that naturally needs to be taken into 

account. 

In addition to the three components identified by Spolsky (2004; 

2009), further aspects are taken into account to meet the purpose of this 

study. As this study is embedded within the context of language 

maintenance and investigates the language policies of families, a crucial 

supplementary aspect is child language acquisition and development 

(see especially De Houwer (1995; 2009a; 2009b) and Lanza  (1992; 

1997)), which are resultingly emphasised in this model (see section 

2.2.5). Furthermore, Joshua Fishman’s elaborations on variables related 

to language choices serve as a starting point to develop an 

understanding of dynamic language practices within speech 

communities, e.g. why some children speaking Swedish with each other 

in a Lithuanian heritage school, while speaking Lithuanian with their 

parents. 
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2.2.1 Language Practices 

 

Language practices are described as “the habitual pattern of selecting 

among the varieties that make up its linguistic repertoire” (Spolsky, 

2004, p. 5), that is all languages, styles and registers that are habitually 

used within the speech community under consideration (Gumperz, 

1964). The choice of which variety one uses from one’s linguistic 

repertoire can be either conscious or unconscious. The choice to use a 

particular variety may be based on norms and conventions, and hence 

the perceived appropriateness of this variety (Spolsky, 2009). 

Joshua Fishman’s  question “who speaks what language to whom and 

when” (1965, p. 67) provides some important insights focusing on 

situational factors which influence language choices and it guided the 

first observations made for this study in a Lithuanian speech community 

in Sweden. Fishman describes several intertwined variables that can be 

considered when analysing language behaviour or practices. These 

variables are reference group membership, situational style, topic and 

domain. Group membership and language behaviour has been studied 

extensively in in the context of sociolinguistic network studies (cf. 

Milroy and Milroy (1978; 1992), Milroy (1980), Cheshire (1982), 

Eckert (1988; 2000), Edwards (1992)). Fishman acknowledges that 

these social variables do not always have the same explanatory power, 

i.e. particular variables can be be more determining of certain language 

practices in particular contexts. 

One variable that can determine langauge practices has to do with 

identity construction and manifestation and realises as indicating one’s 

membership in a given reference group, i.e. to construct or to manifest 

one’s own identity. As individuals belong to more than one speech 
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community, they can take different roles and display different language 

practices related to the norms and conventions of one group or another. 

A child of immigrants might speak their heritage language with their 

parents, indicating family (heritage) membership, while speaking the 

majority language with their peers, indicating membership of another 

reference group. Membership in a given group does not determine one’s 

language practices, however; this same child might not exclusively 

speak the heritage language with their parents, but also the majority 

language, expressing multiple group memberships, despite being in the 

context of just one group. 

Language choice is very situational. Referring to Ervin-Tripp 

(1964), Fishman points out that language choice can change in regard 

to “the participants who may be present, the physical setting, the topics 

and functions of discourse and the style employed” (1965, p. 69). More 

or less established language practices employed in child-parent 

communication, for example, may change if further participants are 

involved, e.g. when Swedish-speaking friends visit a Lithuanian family 

and the Lithuanian participants speak Swedish to each other. The 

language practices might also differ between different domains, e.g. at 

home, where the heritage language is primarily used, and in public 

where the majority language might take over. 

Focusing on the latter aspects mentioned by Ervin-Tripp (1964), 

Fishman (1965) coined the term “situational style” which emphasises 

the importance of context, arguing that the choice of a certain language 

or style may reflect intimacy, informality, solidarity or (in)equality 

between the interlocutors (see also Labov (1963; 1966)). In contrast, 

the use of another style or language would rather express emotional 
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distance, formality, no solidarity or inequality (Fishman, 1965). The 

situational style relates therefore to both the relationship between the 

participants as well as the conversation setting, e.g. Lithuanian siblings 

that are also schoolmates in the Swedish school may talk Lithuanian 

with each other at home and Swedish in the class room or on the 

schoolyard. 

The topic of a conversation is another aspect that effects language 

practices (Fishman, 1965). An individual might express themselves 

more easily in one language than in another, depending on the topic of 

conversation. Sticking to the example of immigrant families, the child 

is most often socialised in the majority language within the formal 

education system. Talking about certain school subjects in the heritage 

language might be difficult for the child as they have only learned 

subject-specific vocabulary in the majority language, and thus cannot 

speak about certain topics in the heritage language – proficiency level 

is frequently a determining factor for an individual’s language choices 

(Spolsky, 2004). For instance, conversations about school topics might 

then include code-mixing or might take place entirely in the majority 

language. Code-mixing may also be employed when certain concepts 

exist only in one language but not in another, e.g. to describe certain 

plants. It might also be taboo to talk about certain topics in a language, 

leading to the use of another language. Topic is therefore often critical 

in explaining certain language choices. 

The domain of language use is another variable that can explain 

language choices to a certain degree. An individual is a member of 

many domains, e.g. family, neighbourhood, school, work, church or 

military, and in each domain there are certain roles, e.g. mother, father 
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and child as the core roles in the family domain5, and grandparents, 

aunts, uncles and cousins or other “significant others” (Spolsky, 2012, 

p. 5) like close neighbours or au pairs in the extended family. All these 

roles stand in a certain relation to each other, e.g. mother-child, father-

child, child-child and mother-father in the core family. Language 

practices of the interlocutors communicating in a certain domain can be 

influenced by the role they have in the domain, as well as by the relation 

between these roles as there are certain socio-cultural norms in every 

domain that influence behaviour and govern acceptable language 

practices. 

Individual language preferences may also influence one’s language 

choice. If both speakers have different preferences, one may see 

advantages in deciding to either accommodate one’s interlocutor or to 

stick to one’s own preferred variety (Spolsky, 2004). Within the 

example of an immigrant family where both minority and majority 

languages are spoken, the parents may demonstrate authority over the 

children through their language choice. In the same example, children 

may accommodate their parents’ language preference to gain attention 

(Seals, 2017). 

 

2.2.2 Language Ideology 

 

The second component of language policy identified by Spolsky is 

language ideology, which he simply defined as “beliefs about language 

 
5 It has to be acknowledged that this representation of a core family is rather traditional and 

simplifying, as there are also families with only one parent, families with same-sex parents, 

patchwork families, etc.  
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and language use” (2004, p. 5), that is, how members of a speech 

community feel or what they believe about which languages, styles and 

registers should (or should not) be used, and how, where, when and with 

whom these facets should be used. It is important to emphasise that 

these beliefs are situated in social realities and therefore language 

ideologies are “a mediating link between social structures and forms of 

talk” (Woolard & Schieffelin, 1994, p. 55), i.e. social structures are 

reflected in language practices. As Michael Silverstein put it, they are 

“articulated by users as a rationalization or justification of perceived 

language structure and use” (1979, p. 193). Therefore, language 

ideologies are “grounded in social experience” (Kroskrity, 2010, p. 

197) which groups make. 

Language ideologies are present on the macro level (e.g. a state), the 

meso level (e.g. a heritage language school), and the micro level (e.g. a 

family) and individuals participate on all these levels which underlines 

that all levels are interwoven (Schalley & Eisenchlas, 2020). That is, 

individuals experience different language ideologies on different levels 

which they have to position themselves to. This underlines the 

individual’s agency as “ideologies can be contested, negotiated, 

(re)interpreted and (re)negotiated” as Albury (2020, p. 360) 

emphasises. Focusing for example on a family as a speech community, 

it can be observed that not always one dominant language ideology is 

shared by all family members, but single family members position 

themselves differently. Language ideology, resultingly, is evidently not 

something that is always shared by the entire speech community, but 

members can also challenge the language ideology of the community, 
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as inter alia cases of children questioning and undermining Lithuanian 

language practices in the family presented in chapter 4 will illustrate. 

As individuals are not just members of one speech community but 

they interact to various degrees with multiple across different 

communities, e.g. family, neighbourhood, work/school, a group of 

friends, an online community, etc., individuals encounter different 

language practices and different language ideologies which they 

position themselves to. Individuals might adopt aspects of certain 

language ideologies which they in turn might transfer to other domains, 

reflected in the language practices. An example of this is immigrant 

parents with low socio-economic status who experience a low status of 

their immigrant language in the society in contrast to the high status of 

the society language. Therefore the immigrant parents decide to speak 

to their children in the society language hoping for better career 

opportunities for their children in the future. To understand certain 

language practices and decisions within the family, it is necessary to 

shed some light on language ideologies which family members 

encounter outside of home, e.g. dominant language ideologies on the 

societal level (Lanza, 2020). 

Furthermore, personal experiences of one’s own childhood or the 

experience of other people’s language practices, e.g. friends’ or 

relatives’ decision no longer to use their heritage language, can shape 

an individual’s own language ideology, for example in favour of 

bilingualism (King & Fogle, 2006). Similarly, online fora regarding 

bilingual parenting where certain language ideologies are depicted 

(Piller & Gerber, 2018), might influence an individual’s language 

ideology. 
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A further aspect of language ideology mentioned by Spolsky (2004) 

is a belief in the distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ language, i.e. 

certain styles or registers are appreciated by certain interlocutors while 

others are not. The categorisation of a certain variety as ‘bad language’ 

may relate to notions of obscenity, sexism, racism, or blasphemy. 

Another reason for evaluating language or language varieties as bad 

relates to beliefs in language purism, where foreign elements, e.g. 

loanwords, should not be used (Spolsky, 2004). A language purist 

would evaluate code-mixing, for example, as bad language. Beliefs in 

language purism may be motivated by the perceived threat of another, 

higher-status variety. Within the migration context, for example, the 

majority language is often perceived as a threat to the minority language 

by language-purist parents, which leads to parents chastising their 

children when they mix elements of the majority language in their 

minority-language speech. Stigmatising certain language practices 

leads then to adapted language practices or self-management by the 

children which is addressed in more detail in the following section. 

The examples so far have only focused on language ideologies of 

parents, but as has already been mentioned, each member of the family, 

including children, has a language ideology of their own. Fogle (2013) 

investigates children’s language ideologies retrospectively by analysing 

interviews with bilinguals of diverse heritage backgrounds from the 

U.S. South. The study shows, inter alia, how children’s language 

ideologies are influenced by their peer groups, which in turn is reflected 

in their language practices. 

Examples given in this and the previous section illustrate that 

language ideology and language practices are bidirectionally related to 
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each other. On the one hand, language practices are based on and 

display certain language ideologies. That is, there are certain socio-

cultural norms, beliefs and attitudes regarding language use within a 

speech community that frame to a certain degree the language practices 

within that speech community. On the other hand, as individuals are 

members of several speech communities simultaneously, diverse 

experiences of language practices can influence an individual’s 

language ideology which, in turn, leads to changes and adaptations in 

their language practices. These adaptations of language practices are 

often referred to as language management, which is the third component 

that is discussed in the next section. 

 

2.2.3 Language Management 

 

Spolsky defines language management very generally as “any 

specific efforts to modify or influence” (2004, p. 5) language practices 

within a speech community, through e.g. encouraging or discouraging 

the use of a certain variety. Language management is thus intimately 

tied to authority and power over the language practices and ideologies 

of other members of one’s speech community (Spolsky, 2009). Within 

the family as speech community, an example of a person that tries to 

manage language practices, the “language manager” (Spolsky, 2004, p. 

8), could be a parent who tries to encourage other family members to 

use the heritage language, as can be observed in Lithuanian families in 

Sweden. This kind of language management is explicit; certain 

language practices are explicitly implemented or abandoned. 
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Such explicit language management efforts have two language-

ideological premises: “[t]he belief that some variety of language is 

better than others and that it is possible to influence speakers to select 

the better variety” (Spolsky, 2004, p. 217). The first premise does not 

necessarily mean that the language manager believes in a certain 

language hierarchy where one variety has an inherently higher status or 

value than another. It might instead reflect the belief that a certain 

variety is better suited for a given context, e.g. for communication 

within the family, which serves the natural aim of fostering heritage 

language acquisition among the children. 

The latter premise, that language speakers may be influenced, is 

what De Houwer refers to as “impact belief” (1998, p. 83). In De 

Houwer’s studies on early bilingual development of children and the 

role of the parents, the impact belief refers to the parents’ understanding 

that they are able to influence their children’s language practices. 

Without this impact belief, parents would not make any explicit effort 

to manage their children’s language practices, as this would not be 

deemed possible. Impact beliefs can vary in strength which in turn 

dictates to different degrees of management efforts, i.e. the stronger the 

impact belief the more explicit management efforts are undertaken. 

A language manager within a family can also implicitly exercise 

control to influence the home language environment. The choice of 

language(s) spoken at home when the first child is born, the language 

choice for media used at home (e.g. Haque (2012) describes how 

parents of an Indian immigrant family in Gothenburg, Sweden, switch 

on the Punjabi radio every day, attempting to support the language 

transmission to their children) and the employment of a nanny or an au 
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pair with a certain linguistic background to provide a certain linguistic 

input for the child (e.g. in Crump (2017) a Japanese au pair was 

employed in a English-Japanese family in Canada to provide more 

Japanese input) are all examples of implicit language management. 

Similarly, grandparents can become part of the home environment 

when they move in and become (temporarily) part of the nuclear family. 

Additionally, social media, e.g. video calls, can serve to extend the 

home environment. 

Language management can also be unconscious, appearing at first 

glance simply as ordinary language practice, as is the case in a Russian 

family with eight children in Israel (Kopeliovich, 2010). In this study, 

the mother’s rather explicit language management efforts to influence 

her children to speak Russian are often rejected by the children. The 

father, however, who does not consciously try to regulate the children’s 

language practices, is perceived by the children to contribute 

significantly to their use of Russian. Kopeliovich (2010) identifies three 

features of the father’s behaviour which unconsciously manages the 

children’s language practices: he provides them with Russian literature, 

which encourages the children to engage with Russian; he allows the 

children to choose the language of communication, and does not forbid 

the use of Hebrew; he is positive towards bilingual language practices 

at home, in contrast to the mother, and does not problematise the use of 

Hebrew in relation to the maintenance of Russian. 

The examples of language management given above can all be 

described as internal language management by parents, i.e. the parents 

are “controlling the home language environment” (Schwartz, 2010, p. 

180) by regulating language practices at home, integrating heritage 
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speakers into the home or providing learning materials in the heritage 

language. Equally, parents can also try to manage language practices 

externally by “searching for a supporting socio-linguistic environment” 

(Schwartz, 2010, p. 180). An example of external management is when 

parents decide to move to a certain neighbourhood where there is a 

higher density of heritage speakers in order to provide their children 

with more heritage language input. Another example is the participation 

in external heritage language activities such as heritage language 

schools or an organized heritage language community, as is also the 

case for most Lithuanian families that participated in the current study. 

Further extensive examples of how parents try to influence their 

children’s socio-linguistic environment can be found in a case study of 

Chinese families in Singapore by Hu and Ren (2017). 

As outlined previously, it is not only the use of a certain language 

which can be regulated but also the use of styles and registers, or as 

Spolsky outlines: “[l]anguage management may apply to an individual 

linguistic micro-unit (a sound, a spelling or the form of a letter) or to a 

collection of units (pronunciation or a lexicon or a script) or to a 

specified, named macro-variety (a language or a dialect)” (2004, p. 10). 

Here, a distinction is made between status planning, i.e. the 

management of the macro-variety, and corpus planning, i.e. the 

management of the specific units of a variety (ibid., p. 11). 

Distinctions between status planning and corpus planning are also 

found in language management within the family, in addition to 

acquisition planning (King, Fogle, & Logan-Terry, 2008). Status 

planning describes here the parents’ decisions about what language(s) 

to use with whom, where and when. Corpus planning regards the 
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parents’ decisions about the appropriateness of code-mixing and certain 

styles and registers, amongst others. Acquisition planning concerns 

parents’ decisions about formal and informal language instruction for 

their children. 

With regard to this tripartite division of language management, the 

role of parents as language managers within the family domain becomes 

evident, which is also reflected in the current study analysing 

Lithuanian families. This top-down perspective is underlined by King 

et al. (2008), in a phrasing analogous to Cooper’s (1989), who  

summarise the interest of family language policy as follows: “Which 

caretakers attempt to influence what behaviors of which family 

members for what ends under what conditions by what means through 

what decision-making process with what effect?” (King, Fogle, & 

Logan-Terry, 2008, p. 910). That children might become language 

managers in their own right is clearly not considered, with King et al. 

firmly situating themselves within the third phase of family language 

policy research, as described in the first section of this chapter. 

The capacity for children to become language managers within the 

family was already made clear in a study by Tuominen (1999) where 

children established the use of the majority language within the family. 

Fogle (2013) similarly reports cases where the child becomes the 

primary manager and initiates a language shift to the majority language. 

It is thus evident that it is not only child language practices that should 

be considered within family language policy research but also their 

language ideologies and language management efforts. Recent studies 

on family language policy attend to precisely this, taking the agency of 

children, alongside other significant persons within the family, into 
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account and treating them as active participants in the construction of 

family language policy. As Spolsky notes, each participant within a 

family “may attempt to manage or influence the language practices and 

beliefs of others” (2012, p. 5). Kopeliovich (2010) illustrates how 

siblings become language managers within the family to a certain 

degree, reminding each other to speak with infant siblings only in 

Russian, in alignment with the mother’s norm. Contrarily, siblings can 

also try to manage other family members’ language practices in favour 

of the majority language. A study by Seals (2017) provides the example 

of Russian- and Ukrainian-speaking families in the U.S. where older 

siblings socialise their younger siblings in the majority language of 

English. Having emphasised the importance of other participants 

besides parents, this study does not exclusively focus on Lithuanian 

parents’ language management efforts but also seeks to investigate the 

role of other participants. 

Language management can be further extended to the individual 

level as Spolsky (2009) notes. The regulation of language practices and 

ideologies is not intrinsically directed towards others but can also be 

directed towards oneself. This is the case when an individual realises 

that they did not follow existing norms or conventions within a domain, 

leading to self-correction. An example of this in the family domain is 

when a child realises without external prompt that they mixed codes 

with the majority language, which does not suit their parents’ 

expectation of exclusively using the heritage language at home. The 

child might then correct themself and repeat the same sentence in the 

heritage language. 
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As the discussion has illustrated thus far, the three core components 

of language policy are deeply connected and connect to each other by 

two-way interaction links as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Three Components of Language Policy and Their Interrelations 

 

The language ideology that an individual holds influences their 

language practices. This language ideology also influences the 

individual’s language management efforts to change (others’) language 

practices. The language practices of an individual are emblematic of 

their language ideology. Additionally, language practices effect the 

individual’s language ideology, e.g. if these practices are based on 

other’s management efforts. Language practices are also related to 

language management, as the practices by one individual may motivate 

another individual’s management efforts. Equally, language 

management is related to language practices and language ideologies as 

it responds to certain practices and the ideologies that help dictate these 

practices, and tries to modify them. 
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2.2.4 Contexts 

 

The model of language policy as discussed so far illustrates a 

complex interweaving of three key components. In addition to this, it 

needs to be noted that language and language policy do not exist in a 

vacuum but rather in 

highly complex, interacting and dynamic contexts, the 

modification of any part of which may have correlated effects 

(and causes) on any other part. A host of non-linguistic factors 

(political, demographic, social, religious, cultural, psychological, 

bureaucratic and so on) regularly account for any attempt of 

persons or groups to intervene in the language practices and the 

beliefs of other persons or groups, and for the subsequent changes 

that do or do not occur (Spolsky, 2004, p. 6). 

 

Considering the contexts in which a language policy is embedded is 

therefore crucial. As noted in previous sections, different domains are 

connected with each other and individuals are part of a range of 

domains. These domains host and shape “the wider social, political, 

economic, cultural, religious and ideological context that makes up 

human society.” (Spolsky, 2004, p. 218). This wider context also 

influences the domains, and hence also the family. The status of the 

heritage language within a society and the related existence or absence 

of support, for instance the availability of Lithuanian mother tongue 

lessons at public school, will likely play a role in family language 

policy. Similarly, the economic status of a family may have an impact 

on language practices and management efforts. 

In general, there are four forces or conditions, according to Spolsky 

(2004), that particularly interrelate with language policies. These forces 
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or conditions regard the “sociolinguistic situation”, “identity within the 

community”, the “access to an economically advantageous network” in 

a globalised world, and the “recognition that language choice is an 

important component of human and civil rights” (ibid., p. 219f.). 

The sociolinguistic situation describes what languages are present in 

a community, how many speakers there are of these varieties, and how 

applicable the available linguistic resources are within and outside a 

given community. In different domains, an individual may experience 

a different status of their linguistic resources as the language practices 

and interrelated language ideologies and management may vary. An 

example within the immigrant context is the changing status of a 

heritage language, used frequently and appreciated in a heritage 

language school but having low applicability, or even being banned, in 

a public school, where the society language dominates. As “the family 

is not a closed unit” (Spolsky, 2009, p. 29), it can be influenced by other 

domains through insiders with particular authority or importance. A 

study by Thomauske (2011), for example, details how some teachers in 

France recommended and convinced Arabic-speaking parents to only 

speak French with their children in pursuit of better school 

achievements. 

The above example of coerced Arabic-speaking parents who 

managed their family language practices based on recommendations 

from their children’s teachers relates to another key contextual force or 

condition, that of “access to an economically advantageous network” 

(Spolsky, 2004, p. 220). The official society language(s) most often 

have a higher status in domains that are mainly controlled by the state, 

such as in public schools or state occupation, which thus encourages the 
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use of the society language with the promise of better educational and 

occupational opportunities. Similar considerations occur when several 

immigrant languages are involved, as Seals (2017) describes, where 

Russian is preferred over Ukrainian due to its higher perceived 

economic value. These perceived academic and economic benefits 

influence individual language management decisions. 

Languages do not solely have economic value, however, but also 

posess cultural and symbolic value, relating to the contextual force or 

condition of “identity within the community” (Spolsky, 2004, p. 219). 

Within the state domain the official language(s) have a high symbolic 

value even though in a global context the language(s) might be 

associated with a lower economic value. For a heritage community, 

their heritage language might no longer have a high economic value 

within the society of residence but it might have an (even) higher 

symbolic value instead that relates to a shared heritage identity and 

strengthening ties within the heritage community. This in turn 

influences parents’ and children’s decisions to maintain their heritage 

language within the family domain, which in turn impacts their 

language practices and management efforts. 

The fourth contextual force or condition that Spolsky (2004) 

highlights concerns the degree of recognition of minority languages 

within the state and supra-national domains, and the related provision 

of rights to minority speakers in certain domains that are controlled by 

the state. A state might for example provide some education in a 

minority language or it might support minority communities in 

organising teaching by themselves in heritage schools as well as with 

planning cultural events. Public services might also be provided in 
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minority languages. All these provisions may directly influence other 

domains and broadly work to foster minority language practices and 

contribute to the maintenance of these minority languages. Equally, the 

absence of recognition or even linguistic proscription will undoubtly 

have a negative impact on minority language maintenance. 

All the above presented forces or conditions help shape the wider 

context in which language policies are embedded and may have a 

crucial impact on the three components that form a language policy. 

Figure 2 illustrates these potential contextual impacts on language 

policy. 

 

Figure 2: Three Components of Language Policy and External Forces 
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The center of the figure depicts the triangulated components of 

language policy which were discussed in the previous sections, The 

triangle is surrounded by the four contextual forces and conditions 

which may influence family language policy, indicated by the arrows 

pointing towards the triangle. While the model for language policy up 

to this point has been closely based on Spolsky’s general three 

components, specific considerations of child language acquisition and 

development shall be made in the following section to develop this 

general model more specifically in the direction of family language 

policy. 

 

2.2.5 Bilingual Child Language Acquisition and Development 

 

Studies within the field of family language policy typically connect 

the fields of language policy and child language acquisition (King, 

Fogle, & Logan-Terry, 2008). Such studies primarily investigate child 

language acquisition and development within a bilingual or 

multilingual context, e.g. in immigrant or indigenous families. A focus 

on family language policy in a monolingual context is rare, although it 

would be possible, e.g. by investigating the management of so called 

good and bad language practices as mentioned in the section on 

language ideology above. To a certain degree, the current study 

concerned with Lithuanian families in Sweden follows the typical 

research pattern in investigating how immigrant parents manage their 

children’s language practices, and to what degree and how they seek to 

transmit and maintain the heritage language. Considering factors that 
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influence child language acquisition and development in a multilingual 

context is therefore critical. 

It is typically possible to identify whether an individual’s 

multilingual competence develops or has developed sequentially or 

simultaneously. Sequential language acquisition refers to situations in 

which a child starts acquiring the different varieties at different points 

of time. Simultaneous language acquisition refers to the acquisition of 

different varieties at the same time, i.e. from birth (Hoff, 2015). Both 

types can be found in the current study, although the majority of 

children involved in this study acquire both Lithuanian and Swedish 

simultaneously. Studies focusing on a variety of immigrant groups in 

the U.S. have illustrated that the society language becomes tendentially 

more dominant over time for both sequentially and simultaneously 

bilingual children and adolescents and irrespective of linguistic 

background (see Kohnert (2002) and Kohnert and Bates (2002) for 

Spanish, Pham and Kohnert (2014) for Vietnamese, Jia and Aaronson 

(2003) for Chinese, and Jia et al. (2014) for Chinese and Korean). 

Simultaneously bilingual children may develop their early 

vocabulary and grammar skills slower than monolingual children. This 

relates to the input frequency, i.e. how often a child hears a language, 

because the input frequency for each language in a bilingual context is 

lower than in a monolingual context, that is unless the bilingual children 

“sleep less or their parents talk twice as much” (Hoff, 2015, p. 491). 

However, the difference in the size of the vocabularies of same-aged 

bilinguals and monolinguals reduces over time and by the age of ten, 

bi-lingual children have usually caught up with their monolingual peers 

in terms of grammatical development (see Gathercole and Thomas 
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(2009)). Whether children develop equal competence in both 

languages, however, is a different matter. In an immigrant setting, 

contact with the immigrant language can be limited and the input 

frequency can decline over time while the input frequency of the 

majority language typically increases, e.g. when the child starts to 

attend formal education. 

As the input frequency is related to child language development, 

language input patterns within the child’s social networks are a crucial 

factor. These input patterns do not necessarily reflect the general 

“dominance configuration in the community” (De Houwer, 1995, p. 

224) but rather are individual and personal. Even though children’s 

social networks vary, typically one or both parents play a significant 

role. In her 2007 study, De Houwer analysed parental language input 

patterns in 1,899 families (of which 121 were single-parent families) 

where at least one parent spoke a minority language. She paid special 

attention to the language use of children aged six to ten in a large-scale 

survey study in Flanders, Belgium. The study found significant 

differences between different input patterns and the chance that at least 

one child speaks the heritage language. 

As Table 1 illustrates, the chance that at least one child speaks the 

heritage language is highest if both parents speak exclusively the 

minority language (1a) or if one parent speaks the heritage language 

exclusively and the other both heritage and majority language (1b). 
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Table 1: The Effect of Language Input Patterns in the Parent Pair on Children's Use 

of Language X 

 

Input Pattern 

No Child 

Speaks X 

At Least One 

Child Speaks X 

 

N 

1a: 2x Language X 3.08% 96.92% 422 

1b: (X + Dutch) & X 6.58% 93.42% 243 

2a: 2x (X + Dutch) 20.82% 79.18% 562 

2b: X & Dutch 25.76% 74.24% 198 

3: (X + Dutch) & Dutch 64.30% 35.70% 353 

All patterns combined 23.85% 76.15% 1,778 

adapted from De Houwer (2007, p. 419) 

 

According to De Houwer (2007, p. 419), there is no statistically 

significant difference between patterns 1a and 1b nor between 2a and 

2b. There is a statistically significant difference between each of the 

three patterns, however (1a and 1b; 2a and 2b; 3). As the input 

frequency in the heritage language decreases from the first to the third 

pattern, so too does the chance that at least one child will speak the 

heritage language. 

Drawing on the same project data, a few years earlier, De Houwer 

(2004) analysed parental input patterns of 244 trilingual families and 

found out that there is a higher chance for trilingual development of 

children when the parents do not use the majority language but only the 

heritage languages at home. These studies provide only rough 

tendencies, however, as they rely solely on self-reported data and do 

not investigate the absolute input frequency provided by the parents in 

detail, i.e. how much they speak to their children, which is the pivotal 

factor (De Houwer, 2011), as children need enough occasions to speak 

a language in order to acquire it (Ladberg, 1996). Similarly, examining 
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whether at least one child in the family speaks the heritage language has 

natural limitations for understanding child language development. 

Cases where the parental absolute input frequency is limited due to e.g. 

long working hours, as in the study by Wong Fillmore (2000) as well 

as in some cases of Lithuanian families in Sweden, are also not 

identifiable with De Houwer’s quantitative data. Furthermore, the 

results can also be considered as a bit vague as it sets the condition that 

at least one child in the family speaks the heritage language. 

Parental input frequency is naturally not the only factor that 

influences the child’s language development; parental discourse 

strategies also play a crucial role. If a child has to engage more with a 

heritage language (Yamamoto, 2001) and if the parents centre the child 

more in their interactions, i.e. encouraging the child to contribute 

actively to the conversation (Döpke, 1992), the chance is higher that the 

child acquires the heritage language and that they do so to a higher 

degree. 

Lanza (1992; 1997) investigates parental discourse strategies in 

American-Norwegian families in Norway and distinguishes five 

strategies that parents apply towards child language mixing. These 

strategies can be situated on a continuum from a monolingual to a 

bilingual context (see Figure 3). The five main strategies Lanza (1997, 

p. 262) outlines, from rather monolingual to rather bilingual, are: 

Minimal Grasp Strategy (Ochs, 1988), Expressed Guess Strategy 

(Ochs, 1988), Adult Repetition, Move On Strategy and Adult Code-

Switches. 
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Monolingual  Bilingual 

Context  Context 

 Minimal 

Grasp 

Expressed 

Guess 

Adult 

Repetition 

Move On 

Strategy 

Code- 

Switching 

 

adapted from Lanza (1997, p. 268) 

Figure 3: Parent Strategies Toward Child Language Mixes 

 

In the Minimal Grasp Strategy, the parent displays no 

comprehension for the child’s utterance in the other language and tries 

thereby to influence the child’s language choice. In the Expressed 

Guess Strategy, the parent may show a certain understanding of the 

language used by the child by asking a decision question in the other 

language. The Adult Repetition Strategy entails the adult repeating 

what the child said using the other language. In the Move On Strategy, 

the adult does not react to the child’s language mixing. In the Code-

Switching Strategy, the parent switches code to accommodate the 

child’s language choice. 

Where there is child-initiated code switching towards the majority 

language, the Minimal Grasp Strategy is supposed to foster the child’s 

use of the heritage language (Lanza, 1997). Other discourse strategies 

might also be fruitful in supporting the acquisition of the heritage 

language, however, e.g. repetitions in the form of translations might be 

helpful if the child’s vocabulary in the minority language is limited, as 

in García’s (1983) study. Code-switching might be used strategically 

by the parent to get the child’s attention (Seals, 2017) but if the parent 

always switches to the majority language, the child might see no reason 

to speak the heritage language and would not acquire it (Ladberg, 

1996). Kasuya (1998) emphasises the importance that parents are 
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explicit with their language choice by providing direct instructions and 

corrections to the child. Parental discourse strategies that create rather 

a monolingual context which are child-centred and engage it with the 

heritage language are therefore perceived as more fruitful for the child’s 

development in the heritage language. 

While parental language input patterns and discourse strategies play 

an important role for child language acquisition, another critical factor, 

the linguistic environment, must be considered. The linguistic 

environment in which children are raised is impacted by various factors, 

“including the larger society, the culture of the heritage language, and 

the composition of the household in which they live” (Hoff, 2015, p. 

492), all of which have an impact on linguistic development. If one of 

the child’s languages has lower prestige in wider society, for example, 

the child might prefer to speak the more prestigious language which 

decreases the use of their heritage language and endangers its 

acquisition (cf. Pearson (2007)). The culture of the heritage language 

through e.g. the existence (of lack thereof) of a tradition of literacy can 

also contribute positively or negatively to the child’s language 

development (cf. Scheele, Leseman, & Mayo (2010)). Parental 

language practices at home, as discussed, importantly influence a 

child’s language development and when one parent is a speaker of the 

majority language and does not use the heritage language the majority 

language tends to dominate the home (Place & Hoff, 2011), a 

phenomena which can also be observed in many Swedish-Lithuanian 

families in Sweden. 

A perfectly balanced input in both languages for a bilingual child is 

extremely challenging to accomplish, as language exposure changes 
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dynamically in tow with changes in the linguistic environment 

(Pearson, Fernandez, Lewedeg, & Oller, 1997). Particularly, when a 

child enters into the formal education system, the input and acquisition 

of the majority language typically increases significantly, which might 

lead to increased use of the majority language at home and result in 

conflicts with regard to the acquisition of the heritage language 

(Spolsky, 1974). Children might for example recount their school day 

using the majority language. Explicit and supportive discourse 

strategies by parents, as discussed above, become critically important 

at this stage to continue to foster the use of the minority language (De 

Houwer, 2009b). 

A child’s personality and emotions are also important factors in 

language development. Personality can influence how quickly language 

skills develops, i.e. shy children develop slower than others (see Oades-

Sese, Esquivel, Kaliski, & Maniatis (2011) for an example of shy 

Hispanic American pre-schoolers). Focusing on emotional aspects, 

Ladberg (1996) emphasises that if a child has difficulties learning a 

language, this might result from, amongst other things, negative 

experiences. Negative experiences with a language can cause a child to 

avoid using the language, but more general experiences that are not 

necessarily tied to language can also have an impact.6 

The current section illustrated the role that family language policy 

has with regard to bilingual child language acquisition, and factors 

which impact child language acquisition and thus shape these family 

language policies. Some of these factors may be influenced to a certain 

 
6 See also Busch (2013; 2017) who coins the concept “Spracherleben” – lived 

experince of languages. 
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degree and thus become the target of language management, such as 

parental language input patterns and absolute input frequency, 

alongside the negotiation of child language mixing through certain 

discourse strategies. Other factors, however, such as the linguistic 

environment both on the level of society and in various domains which 

children are part of, are not directly influenceable. How these external 

influences are encountered and managed, however, is negotiated within 

family language policy. Figure 4 below summarises this outlined 

framework of family language policy, which serves as the primary 

theoretical framework for this study. 

 

Figure 4: Family Language Policy Model 
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The three components of the family language policy (marked in 

black) are in the centre and interlace, but do not completely encompass, 

target child language acquisition/development (marked in blue). Family 

language policy does not cover the entire blue circle as the child 

language acquisition/development is effected by factors beyond the 

family; these external factors (marked in orange) influence both child 

language acquisition/development and, resultingly, family language 

policy. Finally, it has been noted that experiences and emotions 

contribute to language development and can either foster or weaken the 

acquisition of a heritage language. These emotions relate to all factors 

presented within the model and are therefore not accentuated in the 

figure. The following section focuses on this aspect in more detail and 

presents the rather recent notion of harmonious bilingual development 

(De Houwer, 2006; 2015). 

 

2.3 Harmonious Bilingual Development 

 

Emotions and personal experiences that influences child language 

development are considered within the concept of harmonious bilingual 

development (De Houwer, 2006; 2015; 2020). The term refers to a 

problem-oriented approach that perceives bilingual child raising as a 

language contact situation where language related conflicts and 

problems can arise within the family domain. Bilingual development is 

described as harmonious when the following criteria are met: a) 

Children have proficiency in two languages and actively use both of 

them; b) Parent-child conversations employ predominantly a single 
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language; c) Families experience bilingualism positively; d) Families 

do not encounter language related interpersonal conflicts or problems 

(De Houwer, 2015). If one or more of these criteria are not met, the 

status is referred to either as frustrated or, when exacerbated, conflictive 

bilingual development. Harmonious and conflictive bilingual 

development constitute therefore the two ends of a continuum (see 

Figure 5) that may be used to describe the language contact situations 

that individual families experience (De Houwer, 2015). 

 

 

Figure 5: Continuum of Bilingual Development 

 

Harmonious bilingual development takes into account, and it is 

intimately connected to, the subjective well-being of the family 

members (De Houwer, 2015). Subjective well-being has been defined 

as “a broad category of phenomena that includes people’s emotional 

responses, domain satisfactions, and global judgements of life 

satisfaction” (Diener, Suh, Lucas, & Smith, 1999, p. 277). The quality 

of harmony in bilingual development thus has a natural link to the 

subjective well-being of those involved (Veenhoven, 2008). 

While the categorisation of bilingual development as harmonious or 

not is done objectively – through assessing whether criteria are met – 

these criteria themselves are not all objective. Whether bilingualism is 

experienced positively is a subjective matter, closely tied to well-being, 

and may differ from individual to individual. When one considers the 

possibility of dual-lingual communication – where interlocutors speak 

different languages but still understand each other (Saville-Troike, 
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1987), e.g. the child speaks only the majority language while the parent 

speaks only the heritage language – it is evident that parent-child 

relations may be negatively impacted by the creation of a certain 

emotional distance, which can in turn effect how positively each party 

views the bilingual situation. 

When dual-lingual communication patterns continue over the long-

term, less parent-child engagement can result (Tseng & Fuligni, 2000), 

and even if dual-lingual communication patterns do not lead to 

emotional distance between child and parent, they can nevertheless still 

be perceived as negative, because the child is limiting themself to 

actively using only one language. This, in turn, may cause problems or 

conflicts with the extended social or family network, where competence 

in both languages lacks, e.g. with grandparents who did not migrate, 

which is an experience made by some Lithuanian children who grow 

up in Sweden, too. This can naturally influence perceived subjective 

well-being of the individuals involved (De Houwer, 2015). 

Furthermore, studies within migration contexts indicate that high 

language competence in both languages has a positive effect on 

subjective well-being (Schachter, Kimbro, & Gorman, 2012; Collins, 

Toppelberg, Suárez-Orozco, O'Connor, & Nieto-Castañon, 2011), and 

that foreign-born teens’ competence in a heritage language may in fact 

protect them from depressions (Liu, Brenner, Lau, & Kim, 2009). 

A child’s competence level in each language naturally differs over 

time and with respect to a wide variety of factors, as has previously 

been discussed. Problems can arise , if monolingual expectations are 

projected onto the child, i.e. expecting “bilingual children to function 

like monolingual children” (De Houwer, 2015, p. 174), and when these 
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expectations are not met, blaming the bilingual setting. This is 

problematic because it may lead to embarrassment regarding a 

perceived lack of competence in a given language, and negative 

experiences such as this can create a vicious circle where they may 

avoid speaking their weaker language (De Houwer, 2015). Supporting 

the weaker language and making bilingual language acquisition a 

positive “happylingual” (Kopeliovich, 2013) experience, where no 

language-related anger, embarrassment or sadness is experienced, is 

crucial to fostering harmonious bilingual development. 

Initially, the lens of harmonious bilingual development limited its 

focus to families with children up to the age of six years (see De Houwer 

(2006; 2015)). Only recently, families with older children and 

adolescents have been included into the harmonious-bilingual-

development perspective (De Houwer, 2020). Looking at harmonious 

bilingual development through the lens of intergenerational language 

transmission, it is argued here that the notion of harmonious bilingual 

development could even be employed to families where the children 

already have become adults themselves. These adults of the second 

generation potentially become themselves parents and a harmonious 

relationship to their bilingualism, especially to their heritage language, 

presumably raise the odds for transmitting the heritage language to their 

children. Negative experiences with the heritage language, on the 

contrary, can lead to reluctance to use it, as Sevinç (2020) illustrates 

analysing three generations of Turkish speakers in the Netherlands. 

This, in turn, propels then intergenerational language shift. 

Taking perspectives of harmonious bilingual development into 

account can enrich studies of family language policy through shedding 
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more light on the emotional level and by continuing to emphasise the 

agency of the child as a key actor in family language policy. Taking 

into account the subjective well-being of children and parents can also 

explain some language practices (e.g. avoiding a language due to 

embarrassment) and language management efforts (e.g. restricting 

code-switching due to fear of weaker emotional bonds) within the 

family, as will be shown in chapter 4. Equally, reflecting on language 

practices and management efforts and investigating the impact these 

have on the subjective well-being of family members contributes to 

understanding and fostering the bilingual development of children. 

The current study concerned with Lithuanian families in Sweden 

employs the harmonious/conflictive view of bilingual language 

development for studying heritage language development. In doing so, 

it allows for an understanding of family members’ experiences of 

language practices, it further highlights the role and well-being of the 

child, and it allows for an analysis and understanding of language 

management efforts as rather harmonious or conflictive. 
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3 Methodological Framework 

The study on family language policies by Lithuanian families in 

Sweden was conducted by combining traditional ethnographic 

sociolinguistics with contemporary, research-based knowledge about 

how multilingual communication functions, and with methodological 

tools adopted from interactional sociolinguistics, discourse semantics 

and language biography studies. This research approach to discourse 

connects linguistic, social and cultural levels (see Roth-Gordon (2020)), 

and provides two complementary perspectives on meaning making in 

discourse: meaning in context and “meaning beyond the clause” 

(Martin, 2019, p. 358). 

Language is embedded in different dimensions of context which 

need to be taken into account when constructing and interpreting 

meaning. Drawing on this interactional-sociolinguistic perspective (see 

Gumperz (1982; 1992; 2015)), discourse analysis is understood as the 

analysis of meaning within contextualised interactional language use. 

The primary understanding that underwrites this perspective is that 

language use is embedded within specific socio-cultural and situational 

contexts. One tool to analyse these contexts is the SPEAKING 

mnemonic developed by Hymes (1972) within the ethnography of 

communication.7 It represents a taxonomy that provides aspects, such 

 
7 The mnemonic SPEAKING stands for Setting and Scene, Participants, Ends of the practices, 

Act sequence, Key (emotional pitch, feeling, spirit), Instrument (or channel), Norms, and Genre. 
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as the setting, the participants and their ends or aims of interaction, and 

the general norms of interaction, adding to the analysis of interactions 

within speech communities such as Lithuanian families in Sweden. This 

approach, however, concentrates on language external factors and is 

thus not sufficient for the analysis of family language policies. 

In addition to the sociolinguistic-interactional perspective, this thesis 

also employs a discourse semantic lens to reach the contextual levels 

beyond the language external factors.8 This perspective focuses on how 

language is used to construct meaning in utterances yet beyond the 

clause. Within this perspective, three metafunctions of language use can 

be identified: interpersonal “to enact relationships”, ideational “to 

represent experience” and textual “to organize text” (Martin & Rose, 

2007, p. 7).9 Looking through the semantic lens, the focus lies on 

linguistic features which realise these functions. This perspective 

enriches therefore the analysis, as it provides deeper insights on how 

Lithuanian families construct and present their family language 

policies. 

Consistent with the ethnographic approach, fieldwork was 

conducted to collect the data. Section 3.1 presents fieldwork and data 

collecting procedures, Section 3.2 gives an overview of data processing, 

and Section 3.3 is dedicated to data analysis tools and methods. 

 

  

 
For overviews on the development of the ethnography of communication see Carbaugh (2015), 

Johnstone and Marcellino (2011) and Saville-Troike (2003). 
8 See Eggins and Slade (1997), Martin and White (2005), Martin and Rose (2007) for an 

overview on a discourse semantic perspective. 
9 Note that “text” also refers to spoken communication.  
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3.1 Into the Field: Collecting the Data 

 

Background information on the conduct of the study will here be 

provided, before turning to the different kinds of data that were 

collected. The target group of the study were families of Lithuanian 

background in Sweden, where at least one parent identified Lithuanian 

as (one of) their native tongue(s) and at least one child was living with 

this parent(s) in Sweden. No further limitations, such as an age limit 

regarding the children, were made. This was done to ensure a sufficient 

sample size, as the target population is relatively small and dispersed, 

and to provide as much insight into Lithuanian language maintenance 

in Sweden as possible. On the other hand, this step was also 

pragmatically motivated to include willing participants as the target 

group itself was rather limited in size and widely spread. 

The fieldwork was conducted between autumn 2016 and summer 

2019 solely by the author of this thesis. At the beginning of the research 

project, the author gained access to a Lithuanian heritage language 

school community in Sweden through the help of a community 

member. The researcher was introduced to the community and he 

presented his research project. All eligible individuals within the 

community were invited to participate on a self-selective base. 

Snowball sampling was also applied in conjunction, with these 

individuals encouraged to forward the invitation to eligible 

acquaintances. Participants were recruited through both methods, with 

some taking part during the entire duration while others joined at a later 

point in time. Some participants dropped out through the course of the 
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research project, totalling ten participating families10 who are 

considered in this thesis. The participating families will not be 

presented in too much detail, in part to protect the identities of the 

participants who were guaranteed anonymity, as detailed descriptions 

might enable members of the Lithuanian community in Sweden to 

identify particular participants. 

A broad overview of the participants will nevertheless first be 

provided for contextualisation. While the study was carried out, the 

parents were all in their late 30s or 40s. All Lithuanian parents were 

first generation immigrants to Sweden. On average, the Lithuanian 

parents had been living in Sweden for ten years. The parents who 

immigrated most recently had been in Sweden for five years, while the 

longest had been resident for 20 years. Most parents came directly from 

Lithuania to Sweden, while a few had a longer trajectory before they 

settled in Sweden. Reasons for migration were predominatly for work 

or study, which was sometimes followed by a relationship with a non-

Lithuanian. Apart from one family, there were two children in each 

family. The majority of the children was between six and eleven years 

old at the time of the study, a few were toddlers, and a few were 

teenagers. Most of the children were born in Sweden, whiles some 

migrated at an early age with their parents to Sweden. Only a few were 

of school age when arriving in Sweden. 

It is important to emphasise the researcher’s role, as an outsider as 

he has no Lithuanian heritage, and is additionally not Swedish. The 

researcher has language competence in both Lithuanian and Swedish as 

 
10 One of these families contributed only a few self-recordings and did not participate in any 

interviews, while another family did not allow any audio recordings and thus their data is based 

on notes taken during interviews. 
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well as in English, however, which enabled him to engage with the 

community. This outsider status was experienced as both an advantage 

and a disadvantage: There was appreciation that an outsider had learned 

Lithuanian and showed interest in the community, but at the same time, 

the language competence in Lithuanian as a non-native language was 

experienced as a disadvantage because most non-Lithuanian partners of 

Lithuanians were not eager to engage with the study.11 

The following sections present the different types of data that were 

collected for the study, presented in chronological order, i.e. the data 

that were collected first are presented first. Some phases of data 

collection were overlapped, however, as participants joined at different 

points in time, participant observations took place continuously, and 

interviews were conducted in several stages. 

 

3.1.1 Mapping Linguistic Backgrounds and Trajectories: Family 

Language Trees 

 

To gain an overview over the speech community at the heritage 

language school that the researcher came into contact with, family 

language trees were created for volunteer families. A family language 

tree is similar to a normal family tree, including several generations, but 

unlike a regular family tree, the family language tree is not about the 

individuals per se, but aims rather to reveal the linguistic resources of 

the core family members. Figure 6 shows a family language tree 

 
11 Lithuanian parents were sometimes exeggeratedly complimenting the researcher on his 

Lithuanian competence and thus (in)directly put pressure on their Swedish spouses to learn 

more Lithuanian, presenting the researcher as a role model which might have contributed to the 

reluctance to participate. 
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template. Each rectangle represents one family member. The letter in 

the top-left corner marks in Lithuanian the gender, i.e. ‘m’ – ‘moteris’ 

(woman), ‘v’ – ‘vyras’ (man). The letters in the bottom-left corner mark 

in Lithuanian the place of birth, ‘gv’ – ‘gimimo vieta’ (place of birth), 

and most participants also indicated the age or birthyear of the family 

members there. Finally, the family members’ linguistic resources were 

noted in the center of the rectangles. These family language trees 

provide insight into the core family structure as well as the demographic 

background of the participants.  

Figure 6: Family Language Tree Template for a Family of three Children 

 

The family language tree was presented alongside a question 

regarding the family members’ migration trajectory: “Who migrated 

from where to which country when (and why)?” This question could be 
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answered in table form with one line representing one family member. 

These answers provided more background information on the 

participants’ families and their trajectories, which served to aid the 

semi-structured interviews and contextualise the data collected. 

Participants were approached at the beginning of the study and asked 

to create their family language tree. The concept of the family language 

tree was introduced, and the participants could decide to either use the 

template provided by the researcher or to create their own tree on  blank 

paper. It was possible to create the family language tree in either 

Lithuanian, Swedish or English, however, Lithuanian dominated, as 

only one family created their family language tree in Swedish, and the 

English version was not used at all. In total, there was space for four 

generations. Most often, the researcher was available to assist on 

demand. In some cases, participants took the template home, filled it in, 

and returned it afterwards. 

 

3.1.2 The Voices of the Families: Participant Self-Recordings 

 

After completing the family language trees, the participating 

families were asked to conduct self-recordings. The aim was to collect 

audio recordings of speech situations that took place within the families 

to provide insight into familial language use and aspects of the families’ 

language policy. The potential participants were personally invited to 

participate and were provided with an information letter explaining that 

they should make recordings which they conducted themselves in the 

absence of the researcher, e.g. with their mobile phones. The intention 

was for the recordings to span a period of one week, to illuminate 
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quotidian language practices in the families. This time period was not a 

fixed criterion, however, with shorter or discontinuous periods of self-

recordings possible. This adaptation was considered necessary to 

facilitate the collection of an adequate amount of data. A natural 

drawback was that the amount of data contributed by different 

participants varied.12 

The following speech situations from which the parents could 

choose were described in the letter: family breakfast or dinner times, 

visits of family members from Lithuania, visits of the family to 

Lithuania, or children with their parents on the way to school or 

kindergarten. The self-recordings were again not restricted to these 

specified scenarios, however, and the recording of play time of children, 

homework support at home or other family activities were also 

included. Providing participants with more choices was intended to 

encourage participation. Comparing data was more difficult as a result 

of these choices, however, as different participants recorded different 

speech situations. 

Making use of self-recordings that the participants record in the 

absence of the researcher was expected to attenuate a possible effect of 

the researcher’s presence on the participants’ behaviour, namely that 

participants might adapt their behaviour in presence of a researcher. 

Furthermore, language practices could best be analysed when they are 

recorded instead of only talking about practices, because participants 

might also be unaware of some of their practices. 

 

 
12 To facilitate the collection of recordings at home in the future, audio recording wrist watches 

could be distributed to willing families and utilised at home during certain days and times to 

support the data collection, as applied by Seals (2017). 
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3.1.3 Engaging with the Community: Participant Observations 

 

In addition to self-recordings, participant observations both at the 

heritage school and at the homes of participating families also played a 

key role. The participants were informed in the consent form at the 

beginning of the study that observations would take place as part of the 

study. The ability to reject or withdraw from participation at any point, 

without any negative ramifications, was made clear. 

The focus of these observations changed stepwise. Following 

Fishman’s guiding question “who speaks what language to whom and 

when” (1965, p. 67), the very first focus was set on the participants’ 

language practices, followed by management efforts, both of which 

could  easily be observed and identified. Further aspects, such as 

additional functions of language use beyond management efforts, were 

also of interest during the observations. Underlying rules and norms of 

the observed language use, i.e. the language ideologies, could be 

ascertained separately, through e.g. interviews. Conversely, participant 

observation could also confirm or challenge information garnered from 

these interviews, e.g. with regard to language practices, as people are 

not always aware of all of their practices, allowing for comparison 

between self-reported practices and actual practices. 

 

3.1.4 Talking about Language Use: Semi-Structured Interviews 

 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with the participating 

families at different stages of the study. In total, three different 

interview guides were developed and employed. The interview guides 
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were based on the presented family language policy model, on insights 

gained from participant observations, and on the self-recordings (see 

Appendix I: Semi-Structured Interview Guide I, Appendix II: Semi-

Structured Interview Guide II, and Appendix III: Semi-Structured 

Interview Guide III). The development and application of the semi-

structured interview guides was thus a dynamic process which was 

conducted over a longer time span. 

As the interviewer had competence in both, Lithuanian and Swedish, 

as well as English, the interview guides were prepared in all three 

languages, enabling the participants to choose the language of the 

interviews. Switching between languages during the interview was 

encouraged by the interviewer, with the aim to provide the participants 

the opportunity to express themselves without any constraints and as 

they felt appropriate. During group interviews that involved all family 

members, however, this acceptance of code-switching might have 

undermined monolingual family language policies, e.g. by allowing 

children to reply in Swedish even though parents favour only the use of 

Lithuanian at home. 

Group interviews with all core family members were conducted 

where possible, and the interviews were recorded with consent from the 

participants (in writing at the beginning of the study and orally at the 

beginning of each recording). In the rare case that a family did not want 

to be recorded, written notes were taken by the researcher during the 

interview. Conducting group interviews was particularly beneficial in 

the beginning to establish rapport and good relations with all family 

members. Furthermore, as the research was not only focused on parents 

with regard to their family but additionally intended to include the 
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perspective of agency of children, this helped to include them in the 

process as active, social actors (James, 2007). Not all children actively 

participated in the interviews, however, and a number of interviews 

were only conducted with the parent(s). 

The first semi-structured interview (see Appendix I: Semi-

Structured Interview Guide I) was conducted after the researcher had 

been present in the community for a while and had already started the 

fieldwork, in order to minimise potential reluctance of the participants 

(Codó, 2008). The first interview aimed to collect background 

information on the participant families as well as to provide initial 

insights into the family members’ language practices, ideologies, 

management efforts and the micro and macro contexts. Some questions 

were adapted depending on the family constellation: some questions 

were only applicable for Lithuanian parents but not for Swedish parents, 

e.g. regarding migration to Sweden. 

The second semi-structured interview (see Appendix II: Semi-

Structured Interview Guide II) focused more on external language 

management, beliefs about language, and the Swedish context, 

investigating the role of Lithuanian heritage language schools and the 

mother-tongue education program in Sweden. The questions were 

arranged in three groups. The first group of questions dealt in general 

with Lithuanian heritage language schools, asking why parents did (or 

did not) sign their children up to the school, and the family members’ 

experiences and expectations of the school. The second group focused 

on the language use at Lithuanian heritage language schools and was 

expected to shed some more light on the norms and rules for language 

use at these schools, in addition to the participants’ language ideologies. 
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The final part focused on the family members’ experiences with, and 

the perceived role of, the mother-tongue education program. 

The third interview aimed to explore aspects of linguistic identity 

and harmonious bilingual development and employed language 

portraits as stimulus for the interview. In simplified terms, a language 

portrait is a silhouette of a person that participants coloured with 

different colours, assigning each colour to a language relevant to them. 

These language portraits have their roots in German pedagogical studies 

of the 1990s (Neumann, 1991; Gogolin & Neumann, 1991) and have 

continued to be advanced in the 2010s (e.g. Busch (2013)). 

The participants were briefly introduced to the concept of the 

language portrait and the language portrait silhouette (see Figure 7), 

which was an adapted version of the one used by Busch (2013)13. The 

template sheet also included brief instructions, and the silhouette’s left 

and right sides were marked for orientation. It was available in three 

languages (Lithuanian, Swedish, English), with participants free to 

choose. After the introduction, the participants were asked to reflect, 

and to think about which linguistic resources were relevant in their lives 

and where they would locate them and why. Each participant could use 

felt-tip pens of 24 different colours provided by the researcher to colour 

her or his language portrait. This activity was usually performed with 

all participating family members as a group activity. As previous 

studies have pointed out, there is a potential problem of copying from 

someone else instead of self-reflecting. It was thus emphasised that 

everybody had to work by themselves and that there was no reason to 

 
13 In contrast to the original, both arms are pointing down in the adapted template to omit a 

predefined hierarchy between, as previously one arm was pointing up. Additionally, a neck has 

been added to the body, which was missing in the previous template.  
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copy from someone else as the portraits represented the individual, and 

there was no wrong way to design the portrait. 

 

Figure 7: Language Portrait Silhouette 

 

When all participants had finished the colouring of their language 

portraits, they were asked to present them to the group. Guiding 

questions were used to facilitate these presentations (see Appendix III: 

Semi-Structured Interview Guide III)14. The different aspects of interest 

in these presentations were the choice of languages generally, their 

colours, locations, and relevance in the participant’s life, as well as how 

 
14 This interview guide was only prepared in Lithuanian and English as at the point of 

preparation it was already clear that there was no more need for a Swedish version.  

Jūsų kairė Jūsų dešinė  
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specific experiences connected to their languages. In this way, the 

activity could raise language awareness among the participants and 

allowed for a follow-up group discussion. 

 

3.2 Data Processing 

 

Having presented the different forms of data that were collected 

throughout the study, this current section focuses on how these data 

were processed to prepare them for analysis. Before analysing the 

collected data, participant observations and recordings (self-recordings 

as well as interviews) needed first to be processed to facilitate the 

analysis. Some basic contextual information was first noted down. This 

included time, place, and participants involved,15 as well as brief notes 

about related events that had taken place previously. 

Notes from the participant observationswere documented in a 

research diary after the encounters. An entry usually contained some 

general information, as described above, and a description of the local 

context in which the observation occurred. The observations 

themselves were recorded in English in different text forms, such as 

descriptions of situations and utterances from participants, both in the 

language in which these utterances occurred as well as with an English 

translation. 

Eighteen recorded interviews and 45 self-recordings provided by the 

participants, which totals approximately 16 hours and 40 minutes of 

audio material, were transcribed using the transcription program 

 
15 Pseudonyms were used to protect the participants’ identities.  
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f4transkript and, similar to the participant observations, contextual 

information was also noted down. If there were several languages 

within a transcript, each language was assigned a different graphical 

representation, i.e. regular, bold, italics, underlined (see Appendix IV 

for an overview of the transcription conventions applied in the current 

study). 

After the data had been transcribed, it was pre-coded using the 

program f4analyse. This coding was naturally informed by the family 

language policy model and the research questions, defining the 

following topics; status of Lithuanian in Sweden, language use, 

language ideologies, and heritage language development within the 

family. Coding was a continuous, data-driven process which continued 

throughout the data analysis, when further discourse themes and their 

motives were explored, defined and analysed. Resultingly, the 

following discourse themes supplementing the above-mentioned topics 

were identified: included vs. excluded, endangered vs. safe (status), 

monolingual vs. multilingual language practices, explicitly vs. 

implicitly managing language in use, external and internal Lithuanian 

language activities (language use), strong vs. low impact belief, 

monolingual vs. bilingual mindsets, importance vs. unimportance of 

Lithuanian (language ideology), towards frustration and conflicts, and 

towards harmony (language development). The following section 

presents how these topics were analysed. 
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3.3 Data Analysis 

 

The data was analysed on two perspectives utilising several 

discourse analytical tools. Looking through the discourse semantic lens, 

ideational and interpersonal functions of linguistic features were 

analysed. Looking through the interactional-sociolinguistic lens, three 

interrelated analytical tools were employed to analyse the data: frames, 

footing and stancetaking. 

The concept of frame (Goffman, 1974) facilitates to analyse the 

organisation of interactions, describing “the overall picture of what the 

situation is” (Ensink & Sauer, 2003, p. 8). A distinction can be made 

between knowledge frame and interactive frame. The knowledge frame 

refers to the knowledge that an individual uses to fill presupposed 

information for interpretation (ibid., pp. 5f.). The interactive frame 

refers to the perception of the type of interaction or speech activity in 

which individuals are involved in (ibid., p. 7). Both types of frames are 

connected to expectations that interlocutors have of each other; i.e. a 

shared knowledge and understanding of how to interpret the interaction 

(Ensink, 2003, p. 65f.). 

The analytical concept of footing (Goffman, 1979) is connected to 

frames and describes interactions in terms of “alignments between one 

another as well as between themselves and what is said” (Gordon, 2015, 

p. 325). Goffman (1979) refines the distinction between speaker and 

hearer. Focusing utterances, the analytical roles of animator (the one 

who animates an utterance), author (the one who authored an utterance) 

and principal (the one whose beliefs or position stands behind the 

utterance) are distinguished and the speaker is not necessarily the author 
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or principal of the animated utterance (ibid, p. 17). Focusing the hearer, 

it can be distinguished if the hearer is addressed or rather a bystander 

(ibid, p. 8f.). Furthermore, interlocutors take also different social roles 

which they might change during interactions, e.g. switching from the 

mother role to the teacher role which is reflected in linguistic and non-

linguistic means. 

The third analytical concept, also connected to Goffman’s concept 

of footing, is stancetaking which describes “how one positions oneself 

in relation to utterances, ideas, other interactional participants or 

broader social groups” (Roth-Gordon, 2020, p. 37). Stances can be 

realised in different ways: metalinguistic (e.g. rhetorical questions), 

linguistic (e.g. choice of attributes) or non-linguistic (e.g. guestures or 

looks) (ibid.). Focusing linguistic realisations, the appraisal toolkit 

provides tools to analyse “attitudes, how they are amplified and their 

sources” (Martin & Rose, 2007, p. 26). Attitudes are divided into three 

types of evaluation: affect (evaluations of feelings), judgement (of 

individuals) and appreciation (evaluation of things) (ibid., p. 28).16 

These tools are used to analyse the stancetaking of participants in this 

study, e.g. how parents evaluate a Lithuanian heritage language school, 

how Lithuanian parents do judgements about others Lithuanian parents’ 

or children’s codeswitching to Swedish, or how feelings about language 

management practices are expressed. 

The data analysis was conducted consistent with the prior 

organisation of discourse topics and their themes which is also reflected 

in the structure of the analysis chapter, which is as follows: 1) The status 

 
16 See Martin and White (2005), Martin and Rose (2007, pp. 25-71) and Eggins and Slade (1997, 

pp. 124-142) for a detailed introduction to appraisal. 
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of Lithuanian in Sweden; 2) Language use; 3) Language ideologies; 4) 

Heritage language development within the family. These are discussed 

in the following. 

The first topic addressed the macro level, exploring the 

sociolinguistic situation of Lithuanian families living in Sweden as well 

as their experience of the process of language maintenance. This was 

guided by the research question:  

 

1. How do families experience and describe the situation of 

Lithuanian in Sweden? 

 

The aim of the analysis was to investigate how the participants 

constructed their social reality during the interviews, i.e. how these 

realities were shaped through the use of language. This first analysis 

served to contextualise the further areas of investigation and relates to 

the contextual part of the family language policy model discussed in 

chapter 2. 

The second topic addressed the micro level, investigating what was 

done through language use within the speech communities. This 

addressed the following research questions: 

 

2. How do planned language practices and actual language 

practices within Lithuanian speech communities in Sweden 

differ?  

3. How do participants manage different language practices within 

Lithuanian speech communities in Sweden?  

4. Which additional Lithuanian language activities do the 

participants make use of and to what ends? 
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This analysis directly connected to language practices and language 

management discussed in the family language model employed in this 

study. Child language development was also addressed to some degree 

within this topic as language management often aimed for supporting 

the development of Lithuanian language competence. 

The third topic, in line with the family language policy model, 

explored underlying language ideologies. These language ideologies 

could be expressed (and understood) explicitly by the participants, e.g. 

during interviews,but could also govern speech events implicitly and 

become visible to a certain degree through language use recorded or 

observed. Hence, the research question for the analysis of the third 

focus area was the following: 

 

5. What kind of language ideologies underlie the language 

management practices? 

 

Finally, the analysis focused on Lithuanian language development 

within the family. This topic related to all previous topics and explored 

how they contributed to the heritage language development, Towards 

frustration and conflicts or Towards harmony, within the families. 

Concretely, the final research question was the following:  

 

6. How do language management practices contribute to a 

harmonious or frustrative/conflictive development within the 

families? 
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4 Family Language Management Practices 

The data analysis focused on language practices within the larger 

speech community of Lithuanian families in Sweden in general and the 

dynamic organisation of these practices. This chapter presents and 

discusses the results of the data analysis along the four major themes 

characteristic of family-language discourses by Lithuanian speakers in 

Sweden: 1) The status of Lithuanian language in Sweden; 2) Language 

use; 3) Language ideology; 4) Heritage language development within 

the family. The analysis shows that families’ experiences of the 

situation of Lithuanian in Sweden motivate parental language 

management efforts to support the maintenance of Lithuanian within 

the family (section 4.1). Families follow different language practices, 

however, with a common parental goal to maintain the Lithuanian 

language within the families which leads to different language 

management strategies within and outside the family and also 

negotiations between family members (section 4.2). Section 4.3 

concentrates on underlying language ideologies and illustrates how they 

are related to the language practices and language management efforts 

made by family members. The final section showcases how certain 

language practices contribute to frustrative/conflictive or harmonious 

Lithuanian language development within families (section 4.4). 
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4.1 Status of the Lithuanian Language in Sweden 

 

Although immigrant languages in Sweden are recognised through 

the Swedish Language Act (Swedish Ministry of Culture, 2009) and 

they are represented in the school curriculum through mother tongue 

instruction, their status is sometimes questioned and devalued in public 

debates (Salö, Ganuza, Hedman, & Karrebæk, 2018). This section 

explores the sociolinguistic situation of the participating families (the 

most outer part of the model presented in chapter 2) and investigates 

how the participants perceive and construct the status of the Lithuanian 

language in Sweden. Families experience both inclusion and exclusion 

of Lithuanian in the education system and in public (section 4.1.1) and 

the transmission of Lithuanian to the next generation is often threatened 

if no language management efforts are undertaken (section 4.1.2). 

 

4.1.1 Included vs. Excluded 

 

The participants had different experiences regarding how the 

Lithuanian language was perceived in different domains in Sweden, and 

whether Lithuanian was treated tendentially inclusively or exclusively. 

Public education institutions where the children spend a significant 

portion of their time and engage with educators and peers are naturally 

a significant domain for the inclusion or exclusion of Lithuanian. 

Parents’ own encounters with these educators are a relevant avenue for 

investigation. Finally, experiences with Swedes generally in the closer 

surrounding are also considered. 
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During the interviews, it became clear that experiences with 

educators differ, depending in large part on the individual educator. 

While some educators actively try to integrate the children’s heritage 

languages and make space for Lithuanian, there are a few educators 

who seem to be rather restrictive, and try to exclude Lithuanian from 

their institutions. 

Example 1 illustrates mother Inga’s experience of how an educator 

integrates the children’s heritage languages in a morning ritual at 

school. In turn 1, mother Inga talks about the morning practice at 

school, where educators sing a greeting song together with the children 

(“Jag säger godmorgon till dig”). 

 

Example 1 

1 Inga: Ehm, Eglė iš ryto per, 

ehm, tą, su ryto ratu, 

samling, dainuoja tokią 

dainlelę: “Sakau labas 

rytas aš tau”. “Säg god 

morgon till dig”. Nu, ten 

su gitaromis ir kita groja, 

Anna groja su gitara ir 

dainuoja. Ir angliškai 

dainuojate šitą? 

Ehm, Eglė in the morning 

during, ehm, that, with 

the morning circle, 

gathering, sings such a 

song: “I say good 

morning, I to you”. “Say 

good morning to you”. 

Well, one plays guitar 

there, Anna plays guitar 

and sings. You sing this 

also in English? 

2 Eglė: Mhm. Ir dar kažkokia. Mhm. And something 

else. 

3 Inga: Dar kažkokia kalba, ir 

paprašė, kad lietuviškai 

užrašytume žodžius. 

And in some other 

language, and they asked 

that we would write 

down the words in 

Lithuanian. 

4 Interviewer: Aha. Aha. 

5 Tomas: Oh. Oh. 
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6 Inga: Nu, ir Eglė penktadienį 

nusinešė. 

Well, and Eglė took it 

already with her on 

Friday. 

7 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

8 Inga: Ir užrašėme lietuviškai. And we wrote it down in 

Lithuanian. 

9 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

10 Tomas: O kaip lietuviškai? And how is it in 

Lithuanian? 

11 Inga: “Sakau labas rytas” 

užtenka. Nu ten tiek tie 

žodžiai yra ten: “Sakau 

labas rytas. Sakau labas 

rytas. Sakau labas rytas, 

aš tau.” Nu tiek. 

“I say good morning” is 

enough. Well, that many 

words there are: “I say 

good morning. I say good 

morning. I say good 

morning, I to you.” Well, 

that’s it. 

12 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

13 Inga: Va, ir mokytoja paprašė, 

kad mes lietuviškai 

parašytume. 

See, and the teacher 

asked that we would 

write it in Lithuanian.  

14 Interviewer: Mhm. Faina. Mhm. Nice.  

 

This song is performed in Swedish and additionally in English, as 

the first foreign language within the Swedish school system. These 

seem to be the main languages in which the song is sung, but additional 

languages are also occasionally integrated, as evidenced by daughter 

Eglė mentioning in turn 2 that they sung in another language as well by 

saying ‘and something else’ (‘Ir dar kažkokia’). These other languages 

seem to change and the next language in which the song shall be sung 

is Lithuanian, as the teacher asked them to write down the words in 

Lithuanian. As Inga uses the first person plural form ‘we would write 

down’ (‘užrašytume’) in turn 3, it was not her alone who wrote down 

the translation. Father Tomas who was rather a bystander changes his 

footing by commenting. He seems unfamiliar with both the song and 
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the act of translation, expressed by his interjection of ‘Oh’ in turn 5, and 

querying in turn 10 how the Lithuanian translation would sound. This 

change in footing illustrates thus that it was the mother and daughter 

who were asked to write down the Lithuanian words. At first glance, 

this activity could be perceived as trivial, but it sends a positive signal 

to the child that Lithuanian is valued in the school domain and receives 

space in this morning ritual. 

Lithuanian can also be included to facilitate the communication 

between educator and child when the child has not yet developed a 

sufficient proficiency in Swedish, as example 2 illustrates. 

 

Example 2 

1 Mantas: O kaip tau mokino švedų 

kalbą tada? Ar atsimeni? 

And how did they teach 

you Swedish back then? 

Do you remember? 

2 Giedrius: Ne, ne. Nelabai atsimenu. No, no. I don’t really 

remember. 

3 Vaida: Nes mes tai prisimename, 

tavo auklėtoją. 

Because we remember 

that, your educator. 

4 Giedrius: Joa. Yes. 

5 Vaida: Tavo pirma auklėtoja, 

jinai paprašė, ehm, kad 

mes parašytumėm žodžių 

sąrašą, kuriuos tu 

supratai tada lietuviškai, 

ir jinai kalbėdavo 

švediškai. Ir įterpdavo 

lietuviškų žodžių. 

Your first educator, she 

asked, ehm, that we 

would write a word list 

which you understood in 

Lithuanian, and she used 

to speak Swedish. And 

used to insert Lithuanian 

words. 

6 Giedrius: //Aha. Ai jo:a: //Aha. Ai Yeah:: 

7 Vaida: Tai, pavyzdžiui, ‘einam 

mes dabar, Giedriau’// - 

švediškai, bet ‘miegoti’ 

jinai paskaitydavo 

lietuviškai. Nu, ką jis 

suprasdavo, tai gal ne 

So, for example, ‘we go 

now, Giedrius’// - in 

Swedish, but ‘to sleep’ 

she used to read in 

Lithuanian. Well, what he 

used to understand, so 
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‘miegoti’, bet, nežinau 

‘lova’ arba ‘sofa’. Tai vat. 

maybe not ‘to sleep’, but, 

I don’t know, ‘bed’ or 

‘sofa’. That’s it. 

 

Initiated by father Mantas’ question in turn 1 if son Giedrius 

remembers how he learned Swedish, which Giedrius negates in turn 2, 

mother Vaida reconstructs for Giedrius the situation of when he began 

attending kindergarten, speaking to Giedrius using the second person 

possessive pronoun ‘your’ (‘tavo’) in turns 3 and 5. The interview 

situation is thus reframed into a trialogue between parents and child. 

Vaida only returns to the interview frame when she addresses the 

interviewer in turn 7 as she speaks about Giedrius in the third person 

and ‘what he was understanding’ (‘ką jis suprasdavo’). In this example, 

it is again the educator who took initiative and asked the parents to write 

a vocabulary list in Lithuanian which could be used to facilitate the 

educator-child communication. Mother Vaida a the voice of the 

educator in her narration in turn 7, introducing it with ‘for example’ 

(‘pavyzdžiui’). Even though Vaida animates the educator’s voice in 

Lithuanian, ‘Giedrius, we go now’ (‘einame dabar, Giedriau’), she 

marks it as a Swedish utterance which then was completed with 

Lithuanian words from the list, e.g. to sleep (‘miegoti’), ‘bed’ (‘lova’) 

or ‘sofa’ (‘sofa’). The educator at the kindergarten thus treated 

Lithuanian inclusively when communicating with Giedrius. 

In contrast to the previous examples, there are also some experiences 

with educators who exclude heritage languages such as Lithuanian from 

the school, as illustrated in example 3. 
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Example 3 

1 Laura: Ir mano mokykloje yra 

du mergaitės, kurios iš 

Lietuvos, bet (.) mes 

labai daug ne, 

nedraugaujame, nes 

mes turime kitų draugų 

ir, ehm, šita (.) 

mokykloje kitos kalbos 

negalima kalbėti. Tik 

švediškai. 

And in my school, there 

are two girls who are from 

Lithuania, but (.) we don’t 

a lot, don’t communicate 

because we have other 

friends and, ehm, this (.) in 

the school, on cannot 

speak other languages. 

Only Swedish. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Kristina: Neleidžia jums kalbėti 

kitom kalbom? 

They don’t allow you to 

speak in other languages? 

4 Laura: Ne. Negalima. No. One cannot. 

5 Kristina: Įdomu. Interesting. 

6 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

7 Laura: Nes jie visada, ar galiu 

aš švediškai pasakyti? 

Nes jie tik kalba 

švediškai. [...] Nu, jie 

visada sako, kad, jeigu, 

pavyzdžiui, aš kalbu 

lietuviškai su, ehm, šita 

lietuviška mergaite, 

tada kiti galvoja, kad 

mes apie jų kalbam ir 

taip toliau, toliau. Taip. 

Because they always like, 

if I can say it in Swedish? 

Because they only speak 

Swedish. [...] Well, they 

always say that, if, for 

example, I speak 

Lithuanian with, ehm, that 

Lithuanian girl, then 

others think that we speak 

about them and so on and 

on. Yes. 

8 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

9 Laura: Ir (.) visada jeigu kaž-, 

(.) kažkas pradeda 

kažką (.) pasakyti (.) 

kitom kalbom, tada (.), 

pavyzdžiui, mes 

sakome kažką, sako: 

"Ne, šitame mokykloje 

negalima kitų kalbų 

kalbėti. Tik švediškai." 

Tada jie sako: "Ne, bet 

tai tik yra (.), ehm, rast. 

//Pertrauka.". 

And (.) always, if som-, (.) 

someone starts something 

(.) to say (.) in other 

languages, then (.), for 

example, we say 

something, they say: “No, 

in this school one cannot 

speak other languages. 

Only Swedish.” Then they 

say: “No, but it’s only (.), 

ehm, break. //Break.”. 

10 Kristina: Pertrauka// Break// 
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11 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

12 Laura: Tai yra pertrauka. Bet 

visai vis tiek negalima 

kalbėt. 

It is break. But entirely, 

still, one cannot speak. 

13 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

14 Laura: Nes kiti vaikai vis tiek 

girdi. 

Because other children 

still hear it. 

15 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. O tu 

norėtum kalbėt 

lietuviškai su, su kitais? 

Mhm. Mhm. And would 

you like to speak 

Lithuanian with, with 

others? 

16 Laura: Nes aš beveik nieko 

nedraugauju su šitų 

Because I don’t 

communicate, almost 

nothing, with these 

17 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

18 Laura: lietuviškų mergaičių. Lithuanian girls. 

 

During an interview, Laura was asked about other Lithuanian 

children in her school. After broadly stating in turn 1 that her contact to 

the other Lithuanian children is rather limited, she shifts the focus to the 

restrictive language policy of some teachers, who allow one to speak 

‘only in Swedish’ (‘tik švediškai’). Mother Kristina asks in turn 3 

whether children were really not allowed to speak other languages at 

school, and Laura confirms in turn 4 that this was not possible. Kristina 

comments only by saying ‘interesting’ (‘įdomu’) in turn 5, expressing 

a stance of surprise and perhaps a negative judgement of the teachers’ 

language policy. 

Laura continues to describe the situations in which she was 

prohibited to speak Lithuanian by introducing the teachers’ voices, first 

indirectly with the paraphrases ‘because they are always like, if I can 

say it in Swedish’ (‘nes jie visada, ar galiu švediškai pasakyti’) and 

providing the teachers’ justifications for the restriction, as ‘they say 

always that others think that we talk about them’ (‘jie visada sako, kad 
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kiti galvoja, kad mes apie jų kalbam’) in turn 7. She then brings her 

example onto a more general level and reframing the situation at school, 

enlarging the group of participants in turn 9, as she no longer describes 

situations when she spoke Lithuanian but when ‘somebody’ (‘kažkas’) 

spoke in languages other than Swedish. This exclusion addresses thus 

heritage languages generally, naturally applying to Lithuanian too. By 

again using the first person plural personal pronoun ‘we’ (‘mes’) in turn 

9, she associates herself as a part of the group. She then describes the 

reaction of the teachers, animating their voices with a translated quote, 

emphasising again the role of Swedish as the only language allowed to 

be used at the school by saying ‘only Swedish’ (‘tik švediškai’) in turn 

9. Interestingly, the children’s attempt to legitimate the use of other 

languages than Swedish by insisting on the setting of a break does not 

include Laura herself,  who uses the third person plural personal 

pronoun ‘they’ (‘jie’). This change in footing underlines that she seems 

to no longer try and convince the teachers to allow her to speak 

Lithuanian during the breaks, as her interaction with the other 

Lithuanian speaking girls is rather limited. as becomes clear in turns 16 

and 18. 

The language policy implemented by the teachers which Laura 

descibes can be criticised, as it withdrew an option for Laura to speak 

Lithuanian with Lithuanian peers during school breaks. As example 3 

and further examples below illustrate, Laura’s Lithuanian proficiency 

is constrained due to limited practice. She could thus have benefitted 

from being allowed to speak Lithuanian to peers during school breaks 

and from developing her Lithuanian social network. Not all teachers at 

Laura’s school entirely exclude heritage languages from the school. In 
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example 4, Laura mentions a teacher who is curious to learn some basic 

phrases in Lithuanian from Laura. 

 

Example 4 

1 Laura: Niekas niekada nepasakė, 

kad, kažko blogaus, kad aš 

esu iš Lietuvos. Bet, jeigu aš 

kažką pasakau, pavyzdžiui, 

(.) kad aš, ehm, tuoj būsiu 

svensk medborgare. Tada, 

jie, ehm, tada yra kartais, 

kad vaikai sako: “Ką? Aš 

galvojau, kad tu jau buvai 

švedė.” Ir aš, ir aš sakiau: 

“Ne, aš iš tikrųjų yra iš 

Lietuvos.” Ir tada jie nežino, 

kas Lietuva yra, bet (.) aš 

taip paaiškinau. Labai daug 

vaikai pas mane ateina ir 

sako: “Kaip sakome ‘Labas’ 

arba ‘Labas rytas’ 

lietuviškai?” Ir tada aš 

sakau- Pavyzdžiui, mano 

mokytoja sakė: “Ar tu esi iš 

Lietuvos?” Ir aš tada: 

“Taip.” Ir tada ji sakė: 

“Kaip sakome ‘labas’?” O 

aš tai: “Labas.” Ir ji daug 

kartų bandė ir tada ji sakė: 

“Oh, kaip sunku.” 

(laughing). 

Nobody ever said anything 

that, something bad that I 

am from Lithuania. But if I 

say something, for 

example, (.) that I, ehm, 

soon will be Swedish 

citizen. Then, they, ehm, 

then it’s sometimes that 

children say: “What? I 

thought that you were 

already Swede. And I, and 

I said: “No, I am actually 

from Lithuania.” And then 

they don’t know what 

Lithuania is but (.) I 

explain it. A lot of children 

come to me and say: “How 

do we say ‘Hello’ or ‘Good 

morning’ in Lithuanian?” 

And then I say- for 

example, my teacher said: 

“Are you from Lithuania?” 

And I then: “Yes.” And 

then she said: “How do we 

say ‘Hello’?” And I then: 

“Labas.” And she tried 

many times and then she 

said: “Oh, how difficult.” 

(laughing).  

 

In example 4, Laura describes her experience with her peers at 

school when they learn that she is from Lithuania. In the beginning she 

underlines that she has not experienced any negative comments about 

her heritage from her peers. Introducing her peers’ voice with ‘the 
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children say’ (‘vaikai sako’), she animates their first reaction with the 

interrogative pronoun ‘what?’ (‘ką?’), illustrating them as rather being 

surprised when they learn that she was not born in Sweden. She then 

clarifies that she is from Lithuania, introducing her own voice with ‘and 

I said’ (‘ir aš sakiau’). This caused some confusion, as her peers do not 

know ‘what Lithuania is’ (‘kas Lietuva yra’). Laura depicts the reaction 

of her peers as being rather one of interest than rejection, as they ask 

her to teach them some basic phrases. 

More inclusive experiences with peers was also the experience of 

Živilė, who describes a positive peer reaction in example 5. 

 

Example 5 

1 Interviewer: Ar buvo situacija, kad 

kažkas pasakė- 

And was there any 

situation when somebody 

said- 

2 Živilė: Nemanau, kad aš, žmonės 

(.) tik- Aš nemanau, kad, 

žmonės kada nors esą 

kažką blogą pasakę apie 

tai, kad aš esu iš kitos 

šalies, nes daug kit-, daug 

kitų vaikų mano 

mokykloje yra iš kitų 

šalių. Mes turime daugiau 

vaikų iš kitų šalių nei 

švedų. Mes kol kas, mes 

esame devyniolika klasėje, 

o iš jų tik kokie keturi yra 

švedai. 

I don‘t think so that I, 

people (.) only- I don‘t 

think that people ever said 

something bad about that 

that I am from another 

country because many 

oth-, many other children 

at my school are from 

other countries than 

Swedes. So far, we, we are 

nineteen in the class and 

from them only about four 

are Swedes. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Živilė: Aš nelabai žinau (.) kiek 

yra švedų, bet niekas 

nieko negative, 

negativaus. Ne, niekada, 

niekada esą pasakę. 

I don‘t know exactly (.) 

how many are Swedes but 

nobody said anything 

negative, negative. No, 

never, no one said. 
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5 Kristina: Nėra pasakę. Didn‘t say. 

6 Živilė: Nėra pasakę apie tai, kad 

esu iš Lietuvos. Bet 

žmonės tik sako: ‘Ah, 

Živile, ar gali kažką 

lietuviškai pasakyti?’, 

ehm, “Kul. Vad kul att du 

kan prata litauiska”. Nu, 

positiv-, pozityvus 

dalykas? 

Didn’t say about that I am 

from Lithuania. But 

people only say: ‘Ah, 

Živile, can you say 

something in 

Lithuanian?’, ehm, “Cool. 

So cool that you can speak 

Lithuanian.” Well, 

positive-, positive thing.  

 

In turn 2, Živilė draws an open and multicultural picture of her 

school, where not being Swedish seems to be very common, which she 

emphasises with the comparative form ‘more children from other 

countries than Swedes’ (‘daugiau vaikų iš kitų šalių nei švedų’). 

Irrespective of the origin of her peers, Živilė emphasises that she has 

not had any negative experiences in turn 4 with the use of indefinite 

pronoun ‘nobody’ (‘niekas’), followed by a reinforcement through the 

double use of the adverb ‘never’ (‘niekada’). Notably, she does not 

speak explicitly about pupils in turn 6 but more generally about ‘people’ 

(‘žmonės’), which refers also to other participants (i.e. teachers) within 

the school setting. Similar to Laura in example 4, Živilė animates other 

voices in her narrative in turn 6, introducing them with ‘people just say’ 

(‘žmonės tik sako’), who are represented as being interested in listening 

to some Lithuanian. Additionally, she also reconstructs a quote in their 

voice in Swedish which expresses their appreciation, using the adjective 

‘cool’ (‘kul’). Finally, she summarises her experience of comments on 

her Lithuanian heritage from others as positive. 

Even though children spend more time at school than the parents do, 

parents’ experiences with the educators are also relevant, as the 

educators possess a certain authority and expertise. While there were 
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only a few examples, it appears that heritage languages were 

tendentially appreciated as positively contributing to the children’s 

linguistic development as illustrated in example 6. 

 

Example 6 

1 Ilona: Marina, kai baigė darželį ir 

buvo ten tas, žinai, ehm, (.) 

paskutinis susitikimas, tas, 

ehm, utvecklingssamtal, 

žinai, su, su mokytoju ir 

darželio ten ta auklėtoja, 

mokytoja. Tai man sakė, 

kad, ehm, Marina labai 

kalba, labai gerai kalba 

švediškai, ir kalba be 

akcento. 

Marina, when she 

finished the 

kindergarten and there 

was this, you know, 

ehm, (.) final meeting, 

this, ehm, development 

talk, you know, with, 

with the teacher and that 

kindergarten educator, 

teacher. So they said to 

me that, ehm, Marina 

speaks very, very well 

speaks Swedish and 

speaks without accent.  

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Ilona: Ir, kad, ehm, Marinos 

žodynėlis yra turtingesnis 

negu švedų vaikų. 

And that, ehm, Marina’s 

vocabulary is richter 

than the one of Swedish 

children. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Ilona: Ir aš klausiau kodėl. Man 

sakė: “todėl, kad Jūs 

namuose kalbat daug 

kalbų.” 

And I asked why. They 

said: “Because you 

speak many languages at 

home.” 

 

Mother Ilona, with regards to the final developmental assessment in 

kindergarten, reports that the educator commented positively on 

Marina’s Swedish language development. This evaluation is based on 

two aspects, which Ilona illustrates by animating indirect quotes of the 
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educator: that Marina ‘speaks without accent’ (‘kalba be akcento’)17 (in 

turn 1); and that her ‘vocabulary is richer’ (‘žodynėlis yra turtingesnis’) 

in comparison to monolingual Swedish children (in turn 3). By 

animating the educators voice in turn 5, Ilona illustrates the educator’s 

positive stance toward multilingual practices at home, which is 

perceived as the main reason for Marina’s positive development. Some 

parental experiences also present a contrasting view, however, which is 

discussed more in detail in the following section, as part of the 

endangerment of Lithuanian as heritage language. 

Few experiences were recorded of how Lithuanian is perceived by 

the Swedish public generally. The specific experiences described 

illustrate again a spectrum from inclusive to exclusive reactions. 

Example 7 represents an inclusive experience, where mother Arūnė 

takes a positive stance on Swedes, describing them as looking positively 

at Lithuanian and foreign languages in general. 

 

Example 7 

1 Arūnė: Mhm. Ir, pavyzdžiui, 

mokyklėlėje aš vat 

pastebiu, yra ne vienas 

tėvelis, jie švedai ir atveda 

vaikus, ir jie sėdi su vaikais, 

vat, mažukais pamokose. 

Ir, ir, tiesiog, ehm, (..) 

tikrai, vat Švedija turi tą 

tokį- 

Mhm. And, for example, in 

the school I notice, it is not 

one father, they are Swedes 

and the bring the children 

and they sit with the 

children, with the little ones 

in the lessons. And, and, 

simply, ehm, (..) really, 

Sweden has such a- 

2 Ignas: Nu, iš mišrios šeimos //- 

lietuvė ir švedas. 

Well, from mixed families 

//-Lithuanian woman and 

Swedish man. 

 
17 This reflects a rather puristic view on what is good language. 
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3 Arūnė: Joa, iš mišrios// šeimos, bet 

sakau, vat vyrai švedai ir, 

ir, jie veda tuos vaikus ir jie 

puoselėja tą kalbą, kuria- 

Yeah, from mixed// 

families, but I say, the men, 

Swedes and, and they bring 

these children and they 

cherish that language 

which- 

4 Ignas: O ką jam daryti? Jam 

žmona pasakė! Ir veda. 

And what can he do? The 

wife told him! And he 

brings. 

5 Arūnė: Nea, bet vis tiek, bet 

supranti, vat, ehm, ne, ne, 

ne- 

No, but still, but you 

understand, well, ehm, no, 

no, no- 

6 Ignas: //Juokauju. //I’m joking. 

7 Arūnė: ne visi//, kaip pasakyti, 

supratingi, bet sakau, vat 

man atrodo, ehm, švedų 

tautos vat pozityvumas yra, 

kad jie gerbia kitas kalbas. 

Vat. (..) Iš tikrųjų tas 

jaučiasi gyvenant Švedijoje, 

kad kitos kalbos, jos 

gerbiamos ir visi žiūri 

pozityviai į tą. 

not all//, how to say, 

understandable but I say, it 

seems to me, ehm, there is 

a positivism of the Swedish 

nation that they respect 

other languages. (..) 

Indeed, you feel that when 

living in Sweden that other 

languages, they are 

respected and all look 

positively at it.  

 

Mother Arūnė starts with examples of Swedish fathers of mixed 

families (as father Ignas fills in in turn 2) who bring their children to a 

Lithuanian heritage school and who participate themselves in the 

lessons. She points out that it ‘is not one father’ (‘yra ne vienas tėvelis’) 

but in fact several. Furthermore, she frames it as a continuous action by 

using the present tense in her narrative, using forms like ‘I notice’ 

(‘pastebiu’), ‘they bring’ (‘atveda’), ‘they sit’ (‘sėdi’), etc.. In turn 3, 

Arūnė  illustrates these Swedes’ positive stance on Lithuanian as they 

‘cherish that language’ (‘puoselėja tą kalbą’). Her relative clause to 

describe ‘that language’ is interrupted in turn 4 by Ignas’ change in 

footing by his joke, uttered in a serious key, that it is the Lithuanian 
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wives who are the principal behind this act of cherishing, as they have 

the say in their families and make their Swedish husbands go to the 

heritage school. Arūnė voices disagreement in turn 5, followed by 

Ignas’ emphasis that he is joking in turn 6. Arūnė clarifies her broader 

point, moving from the meso level of the heritage school to the macro 

level of a ‘positivism of the Swedish nation’ (‘švedų tautos 

pozityvumas’); ‘other languages, they are respected’ (‘kitos kalbos, jos 

gerbiamos’). This generalisation is compounded through the use of the 

pronoun ‘everyone’ (‘visi’), further emphasising Arūnė’s positive 

experiences. 

Contrastingly, there are also situations where reactions to Lithuanian 

or home languages in general are rather exclusionary. When asked 

about experiences of others trying to restrict her language practices, 

mother Vaida, in example 8, shares her experiences when speaking 

Lithuanian outside of the home. 

 

Example 8 

1 Interviewer: Ar kada nors kažkas sakė: 

“Ne (.) 

Did somebody ever say: 

“Don’t (.) 

2 Vaida: //“Nekalbėk lietuviškai”? //“Don’t speak 

Lithuanian”? 

3 Interviewer: nekalbėk lietuviškai”//, 

pavyzdžiui? 

don’t speak Lithuanian”//, 

for example? 

4 Vaida: Gal niekas nėra sakęs, bet, 

ehm, nu, nežinau, bet aš 

bent jau esu patyrusi, kad, 

kai tu kalbi lietuviškai su 

vaikais ne namie, vis tiek 

tu sulauki bent jau 

žvilgsnių kitokių. Tau 

niekas galbūt- ir 

nepasako, kad tu nekalbi 

švediškai, o kita kalba, bet 

Maybe, no one said 

anything, but, ehm, well, I 

don’t know, but I 

experienced at least that 

when you speak 

Lithuanian with the 

children not at home, still, 

you get at least different 

glances. Maybe nobody 

you- and doesn’t say that 
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į tave vis tiek pasižiūri, 

kad, nu, tu matai, kad tu 

atkreipi dėmesį. 

you don’t speak Swedish 

but in another language, 

but they still look at you 

that, well, you see that 

you draw attention. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Vaida: Tai vat. That’s it.  

 

Although mother Vaida did not hear any comments, stating that 

‘maybe no one said anything’ (‘gal niekas nėra sakęs’), she indicates in 

turn 4 that she has received ‘different glances’ (‘žvilgsnių kitokių’), 

expressing a negative judgement of her language use. By not using the 

first but the second person singular (‘tau’, ‘tu’), she changes the footing 

as she uncouples from her personal experiences and generalises to some 

degree. The emphasis ‘not at home’ (‘ne namie’) underlines the 

perceived spatial dichotomy: home languages other than Swedish are 

not perceived as a part of the public space. When using other languages 

in the public domain, then, ‘one draws attention’ (‘tu atkreipi dėmesį’) 

to oneself negatively, an attempt to reinforce this public/private 

language divide and exclude foreign languages from public. 

This section explored the two opposing discourse themes of 

inclusion and exclusion of the Lithuanian language outside of the home, 

both of which were experienced. Within the domain of formal 

education, some educators exhibited language awareness and explicitly 

included Lithuanian at schools and kindergartens, while some were 

more restrictive and made active efforts to exclude Lithuanian 

(alongside other foreign languages). With regard to peers at school, 

interestingly, only inclusive experiences were recorded. Impressions of 

general acceptance or disdain amongst the Swedish public again 

contained both experiences, but exclusion was felt rather indirectly, in 
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contrast to the open exclusion of some educators, and where inclusion 

was perceived it was on a very large scale. 

4.1.2 Endangered vs. Safe 

 

Another reoccurring discourse theme pair related to the larger topic 

status of the Lithuanian language in Sweden is that of Lithuanian as 

endangered vs. safe. Endangerment was clearly more prominently felt 

than safeness, with parents considering Lithuanian potentially as 

endangered given the dominance of Swedish in their children’s lives 

and the threat of possible language shift in the next generation. Only in 

a few instances was the status of Lithuanian in Sweden perceived as 

safe. 

The discourse theme of endangerment was most prominent in mixed 

Swedish-Lithuanian families, which is unsurprising given the higher 

chance for language shift in families where the majority language is 

spoken by one of the parents (Pauwels, 2016, p. 88). In example 9, 

mother Kamilė, whose family represent a Swedish-Lithuanian family 

with children born in Sweden, emphasises that there is a difference 

between the Swedish and Lithuanian language proficiency of her 

children. 

 

Example 9 

1 Interviewer: Mhm. Gerai. O tada iš 

Jūsų pusės, kaip Jums 

atrodo su vaikais, ar jiems 

viena kalba lengviau 

kalbėti, arba tas pats, ehm, 

švediškai ir lietuviškai? 

Mhm. Ok. And then from 

your side, how does it 

appear to you with the 

children, is it easier for 

them to speak one 

language, or the same, 
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ehm, Swedish and 

Lithuanian? 

2 Kamilė: Na, švediškai ir švedų 

kalba yra vis tiek 

pagrindinė kalba. Jų 

žodynas yra didesnis, ehm, 

švedų kalba. Yra, vis tiek, 

jiems pirma kalba yra 

švedų. Nors jų lietuvių, 

Nojaus lietuvių kalba yra 

labai gera, bet vis tiek jisai 

yra (..) jam antra kalba. 

Well, in Swedish and 

Swedish is still the main 

language. Their 

vocabulary is larger, ehm, 

in Swedish. It’s, still, for 

them, Swedish is the first 

language. Although their 

Lithuanian, Nojus’ 

Lithuanian is very good, 

but still he is (..) for him, 

it’s a second language. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Kamilė: Nėra vie-, vie-, vien-, kaip 

čia pasakyti? Vienodai. 

It’s not eq-, eq-, equ-, 

how to say? Equal. 

 

Mother Kamilė points out the dominance of Swedish by describing 

her children’s Swedish language with the attributes ‘main’ 

(‘pagrindinė’) and ‘first’ (‘pirma’) in turn 2. Her evaluation is based on 

her children’s vocabulary in both languages; using the comparative 

form ‘larger’ (‘didesnis’), she points out the dominance of Swedish. 

Even though Kamilė describes her son Nojus’ Lithuanian language 

proficiency as ‘very good’ (‘labai gera’), she relativises it, as it still is a 

‘second language for him’ (‘jam antra kalba’) and his proficiency in 

both languages is not ‘equal’ (‘vienodai’) as she summarizes in turn 4. 

Kamilė evidently perceives her children’s Lithuanian language 

development as to some degree endangered as she makes language 

management efforts in favour of Lithuanian to counteract the Swedish 

dominance, as will be further explored in section 4.2. 

Swedish language dominance and the endangerment of Lithuanian 

language development is not exclusively found in mixed Swedish-

Lithuanian families, however. In example 10, a Lithuanian-Lithuanian 
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family, mother Ona shows awareness of the crucial role of the formal 

education system in socialising children in the majority language, and 

the subsequent pressure this imposes on the maintenance of the heritage 

language. 

 

Example 10 

1 Interviewer: Ar Jūs manote, kad, na, 

vaikams gal švedų kalba, 

ehm, lengviau kalbėti? 

Do you think that, well, 

for the children maybe 

Swedish, ehm, is easier to 

speak? 

2 Ona: Aš manau, kad vaikam 

lengviau švedų kalba 

kalbėti, todėl kad tai jiems 

vis tiek jų aplinkos kalba 

ir visą laiką jie praleidžia, 

vis tiek mokyklos 

švediškos ir kur yra ta 

švedų kalba. Ir jiem 

išreikšti savo emocijas ir 

jausmus švedų kalba yra 

paprasčiau negu lietuvių. 

[…] Man atrodo, kad jiem 

ta švedų kalba yra vis tiek 

labiau kaip gimtoji ir jiem 

paprasčiau ir jau kai jie 

nori išreikšti kažką tai 

savo ten emocijas ir 

jausmus.  

I think that it is easier for 

the children to speak 

Swedish because it still is 

for them their surrounding 

language and all the time 

they spend, still the 

schools are Swedish and 

there is the Swedish 

language. And for them to 

express their emotions and 

feelings is easier in 

Swedish than in 

Lithuanian. […] It seems 

to me that for them the 

Swedish language is still 

more like native and for 

them it’s easier and 

already when they want to 

express something, their 

emotions and feelings. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Ona: O lietuvių kalba, tai jau 

labiau tokia, jiem gaunasi 

kaip išmokta (.) kalba, 

kuri jau, ta prasme, jau ne 

tokia, ne visai kaip 

gimtoji. 

And Lithuanian, that is 

already more such, for 

them it comes like a 

learned (.) language which 

already, in that sense, no 

more such, not at all like 

native. 
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Ona describes Swedish in turn 2 rather as the children’s ‘native 

language’ (‘gimtoji kalba’), while Lithuanian is portrayed with the 

attribute ‘learnt’ (‘išmokta’) and is described as ‘not exactly like native’ 

(‘ne visai kaip gimtoji’) in turn 4. This perception is guided by her 

evaluation of the children’s language proficiency in Lithuanian, similar 

to Kamilė’s notion in the previous example. It bears repeating, however, 

that children who grow up in a bilingual or multilingual setting do not 

necessarily develop competence in the involved languages equally or at 

the same time (De Houwer, 2009a, p. 7); the children’s presently more 

limited competence in Lithuanian does not necessarily mean that 

Swedish is their (only) ‘native’ language, and that Lithuanian is 

endangered in the long run. 

The dominance of Swedish is also identified in another Lithuanian-

Lithuanian family in example 11, father Mantas and mother Vaida have 

a more moderate view, however, not denying that Lithuanian is one of 

the native languages of the children. 

 

Example 11 

1 Interviewer: Ehm, kokia jūsų nuomonė 

apie, ehm, vaikus 

kalbančius kitomis 

kalbomis negu lietuvių 

kalba lituanistinės 

mokykloje? 

Ehm, what is your opinion 

about, ehm, children who 

speak other languages 

than Lithuanian in the 

Lithuanian school? 

2 Vaida: Mhm. Tu turi minty, kad 

jie per pertrauką, jie per 

pamokas kalba lietuviškai 

ir per pertraukas kalba 

švediškai? 

Mhm. Yo have in mind 

that during the break, they 

speak Lithuanian during 

the lessons and during the 

breaks, they speak 

Swedish? 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Pavyzdžiui. Mhm. For example. 
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4 Mantas: Jie kalba ta kalba, kuria 

jiems lengviau tarpusavy 

bendrauti. Taip. 

They speak that language 

in which it is easier for 

them to communicate 

with each other 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Vaida: Joa, nu yra taip, kaip yra. Yeah, well, it is, how it is. 

 

Asked about children who speak other languages than Lithuanian in 

a Lithuanian heritage school, Vaida distinguishes in turn 2 between two 

settings, lessons in Lithuanian and breaks where children speak 

Swedish. Swedish, Mantas evaluates, is ‘easier’ (‘lengviau’) for them; 

Vaida comments in turn 6 that ‘it is, how it is’ (‘yra taip, kaip yra’) and 

thereby indicates some acceptance for the situation. It is nevertheless 

this awareness of Swedish dominance in various domains that lead to 

considerations of language management efforts, which will be 

discussed later. 

The prior examples regard children who were born in Sweden or 

emigrated from Lithuania at a very young age. The status of Lithuanian 

is unsurprisingly perceived as rather safe where children migrated later 

in their childhood, as they received significant and exclusive language 

input in Lithuanian across all domains. Parents of such children do not 

undertake specific language management efforts, such as enrolling their 

child to a Lithuanian heritage school, as in the cases of Ugnė’s sister 

Veronika who emigrated at the age of twelve or Ieva’s brother 

Mindaugas, who emigrated at the age of eleven. In example 12, 

Veronika is asked if she also attended the Lithuanian heritage school 

which her younger sister Ugnė attends. 
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Example 12 

1 Interviewer: O Jūs irgi gal ėjote? And you maybe went as 

well? 

2 Veronika: Ne. Aš į tą mokyklėlę nėjau. No. I did not go to that 

school. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Veronika: Nes tenai, man atrodo, 

mažesniems ir aš jau ir taip 

pakankamai gerai viską 

kalbu. 

Because there, it seems 

to me, it‘s for little ones 

and I speak already all 

relativly well. 

5 Interviewer: Taip. Yes. 

6 Veronika: Man normaliai. For me, it‘s normal. 

 

Veronika answers negatively in turn 2, and provides a two-fold 

explanation in turn 4; she perceives heritage schools as rather targeting 

younger children (though there actually is a class targeting older 

children in this case) and deems it unnecessary due to her proficiency 

in Lithuanian, stating that ‘I speak already everything fairly well’ (‘aš 

jau ir taip pakankamai gerai viską kalbu’). Since she spent most of her 

childhood in Lithuania, she encountered Lithuanian in different settings 

on a daily basis. Her use of the indefinite pronoun ‘everything’ (‘viską’) 

reflects this; she does not believe that she experiences any limitations 

in expressing herself in Lithuanian, in contrast to children who left 

Lithuania earlier or who were even born in Sweden and thus have had 

a more limited contact with Lithuanian and therefore have difficulties 

to talk about certain topics in Lithuanian. Her use of the adverb ‘fairly’ 

(‘pakankamai’) amplifies her evaluation and indicates that she is aware 

that her situation is somewhat different to peers who have not emigrated 

from Lithuania, and that her Lithuanian language input is more limited 

now. 
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The analysis of the discourse theme pair endangered vs. safe has so 

far focused on Lithuanian within Swedish society at large, where it 

takes an understandably subordinated role. Domains where Lithuanian 

is used are rather limited, as is the case with most other immigrant 

languages. Parents are thus aware that their children’s language input is 

dominated by Swedish, which could endanger the maintenance of 

Lithuanian in the long run and endeavour to make space for Lithuanian. 

The family has an obviously key role in language preservation as it is 

the least affected by state language policies (Pauwels, 2016, p. 91). 

There are also instances where the status of Lithuanian within the 

family is put under threat by outsiders who claim a certain authority, 

however, as the following two examples illustrate. 

 

Example 13 

1 Ilona: Kai pradėjau ieškoti darbo 

(.) po Marinos gimimo, man, 

ehm, arbetsförmedlingen 

paskyrė tą vadinamą 

jobbcoach. Ir, ehm, mes, kai 

kalbėjomės, jinai sako (.) 

‘Tai, ehm, kur tu mokeisi 

švedų? Ar namuose kalbate 

švediškai?’ Sakiau ‘Ne, mes 

namuose kalbam (..) aš su 

savo dukra kalbu 

lietuviškai, o su vyru 

angliškai ir [vyro kalba].’ 

Tai jinai man sako ‘Tai, tu, 

Jūs namuose galėtumėt 

kalbėti švediškai, tam, kad 

išmoktume švedų kalbą.’ (..) 

Tai jinai gal vienintelė man 

buvo. Bet šiaip yra dar 

kažkas, pasakę, kad 

‘namuose galėtumėt kalbėti 

When I started looking 

for a job (.) after 

Marina‘s birth, for me, 

ehm, the job agency 

appointed that so-called 

jobcoach. And, ehm, 

we, when we spoke, she 

says (.) ‘So, ehm, where 

did you learn Swedish? 

Do you speak Swedish 

at home?’ I said: ‘No, 

we speak at home (..) I 

speak with my daughter 

Lithuanian, and with 

my husband English 

and [husbands 

language].’ The she 

says to me: ‘So, you, 

you could speak 

Swedish at home, for, 

that you would master 
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(.) švediškai, tam, kad 

išmoktumėt švedų kalbą’. 

the Swedish language.’ 

(..) So, she was maybe 

the only one. But in 

general there is one 

more, said, that ‘at 

home you could speak 

(.) Swedish, for that you 

would master the 

Swedish language’. 

2 Interviewer: (..) Mhm. (..) Mhm. 

3 Ilona: (.) Bet aš nepriėmiau to 

kaip, ehm, (..) kažką, nu, 

kažką, kad bloga ar tiesiog 

norėjo įteigti, tiesiog (.) aš 

galvoju, kad jie ne s- 

nesusidūrė (.) nesusidūrė (..) 

su, su daugiakalbiais vaikais 

arba dvikalbiais, ir jie 

tiesiog nepagalvojo, ką 

pasakė. 

(.) But I didn‘t take it as, 

ehm, (..) something, 

well, something bad or 

directly wanted to instill 

(.) I think that she 

didn‘t- didn‘t encounter 

(.) didn‘t encounter (..) 

with, with multilingual 

children or bilingual, 

and they simply didn‘t 

think about what they 

said. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Ilona: Nes aš manau, kad, jeigu aš 

taip daryčiau, aš iš vaikų 

atimčiau galimybę išmokti 

mano kalbą. 

Because I think that, if I 

did it that way, I would 

take from the children 

the chance to learn my 

language. 

6 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

7 Ilona: O aš negaliu dėl savęs ir 

kad- paimti kažką iš jų. 

And I cannot for my 

sake and that- take 

something from them. 

 

Example 13 highlights an instance where a parent was told to change 

language practices at home in favour of the majority language. Setting 

the context, mother Ilona recounts her experience with a placement 

officer at the Swedish employment agency when she was seeking work 

after her first daughter’s (Marina) birth. In turn 1, she recalls the 
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conversation with the officer and reconstructs chunks of their 

conversation. This reconstructed conversation starts with two questions 

by the officer that Ilona animates. The first question is ‘Where did you 

learn Swedish?’ (‘kur tu mokeisi švedų?’), the officer’s reaction to 

Ilona’s Swedish proficiency. This reaction is not meant as an 

appreciation but rather seems to express a negative judgement. The 

follow-up question, if Swedish was spoken at home, and the subsequent 

recommendation to change language practices at home in favour of 

Swedish, in order ‘that you would learn the Swedish language’ (‘kad 

išmoktume švedų kalbą’), cement this negative judgement.18 At the end 

of turn 1, Ilona mentions that this was not the only instance when she 

was recommended to speak Swedish at home. Ilona states in turn 3 that 

she did not take the negative judgement as an offence, as the officer was 

focusing on improving Ilona’s language proficiency, to raise her 

chances of finding work. She does however express her critical stance 

on the officer for not considering the situation of children who are 

raised in heritage languages. In turn 5, it becomes clear that the 

recommended practices are perceived as an endangerment for the 

maintenance of the heritage language; by following them, Ilona states, 

‘I would take the chance to learn my language from the children’ (‘aš 

iš vaikų atimčiau galimybę išmokti mano kalbą’), which she is not 

willing to do. 

A more common example of outsiders trying to influence language 

practices at home is that of educators, as they have more frequent 

contact with families, and can claim authority as experts. In example 

 
18 Whether this is an efficient strategy to learn Swedish given the availability of vocational 

training courses open to the public (‘Komvux’) where one may learn Swedish at all levels, free 

of charge, is questionable. 
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14, mother Vaida was asked to talk about her experience with a teacher 

at her son Giedrius’ school. 

 

Example 14 

1 Interviewer: Mhm. O kaip mokykloje 

buvo? Aš prisimenu, kad 

pasakėte, kad kada nors 

mokykloje mokytoja 

//kažką pasakė. 

Mhm. And how was it at 

the school? I remember 

that you told me that 

some time, the teacher at 

school //said something. 

2 Vaida: A:i:// Taip, taip, taip, taip. 

(.) Ehm, Giedriaus 

mokytoja dabartinė mano, 

kad jam reikia kuo 

daugiau švedų kalbos ir 

kuo mažiau lietuvių 

kalbos, nes turbūt jis, ehm, 

gal daro klaidų švedų ir 

visokių. Ir tai yra vis tiek, 

nu, įtaka kitos kalbos. Tai 

jinai norėtų, kad Giedrius 

kuo daugiau kalbėtų 

švediškai, ir kad mes su 

juo kalbėtume daugiau 

švediškai. Ir kad jisai 

klausytų, pavyzdžiui, 

knygas irgi švediškai. Kad 

būtų kuo daugiau švedų 

kalbos. 

A:h:// Yes, yes, yes, yes 

(.) Ehm, Giedrius’ current 

teacher believes that he 

would need more 

Swedish and less 

Lithuanian language 

because he probably, 

ehm, maybe he makes all 

kinds of mistakes in 

Swedish. And that is still, 

well, it’s an influence of 

another language. So, she 

would like that Giedrius 

would speak more 

Swedish and that we 

would speak with him 

more in Swedish. And 

that he would listen, for 

example, to audio books 

in Swedish That it would 

be more Swedish.  

 

Vaida recalls the teacher mentioning that Giedrius’ language input 

needed to be changed to ‘more Swedish and less Lithuanian’ (‘kuo 

daugiau švedų kalbos ir kuo mažiau lietuvių kalbos’). The teacher’s 

justification for this recommendation, however, did not seem clearly 

communicated, as Vaida’s use of the adverbs ‘probably’ (‘turbūt’) and 

‘maybe’ (‘gal’) indicates. She assumes that her son makes too many 
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mistakes from the teacher’s point of view and that these mistakes are 

based on the impact of other languages. As a result, the teacher makes 

suggestions for language management that favour the majority 

language, addressing parent-child interactions and use of media. 

In this example, the outsider, who is a representative of the majority 

language, again seems to ignore the heritage language. Through this 

ignorance, whether wilful or not, the maintenance of Lithuanian could 

become endangered, if parents heeded these suggestions. It is relevant 

to ask at this point why the educator does not take measures to support 

the child’s Swedish language learning at school, instead focusing on the 

home domain where other participants, i.e. the parents, are not native 

Swedish speakers and might also make mistakes. Further elaboration 

on the teacher’s recommendation is unfortunately beyond the scope of 

this thesis, however, as no data was collected among educators at 

Swedish schools. 

This section analysed the discourse theme endangered vs. safe and 

illustrated an awareness among most of the parents that Lithuanian was 

potentially endangered in the Swedish context. This endangerment 

relates to the general dominance of the majority language, which 

prompts parents to consider certain language management strategies to 

ensure the maintenance of Lithuanian in the long run, as is examined in 

the following section. Further endangerment was identified in certain 

experiences with ‘authorities,’ who recommended that parents change 

their language practices at home in favour of Swedish, advice which the 

parents ultimately did not follow. Finally, the discourse theme safe was 

connected to children who were born in Lithuania and received some 

degree of formal education in Lithuania.  
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4.2 Language Use 

 

The analysis of how the status of Lithuanian in Sweden is perceived 

illustrated that most parents are aware of the dominance of the majority 

language and of the interrelated challenges for the maintenance of their 

heritage language. Practices of language use within the family, as well 

as with other members of the speech community, e.g at Lithuanian 

heritage schools, is therefore crucial in responding to this threatened 

status. 

The following sections present the families’ language practices and 

language management.19 As the analysis shows, most Lithuanian 

parents aim for monolingual Lithuanian language practices between 

parents and children, between siblings and between Lithuanian peers 

but the actual practices do often also include Swedish to some degree 

(section 4.2.1). Parents use different strategies to manage their 

children’s language choice, code mixing and language mistakes. Some 

children do also manage language practices of others, either in 

accordance with their parents’ language management efforts or 

counteracting them (section 4.2.2). Besides managing children’s 

language use, parents utilise different forms of additional Lithuanian 

language activities, providing the children both internal and external 

 
19 As the presentation of the family language policy model in chapter 2 showed, boundaries 

between language practices and language management are blurred: on the one hand, language 

management in the form of status planning, i.e. which variety or varieties to use with whom, 

where and when, dictates language practices. On the other hand, language management can be 

realised through language practices, e.g. reactions to code mixing, addressing corpus planning, 

or providing language instruction, which relates to acquisition planning. Some examples in part 

one thus connect inherently to language management, but the discussion of specific forms and 

aspects of language management is reserved for its own section. 
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forms of informal and formal language instruction, and aiming to foster 

the children’s use of Lithuanian (section 4.2.3). 

4.2.1 Monolingual vs. Multilingual Language Practices 

 

Language Practices among Family Members 

 

In Lithuanian-Lithuanian families, language practices in the home 

domain are often described by the parents as exclusively monolingual. 

A common phrase used by parents when asked about their language use 

at home during interviews was ‘only Lithuanian’ (‘tik lietuviškai’). This 

answer connects to the motif minority language, but also reflects the 

motif status planning by the parents, since Lithuanian is intended to be 

the exclusive language used at home. The actual language practices 

used at home, however, are not limited to Lithuanian; children might 

also use Swedish while playing with each other, and parents might use 

some Swedish phrases in play with children which introduces the motif 

majority language. There is thus to some degree a certain unawareness 

of language practices at home.20 Regardless, practices within most of 

the participating families were dominated by Lithuanian. Swedish 

became more dominant over time in only a few cases. Example 15 is a 

typical instance in which Lithuanian parents were asked about language 

practices at home and they claimed that these were monolingual 

practices.  

 

  

 
20 It is important to note that these initial reactions might have been framed or primed answers 

as the participants knew that the researcher’s interest focused on the Lithuanian language. 
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Example 15 

1 Interviewer: Prieš pokalbio jau truputį 

apie tai šnekėjomės, bet 

dar kartą, kaip Jūs 

bendraujat namuose? 

We spoke already a bit 

about that before the 

interview, but once more, 

how do you communicate 

at home? 

2 Inga: Tik lietuviškai. Only in Lithuanian. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Tomas: (.) Tik lietuviškai. (.) Only in Lithuanian. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. (..) Gerai. Ir, ehm, 

vaikai žaidžia kartais irgi 

švediškai? 

Mhm. (..) Ok. And, ehm, 

the children do play 

sometimes in Swedish? 

6 Inga: (...) Trup- kartais Eglė ką 

nors Lukui pasako 

švediškai. //retkarčiais 

A bit- sometimes Eglė 

says something in 

Swedish to Lukas. //once 

in a while 

7 Tomas: Retkarčiais pasako// Once in a while she says// 

8 Inga: Bet, nu, labai 

fragmentiškai jie 

tarpusavy. 

But, well, very 

fragmented they between 

themselves. 

 

Both mother Inga in turn 2 and father Tomas in turn 4 emphasise that 

they speak ‘only Lithuanian’ (‘tik lietuviškai’) at home, expressing 

absoluteness through the use of the amplifying adverb ‘only’ (‘tik’). 

Inspite of this, both parents in previous discussions before the interview 

noted that Lithuanian was not exclusively used at home. After the 

follow-up question about the children’s communication in turn 5, Inga 

re-evaluates her answer, taking a break of three seconds before 

acknowledging that Swedish is part of the repertoire which the children 

draw on at home. She attenuates the frequency through the use of the 

adverb ‘sometimes’ (‘kartais’), which is then further softened by both 

parents’ use of the adverb ‘once in a while’ (‘retkarčiais’) in turns 6 and 

7. In turn 8, Inga similarly describes the children’s use of Swedish 
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amongst each other with the softening adverb ‘fragmentarily’ 

(‘fragmentiškai’) which is further amplified with the adverb ‘very’ 

(‘labai’). Swedish is thus represented as occupying a minor role at 

home, assigned to communication between children.  

Throughout the course of the same interview, the role of Swedish is 

re-evaluated, and the discourse theme multilingual practices becomes 

more nuanced as Swedish is revealed as part of the repertoire that is 

used within the family, to at least a certain degree, as example 16 shows.  

 

Example 16 

1 Interviewer: Mhm. (..) O prieš pokalbio 

jau sakėt, kad, ehm, na, 

kai ji [Eglė] žaidžia, tada 

//švediškai ji 

Mhm. (..) And before the 

interview, you said 

already that, ehm, well, 

when she [Eglė] plays, 

then //in Swedish she 

2 Inga: Mhm. Dabar švediškai 

kalba.// 

Mhm. Now she speaks 

Swedish. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Inga: Būna, būna lietuviškai, bet 

būna, dažnai aš girdžiu, 

kad, ehm, ten dvi lėlės 

kalbasi jos tarpusavy. 

It is, it is in Lithuanian but 

it is, often I hear that, 

ehm, two dolls speak 

there with each other. 

 

Asked about the play language of daughter Eglė, mother Inga shows 

that there is a change in practices towards Swedish, expressed by the 

use of the adverb ‘now’ (‘dabar’) in turn 2 which indicates a contrast to 

when the perceived playing language was exclusively Lithuanian. 

Lithuanian is still part of the daughter’s playing practices (‘is 

Lithuanian’ – ‘būna lietuviškai’), but in this example, Inga does not 

relativise the role of Swedish as the use of the adverb ‘often’ (‘dažnai’) 

in turn 4 points rather to a more frequent use of Swedish than it was 
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implied in example 15. Inga hence illustrates an awareness that the 

language practices are dynamic. This dynamism is further highlighted 

in an interview conducted at a later point in time, where Inga mentions 

an instance when the parents also drew on Swedish in play with the 

children (see example 90 in section 4.3.3). The language repertoire 

which the family members utilise at home is thus clearly not strictly 

monolingual, even though Lithuanian has an obviously dominant role. 

The parents do not frame the use of Swedish as a problem, however, 

that would undermine their status planning and result in language 

management actions; the children are not restricted in this use of 

Swedish. 

In some Lithuanian-Lithuanian families, Swedish takes a more 

prominent role in the home domain, with parents resultingly more 

aware of the multilingual language practices at home. Example 17 

illustrates language practice at odds with desired language planning, 

where multilingual practices are the reality, but monolingual Lithuanian 

remains the desired norm. 

 

Example 17 

1 Interviewer:  Kaip bendraujate 

namuose? Jau sakėte, 

kad, ehm, lietuviškai 

bendraujate, bet 

kartais Ieva nori 

kalbėti //švediškai 

How do you communicate 

at home? You said already 

that, ehm, you communicate 

in Lithuanian but sometimes 

Ieva wants to speak 

//Swedish 

2 Ona: Švediškai// O tada 

kartais girdžiu, kad tas 

tėtis ten atsakinėti 

pradeda švediškai ir 

turėčiau- (laughing) 

Swedish// And then I hear 

sometimes that this father 

there starts to reply in 

Swedish and I would have- 

(laughing) 

3 Jonas: Taip, taip, taip, 

teisingai. Gaunasi, kad 

Yes, yes, yes, correct. It 

happens that I will speak 
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automatiškai kalbėsiu, 

joa. Tai vat. 

automatically, yes. Well, 

well. 

4 Ona: Prarasta ta lietuvių 

kalba. Mindaugas šiaip 

kalba lietuviškai 

namuose. Bet kartais, 

kai Ieva ten pradeda su 

juo švediškai, 

//(inaudible) 

Lost Lithuanian language. 

Mindaugas in general 

speaks Lithuanian at home. 

But sometimes when Ieva 

starts there with him in 

Swedish //(inaudible) 

5 Jonas: Jisai tada irgi 

švediškai// 

He then also in Swedish// 

6 Ona: Sakau, jau viskas. 

Lietuviškai mokat tą 

patį. (laughing). 

I say, that‘s all. In 

Lithuanian you can say the 

same. (laughing). 

7 Jonas: Mhm. Mhm. 

8 Ieva: Kada aš pradedu? When do I start? 

9 Ona: (inaudible) Dabar jau 

Ieva kalba, padėsi, ar 

ne, Ieva? Ieva dabar ir 

pati kontroliuoja. 

(laughing) (..) Nori 

Ieva daugiau 

lietuviškai, jau moka, 

ar ne, Ieva? 

(inaudible) Now, Ieva 

speaks already, you‘ll start, 

don‘t you, Ieva? Ieva 

controls herself now. 

(laughing)  (..) Ieva wants 

more Lithuanian, she can 

already, don‘t you, Ieva? 

10 Ieva: Mhm. Mhm, 

11 Ona: Galvoju ir tada jau, bet 

dar vis tiek truputėlį ta 

švedų kalba išlenda 

(laughing) 

I think then already, but still 

that Swedish language still 

pops out a bit (laughing) 

12 Ieva: Bet- But- 

13 Ona: Bet nieko, Ieva, tu 

kalbėsi lietuviškai. 

(laughing) 

But never mind, Ieva, you‘ll 

speak Lithuanian. 

(laughing) 

 

Asked about daughter Ieva’s multilingual practices at home in turn 

1, Ona immediately highlights the language practices of other family 

members, who do not exclusively communicate in Lithuanian at home. 

Ona refers to father Jonas in turn 2 in the third person as ‘that father 
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there’ (‘tas tėtis ten’). By using the determiner ‘that’ (‘tas’) and the 

adverb ‘there’ (‘ten’) she changes the footing, cultivating distance and 

thus a critical stance that implies that she is the only one who strictly 

speaks monolingually. She thus emphasises her role as language 

manager, where the father’s multilingual practices are perceived as a 

violation of her language planning. She implies that Jonas’ practices are 

actively regulated by her through the subjunctive form ‘I would have’ 

(‘turėčiau’), with Jonas conceding his erroneous use of Swedish at 

home in turn 3 (‘yes, yes, yes, correct’ – ‘taip, taip, taip, teisingai’), 

noting that this is not an active decision but rather happens 

‘automatically’ (‘automatiškai’). Exaggerating, Ona describes 

Lithuanian then with the attribute ‘lost’ (‘prarasta’) in turn 4, 

connecting to the previously discussed discourse theme endangerment, 

before evaluating the language practices of son Mindaugas, who seems 

to use some Swedish at home.  

While both father and son are involved in the Swedish practices at 

home, Ona traces the Swedish usage to the youngest child, Ieva, who 

came to Sweden when she was two years old. Ieva is thus the main 

target for the mother’s language management efforts aiming for 

monolingual Lithuanian language practices at home. An impression of 

how Ona manages language use at home is found in turn 9 where Ona 

embeds a language management frame within the broader interview 

frame, asking Ieva rhetorical questions about language practices, 

marked with ‘don’t you, Ieva?’ (‘ar ne, Ieva?’)21. In sum, the discourse 

theme monolingual practices connects again to the motif status 

 
21 A more detailed analysis of language management efforts can be found in the corresponding 

sections below. 
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planning, here conducted by the mother, albeit ostensibly unwittingly. 

In this example it is not only parent-child interactions that are targets of 

status planning but also sibling interactions, in contrast to the previous 

examples. This results in certain management efforts which, according 

to Ona, seem to have an impact on the language practices at home. The 

status planning of Lithuanian as the exclusive language at home has not 

yet been achieved, however, since ‘Swedish still pops out a bit’ (‘dar 

vis tiek truputelį ta švedų kalba išlenda’) as Ona describes. 

In families where the parents have different linguistic backgrounds, 

awareness for the actual language practices is considerably higher, as 

the parents usually decide to speak their native tongues which results in 

multilingual language repertoires at home. This connects inherently to 

the discourse theme multilingual practices. When focusing on parent-

child interactions, however, the discourse theme monolingual practices 

emerges, as these interactions are often depicted as monolingual. This 

amounts to the so-called OPOL (one parent – one language) strategy of 

status planning, as illustrated in example 18. 

 

Example 18 

1 Interviewer: Mhm. (.) O kaip 

tada namuose 

kalbate? Ar kad 

vienas kalba viena 

kalba, arba 

sumaišote, arba 

Mhm. (.) And how do you 

speak then at home? Is it that 

one speaks one language, or 

you mix, or- 

2 Kamilė: Visaip In every way. 

3 Interviewer: Aha. Aha. 

4 Kamilė: //(laughing) //(laughing) 

5 Interviewer: (laughing)// Ehm, ir 

kaip su vaikais? 

(laughing)// Ehm, and how do 

you with the children? 
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6 Kamilė: Aš su vaikais kalbu 

tik lietuviškai. 

I speak with the children only 

Lithuanian. 

7 Interviewer: Aha. O tėtis tada? Aha. And the father then? 

8 Kamilė: O tėtis kalba tik 

švediškai. 

And the father speaks only 

Swedish. 

9 Interviewer: Aha. O angliškai kas 

kalba? 

Aha. And who speaks 

English? 

10 Kamilė: Mes su tėčiu ir 

dabar net gi sūnus 

kartais. 

I with the father and now even 

the son sometimes. 

11 Interviewer: Aha. Nes dabar 

mokykloje irgi- 

Aha. Because now at school 

also- 

12 Kamilė: Joa, mokykloje 

dabar įdomu 

pasidarė. 

Yes, it became intersting at 

school now. 

 

Mother Kamilė clearly describes an OPOL status planning, where 

she speaks Lithuanian and the father speaks Swedish with the children, 

even though she initially described the actual situation of the language 

practices at home as chaotic by saying ‘in every way’ (‘visaip’) in turn 

2. The parental communication with the children is indeed monolingual, 

however, emphasised in turns 6 and 8 by the use of the adverb ‘only’ 

(‘tik’). These are naturally only the communication patterns from the 

parental side, however – later examples show that the children do not 

strictly communicate with the mother in Lithuanian, which then 

becomes the target of the mother’s language management efforts (see 

examples 29 and 30). Additionally, English is presented as the third 

language of the repertoire that constitute the multilingual home and 

which is also used by son Nojus. This underlines again that the OPOL 

strategy represents status planning, and that the actual practices slightly 

differ. 
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With regard to sibling interactions in Swedish-Lithuanian families, 

these language practices are often represented as multilingual but 

dominated by Swedish, similar to previous research which indicates 

that the majority language often dominates second generation sibling 

communication (Pauwels, 2016, p. 85). These interactions are rarely 

considered in the status planning of these families, however. Example 

19 illustrates a typical instance of sibling language practices, where 

mother Kamilė emphasises the dominance of Swedish in her children’s 

language practices. 

 

Example 19 

1 Interviewer: Mhm. (.) Kaip jie 

[vaikai] bendrauja? 

Mhm. (.) How do they [the 

children] communicate? 

2 Kamilė: Ehm, vaikai bendrauja 

pagrinde švediškai, bet 

kartais ir lietuviškai. 

Labai priklauso nuo to, 

ką jie žaidžia ir kokia 

diena buvo, ir gali 

tiesiog iš inercijos ir 

toliau kalbėti 

lietuviškai, jeigu, 

pavyzdžiui, daug 

kalbėjome lietuviškai, 

arba visi kartu 

buvome, arba kažkoks 

žaidimas susijęs 

kažkaip su, su kažkuo, 

ką jie žaidė gal 

Lietuvoje ir su 

//kokiais 

Ehm, the children 

communicate mainly in 

Swedish but sometimes also 

in Lithuanian. It depends 

very much on what they 

play and what day it was and 

they can just out of fatigue 

further speak Lithuanian, if, 

for example, we spoke a lot 

Lithuanian, or we all were 

together, or some game was 

connected somehow with, 

with something what they 

played maybe in Lithuania 

with some// 

3 Interviewer: Mhm.// Mhm.// 

4 Kamilė: kitais vaikais, tai tada 

jie, ehm, gali žaisti 

lietuviškai. Arba, kai 

Nojus nori ką nors 

other children, so, then they, 

ehm, can play in Lithuanian. 

Or, when Nojus wants to 

explain something to Liepa, 
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išsiaiškinti Liepai, arba 

yra piktas kartais gali, 

ehm, užimti mamos 

rolę ir tada jisai visą tą 

susako lietuviškai 

Liepai. 

or he is angry, sometimes he 

can, ehm, take the mother’s 

role and then he tells Liepa 

everything in Lithuanian. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Kamilė: O Liepa irgi kartais 

žaidžia, pati dažniausia 

dabar žaidžia 

švediškai, jeigu pati 

kalba, ką jinai žaidžia, 

ehm, (.) kartais maišo 

žodžius, nes kitų 

žodžių švediškai 

nežino, tai naudoja 

lietuviškai arba 

atvirksčiai. 

And Liepa plays also 

sometimes, most often, she 

herself plays in Swedish 

now, if she speaks herself 

what she plays, ehm, (.) 

sometimes she mixes words 

because she doesn’t know 

other words in Swedish, 

then she uses Lithuanian or 

vice versa.  

7 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

8 Kamilė: Ehm, prideda tokių 

intarpų kažką taip. 

Tai, bet pagrinde vis 

tiek, daug, didžiąją dalį 

švediškai. 

Ehm, she adds such inserts, 

something, yes. So, but 

basically still, much, the 

large part in Swedish. 

9 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

10 Kamilė: Bet nemažai ir 

lietuviškai. (laughing) 

But also, not little 

Lithuanian. (laughing) 

 

While Kamilė underlines that there are also instances when 

Lithuanian is used through several examples, her frequent use of the 

adverb ‘sometimes’ (‘kartais’) regarding the use of Lithuanian in turns 

2, 4 and 6 hints again that Swedish is more frequently used. Kamilė’s 

summary in turn 8 reaffirms that the children’s language practices are 

for ‘the large part in Swedish’ (‘didžiąją dalį švediškai’). 

The examples which Kamilė provides in turns 2 and 4 foreground 

the motif of socialisation as resulting in the children’s multilingual 

practices at home. Kamilė directly relates the siblings’ language 
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practices with communication patterns that they encountered 

previously, through e.g. playing certain games which the children 

learned from peers in Lithuania or copying their mother. Similarly, the 

code mixing of three-year-old daughter Liepa in turn 6 also connects to 

this motif of socialisation, as she learned some concepts in a Lithuanian 

context and others in a Swedish context. 

Although Kamilė shows awareness of language acquisition through 

socialisation and of the dominance of Swedish in her children’s 

language practices, she does not address the children’s use of Swedish 

with each other in the language status planning. In other words, the 

children are allowed to speak with each other in both languages. This 

should not come as a surprise in the context of a family where the 

majority language is represented by one parent, as the majority 

language is part of the natural linguistic repertoire at home. In families 

where both parents are minority language speakers, the parents are more 

likely to address majority language practices among siblings with 

language management efforts, as previously addressed in the case of 

Ona (see example 17) and as becomes more visible in the subsequent 

section on managing language use. 

The previous examples illustrate the dynamics of language practices, 

where different practices are used in different settings (play, basic 

communication, etc.) and with different participants (parents, children). 

These practices can also change over time in tow with changes in 

circumstances, leading to the motif of language shift. In example 20, 

Živilė, who came to Sweden as a five-year-old together with her 

younger sister Laura and their mother Kristina, describes her language 
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practices in different scenes (school, home, mother tongue instruction 

class) as dominated by Swedish. 

 

Example 20 

1 Interviewer: Vilka språk använder ni i 

vardagen? (.) På jobbet, i 

skolan, hemma, med 

vänner? 

Which languages do you 

use in your everyday life? 

(.) At work, at school, at 

home, with friends? 

2 Živilė: Ehm, i skolan så pr-, och 

hemma pratar vi svenska, 

Laura, Jon och jag. Och 

själv med mamma som 

pratar litauiska. Sen går 

vi på hemspråk måndagar 

och då pratar vi litauiska 

ungefär en gång, en 

timme. 

Ehm, at school, I sp-, and at 

home, we speak Swedish, 

Laura, Jon and I. And even 

with mom who speaks 

Lithuanian. Then, we attend 

mother tongue instruction 

on Mondays and there we 

speak Lithuanian, 

approximately, one time, 

one hour. 

 

The dominance of Swedish grew over time, as mother Kristina was 

a shift-working single parent when the family came to Sweden and 

Lithuanian mother tongue teachers were not available in the area where 

the family lived. Over time, Jon, a Swedish speaker, became part of the 

family and the language practices within the family speech community 

continued to change in favour of Swedish, even though Jon developed 

basic proficiency in Lithuanian and he does not appear to restrict the 

use of Lithuanian at home (see example 74). 

Živilė’s communication practices with her sister Laura and her 

mother Kristina changed towards the majority language Swedish. In 

turn 2, Živilė identifies her mother as a Lithuanian-speaking participant 

at home with the relative clause ‘who speaks Lithuanian’ (‘som pratar 

litauiska’) but she decided rather to speak Swedish to her mother, 
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emphasizing this with the use of the adverb ‘even’ (‘själv’). This 

decision is futher discussed in the next subsection, where it represents 

an instance of managing language use (see example 33). In Živilė’s 

description, use of Lithuanian is atypically divorced from the home 

domain, as she speaks it mainly in mother tongue instruction lessons at 

school (which are now available to the family). 

Displacement of the minority language within mixed families and 

the resulting language shift can also be observed in the case of five-

year-old Rugilė, who was born in Sweden. The communication in 

example 21 illustrates an ongoing language shift towards the majority 

language. 

 

Example 21 

1 Danutė: Rugile, o koks tavo katino 

vardas? 

Rugilė, and what‘s your 

cat‘s name? 

 Rugilė: Simba. Simba. 

 Danutė: O kokios spalvos? And which colors? 

4 Rugilė: Ehm, brunt. Ehm, brown. 

5 Danutė: Kokios dar? Which else? 

6 Rugilė: (.) Ehm, vitt här. (.) Ehm, white here. 

7 Danutė: Mhm. O ką ji mėgsta 

valgyti? 

Mhm. And what does he 

like to eat? 

8 Rugilė: Kattmat. Cat food. 

9 Danutė: Aha. Aha. 

 

While Rugilė evidently understands her mother Danutė’s questions, 

posed in Lithuanian, as she answers them coherently, she does so in 

Swedish; the language practices between mother and daughter are dual-

lingual. The mother continues speaking Lithuanian with daughter 

Rugilė, however, with her strategies discussed in more detail in the 

corresponding subsection below. 
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While language shift is more frequent where one parent has a 

majority language background, it can also occur where both parents 

have an immigrant language background. Some parents, like Ona in 

example 17, show awareness for a potential language shift toward the 

majority language at home, but this awareness is not shared by all 

parents, as they state that they have not noticed the subtle but 

continuous shift of language practices within their families. This is the 

case with for example mother Beatričė, who came together with her 

husband Vytautas to Sweden two decades ago and whose seventeen-

year-old and eight-year-old sons Rokas and Vydas were born in 

Sweden. Over the years, Swedish came to dominate more and more of 

the language practices at home, and as Beatričė evaluates in an 

interview,22 while her older son Rokas ‘speaks and writes Lithuanian’ 

(‘kalba ir rašo lietuviškai’), her younger son Vydas ‘does not speak 

Lithuanian with me’ (‘nekalba lietuviškai su manimi’) and, on the 

occasions that he does, she evaluates negatively his Lithuanian 

competence, as he ‘speaks poorly Lithuanian’ (‘prastai kalba 

lietuviškai’). 

Vydas understands when his mother speaks in Lithuanian to him, 

however, as example 22 illustrates, mirroring Rugilė in the previous 

example. This interaction was observed at a Lithuanian heritage 

language school at the beginning of a break. Beatričė had just borrowed 

some money from another mother, Arūnė, to buy herself a cup of coffee. 

Vydas comes out of the classroom, approaches his mother and 

addresses her in Swedish, asking for tea in turn 1. Beatričė replies in 

 
22 Beatričė did not agree to audio recording, and thus these examples are based on written notes 

taken during the meetings. 
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Lithuanian, telling her son to drink water in turn 2. Vydas insists then 

in turn 3, still speaking in Swedish and using the connector ‘but’ 

(‘men’), that he wants tea. Beatričė switches the footing to a joking 

style, introduced by her laughter, and tells Vydas to drink her coffee, 

before coming up with the solution to borrow more money to buy some 

tea for her son. 

 

Example 22 

1 Vydas: Mama, jag vill ha te. Mom, I want some tea. 

2 Beatričė: Neturiu. Gerk vandens. I don’t have any. Drink 

water. 

3 Vydas: Men jag vill ha te. But I want tea. 

4 Beatričė: (..) (laughing) Gerk mano 

kavą. (...) Palauk. Arūne, 

ar galima pasiskolint dar 

penkias kronas? 

(..) (laughing) Drink my 

coffee. (...) Wait. Arūnė, 

could one borrow five 

more krona?  

 

From observations and the interview with Beatričė it appears that 

these dual-lingual communication practices are typical within the 

family. In Beatričė’s summary, she compares Vydas’ proficiency in 

Swedish and Lithuanian, evaluating that Vydas’ ‘Swedish is stronger’ 

(‘švedų kalba stipresnė’). She identifies him as the initiator for code-

switching to Swedish within the family, with the father Vytautas and 

the older brother Rokas accommodating this Swedish language 

practices. Beatričė also on occasion switches to Swedish, too, or 

addresses her son in Swedish. 
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Language Practices among Peers 

 

Having sketched the different language practice patterns of families 

and the different motifs connected to these patterns, the final part in this 

subsection focuses briefly on communication with peers who can speak 

Lithuanian. As has been discussed before, the opportunities to use 

heritage languages in a migration context are often limited, and contact 

to other speakers of the heritage language is typically an important 

support for maintaining the heritage language. 

This contact, nevertheless, frequently takes place in the majority 

language, as research on the language practices of Lithuanian speakers 

in North America highlights (Tamošiūnaitė, 2008; Norvilas, 1990). 

This study finds similar tendencies, with peer communication 

appearing more likely to involve the majority language in comparison 

to family language practices. As with communication inside the family, 

there is not only one pattern of practice but rather many different 

patterns, with the themes monolingual practices and multilingual 

practices, and the attendant motifs minority language and majority 

language identifiable again, as the following illustrates. 

In the case of children who were born in Lithuania and spent a 

considerable time there before emigrating, such as Veronika, there 

seems to be a tendency to continue to use exclusively Lithuanian with 

Lithuanian-speaking peers. Asked about her Lithuanian language 

practices, Veronika mentions in example 23 different scenes (home, 

school corridor, Lithuania, events of the Lithuanian community) with 

different participants (family members, friends, members of the 

Lithuanian community). 
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Example 23 

1 Interviewer: O kur ir su kuo kalbate 

lietuviškai? 

And where and with whom 

do you speak Lithuanian? 

2 Veronika: Ehm, naudoju namie, 

ehm, nes mes tik tai 

lietuviškai kalbame su 

šeima. Tada turiu lietuvių 

draugų porą. Mokykloje 

yra gal šiais metais tai tik 

tai du lietuviai draugai. 

Tai koridoriuose tik tai 

lietuviškai kalbame, 

nekalbame niekada su 

jais angliškai. Mes su 

kitais draugais angliškai 

kalbame arba švediškai. 

Ir, ehm, tada, kai į 

Lietuvą nuskrendu. Tada 

irgi lietuviškai kalbu. Bet 

be to- ai, dar 

savanoriauju kartais 

lietuviškuose renginiuose. 

Tai tenai, kadangi yra 

daug lietuviškų, ehm, 

lietuvių žmonių 

susirenka, tai tada ten 

galiu lietuviškai irgi daug 

kalbėti. Ir taip. 

Ehm, I use at home, ehm, 

because we speak only 

Lithuanian with the family. 

Then, I have a couple of 

Lithuanian friends. At 

school, there are maybe 

only two Lithuanian friends 

this year. So, in the 

corridors we speak only 

Lithuanian, we never speak 

English. We speak with 

other friends English or 

Swedish. Ehm, and then 

when I fly to Lithuania. 

Then, I also speak 

Lithuanian. But otherwise- 

ah, I volunteer sometimes in 

Lithuanian events. So, there 

because there are many 

Lithuanian, ehm, 

Lithuanian people meet, so, 

then I can speak a lot of 

Lithuanian as well. And, 

yes.  

 

 

Veronika’s repeated use of ‘only Lithuanian’ (‘tik tai lietuviškai’) 

affirms her monolingual Lithuanian language practices in these 

contexts. She further emphasises these monolingual Lithuanian 

practices with Lithuanian peers by additionally denying the use of 

English, which is her school’s official language, with the adverb ‘never’ 

(‘niekada’). The language practices change only when there are other 

participants involved who do not speak Lithuanian. 
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Veronika also notes that the opportunity to speak Lithuanian outside 

of the home is to some degree limited in her current context, as there 

are only two Lithuanian peers at her school. She states that the family 

is where Lithuanian is used the most, followed by her Lithuanian peers 

coming second and Lithuania itself third, speaking only then of 

Lithuanian community events in Sweden. While these events are 

another opportunity to speak Lithuanian, she describes them as 

infrequent. 

In the case of children belonging to the second generation, who were 

either born in Sweden or left Lithuania at a very young age, 

communication patterns tend to depend on the participants involved as 

well as on different settings. Ieva and Ugnė, part of the second 

generation, primarily speak Lithuanian together, occasionally with the 

use of some Swedish, as Ugnė’s parents describe in example 24. 

 

Example 24 

1 Ignas: Ieva ir Ugnė, jos kažkodėl 

tai //irgi- 

Ieva ir Ugnė, they for some 

reason //also- 

2 Arūnė: lietuviškai bendrauja.// communicate in 

Lithuanian.// 

3 Ignas: irgi galėtų švediškai 

bendrauti, tai, ehm, bet 

labai gerai, jos viena, viena 

kita, vieną kitą žodį, kad 

pasako švediškai, bet esmė 

ta, kad lietuviškai 

bendrauja. 

could communicate in 

Swedish but, ehm, but very 

well, they, one, one or the 

other says one or another 

word in Swedish but the 

essence is that they 

communicate in 

Lithuanian.  

4 Arūnė: Kartais būna įpina, bet 

tada, kaip pasakyt, arba aš 

išgirstu, aš tada sakau, vat: 

“Tik lietuviškai”, jos- aš 

praktiškai 90 procentų, 

Sometimes interweaving 

happens, but then, how to 

say, or I hear it, I say then: 

“Only Lithuanian”, they- I 

practically 90 percent, I 
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sakyčiau, visada girdžiu, 

kad lietuviškai šneka. 

would say, I always hear 

that they speak Lithuanian.  

 

In the example, Ugnė’s parents elaborate on their younger daughter’s 

communication practices with her friend Ieva who is of the same age. 

Father Ignas points out that the girls ‘could communicate in Swedish’ 

(‘galėtų švediškai bendrauti’) with each other, with the motif of 

majority language shining through. Mother Arūnė focuses on their 

actual practices and identifies Lithuanian as the language which the 

girls use with each other, in her approximation around 90 percent of the 

time, connecting to the motif of minority language. Ignas takes a 

positive stance on the girls’ Lithuanian language practices, evidenced 

in the amplified appreciation ‘labai gerai’ (‘very well’), and notes that 

their language practices, while not exclusively monolingual, are 

predominantly in Lithuanian as they use only ‘one or another word in 

Swedish’ (‘vieną kitą žodį švediškai’). Mother Arūnė illustrates a 

certain language management strategy in turn 4, stating that she reacts 

to the use of Swedish words by demanding the use of Lithuanian, which 

connects to the motifs status planning and code mixing and which will 

be discussed in more detail in the following subsection. Finally, she 

emphasises the dominance of Lithuanian when her daughter Ugnė 

communicates with her friend Ieva, relating again to the motif minority 

language. 

It must be noted that the settings in which Ieva and Ugnė meet are 

rather Lithuanian. They do not attend the same public school and do not 

live in the same neighbourhood. They mostly meet together with their 

parents and other Lithuanians, e.g. at a Lithuanian heritage language 

school. Their communication practices thus essentially reflect the 
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communication practices at their respective homes. As was illustrated 

before (see examples 10 and 17), Lithuanian has the status of the 

dominant language in Ieva’s family, but Swedish is perceived by 

mother Ona as Ieva’s dominant language which is sometimes used at 

home but is restricted by Ona. As will become evident in the following 

section, the Lithuanian communication practices between second 

generation peers are highly influenced by their parents’ management 

efforts. 

When other participants, who follow different communication 

patterns at home, are involved, and regulating parents are absent, the 

language practices look different. When Ieva and Vydas have a small 

argument about Pokémon cards, which can be found in Bissinger (2019, 

p. 135f.), this takes place exclusively in Swedish, illustrating the typical 

language practices among peers during a break at a Lithuanian heritage 

language school. Their practices change temporarily when they are 

noticed by parents and become the target of language management 

efforts. As discussed previously, Vydas’ communication practices at 

home are dominated by Swedish and his proficiency in Lithuanian is 

more limited. Ieva accommodates his use of Swedish, despite being in 

the setting of a heritage school where Lithuanian is the expected 

language of communication. She is aware that Vydas’ has a higher 

proficiency in Swedish than in Lithuanian, which she notes by 

evaluating that Vydas speaks ‘very strangely’ (‘labai keistai’) in 

Lithuanian (see example 38), explaining her accommodation of Vydas’ 

use of Swedish when she is not restricted by her parents. 

The influence of the setting for peer language practices and a 

tendency towards the majority language also becomes visible in 
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example 25. Marina, who belongs to the second generation, has a 

Lithuanian classmate, Vitalijus, at her primary school. Asked about 

their language practices, Marina mentions Swedish as their language of 

communication in turn 6. In a further elaboration on different settings, 

Marina underlines the dominance of Swedish as the only setting where 

they speak Lithuanian with each other appears to be during Lithuanian 

mother-tongue lessons (in turn 8 and 10), a small speech community in 

which Lithuanian has the status of language of instruction. In other 

settings where Lithuanian lacks this official status, such as during 

breaks at the public school, the majority language is again chosen as it 

represents the language of the larger speech community of the school. 

 

Example 25 

1 Interviewer: Tai, o Vitalijus, ar ne, So, and Vitalijus, isn’t it, 

2 Marina: //Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Interviewer: Su// tavimi eina. O kaip 

jūs bendraujate 

mokykloje? 

goes// with you. And how 

do you communicate at 

school? 

4 Marina: Gerai. Good. 

5 Interviewer: (.) O kokia kalba? (.) And in what language? 

6 Marina: Švediškai. In Swedish. 

7 Interviewer: Švediškai. Ehm, o 

pamokose? 

In Swedish. Ehm, and in 

the lessons? 

8 Marina: (.) Kai būna gimtosios 

kalba? 

(.) When it’s mother 

tongue lesson? 

9 Interviewer: Aha. Aha.  

10 Marina: Lietuviškai. In Lithuanian. 

11 Interviewer: Aha. (.) O ten, ehm, ar 

irgi į vieną klasę einate 

kartu? 

Aha. (.) And there, ehm, 

you also attend together 

one class? 

12 Marina: Taip. Yes. 
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13 Interviewer: Taip. (..) O kai žaidžiate 

pertraukų metu, kaip 

tada bendraujate? 

Yes. (..) And when you 

play during breaks, how 

do you communicate? 

14 Marina: Švediškai. In Swedish. 

 

While there are cases where Lithuanian peers meet at public schools, 

this contact is often loose and infrequent. Lithuanian peer 

communication primarily takes place in Lithuanian community 

settings, as mother Arūnė describes in example 26. 

 

Example 26 

1 Arūnė: Ugnės mokykloje yra dar 

trys lietuviai, bet mes su jais 

nebendraujam. Kažkaip 

nežinau. Ne, ne aukštinis, 

ehm, tas, tas, tas ryšys 

kažkoks. Tai mes 

bendraujam tik tai vat per 

mokyklėles su Ieva. 

Anksčiau dar bendravom 

su, su tokia mama ir, ehm, 

berniukas, ehm, Ta-, Tadas 

buvo, bet dabar jie 

nebelanko. Tai kažkaip 

susitikdavom. O šiaip tai 

mažai bendraamžių 

lietuvių. Daugiau, kai 

nuvažiuojam į Lietuvą. Tai 

yra draugų, kuri yra- 

panašaus amžiaus vaikus 

turi. Ir tada ten bendrauja. 

Kaip sako: “Į Lietuvą 

važiuoju susitikt su 

draugais.” 

At Ugnė’s school, there 

are three more 

Lithuanians, but we don’t 

communicate with them. 

Somehow, I don’t know. 

Not, not high, ehm, this, 

this, this connection 

somehow. So, we 

communicate only during 

the [heritage] school with 

Ieva. Earlier, we used to 

communicate with such a 

mother and, ehm, a boy, 

ehm, Ta-, Tadas it was, but 

now they no longer attend. 

So, somehow, we used to 

meet. And in general, 

there are few same-aged 

Lithuanians. More, when 

we go to Lithuania. That 

are friends who are- have 

children of a similar age. 

And then they 

communicate there. Like 

she says: “I go to 

Lithuania to meet with 

friends.” 
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There are three different spaces which Arūnė describes as relevant 

and potential Lithuanian contact zones: Ugnė’s public school, the 

heritage school, and Lithuania itself. She starts with daughter Ugnė’s 

school, a Swedish speech community. Arūnė notes that there are some 

other Lithuanian students, but states that they do not have contact with 

them. Closer contact to other Lithuanians takes place rather in the 

Lithuanian heritage language school which the family attends, but even 

in this case, the family only engages with one other child, Ieva, outside 

of the heritage school. There was one more peer to Ugnė, Tadas, with 

whom the family communicated more frequently, expressed with the 

repetitive past tense form ‘we used to meet’ (‘susitikdavom’), but this 

contact ruptured as Tadas dropped out from the heritage school. Arūnė 

summarises then that the contact to Lithuanian peers in Sweden is 

ultimately limited, using the determiner ‘few’ (‘mažai’). Her daughter’s 

Lithuanian peer network is in fact rather located outside of Sweden, in 

Lithuania, animating Ugnė’s voice: ‘I go to Lithuania to meet with 

friends’ (‘Į Lietuvą važiuoju susitikt su draugais’). 

This tendency to have closer contact to Lithuanian-speaking peers 

rather in Lithuania than in Sweden can also be observed in other cases. 

The proximity to Lithuania, e.g. in contrast to Lithuanians in the U.S., 

and thus the option for frequent visits, seems to be a factor which 

facilitates these contacts. It appears that Lithuanian-speaking peer 

communication is mostly located in Lithuania where the children have 

no other choice than to speak Lithuanian. Interestingly, closer contact 

with Lithuanian-speaking peers in Sweden seems to be rare, despite 

most of the participants in this study engaging in a Lithuanian heritage 
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school, which will be elaborated on later when analysing additional 

language activities. 

Some participants also keep in touch with their closer peers from 

Lithuania when they are back in Sweden through online 

communication, as illustrated in example 27. 

 

Example 27  

1 Interviewer: Ar daug draugų turi 

Lietuvoje? 

Do you have many friends 

in Lithuania? 

2 Giedrius: Ne labai. Keli. Not really. Some.  

3 Interviewer: Mhm. O susirašote gal? 

Arba tik Lietuvoje 

susitinkate? 

Mhm. And do you maybe 

write with each other? Or 

do you only meet in 

Lithuania? 

4 Mantas: Nu, su Mykolu susirašote 

su telefonu. 

Well, with Mykolas you 

write via mobile. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Giedrius: Ką? What? 

7 Mantas: Su Mykolu susirašote per 

telefoną ir čia per 

playsteišiną žaidžiate. 

With Mykolas, you write 

via mobile and here, you 

play via Playstation. 

8 Giedrius: Aha, su Mykolu. Aha, with Mykolas. 

9 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

10 Giedrius: Ehm, žaidžiame kartais Ehm, we play sometimes 

11 Interviewer: //Mhm, faina. //Mhm, cool. 

12 Giedrius: ir, ehm// susirašome daug 

kartų. 

and, ehm//, we write each 

other a lot. 

 

When asked about friends in Lithuania, Giedrius draws a picture of 

rather limited peer contact in Lithuania in turn 2. When the interviewer 

inquired whether these contacts were maintained when back in Sweden, 
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father Mantas takes over in turn 4, affirming that there is one friend, 

Mykolas, with whom Giedrius keeps in touch while in Sweden. The 

genre of communication is mainly text based via mobile phone, with 

Giedrius estimating in turn 12 that they write ‘a lot’ (‘daug’) with each 

other. Spoken communication also occurs when they ‘sometimes’ 

(‘kartais’) play online video games together, as noted in turn 10. Online-

mediated communication thus represents a genre relevant to some 

participants for communication practices in the heritage language. 

This section analysed broadly the language practices of the 

participants, with a general distinction between monolingual and 

multilingual practices made. Figure 8 visually summarises the results 

of the analysis. 

 

 

Figure 8: Motifs and Themes of Language Practices 

 

The motifs identified in connection with language practices are 

located in the middle of the figure. The first motif that was presented is 

status planning. While in Lithuanian-Lithuanian families monolingual 

practices are presented as status planning, connecting to minority 

language, actual practices could frequently be described as 
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multilingual, connecting also to majority language. Mixed families 

were typically more aware of their multilingual practices, with this 

understanding factoring into status planning (e.g. planning an OPOL 

strategy), connecting intentionally to both minority language and 

majority language. Socialisation was another key motif connecting to 

language practices within the family as the children’s practices within 

the family, which related to the context in which these practices were 

learned, e.g. playing certain games or talking about certain topics. 

Finally, the motif language shift was found in some cases, not only in 

families where one of the parents is a speaker of the majority language, 

where concerns would be expected, but also in cases where both parents 

are minority language speakers. 

Communication practices were not just examined within families, 

but also among Lithuanian-speaking peers. Similar to findings of 

previous studies, peer communication appears to be more likely to 

employ the majority language, except in the case of first generation 

peers. Interestingly, peer contact with other Lithuanian-speakers was 

rather located in Lithuania than in Sweden, despite most of the 

participants engaging in a Lithuanian heritage language school and 

having access to a larger Lithuanian speech community in Sweden. Peer 

contacts in Lithuania were also described as rather limited, however, 

and only in a small number of cases were these contacts maintained 

while in Sweden, via the medium of online communication. 
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4.2.2 Explicitly Managing Language in Use vs. Implicitly 

Managing Language in Use 

 

Having mapped language practices in different settings, this section 

moves on to analyse how language in use is managed, either explicitly 

or implicitly, by different participants. Connecting to status planning, 

corpus planning, and acquisition planning, three discourse motifs are 

identified and investigated in the following: language choice, code 

mixing, and language mistakes. Parents play an unsurprisingly central 

role as language managers within families, but the following analysis 

also shows that children can become active language managers too. The 

first part focuses on internal communication settings, i.e. within the 

family, while the second part concentrates on external communication 

settings, e.g. breaks at a Lithuanian heritage school. 

 

Language choice 

 

The previous section illustrated that there is sometimes a mismatch 

between the status planning of the parents in trying to designate 

Lithuanian as the exclusive language to be spoken with the parent(s), 

and the actual practices at home. The status of Lithuanian is frequently 

challenged by different family members speaking Swedish. The choice 

of language can then either become a target of language management 

efforts to maintain or reestablish the status of Lithuanian, or it is not 

adjusted, opening space for a change of status. In most of the 

Lithuanian-Lithuanian families who participated in this study, the 

language choice within the family in favour of the minority language 
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was already well established through parental language management 

efforts by the time of the study, as example 28 showcases. 

 

Example 28 

1 Ignas: Yra nerašyta taisyklė ir, 

kaip ir pačiam minėjau, 

kai šnekėjomės, tai, 

jeigu nuo- iš pradžių 

buvo bandymų visokių 

ir iš- pasakyti ir 

švediškai viską, tai 

tiesiog nors ir kad 

supranti, galėtum 

atsakyt, bet nereaguoji 

ir, ehm, ir (.) ir: 

“Prašau, paklausk 

lietuviškai, aš tau 

pasakysiu.” 

There is an unwritten rule 

and like I mentioned 

myself, when we talked, 

that, if from- first, there was 

testing of all kinds and 

from- to say also everything 

in Swedish and that is just 

something and you 

understand it and could 

answer, but you do not react 

and, ehm, and (.) and: 

“Please, ask in Lithuanian, 

I’ll tell you.” 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Ignas: Nu, sakiau, porą kartų 

netgi buvau pasakęs: 

“Aš suprantu, ką tu 

pasakei, bet norėtųsi, 

kad tu lietuviškai 

paklaustum.” Nu, tai 

tada lietuviškai ir 

bendravom, ir suprato, 

kad tokia yra taisyklė ir, 

ir vystom tą kalbą 

namuose, nes pataisom, 

kada neteisingai arba 

pasako švedišką žodį, 

tada mes- pasakau, 

pavyzdžiui, kaip 

lietuviškai tai būtų. Ir 

viskas. Linksnius 

pataisom, nes, nu, nes 

nėra taip paprasta. 

Well, I said, a couple of 

times I had even said: “I 

understand what you said, 

but I would like that you 

would ask in Lithuanian.” 

Well, then we 

communicated in 

Lithuanian and she 

understood that there is 

such a rule, and we develop 

the language at home as we 

correct when it’s incorrect, 

or she says a Swedish word 

and then we- I say, for 

example, how it would be in 

Lithuanian. And that’s it. 

We correct cases because, 

well, because it’s not that 

easy. 
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Father Ignas states at the beginning of turn 1 in example 28 that 

Lithuanian is determined as the exclusive language in the family by ‘an 

unwritten rule’ (‘nerašyta taisyklė’). He then recounts the times when 

this status was challenged by the younger daughter Ugnė, who tried to 

speak Swedish at home, introducing this time-shift in his narration with 

the adverb ‘iš pradžių’ (‘first’) and the use of the past tense ‘buvo’ (‘it 

was’). Ignas then illustrates different discourse strategies used to 

counter his daughter’s language use. In turn 1 he describes a minimal 

grasp strategy (see Lanza (1997)), first implicitly, where one does not 

show any reaction to the use of Swedish: ‘you understand, you could 

reply, but you do not react’ (‘supranti, galėtum atsakyt, bet nereaguoji’). 

He then describes the explicit side of this minimal grasp strategy, 

utilising an imperative, where he addresses his child: ‘Please, ask in 

Lithuanian, I’ll tell you.’ (‘Prašau, paklausk lietuviškai, aš tau 

pasakysiu’). A similar explicit reaction by mother Arūnė telling them 

to speak ‘only Lithuanian’ (‘tik lietuviškai’) could already be seen in 

example 24. 

At the beginning of turn 3, Ignas emphasises the degree of 

explicitness through the use of the adverb ‘netgi’ (‘even’) and then 

again animating his voice in reaction to his daughter’s use of Swedish: 

‘I understand what you said, but I would like that you would ask in 

Lithuanian.’ (‘Aš suprantu, ką tu pasakei, bet norėtųsi, kad tu lietuviškai 

paklaustum.’). This request contravenes the prior minimum grasp 

strategy, in order to more openly communicate that speaking Lithuanian 

is the norm of communication at home. According to both his narration 

and observations made by the researcher, the parental language 
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management efforts regarding the general language choice at home 

were indeed successful as a result of these strategies. 

In addition to the motif of language choice and its management at 

home, the motifs code mixing and language mistakes can also be found 

in example 28, which is presented as part of an ongoing, developmental 

process: ‘we develop the language at home’ (‘vystom tą kalbą 

namuose’). As Ignas mentions briefly, the parents react with language 

management efforts when daughter Ugnė blends in Swedish words or 

when she makes mistakes. Here, Ignas utilises the strategy of adult 

repetition (see Lanza (1997)), describing in turn 3 that he says the 

correct forms or Lithuanian words in response to code mixing or 

mistakes. The motifs code mixing and language mistakes will be 

discussed separately in more detail below. 

With regard to Lithuanian-Swedish families, language management 

efforts appear to be more prevailing since typically both Lithuanian and 

Swedish have the status and space to be used at home. Restrictions are 

often placed on when each language is supposed to be used, e.g. through 

the implementation of a OPOL-policy as in example 18. Examples 

discussed in the following delineate how language choices are managed 

(or not) in these families. In example 29, a self-recording that mother 

Kamilė conducted at home, Kamilė tries to manage her son’s language 

choice, as he is speaking Swedish with her, despite her addressing her 

children in Lithuanian. 

 

Example 29 

1 Kamilė: Ką darote? What are you doing? 

2 Nojus: Liepa har ett brev från sitt 

jobb. 

Liepa has got a letter from her 

work. 
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3 Kamilė: Jaha. I see. 

4 Nojus: Titta! Look! 

5 Kamilė: Kaip gražu. So beautiful. 

6 Nojus: (inaudible) (inaudible) 

7 Kamilė: Aš matau. O tu dabar- o 

ką tu darai Nojau? 

I see. And you now- and what 

do you do Nojus? 

8 Nojus: Ja men, jag är Liepas 

jobbs chef. 

Well, I am Liepas work boss. 

9 Kamilė: Joa, o čia pats ką darai? Yes, but here, what do you 

yourself do? 

10 Nojus: (inaudible) jag skriver 

under. 

(inaudible) I sign. 

11 Kamilė: O kodėl tu nešneki liet-, o 

lietuviškai moki? (.) Ką 

rašei? 

And why don’t you speak 

Lith-, and do you speak 

Lithuanian? (.) What did you 

write? 

12 Nojus: Rašau ant, ehm, (.) mano 

draugo 

I wrote on, ehm, (.) my 

friend’s 

13 Liepa: (.) Pasto (.) Of the mail 

14 Kamilė: (.) Aha, tavo draugo 

paštas. Tai tu gal rašei 

raides rašytines? 

(.) Aha, your friend’s mail. 

So, you maybe wrote written 

letters? 

15 Nojus: (.) Joa. (.) Yes. 

 

After briefly changing the footing and accommodating her son’s use 

of Swedish by switching to Swedish herself, saying ‘Jaha’ (‘I see’) in 

turn 3, Kamilė adjusts the interactional frame and tries to change Nojus’ 

language choice and to make him follow the parents’ OPOL-policy. 

First, she follows an implicit move on strategy (see Lanza (1997)) in 

turns 5, 7 and 9, simply continuing to speak Lithuanian to her son. 

Nojus, however, continues to reply in Swedish. In turn 11, Kamilė 

changes her strategy to address the language choice more explicitly, 

directly questioning her son’s language choice, followed by asking: 

‘lietuviškai moki?’ (‘do you speak Lithuanian?’). This question is 
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rhetorical, similar to Ona in example 17, serving as an indirect 

command to speak Lithuanian. This more explicit strategy is successful, 

as Nojus switches to Lithuanian in turn 12 and his younger sister Liepa 

follows in turn 13. Kamilė continues to manage the siblings’ utterances, 

correcting mistakes in turn 14.  

A move from implicit to explicit language management strategies is 

also seen in example 30, albeit one met with only partial success with 

the younger child. Son Nojus is doing his Lithuanian homework and 

talks in Lithuanian to himself, while daughter Liepa speaks Swedish to 

her mother Kamilė, which is then addressed by the mother’s language 

management efforts.  

 

Example 30 

1 Kamilė: Ne, netrink veido. Don’t rub your face. 

2 Nojus: [making noises] [making noises] 

3 Liepa: Varför? Why? 

4 Kamilė: Nes //iš(inaudible) Because //from 

(indaudible) 

5 Nojus: Ah, čia lengva// (.) 

[continues making noises] 

Ah, this is easy// (.) 

[continues making noises] 

6 Liepa: Mama, jag är fortfarande 

katt. 

Mom, I am still a cat. 

7 Kamilė: Ehm, ką sakei? Ehm, what did you say? 

8 Liepa: Jag är fortfarande en katt. I am still a cat. 

9 Kamilė: O lietuviškai paklausk. And in Lithuanian ask. 

10 Liepa: (.) Ehm, aš- (.) Ehm, I- 

11 Nojus: vis tiek still 

12 Kamilė: katinas? Taip, tu vis dar, vis 

dar katinas. 

A cat? Yes, you are still, 

still a cat. 

13 Liepa: Jag vill titta på spegel [runs 

away]. 

I want to look into the 

mirror [runs away]. 
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In turn 1, Kamilė tells Nojus in Lithuanian not to rub his face and 

Liepa asks her mother in Swedish for a reason in turn 3. Kamilė applies 

a move on strategy, providing her reasons in Lithuanian in turn 4, but 

this implicit strategy does not impact Liepa’s language choice, as she 

continues speaking in Swedish in turn 6. This is followed by an implicit 

minimal grasp strategy by Kamilė in turn 7, asking in Lithuanian what 

Liepa said. Kamilė thus embeds a language management frame within 

the interaction. Liepa, however, does not notice that this interaction 

turned into a negotiation of her language use as she repeats in Swedish 

in turn 8 what she had said. As the implicit strategies do not achieve the 

desired change, Kamilė changes to an explicit approach by 

commanding the use of Lithuanian, using the imperative form 

‘lietuviškai paklausk’ (‘ask in Lithuanian’) in turn 9. This explicit 

strategy is successful at first, with Liepa switching and trying to answer 

in Lithuanian, but she reverts back to Swedish againin turn 13. 

In this example, the motif language mistakes in the form of an 

implicit repetition strategy becomes visible towards the end. When 

Liepa struggles to complete her Lithuanian sentence in turn 10, her 

older brother Nojus tries to help her, translating the next part of her 

Swedish utterance to Lithuanian. His translation of the adverb 

‘fortfarande’ (‘still’), which expresses a continuation of the situation 

Liepa being disguised as a cat, as ‘vis tiek’ (‘still, anyway’) in turn 11 

expresses rather a contrast and does not fit in the context; Kamilė 

finishes the sentence in turn 12 before repeating the completed sentence 

with the correct adverb ‘vis dar’ (‘still’), which she emphasises through 

this repetition. This is again an implicit strategy, not explicitly marking 

her utterance as a correction, and her children do not respond to the 
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correction. A detailed analysis of the motif language mistakes is 

presented at the end of this subchapter. 

In some Lithuanian-Swedish families, the use of Lithuanian is highly 

limited, as was previously indicated in examples 20 and 21. These 

practices represent an ongoing language shift within the family, as 

Lithuanian language practices decrease, potentially resulting in 

monolingual Swedish language practices at home. Managing the 

language practices of children when they speak Swedish with the 

Lithuanian parent, as was shown in examples 29 and 30, is therefore 

crucial to maintain the status and practice of Lithuanian at home. As the 

following examples illustrate, the more the heritage language loses its 

status, the more difficult it becomes to re-establish it, with the need for 

more explicit management thus growing. 

In the case of five-year-old Rugilė, dual-lingual Lithuanian-Swedish 

communication practices have become ingrained between mother and 

daughter, and the mother’s efforts to change her daughter’s language 

choice in mother-daughter conversations are rather limited, as example 

31 illustrates. 

 

Example 31 

1 Danutė: Kokia spalva tau labiausia 

patinka? 

Which colour do you like 

the most? 

2 Rugilė: Rött och grönt och blått. Alla 

färger. 

Red and green and blue. 

All colours.  

3 Danutė: O kokia labiausiai? And which one the most? 

4 Rugilė: Alla. All. 

5 Danutė: Visus. Visos spalvos 

vienodai patinka? 

All. You like all colours 

the same? 

6 Rugilė:  Ja. Yes. 

7 Danutė: Mhm. Mhm. 
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Mother Danutė initiates the short conversation by asking in 

Lithuanian for the daughter’s favourite colour in turn 1. Daughter 

Rugilė does not accommodate her mother’s use of Lithuanian, and 

answers the question in Swedish in turn 2. Mother Danutė does not 

explicitly address her daughter’s language choice, but rather applies a 

move on strategy in turn 3, asking a follow-up question in Lithuanian. 

Rugilė does not align her language choice but continues to reply 

exclusively in Swedish. Danutė performs brief adult repetitions in turn 

5, as she picks up her daughter’s Swedish one-word answer ‘alla’ (‘all’) 

and repeats it in Lithuanian ‘visus’ (‘all’),23 as well as the daughter’s 

Swedish ‘alla färger’ (‘all colours’) which she translates to Lithuanian 

‘visos spalvos’ (‘all colours’). These implicit strategies do not have any 

impact on Rugilė’s language choice, however, as she continues 

speaking Swedish, and Danutė does not progress to explicit strategies 

to directly counter her daughter’s use of Swedish. 

Although this established dual-lingual communication pattern 

appears to function for both mother and daughter, sometimes 

communication problems arise, the resolution of which relies on the 

mother’s Swedish competence. In example 32, Rugilė is painting and 

mother Danutė initiates a conversation with questions in Lithuanian, 

asking what she is painting. 

 

  

 
23 Mother Danutė realises here that she made a mistake by saying ‘visus’ as this form is the 

masculine plural form in the accusative, and here the feminine plural nominative form ‘visos’ 

is required, which she uses in her self-correction.   
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Example 32 

1 Danutė: O ką tu čia piešei dabar? 

Ką piešei? 

And what did you paint 

now? What did you paint? 

2 Rugilė: Fjärilar. Butterflies. 

3 Danutė: O ką drugeliai daro? And what are the 

butterflies doing? 

4 Rugilė: Flaxar. They flap. 

5 Danutė: Kaip sup- Kaip? Su kuo? How to und- How? With 

what/whom? 

6 Rugilė: Vingar. Wings. 

7 Danutė: Aha, o kokios spalvos čia 

dabar dažai? Kokią spalvą 

pasiėmei? 

Aha, and which colors are 

these paints here? Which 

color did you take? 

8 Rugilė: Rosa. Pink. 

 

Rugilė does not accommodate her mother’s use of Lithuanian as she 

replies with one-word Swedish answers throughout the example, saying 

in turn 4 that the butterflies which she paints are flapping. The Swedish 

verb ‘flaxa’ (‘to flap’) poses a comprehension difficulty for mother 

Danutė, evident in her not continuing her strategy of adult repetition, 

and by beginning to ask ‘kaip suprasti?’ (‘how to understand?’). She 

cuts herself off before finishing, asking instead ‘kaip?’ (‘how?’) and ‘su 

kuo?’ (‘with what/whom?’) in turn 5 to try and understand her 

daughter’s utterance. Rugilė replies again with a one-word Swedish 

answer, saying ‘vingar’ (‘wings’) in turn 6. Danutė reacts to her 

daughter’s answer with a brief interjection of understanding (‘aha’) and 

moves on, changing the focus to the colours of the painting. 

Managing language choice is not exclusively the purview of parents 

but can also be undertaken by children. The following examples 

showcase the dynamics of language management in differing 

circumstances and how children contradict parental language status 
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planning at home by actively choosing Swedish when communicating 

with the Lithuanian parent (example 33). This language choice in 

favour of Swedish influences then the language choice of other 

participants, like the mother (example 34) and the younger sibling 

(example 35). The child becomes thereby an active language manager, 

challenging and disregarding the parental language management 

efforts. 

 

Example 33 

1 Interviewer: O kas nusprendė kalbėt 

čia švediškai? 

And who decided to 

speak Swedish here? 

2 Živilė: Ehm, mama iš pradžių 

norėjo, kad mes 

lietuviškai kalbėtume, (.) 

bet (.) mes dabar su Jonu 

gyvename ir su Lisa ir 

Mia. Ir aš, (.) aš irgi 

užsispyrusi, aš lietuviškai 

ne labai noriu kalbėt, kai 

Švedijoje esame. Tai aš- 

Ehm, first mom wanted 

that we would speak 

Lithuanian, (.) but (.) we 

live with Jon now, and 

with Lisa and Mia. And I, 

(.) I’m also stubborn, I 

don’t really want to speak 

Lithuanian when we are 

in Sweden. So, I-  

3 Kristina: Daug pykstamės dėl 

klausimo. (laughing) 

We are arguing about 

[this] question. 

(laughing) 

4 Živilė: [to her mother] Aš- Inte 

längre. Nu är det lugnt.  

[to her mother] I- No 

longer. Now, it’s calm. 

5 Kristina: (laughing) (laughing) 

6 Živilė: //[to the interviewer] Bet 

aš- 

//[to the interviewer] But 

I- 

7 Interviewer: Nu//, nu är det lugnt 

eftersom ni pratar- 

Now//, now it is calm 

because you speak- 

8 Živilė: Jeigu mama kalba su 

manim lietuviškai, aš 

atsakysiu, at-, aš atsakiau 

švediškai. 

If mom speaks with me 

Lithuanian, I will answer, 

ans-, I answered in 

Swedish. 
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9 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

10 Živilė: (5sec) Nu, bet čia dėl to, 

kad aš esu užsispyrusi. 

(5sec) Well, but this is 

because I am stubborn. 

11 Kristina: Čia tik todėl, kad tau 

trylika. 

This is only because you 

are thirteen. 

 

When asked about the dominant Swedish language practices at home 

in example 33, thirteen-year-old Živilė provides a chronological 

development of their language practices in a nutshell in turn 2. 

Referring to the point when mother Kristina arrived with her daughters 

in Sweden with the adverb ‘iš pradžių’ (‘first’), Živilė emphasises that 

her mother required the daughters to speak Lithuanian at home. She 

identifies a key change when Swede Jon and his daughters became part 

of the family, despite Jon’s basic comprehension competence in 

Lithuanian and that he does not seem to restrict the use of Lithuanian at 

home (see example 74). Jon’s daughters, however, live only partially 

with the family; the turning point for the change of language practices 

is in fact Živilė’s own desire to speak Swedish instead of Lithuanian. 

She speaks Lithuanian only in certain settings, i.e. in mother tongue 

classes, with her grandparents in Lithuania, and during some interviews 

for this study (despite being offered the chance to speak Swedish). 

Conflicts have arisen in the wake of this change of language 

practices, as mother Kristina expresses in turn 3. These conflicts are still 

ongoing, as Kristina’s use of the present tense form ‘pykstamės’ (‘we 

are arguing’) indicates, but she does not further elaborate on the issue 

and tries to lighten the mood with her laughter. In turn 4, a short byplay 

in the interview starts and Živilė actively demonstrates her choice to 

speak Swedish to her mother, as she directly reacts to her mother’s 
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utterance, starting out with the Lithuanian personal pronoun ‘aš’ (‘I’) 

and then cutting herself off, switching to Swedish, and underlining that 

there is no conflict from her point of view, as she was succeessful in 

changing the language practices. Her mother reacts with more laughter 

in turn 5; she tolerates what is in her perspective a teenage rebellion, as 

becomes clear in turn 11. The interviewer offered Živilė to continue the 

interview in Swedish at this stage by switching himself to Swedish in 

turn 7, but Živilė continues speaking in Lithuanian with the interviewer 

in turn 8, describing the dual-lingual practices that result from Živilė 

contradicting her mother’s language choice. By switching back to 

Lithuanian when speaking with the interviewer, Živilė ends the short 

byplay and places further emphasis on her active choice to speak 

Swedish with her mother, which she also underlines by characterising 

herself with the participle ‘užsispyrusi’ (‘stubborn’) in turn 10. On the 

other hand, she does comply to a certain extent with her mother’s 

acquisition planning, as the interviews conducted in Lithuanian were 

declared by the mother as a Lithuanian language activity for the 

daughters. This acquisition planning is further discussed in section 

4.2.3. 

By speaking Swedish to her mother, Živilė redefines the norms of 

their communication practices and implements her own status planning, 

i.e. Swedish as the language of communication between the family 

members, as she is able to influence her mother’s language choice and 

Swedish has resultingly become the dominant language within the 

family. Example 34 represents an instance where mother Kristina 

accommodates her daughter’s Swedish language practices. 
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Example 34 

1 Živilė: [whispering to her mother] 

Är det klart? Klockan är 

(inaudible). 

[whispering to her 

mother] Is it done? It’s 

(inaudible) o’clock. 

2 Kristina: Fråga om det finns några 

flera frågor. 

Ask if there are some 

more questions.  

3 Živilė: Ką mes dar darysim? What else will we do? 

4 Kristina: //(laughing) //(laughing) 

5 Interviewer: (laughing)// Ehm, mes 

galim čia pabaigt šią dalį. 

(laughing)// Ehm, we can 

finish this part here. 

 

Towards the end of an interview which was mostly conducted in 

Lithuanian, Živilė starts a short byplay in the interview and asks her 

mother in Swedish about the remaining duration of the interview, here 

in turn 1, as quite some time has passed, and she has other plans. Mother 

Kristina replies in turn 2 in Swedish, telling her daughter to ask the 

interviewer. Živilė switches then to Lithuanian when addressing the 

interviewer in turn 3, despite knowing that she could also speak 

Swedish with the interviewer. Similar to the previous example, Živilė’s 

code switching can indicate both an emphasis that she could actually 

speak Lithuanian with her mother, but does not want to, as well as actual 

compliance with her mother’s acquisition planning. 

Živilė’s choice to speak Swedish at home is a decision that is not 

only limited to her mother but also affects the communication between 

the siblings at home. As she summarises during an interview: ‘aš 

namuose lietuviškai nekalbu, ir su Laura irgi ne.’ (‘I don’t speak 

Lithuanian at home, also with Laura I don’t speak’). Speaking about the 

siblings’ communication practices in example 35, Laura describes her 

experiences with trying to initiate conversations in Lithuanian with 

Živilė. 
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Example 35 

1 Interviewer: Gerai. Tada truputį apie, 

ehm, čia namuose, tavo 

sesė jau pasakė, kad, 

ehm, su tavimi švediškai 

tik tai kalba. 

Ok. Then a bit about, ehm, 

here at home, your sister 

told already that, ehm, she 

speaks only Swedish with 

you. 

2 Laura: Taip. Jeigu aš kartais 

pradedu lietuviškai 

kalbėt, tai ji visada, ehm, 

supyksta ir sako, kad ji 

(.) nenori kalbėt 

lietuviškai, ir taip toliau. 

Yes, if I sometimes start 

speaking Lithuanian, then 

she always, ehm, gets 

angry and says that she (.) 

doesn’t want to speak 

Lithuanian, and so on. 

 

Živilė manages Laura’s language choice emotionally, as Laura 

describes Živilė’s reaction with the verb ‘supykti’ (‘get angry’) and 

emphasises Živilė’s explicit reluctance to speak Lithuanian at home in 

turn 2. The use of the temporal adverb ‘visada’ (‘always’) frames this 

as a typical reaction. Živilė thus essentially determines the 

communication practices between the siblings in favour of Swedish, 

successfully restricting her younger sister’s use of Lithuanian, as Laura 

gives in and speaks Swedish. As a result, Swedish has become more 

and more established as the language of communication between the 

sisters. Laura’s use of the temporal adverb ‘kartais’ (‘sometimes’) 

indicates that she still tries to some degree to re-establish Lithuanian as 

part of the linguistic repertoire in the sibling communication, but it also 

indicates a decreasing frequency, with Lithuanian having had a more 

prominent status before that has been progressively changed. 

In a broader family circle, grandparents are also participants who can 

take the role of language managers. Usually, the grandparents in 

Lithuania are appointed by the parents to support Lithuanian acquisition 

planning. Grandparents can also support the acquisition of Swedish, 
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however, e.g. by managing the language choice for media consumption 

as example 36 illustrates. 

 

Example 36 

1 Kristina: Ni var redan introducerade i 

det svenska språket eftersom 

morfar, han satte på tecknade 

filmer på svenska till er under 

den tiden när jag studerade 

utomlands. Då satt ni och 

tittade på (.) Disney Channel 

på svenska och så, så det var. 

Joa, det gjorde han. 

You were already 

introduced to the Swedish 

language because 

grandpa, he switched on 

cartoons in Swedish for 

you while I was studying 

abroad. There you sat and 

watched (.) Disney 

Channel in Swedish and 

so, it was like this. Yes, he 

did that. 

2 Živilė: Men det var innan, ehm, efter. But that was before, ehm, 

afterwards. 

3 Kristina: Nej, det var innan. Det var 

innan. När jag var utomlands, 

då fick ni titta på tecknade 

filmer i Litauen på svenska. 

No, that was before. That 

was before. When I was 

abroad, then you got to 

watch cartoons in 

Swedish in Lithuania. 

4 Živilė: Å, men Disney Channel 

känner jag inte till. 

Yes, but I don’t know 

Disney Channel. 

5 Kristina: Ja, kanske inte Disney 

Channel men det var- de, de 

har ju massa olika kanaler, de 

kan välja språk. Så de valde 

för att ni skulle kunna titta på 

tecknade filmer på svenska. 

Yes, maybe not Disney 

Channel, but it was- they, 

they have manny different 

channels, they can choose 

the language. So, they 

chose that you should be 

able to watch cartoons in 

Swedish. 

6 Laura: Och nu sade de enda, nu 

pratar vi typ för mycket 

svenska. Så nu vill de sätta 

bara på litauiska. 

And now they said only, 

now we speak kind of too 

much Swedish. So, now 

they want to switch on 

only in Lithuanian. 
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In this example, mother Kristina recalls when she decided to migrate 

with her daughters to Sweden, and states that she had had no language 

concerns regarding her daughters’ adaptation in Sweden, as they had 

already encountered the Swedish language in Lithuania. Kristina 

mentions in turn 1 the grandfather as the one who introduced Swedish 

to his granddaughters by deciding to watch cartoons in Swedish and not 

in Lithuanian, an active management effort that re-defined which 

language Živilė and Laura encountered in television programmes. 

Example 36 additionally shows the dynamic and need-oriented 

shape of the grandfather’s language management efforts. This use of 

Swedish media when visiting their grandparents lasted for some time, 

as Živilė’s utterance in turn 2 indicates, where she remembers watching 

Swedish cartoons when visiting the grandparents after having migrated. 

These practices have since changed, however, as the grandparents now 

view Lithuanian in greater need of support than Swedish; Laura 

comments in turn 6 that ‘nu pratar vi typ för mycket svenska’ (‘now we 

speak kind of too much Swedish’), a reflection of the dominant Swedish 

language practices at home to which the grandparents are the principals. 

The language choice for media use is now being re-regulated by the 

grandparents in favour of Lithuanian, a decision that is meant to be 

strictly followed, as the use of the adverb ‘bara’ (‘only’), as well as 

further examples, indicates. 

With regard to external contexts, some parents try to manage 

language choice in places formed by members of the broader 

Lithuanian speech community, i.e. at a Lithuanian heritage language 

school. As the following examples (37 to 40) showcase, these 

management efforts are often undertaken with explicit strategies. 
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Furthermore, managing language choice in this context is not limited to 

a family’s own children, but also involves other participants, including 

other children and even other parents. 

In example 37, mother Ona is asked about the bilingual language 

practices at the Lithuanian heritage school which her daughter attends. 

In her answer, Ona states that the language choice at the heritage school 

should be regulated to establish Lithuanian as the only resource which 

the children should draw on. 

 

Example 37 

1 Interviewer: Kaip manote apie 

vaikus, kalbančius 

švediškai lietuvių 

mokykloje? 

What do you think about 

children who speak Swedish 

in the Lithuanian school? 

2 Ona:  Nu kažkaip aš jau 

norėčiau- Aš atsimenu, 

kai aš pradėjau švedų 

kalbą mokintis ir eiti į tą 

SFI, tai buvo visos kitos 

kalbos uždraustos. Kaip 

ir, na, negalėjom mes 

kalbėtis kitom kalbom, 

tiktai švedų turėjome 

stengtis 

Well, somehow I would 

like- I remember when I 

started learning Swedish 

and attended to that SFI, all 

other languages were 

banned. How and, well, we 

couldn’t speak in other 

languages, only in Swedish 

we had to put effort 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Ona: kalbėti ir jau ten- Tai aš 

manau, kažkaip, nu, 

turėtų panašiai čia ir 

lietuvių mokyklėlėje 

būti. (laughs) Kažkokia 

tokia nuostata, kad bent 

jau vis tiek išnaudoti tą 

galimybę, kad vaikai vis 

tiek gali ir turėtų kalbėti 

lietuviškai. Tuo labiau 

jie gali kalbėti. Bet jiem 

norisi ne tiktai- jie 

to speak and there- So, I 

think somehow, well, it had 

to be similar here in the 

Lithuanian school. (laughs) 

Some sort of provision that 

at least to make use of that 

opportunity that children 

still can and had to speak 

Lithuanian. The more the 

can speak. But they do not 

only want- they come not 

only to learn the language 
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ateina ne tiktai mokintis 

kalbą, bet jie nori 

pabendrauti. O dabar 

jiem ta- bendrauti ir 

tiksliau išreikšt savo 

mintis ir- ir tai yra 

kažkaip vis tiek švedų 

kalba jiem labiau- 

but they also want to 

communicate. And now, for 

them that- to communicate 

and to more precisely 

express their thoughts and- 

and that is somehow still 

Swedish for them more- 

5 Jonas: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

7 Ona: nu, nu, paprasčiau yra 

bendrauti ir jie labiau 

supranta tą kalbą 

kažkaip tai. Nu tai, 

tiksliau irgi- žodžių gal 

ir daugiau- ir visko. 

well, well, it is easier to 

communicate and they 

understand more that 

language somehow. Well, 

that is also more precisely- 

more words maybe- and all 

of. 

 

In turn 2, she makes a comparison with the SFI (Svenska för 

invandrare – Swedish for immigrants) courses that she attended, where 

only the target language, Swedish, was permitted to be used. Similarly, 

Ona would like to regulate the language practices at the Lithuanian 

heritage language school, allowing only the use of Lithuanian by 

provision, i.e. a top-down approach, to support the children’s 

acquisition of Lithuanian, as she states in turn 4. While she sees this 

situation as ideal, she also recognises that it is not achievable, as 

expressed in her use of conditional forms ‘turėtų būti’ (‘it had to be’) 

and ‘turėtų kalbėti’ (‘they had to speak’). The reality of a diverse set of 

children with different backgrounds24 and different levels of 

 
24 The children themselves are of different ages and belong to different migrational generations 

with some born in Lithuania and arriving in Sweden in later childhood (G1), some travelling in 

their early childhood to Sweden (G1.5), and others who were born in Sweden (G2). The parental 

backgrounds are also diverse: some families are Lithuanian-Lithuanian, others Lithuanian-

Swedish, and yet another type is Lithuanian-other (neither Lithuanian, nor Swedish). The 

speech communities of heritage schools, thus, are very heterogeneous.  
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proficiency in Lithuanian and Swedish make a monolingual Lithuanian 

setting impossible. 

Ona also refers to two different settings at the heritage school – the 

lessons and the breaks – as the children ‘come not only to learn the 

language but they also want to communicate’ (‘ateina ne tiktai mokintis 

kalbą, bet jie nori pabendrauti’), which she notes in turn 4. Discussing 

the setting of breaks, where language use is less defined and regulated 

than in the lessons, she emphasises the dominant role of Swedish in 

turns 4 and 7, comparing both the children’s language production with 

the verbs ‘išreikšti’ (‘to express’) and ‘bendrauti’ (‘to communicate’) 

and language comprehension with the verb ‘suprasti’ (‘to understand’) 

in Swedish and Lithuanian. Due to this dominance as well as the 

aforementioned diversity, it is difficult to introduce a Lithuanian-only 

policy to the heritage school. 

Furthermore, it is unclear who could implement such a top-down 

policy and so does Ona not mention who should be responsible to 

implement this Lithuanian-only-policy. As section 4.3 will illustrate in 

more detail, there are also different underlying language ideologies 

which would complicate consensus on implementing a monolingual 

status planning. As a result, individual mothers apply a grassroots 

approach, trying to influence individuals to manage their language 

choice during the breaks at the heritage school, as the successive 

examples illustrate. 

The grassroot approach which some mothers of Lithuanian-

Lithuanian families apply at the heritage school can be perceived as an 

extension of their status planning management at home. Similar to the 

home, which is defined as a Lithuanian space where only Lithuanian 
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shall be spoken, the heritage school represents for them a Lithuanian 

space. Their language management efforts are not limited to their own 

children, but also address other children and parents. In example 38, 

Ona further elaborates on the linguistic situation at the heritage school 

that her family attends, and briefly mentions that she tries to manage 

her daughter Ieva’s language practices in favour of Lithuanian in this 

domain. 

 

Example 38 

1 Ona: Aišku, aš stengiuosi ir 

noriu, kad Ieva kalbėtų 

kuo daugiau lietuviškai, 

ypač mokyklėlėje. Nes, 

nu- mum būtent su Vydu 

bendraujant, (laughs). Su- 

truputėlį- 

Of course, I try and want 

that Ieva would speak more 

Lithuanian, especially, it 

the heritage school. 

Because, well- for us, 

communicating with 

Vydas, (laughs). Compl- a 

bit- 

2 Ieva:  Jis, Vydas, ne- beveik 

nemoka lietuviškai. 

He, Vydas, doesn’t- he 

barely can speak 

Lithuanian. 

3 Ona:  O kaip per pamokas jisai 

kalba? Kalba jis 

lietuviškai? 

And how does he speak 

during the lessons? Does he 

speak Lithuanian? 

4 Ieva:  Labai keistai. Very strangely. 

5 Ona:  Labai keistai. (laughs) Very strangely. (laughs) 

6 Jonas:  (laughs) (laughs) 

7 Ona:  Tai, tu, Ievute, galėtum jį 

pamokinti. Ir pasistengti 

jam lietuviškai sakyti, nes 

jam reikia padėti išmokti. 

Nes jis nemoka, o tu moki. 

O nekalbėti su juo 

švediškai, ar ne? Na, tai, 

mes norėtumėm, kad 

vaikai kalbėtų lietuviškai, 

bet (laughs) ne, ne visada 

taip gaunasi. 

So, you, Ieva, could teach 

him. And try to tell him in 

Lithuanian because he 

needs to be helped to learn. 

Because he can’t speak, but 

you can. And not to speak 

with him in Swedish, right? 

Well, so, we would like that 

the children would speak 

Lithuanian, but (laughs) 

not, not always it happens. 
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Ona also sees the need to manage the language practices of other 

children at the school, however, especially those who have closer 

contact with her daughter, such as Ieva’s friend Vydas. By cutting 

herself off, blending in laughter and ending with the diminutive form 

‘truputėlį’ (‘a bit’) at the end of turn 1, Ona shows hesitation, and tries 

to measure potential criticism against Vydas for speaking primarily 

Swedish instead of Lithuanian with Ieva. 

Ieva picks up the talk about her friend in turn 2 and changes the focus 

from language choice per se to language proficiency, evaluating her 

friend’s proficiency in Lithuanian as rather limited by saying ‘beveik 

nemoka lietuviškai’ (‘he barely can speak Lithuanian’). Mother Ona 

continues to focus on the choice of language in turn 3 and asks about 

the language practices during the lessons when the parents are absent. 

Ieva emphasises again Vydas’ limited proficiency in turn 4, judging that 

he speaks ‘labai keistai’ (‘very strangely’). 

Mother Ona connects to her daughter’s judgement in the first part of 

turn 7, a byplay in the interview, and tries to manage her daughter’s 

language choice when communicating with her friend Vydas. Ona 

addresses her daughter and starts with a rather implicit strategy by using 

the conditional form ‘galėtum’ (‘you could’), suggesting that Ieva 

speaks Lithuanian. By contrasting Ieva’s high Lithuanian proficiency 

with Vydas’ lower Lithuanian proficiency, Ona puts Ieva here in an 

expert role, trying to motivate her agreement. This implicit conditional 

suggestion functions as a somewhat explicit prohibition to speak 

Swedish with her friend, with the use of the rhetorical question ‘ar ne?’ 

(‘right’) trying to further contain Ieva’s choices. Ona does not provide 

Ieva with any time to object, ending the byplay and immediately turning 
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to the interviewer, summarising then the disparity between the actual 

language practices at the heritage school and her monolingual status 

planning, and how she tries to narrow the disparity through her 

language management efforts. 

Ona’s efforts to control the choice of language at the heritage school 

is not only limited to her daughter’s friends, but extends also to other 

Lithuanian parents who sometimes speak Swedish there. Example 39 

illustrates Ona’s successful management of Vydas’ mother’s language 

choice. As has been previously described, Beatričė is not always 

conscious of the language practices of herself and her son, and does not 

react to her son’s use of Swedish at the heritage school, as example 22 

showcased. Beatričė also sometimes switches to Swedish herself, not 

only when communicating with her son but also when speaking to other 

Lithuanian parents. 

 

Example 39 

Some parents are having a conversation in Lithuanian over some coffee while 

the children are attending their lessons. Vydas’ mom Beatričė suddenly 

contributes in Swedish to the conversation. Ieva’s mom is drawing attention 

to that, saying: “Beatriče, ar tu dabar kalbi švediškai?” (“Beatričė, do you 

speak Swedish now?”). Vydas’ mom comments that this happened 

“automatiškai” (“automatically”) and continues to speak in Lithuanian. 

 

In example 39, Ona is present when Beatričė suddenly switches to 

Swedish. As this use of Swedish at the heritage school contradicts 

Ona’s status planning, Ona tries to manage Beatričė’s language choice 

by addressing her directly with a rhetorical question. Similar to the 

previous example, the rhetorical question can be understood as a veiled 

demand to speak Lithuanian. Beatričė understands Ona’s intention and 

switches back to Lithuanian, apologising indirectly with the use of the 
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adverb ‘automatiškai’ (‘automatically’) to explain her unintended code 

switching. 

Mother Arūnė also strives to establish Lithuanian as the language of 

communication at the heritage school. In contrast to Ona’s management 

efforts, which focus on her daughter’s closer social network, Arūnė also 

addresses members of the broader heritage school network. Example 40 

represents an observation made during a break at the heritage school. 

 

Example 40 

The break started and some children are having breakfast while others are 

playing. Ugnė had already some carrot and headed off playing with Ieva. 

Arūnė is sitting at the table and three boys are playing behind her with Lego 

figures. First they play soccer and become enthusiastic shouting loudly “mål!” 

(“Goal!”). Now the play changes into something more communicative game 

and the boys are playing in Swedish. Arūnė now turns around and tells them: 

“Berniukai, mokykloje kalbėkite lietuviškai!” (“Boys, talk Lithuanian in 

the school!”). The boys run away and continue playing at another spot. 

 

When Arūnė notices some boys playing in Swedish, she explicitly 

tries to manage the boys’ language choice, employing an explicit 

strategy by addressing them as a group with the vocative form 

‘berniukai’ (‘boys’) and using the plural imperative form ‘kalbėkite’ 

(‘speak’) to command the use of Lithuanian. She defines the entire 

heritage school as a Lithuanian domain. This management effort is 

unsuccessful, however, as the boys just change their location and 

continue to play in Swedish. 

These examples underline that the grassroots management approach 

taken by some mothers, who try to influence language practices within 

the broader speech community of the heritage school, is a rather 

challenging and less than successful undertaking. This is in part a result 
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of diverse backgrounds and language proficiency among the families, 

as has been discussed. Only addressing the children’s language choice 

appears thus to be an insufficient measure to change their language 

practices. Another mother, Inga, is aware of the correlation between 

language choice and language proficiency, as example 41 highlights. 

 

Example 41 
1 Interviewer: Aš jau girdėjau, kaip 

vaikai ten bendrauja, 

ehm, ir kartais 

lietuviškai, ir kartais 

švediškai ir, na, yra 

daugiau kalbų, galima 

sakyt. Ehm, kaip jūsų 

nuomonė? Kaip jūs 

manote, ar reikėtų 

regliuoti kažką, arba 

nereikėtų? 

I heard already how 

children communicate 

there in both, ehm, 

sometimes in Lithuanian, 

sometimes in Swedish 

and, well, there are also 

more languages, one can 

say. Ehm, what’s your 

opinion? Do you think, 

there would be a need to 

regulate, or not? 

2 Inga: Kai pradėjau, pradėjau 

ten vaikščiot, man 

atrodė, kad reikėtų tuos 

vaikus visą laiką: 

"Kalbėkim lietuviškai! 

Kalbėkim lietuviškai!" O 

dabar aš jau taip 

nebegalvoju kažkodėl. 

Man dabar atrodo, kad, 

ehm, nu, tas vaikas, jis 

nemoka lietuviškai žaist 

su kitu vaiku. Tai tada jie 

visai nebendraus, jeigu 

mes uždrausim švediškai 

tarpusavy bėgt, 

gaudynėm žaist ir kalbėt 

švediškai. Jisai nemoka 

gi lietuviškai pasakyt to 

žodžio. Tai, nežinau. 

Man atrodo, kad tegul jie 

kalba ta kalba, kuria 

jiem patogu kalbėt. Kad 

When I began, began to 

walk there, it seemed to 

me that there would be a 

need to tell those children 

all the time: “Let’s speak 

Lithuanian! Let’s speak 

Lithuanian!” And now, I 

no longer think like that 

somehow. For me it 

seems now that, ehm, 

well, that child, it hasn’t 

learned to play in 

Lithuanian with other 

children. So, then they 

won’t communicate 

entirely, if we prohibit in 

Swedish to run with each 

other, to play tag and to 

speak Swedish. He has’t 

learned to say that word in 

Lithuanian. So, I don’t 

know. It seems to me that 
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jie komfort- Jeigu jiem 

uždrausi, jie visai 

nenorės tada ten eit. 

Jeigu uždrausi švediškai 

dar su vaikais kalbėt. 

Man kas nepatinka, kada 

tėvai atveda į mokyklą 

vaiką ir tada su tuo vaiku 

dar švediškai kalba jau 

mokyklėlėj. 

they may speak the 

language, which they are 

comfortable to speak. 

That they comfort- If 

you’ll forbit them, they 

entirely will no longer 

want to go there. If you 

also forbit to speak 

Swedish with children. 

What I don’t like is, when 

parents bring their child to 

the school and then even 

speak with that child 

Swedish already in the 

school. 

 

When asked about her opinion regarding possible status planning 

provisions at the Lithuanian heritage language school, Inga remembers 

that she also tried to manage the children’s language choice with an 

explicit strategy in the beginning – ‘Kalbėkim lietuviškai!’ (‘Let’s 

speak Lithuanian!’). Inga states that she no longer tries to regulate the 

children’s language choice when they speak Swedish, however, 

connecting this change to the children’s language proficiency. She has 

noticed that the children do not know how to play games like tag in 

Lithuanian since they learned them within a Swedish context (compare 

with the motif socialisation in example 19); restricting their use of 

Swedish could thus be counterproductive, as the children with limited 

proficiency in Lithuanian would be side-lined and might consequently 

lose interest and drop out of the heritage school.25 Inga’s approach to 

status planning and language choice at the heritage school has thus 

 
25 Here, a connection to the discourse of Harmonious Bilingual Development can be seen as 

Inga also considers the aspect of well-being and the children’s experiences with the minority 

language. This is discussed in detail in section 4.4. 
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become rather more liberal: ‘tegul jie kalba ta kalba, kuria jiem patogu 

kalbėt’ (‘they may speak the language, which they are comfortable to 

speak’). 

Inga’s reasoning connects language practices to language 

proficiency, and implicitly to language acquisition planning, which the 

Lithuanian heritage school is part of for the families who attend it. She 

places a concurrently greater emphasis on the role of the family – as 

Pauwels (2016) notes, families are “the stronghold for the use of the 

minority or heritage language” (p. 90) – expressing disapproval of 

Lithuanian parents who speak Swedish with their children at the 

Lithuanian heritage school, as these practices may to some degree 

reflect their practices at home and the subsequent outsourcing of 

Lithuanian language acquisition. As a result, it is rather the Lithuanian 

parents who speak Swedish than Swedish-speaking children who have 

become the targets of Inga’s status planning at the Lithuanian heritage 

language school, as these parents jeopardise the children’s acquisition 

of Lithuanian through their use of Swedish. 

In sum, the analysis of the motif language choice sheds light on how 

different participants try to manage language choices. As the analysis 

illustrated, different strategies are utilised. Some strategies are explicit, 

such as requesting or prohibiting certain language choices. These 

strategies often employ the use of imperative forms or clear statements. 

On the other side, implicit strategies consist of simply moving on with 

the conversation, to pretend to have minimal grasp, to repeat in the other 

language, or to make suggestions to adapt the language practices. 

Strategies which can be both explicit and implicit, e.g. asking rhetorical 

questions and code switching. Figure 9 provides an overview these 
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strategies and illustrates in a simplified way the chances to cause an 

adjustment of the language choice. 

 

 

Figure 9: Strategies of Managing Language Choice 

 

In the figure, rather implicit strategies are located on the left side, 

while rather explicit strategies are located on the right side. The blue 

triangle visualises the chance of successfully managing the 

interlocutor’s language choice. As the analysis illustrated, parents often 

apply several strategies to manage the language choice towards 

Lithuanian when children speak Swedish to them, with explicit 

management strategies appearing tendentially more effective compared 

to implicit strategies. When parents applied implicit strategies, younger 

children often did not grasp the change of the interactional frame, i.e. 

parents embedding a language management frame into the interaction. 

As a result, parents often moved towards more explicit strategies and 

children grasped that their language use was addressed. This, however, 

is not to argue to apply exclusively explicit strategies to implement 

heritage language practices, as too strict use of these strategies can be 

counterproductive, causing language related conflicts and endangering 

the harmonious bilingual development as will be shown in section 4.4.1. 
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In a few instances, children themselves redefined language practices 

away from monolingual Lithuanian. In one case, this redefinition was 

achieved through active language management, by explicitly 

prohibiting the use of Lithuanian and by utilising code switching to 

Swedish in an explicit manner, establishing Swedish as the language of 

communication with other family members. In another case, Swedish 

was established more passively, as the child had simply switched to 

Swedish, and the mother’s implicit strategies were unsuccessful in 

challenging this, leading to dual-lingual communication practices. 

 

Code mixing 

 

This section focuses on corpus planning, discussing the discourse 

motif code mixing and elaborating how mixing in Swedish words and 

expressions in Lithuanian communication is used and encountered by 

different participants. 

Although instances of code mixing are not that frequent in the 

analysed data, it is most often initiated by children where it is found, 

primarily when children incorporate Swedish words or expressions 

when they apparently do not know the Lithuanian equivalents. As the 

following examples (42 to 44) illustrate, the common reaction by the 

parents is to provide the Lithuanian equivalent. This helps to manage 

the children’s home language corpus, with Swedish expressions or 

words gradually excluded from home language use in the long run. On 

a number of rarer occasions (examples 45 to 47), code mixing is not 

restricted but rather embraced or even encouraged by the parents to 
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facilitate child-parent communication or to help foster Lithuanian 

language acquisition. 

Management of child-initiated code mixing can connect to both 

status planning and corpus planning, as the following example 42 (a 

continuation of example 24) shows. With the status of Lithuanian as the 

exclusive means of communication in Ieva’s and Ugnė’s families 

largely established, the mixing of Swedish words into Lithuanian 

communication is perceived by their mothers as a threat to the status of 

Lithuanian, and are thus strictly excluded through parental corpus 

planning. 

 

Example 42 

1 Arūnė: Kartais būna, kad Ieva, 

galbūt labiau nori jinai įpint 

vat švediškai. Bet- bet 

tiesiog, kad Ona tada jinai, 

nu, sustabdo ir tiesiog mes 

visada įsikišam: 

„Nepamirškit! 

Nepamirškit!”  

Sometimes, it happens 

that Ieva, maybe she wants 

to interweave Swedish. 

But- but simply, that Ona 

then, she, well, stops and 

we always directly 

intervene: “Don’t forget! 

Don’t forget!”  

 

Mother Arūnė identifies Ieva rather than her own daughter Ugnė as 

the source of code mixing, but nevertheless involves herself in the 

language management process as the first person plural present tense 

form ‘mes įsikišam’ (‘we intervene’) indicates. The use of the adverb 

‘visada’ (‘always’) emphasises that this is a continuous practice. This 

management practice is explicit, as the adverb ‘tiesiog’ (‘directly’) and 

the use of the second person plural imperative form ‘nepamirškit’ (‘do 

not forget’) illustrate. Furthermore, the imperative form in the plural 
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underlines that both Ieva and Ugnė are targeted by the mothers’ 

management efforts. 

The management practices to address code mixing described in the 

previous example can similarly be observed in example 43, an excerpt 

discussed in Bissinger (2019, p. 133). In the self-recording, mother Ona 

and daughter Ieva talk about plans after school, and Ieva uses two 

Swedish proper nouns in her answers. 

 

Example 43 

1 Ona: O ką po mokyklėlės nori 

daryti? 

And what would you like to 

do after school? 

2 Ieva: Ehm, noriu į “Junibacken”. Ehm, I want to 

“Junibacken”. 

3 Ona:  Nori važiuoti į 

“Junibacken”? 

You want to drive to 

“Junibacken”? 

4 Ieva: Taip. Yes. 

5 Ona: O kas ten tau patinka? And what do you like 

there? 

6 Ieva: “Sagotåget” “Sagotåget” = “The Story 

Train” 

7 Ona: O kaip lietuviškai tai 

pasakyti galima? 

And how can one say that 

in Lithuanian? 

8 Ieva: Pasakų traukinys. The Story Train. 

9 Ona: Pasakų traukinys. The Story Train. 

 

The first proper noun is ‘Junibacken’ in turn 2, which refers to a 

cultural attraction in Stockholm. The use of this proper noun is 

legitimised by the mother, as Ona herself repeats it in turn 3.26 When 

Ieva is asked about her favourite attraction at ‘Junibacken,’ she uses 

another Swedish proper noun, ‘Sagotåget’ (‘The Story Train’), in turn 

 
26 It might also be difficult to find a Lithuanian translation for this proper noun as it refers to a 

fictitious place in an Astrid Lindgren story. 
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6. As a reaction to Ieva mixing in this Swedish proper noun, Ona asks 

her daughter for a Lithuanian translation in turn 7, which Ieva provides 

with ‘pasakų traukinys’ (‘The Story Train’). Ona verifies Ieva’s 

translation in turn 9. Through her management efforts, Ona successfully 

adjusted Ieva’s corpus by prompting her to replace the Swedish proper 

noun with a Lithuanian translation. 

A common cause of code mixing by children, aside from the use of 

proper nouns, is when children apparently do not know or cannot 

remember the Lithuanian word or expression which they want to use, 

as is seen in example 44. During a group interview conducted in 

Lithuanian with the children, while the parents sat and chatted a bit to 

the side, the children were asked about their participation in Lithuanian 

mother tongue lessons in Swedish public school. 

 

Example 44 
1 Interviewer: Gerai. (.) O lankote jūs 

gal gimtosios kalbos 

mokymą? 

Okay. (.) And do you 

maybe participate in 

mother tongue 

instruction? 

2 Aistė: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Dovilė: (silently) Aš nesuprantu 

ką jis- 

(silently) I don’t 

understand what he- 

4 Interviewer: Tai, tai, ehm- ar tu turi 

lietuvių kalbos pamokų 

mokykloje? 

That, that, ehm- do you 

have Lithuanian language 

lessons at school? 

5 Aistė: Aš tai- I- 

6 Interviewer: Švedų mokykloje. At the Swedish school. 

7 Aistė: Aš tai einu į angliškų 

mokyklą ir ten (.) ehm, 

(..) onsdag. 

I attend an English school 

and there, (.) ehm, (..) 

Wednesday. 

8 Rūta: //Trečiadienį. //On Wednesday. 
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9 Veronika: Trečiadienį.// On Wednesday.// 

10 Aistė: Trečiadienį. Trečiadienį 

turiu lietuvišką pamoką. 

On Wednesday. On 

Wednesday I have 

Lithuanian lesson. 

 

Aistė points out in turn 7 that she attends an English school but still 

receives Lithuanian mother tongue lessons on Wednesdays. She does 

not remember the Lithuanian word ‘trečiadienis’ (‘Wednesday’), 

however, and pauses for a second, uttering a thinking ‘ehm’ which is 

followed by another pause of two seconds and then ends with mixing 

in the Swedish word ‘onsdag’ (‘Wednesday’). Aistė’s mother Rūta as 

well as Veronika react almost simultaneously to Aistė’s code mixing, 

applying a repetition strategy, interjecting the Lithuanian word in turns 

8 and 9, respectively. Aistė picks up the Lithuanian word and integrates 

it into her sentence in turn 10. 

This example illustrates the connection between corpus planning, 

status planning and acquisition planning. While all involved 

participants understand Aistė’s utterance in turn 7, Aistė complies with 

her mother’s status planning which defines the norm of communicating 

in Lithuanian with other Lithuanian speakers. With her hesitation to mix 

in a Swedish word, Aistė shows awareness of the norm not to mix in 

Swedish words in her communication, which refers to the corpus 

planning that entails that Lithuanian should be spoken without the use 

of non-Lithuanian words. However, she must violate these norms to 

convey her message, since she apparently cannot remember the 

Lithuanian word. The reaction by mother Rūta and Veronika is then not 

simply a management effort to re-establish the corpus planning, but acts 

furthermore as a form of informal internal acquisition planning, i.e. an 
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instance of supporting Aistė to learn and use the proper Lithuanian 

vocabulary in an informal way within the home context. 

An instance of code mixing is also addressed by the parent in 

example 45, but the parent tries to turn it into an instance of 

collaborative informal language learning. In the self-recording, son 

Giedrius talks about his day at public school and a writing exercise 

which the children had to do. 

 

Example 45 

1 Vaida: O kiti vaikai kokius 

žodžius parašė? 

And what words did the 

other children write? 

2 Giedrius: (..) Tobias parašė (.) 

Pokemonai. (..) Ja. Mia- 

(.) mes turėjom tą 

surfplatta, tą- tada 

turėjau, Pokemonai aš 

ten padariau. Žinai, čia 

yra nesigavė, negalėjau 

parašyt Pokemono. Mia 

bus lauke. Ir da- ir tada, 

ehm, ehm, davė, ehm, čia 

tokį tokį popierių 

[exhaling deeply] ir 

parašyta kaip parašyt 

Pokemoną. 

(..) Tobias wrote (.) 

Pokémon. (..) Yes. Mia- 

(.) we had that tablet, that- 

then I had, I made 

Pokémon there. You 

know, here is, didn’t get 

it, I could not write 

Pokémon. Mia will be 

outside. And ga- and then, 

ehm, ehm, gave, ehm, 

here such such paper 

[exhaling deeply] and it 

was written how to write 

Pokémon. 

3 Vaida: (...) O kas yra- ką tu čia 

sakei? Kur tau davė 

pasižiūrėti? 

(…) And what is- what 

did you say here? Which 

she gave you to look up? 

4 Giedrius: Mhm. Į Pok- Pokemoną 

pažiūrėt. 

Mhm. To Pok- to look up 

Pokémon. 

5 Vaida: Per ką tokį? On what? 

6 Giedrius: Pa- Pažiūrėt, kaip 

Pokemonus rašo. 

Lo- Look up how one 

writes Pokémon. 

7 Vaida: På surfplatta? O ką reiškia 

tų? 

On a tablet? And what 

does that mean? 
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8 Giedrius: (.) [slightly irritated] 

Nežinau 

(.) [slightly irritated] I 

don’t know. 

9 Vaida: O kaip lietuviškai? (8sec) 

Tai gal planšetė? 

And how in Lithuanian? 

(8sec) That is maybe 

tablet? 

10 Giedrius: (.) Kas? (.) What? 

11 Vaida: Lietuviškai reiškia. It means that in 

Lithuanian. 

12 Giedrius: Kas? What? 

13 Vaida: Surfplatta. Tablet. 

14 Giedrius: [irritated] Ne: [irritated] No: 

15 Vaida: Ne? O ką reiškia? (...) 

Hm? 

No? And what does it 

mean? (…) Mhm? 

16 Giedrius: [annoyed] Ten reikia 

sakyti tokiais mažais- 

[annoyed] There, one has 

to say with such small- 

17 Vaida: Ką sakei? What did you say? 

18 Giedrius: [annoyed] Nu, mažais- (.) 

aš nebesakysiu tau. 

[annoyed] Well, with 

small- (.) I will no longer 

tell you. 

 

In turn 2, Giedrius recounts how he and his classmate Tobias tried to 

write ‘Pokémon’ and how he needed some assistance from teacher Mia 

who wrote the word down for him on a sheet of paper. In his short 

narration, Giedrius uses the Swedish word ‘surfplatta’ (‘tablet’) without 

hesitation, which indicates that mixing Swedish words into his 

Lithuanian narration is understood as acceptable and not in violation of 

any norms. His mother Vaida does not interrupt Giedrius but rather 

allows him to finish his narration, waiting three seconds in silence 

before taking her turn. 

Vaida then embeds a language management frame into the lunch 

conversation, initiating a discussion about the Swedish word which 

Giedrius used, asking him in turn 3 which word it was. Giedrius does 

not understand that his mother is asking about the tablet, i.e. he does not 
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share the knowledge frame, and instead restates in turn 4 the action he 

performed with the tablet. Vaida asks a follow-up question in turn 5, 

trying to prompt Giedrius to repeat the word. However, Giedrius 

continues to speak about the action and rephrases his answer in turn 5. 

As the misunderstanding impedes Vaida’s implicit strategy to address 

the code mixing, she switches to a more explicit strategy in turn 7, by 

mixing in Swedish ‘på surfplatta’(‘on a tablet’) and asking Giedrius 

directly for an explanation of this Swedish utterance. 

Giedrius does not appear to be receptive to his mother’s explicit 

strategy and becomes somewhat irritated in turn 8, stating that he cannot 

answer his mother’s question. Vaida rephrases her question in turn 9, 

asking for a Lithuanian translation. After allowing a longer break, in 

which Giedrius remains silent, Vaida offers the Lithuanian translation 

‘planšetė’ (‘tablet’), carefully wrapped into a suggestive question by her 

use of the adverb ‘gal’ (‘maybe’). Giedrius seems to have concluded 

the discussion, however, and asks twice ‘kas?’ (‘what?’), first in turn 

10 as a reaction to his mother’s translation and then in turn 12 as a 

reaction to his mother’s brief answer ‘lietuviškai reiškia’ (‘It means that 

in Lithuanian’). Vaida tries to clarify by repeating the Swedish 

‘surfplatta’ (‘tablet’) in turn 13, but Giedrius disagrees with a stretched 

‘ne:’ (‘no:’) in an irritated key. His mother asks then for an explanation, 

but he does not want to continue the discussion, says to his mother: ‘aš 

nebesakysiu tau’ (‘I will no longer tell you’). Vaida’s management 

efforts to turn Giedrius’ code mixing into an instance of acquisition 

were thus contradicted by Giedrius. 

In some cases, code mixing is accepted as a standard part of language 

practice and explicitly encouraged to facilitate communication. In 
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example 46, an excerpt of a self-recording, daughter Marina got some 

tea and is encouraged by her mother Ilona to use Swedish, as she 

struggles to ask her mother for a straw. 

 

Example 46 

1 Marina: Mhm. Ant kito gal (.....) 

Ehm, nu, noriu aš ne 

čiulpinuko. O noriu- kaip 

vadinasi vėl? 

Mhm. On the other one 

maybe (.....) Ehm, well, I 

want not a lollipop. But I 

want- what is it called 

again? 

2 Ilona: Kas? (....) Ehm, nu, tai aš 

gal nežinau ko tu nori. 

Pasakyk. 

What? (....) Ehm, well, I 

maybe don’t know what 

you want. Tell me. 

3 Marina: Kas ten yra. What there is. 

4 Ilona: Nu tai sakyk švediškai. Well, say it in Swedish. 

5 Marina: Oi, šiaudelis. Oi, a straw. 

6 Ilona: Šiaudelio nori arbatai? You want a straw for a 

tea? 

7 Marina: Aš gi namuose. Well, I’m at home. 

8 Ilona: Bet jeigu šalta ta arbata 

tai- bet, jeigu jinai karšta, 

tai neišeis su šiaudeliu 

gerti. 

But if that tea is cold, 

then- but if it is hot, then 

it won’t work out to drink 

with a straw. 

 

At the beginning of the example, Marina does not remember the 

Lithuanian word ‘šiaudelis’ (‘straw’) and instead says ‘čiulpinukas’ 

(‘lollipop’), emphasising with the negation ‘ne’ (‘not’) that this is not 

the word she is looking for. She ends turn 1 asking herself: ‘kaip 

vadinasi vėl’ (‘what is it [the straw] called again’). Mother Ilona 

interprets this question as posed to her, but she does not know what her 

daughter is asking for, and thus invites Marina to tell her what she 

wants. Marina seems to catch sight of a straw and refers to it in turn 3, 

but Ilona apparently does not notice the straw and invites her daughter 
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with the second person singular imperative form ‘sakyk švediškai’ (‘say 

in Swedish’) to state in Swedish what she wants in turn 4. Through this 

invitation, the mother explicitly allows code mixing in Swedish for 

intelligibility. Code mixing is hereby pragmatically integrated into the 

mother’s corpus planning. Marina does not need to mix in Swedish, 

however, as she remembers the Lithuanian word ‘šiaudelis’ (‘straw’) in 

turn 5. 

As an accepted part of language practice, instances of code mixing 

also become part of mother Ilona’s informal acquisition planning, 

similar to mother Vaida in example 45. The difference in example 47 is 

that the child’s code mixing does not function to keep communication 

going but instead to initiate communication. Furthermore, mother and 

daughter are open to align their knowledge frames, i.e. to develop a 

shared understanding of the concept under discussion. 

 

Example 47 

1 Marina: Mama. Mom. 

2 Ilona: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Marina: Ar žinai kas yra blåklint? Do you know what 

cornflower is? 

4 Ilona: Kas? What? 

5 Marina: Ar žinai kas yra blåklint? Do you know what 

cornflower is? 

6 Ilona: Ne. No. 

7 Marina: Gėlė. Va, tos. Va, (.) va, 

tokia gėlė, kur- kur- kur aš 

turėjau, ehm (.) ehm, 

kelnes ir bliuską. 

A flower. Here, those. 

Here, (.) here, such a 

flower, which- which- 

which I had, ehm, (.) 

ehm, trousers and a 

blouse. 

8 Ilona: Kaip jie vadinasi? How are they called? 

9 Marina: Blåklint. Cornflower. 
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10 Ilona: Blåklint. (...) Cornflower. (…) 

11 Marina: Mhm. Mhm. 

12 Ilona: O kaip lietuviškai 

//vadinasi? 

And how is it called //in 

Lithuanian? 

13 Marina: Nebeatsimenu.// I don’t remember.// 

14 Ilona: Tai gal rugiagėlė. 

Rugiagėlė mėlyna tokia. 

That’s maybe 

cornflower. A 

cornflower, such a blue 

one. 

15 Marina: Kas yra rugiagėlė? What is cornflower? 

16 Ilona: Rugiagėlė tokia mėlyna 

gėlytė. (...) Turėjai kelnytes 

ir bliuskutę, (..) kur daug, 

daug jų buvo, joa? 

Cornflower, such a blue 

flower. (...) You had 

trousers and a blouse, (..) 

where many, many of 

them were, yeah? 

17 Marina: Joa. Yeah. 

18 Ilona: Tai rugiagėlė. That’s cornflower. 

19 Marina: Joa. Aš piešiu rugiagėles. Yeah. I paint 

cornflowers. 

 

While painting, Marina asks her mother about the Swedish word 

‘blåklint’ (‘cornflower’) in turn 3 and 5. As Ilona does not recognise the 

Swedish word, and Marina apparently does not remember the 

Lithuanian word, which becomes evident in turn 13, this conversation 

turns into a moment of collaborative informal language learning for 

both the daughter (learning the Lithuanian word) and the mother 

(learning the Swedish word). 

In the beginning, Marina takes on an expert role, trying  to describe 

the word in Lithuanian in turn 7, first classifying it as ‘gėlė’ (‘flower’), 

then showing it in her painting, and finally referencing some of her 

clothes that had a cornflower pattern. Mother Ilona does not remember 

the flowers and asks her daughter to say the name again in turn 8, and 

then repeats the Swedish word to herself in turn 10, pausing to think. 
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As Ilona still does not understand the concept, she asks for the 

Lithuanian word in turn 12, which Marina does not remember. Ilona 

seems finally to remember in turn 14 and successfully guesses 

‘rugiagėlė’ (‘cornflower’). Now it is Marina who does not recognise the 

word, with Ilona taking on the expert role and describing the flower, 

making a personal reference to some cornflower-patterned clothes, as 

Marina had done. Marina confirms then with a short ‘joa’ (‘yeah’) and 

Ilona establishes then with the demonstrative pronoun ‘tai’ (‘that’) the 

Lithuanian word ‘rugiagėlė’ (‘cornflower’) in turn 18. Marina 

integrates the word without any request by her mother into her 

summarising sentence in turn 19 regarding her painting. Due to 

Marina’s eagerness to share Swedish words which she has learned, code 

mixing becomes a frequent tool to foster the acquisition of an extended 

Lithuanian vocabulary. 

The analysis of the discourse motif code mixing has illustrated that 

it is typically met with explicit management strategies by parents, with 

implicit management strategies utilised less frequently. As figure 10 

summarises, multiple explicit strategies were employed, which 

consisted of restricting, requesting, and asking, while the implicit 

management was limited to the strategy of adult repetition. 

 

Figure 10: Strategies of Managing Code Mixing 
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Interestingly, it has been shown that management efforts regarding 

code mixing are not solely related to corpus planning, i.e. whether 

mixing in Swedish words is or is not perceived as appropriate during 

Lithuanian communication. Beneath the surface, two different 

motivations for engaging with code mixing have been uncovered. On 

the one hand, parents manage code mixing as it is perceived as a threat 

to the norm of Lithuanian language practices, which relates to status 

planning. In these cases, parents try to limit the use of Swedish words 

and re-establish the use of Lithuanian without foreign words. On the 

other hand, some parents also manage code mixing in a rather 

integrative way, by embracing instances of child-initiated code mixing 

or sometimes encouraging code mixing. These instances of code mixing 

can become an opportunity to informally teach the children Lithuanian 

words, and also for the parents to acquire new Swedish vocabulary. This 

relates code mixing practices thus to informal language acquisition 

planning too. 

 

Language mistakes 

 

The final section of this subchapter focuses on the discourse motif 

language mistakes. Managing children’s language mistakes through 

correction seems to be very common among the parents.27 Mistakes 

addressed belong to one of three different areas: grammar, lexis, and 

pronunciation. In the collected data, corrections addressing 

 
27 It is important to note that interactive material is dominated by mother-child conversations, 

while father-child conversations are underrepresented. 
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grammatical errors were most frequent, with lexis addressed to some 

degree and only a few instances of pronunciation corrections. 

When addressing children’s grammatical mistakes, parents usually 

apply an implicit strategy by simply repeating the correct form. In 

example 48, a self-recording conducted by mother Ona after a day at 

the heritage school, several such occasions can be found. When asked 

about her time at the heritage school, daughter Ieva tries to recount the 

activities. The general interactional frame of this interaction thus is a 

narration of the school day. Within this frame, mother Ona embeds 

another frame where she teaches grammar, as she encounters Ieva’s 

grammatical mistakes. Ieva, however, does not align with this 

embedded frame at the beginning, as she in fact does not react to her 

mother’s grammatical corrections in the first half of the example as the 

following illustrates. 

 

Example 48 

1 Ona: O ką tada mokytoja mokė 

jums šiandien? 

And what did the teacher 

teach you today? 

2 Ieva: Ehm (.) ehm. Į tą mažą 

klasę. 

Ehm (.) ehm. To that 

small class. 

3 Ona: Mažoje klasėje ką darėte? In the small class, what 

did you do? 

4 Ieva: Iškirpom gėlytes. We cut out flowers. 

5 Ona: O kaip tos gėlytės 

vadinasi? 

And how are these 

flowers called? 

6 Ieva: Ehm. Šitokios mėlynos Ehm. Those blue ones. 

7 Ona: Mėlynos. Neužmirštuolės 

turbūt 

Blue. Forget-me-not 

probably. 

8 Ieva: Gal. Maybe. 

9 Ona: Taip. Tos, kur gavot 

dovanų. //Ir už- 

Yes. Those which you 

got for present. //And for 
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10 Ieva: Ir galime// tokie 

žmogeliukai. 

And we can// these little 

figures. 

11 Ona: Ir žmogeliukus darėt 

tokius? 

And you made these 

little figures? 

12 Ieva: Ne, mes gavom. No, we got. 

13 Ona: Gavot žmogeliukus. O 

tada, kai perėjot į kitą 

klasę, ką jūs veikėt? 

You got little figures. 

And then, when you 

went over to the other 

class, what did you do? 

14 Ieva: Ehm. (.) Aš prisimenu 

vieną daiktą, kad (.)ehm (.) 

kad mes sujungėm tokius 

žvėrelius prie jo maistus. 

Ehm. (.) I remember one 

thing that (.) ehm (.) that 

we connected such 

animals to his foods. 

15 Ona: Ah. Žvėrelius su jų maistu. Ah. Animals with their 

food. 

16 Ieva: Mhm. Mhm. 

17 Ona: Taip, kas ką valgo, kokie 

žvėreliai. 

Yes, who eats what, 

which animals. 

18 Ieva: Mhm. Mhm. 

19 Ona: Ir kokie ten buvo 

žvėreliai? 

And which animals were 

there? 

20 Ieva: Katinėlis su, su 

vandeniuku. 

The little cat with, with 

the water. 

21 Ona: Aha, kas dar buvo? Aha, what else was 

there? 

22 Ieva: Ne. Ne katinėlis su 

vandeniuku. Katinėlis su 

pienuku. 

No. Not the little cat 

with the water. The little 

cat with milk. 

23 Ona: Katinėlis su pienuku. The little cat with milk. 

24 Ieva: Ir zuikis su morku. And the rabbit with a 

carrot. 

25 Ona: Su morka. (loughs) With a carrot. (loughs) 

26 Ieva: Su morka. Ir šuniukas su 

kaulu. 

With a carrot. And the 

little dog with a bone. 

27 Ona: Šuniukas su kaulu. 

Teisingai, tai buvo trys 

tiktai gyvūnėliai? 

The little dog with a 

bone. Correct, so there 

were only three animals? 

28 Ieva: Aš tai tik juos prisimenu. I only remember them. 
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In turn 2, Ieva uses the Lithuanian directive preposition ‘į’ (‘to’) 

instead of a locative. As has been argued elsewhere (Bissinger, 2019, p. 

134), the use of this directive preposition might be influenced by the 

Swedish local preposition ‘i’ (‘in’). Mother Ona corrects the mistake 

immediately by repeating the correct locative form ‘mažoje klasėje’ (‘in 

the small class’), which she integrates into her question to keep the 

conversation going. Ieva does not integrate the correct form in her next 

utterance, however, only replying briefly to her mother’s question. In 

turn 10, Ieva uses the modal verb ‘galėti’ (‘can’) without a main verb, 

and due to the lack of a main verb she puts the object ‘tokie 

žmogeliukai’ (‘these little figures’) in the nominative case. Ona chooses 

then the main verb ‘daryti’ (‘to make’), accompanied by the accusative 

object ‘žmogeliukus tokius’ (‘these little figures’). This is the first 

instance in which Ieva reacts to her mother’s correction by clarifying 

with the main verb ‘gauti’ (‘to get’) that the children in fact received 

the figures. Ieva’s reaction, however, relates to mother Ona’s lexical 

correction but not to the grammatical corrections, as Ieva keeps her 

utterance short and omits the object. Ona creates then a full sentence in 

turn 12, including both the correct main verb and the object. 

In the second part of the example, the teaching frame becomes more 

discernable as it connects to a task which Ieva performed during the 

lesson at school. Ieva tries to descibe this activity and makes multiple 

mistakes in turn 14, using the preposition ‘prie’ (‘to’), the third person 

singular possessive pronoun ‘jo’ (‘his’) and the accusative plural form 

‘maistus’ (‘food’). Ona corrects this to ‘su jų maistu’ (‘with their food’). 

As Ieva’s listing of animals in turn 20 illustrates, she responds to her 

mother’s correction and correctly uses the preposition ‘su’ (‘with’) 
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followed by the instrumental case. Ona provides positive feedback, 

confirming the forms with her repetitions. In turn 24, Ieva makes a final 

mistake, using the male instrumental ending ‘-u’ instead of the female 

instrumental ending ‘-a.’ Ona repeats the correct instrumental form 

‘morka’ (‘carrot’) and Ieva reacts again to her mother’s correction, 

repeating the correct form in turn 26. 

It is apparent that Ieva does not always respond to her mother’s 

corrections. As Ona applies an implicit repetition strategy, integrating 

the correct forms into follow-up questions, there is no open expectation 

that Ieva needs respond to her mother’s corrections, in contrast to Ona 

explicitly managing Ieva’s language choice. This kind of management 

of language mistakes is not intended to result in an immediate impact 

but aims rather for gradual and consistent change over time. 

Older children, like eleven-year-old Laura, appear to be more 

responsive to parental corrections. In example 49, Laura talks about her 

language portrait during an interview, and tries to explain that she 

sometimes speaks English with herself, using the first person singular 

personal pronoun in the dative ‘man’ (‘for me’). Her mother Kristina 

corrects Laura’s mistake in turn 2, employing a repetition strategy and 

using the reflexive pronoun in the instrumental ‘su savimi’ (‘with 

myself’). Laura agrees with her mother and tries to integrate her 

mother’s correction into her own repetition. Instead of adopting the 

reflexive pronoun, however, Laura uses the personal pronoun in the 

instrumental ‘su manimi’ (‘with me’). Mother Kristina does not make 

another attempt to correct the mistake. 
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Example 49 

1 Laura: Ir aš pradėjau prie burnos 

irgi, nes aš kartais, ehm, 

kal- ehm, kad aš esu, 

pavyzdžiui, visai viena 

kambaryje, aš, pavyzdžiui 

tvarkau (inaudible) 

kitokiom. Aš kartais iš 

tikrųjų kalbu angliškai. 

Man. Taip. 

And I started at the mouth 

also, because I sometimes, 

ehm, spea-, ehm, that I am, 

for example, all alone in a 

room, I, for example, 

clean up (inaudible) with 

them. I sometimes in fact 

speak English. For me. 

Yes. 

2 Kristina: Su savimi. With myself.  

3 Laura: Taip. Su manimi aš 

kalbėjau, aš ir daug anglų 

kalba, taip. 

Yes. With me I spoke, I 

and a lot in English, yes.  

 

In example 50, Laura talks about vacations in Lithuania and shows 

difficulty with Lithuanian numerals. Here, the correction of mistakes is 

child-initiated, as Laura asks her mother for help, when she realises that 

she does not know the correct form. 

 

Example 50 

1 Laura: Taip. Mes važiavom į 

Klaipėdą ir ten mes, (..) 

ehm, mes labai daug iš 

tikrųjų (.) ehm, (..) Mes 

važiavom į Klaipėdą, nes 

mama norėjo susitikt su 

(..) dvi draugės. 

Yes, we drove to 

Klaipėda and there, we, 

(..) ehm, we a lot indeed 

(.) ehm, (..) We drove to 

Klaipėda because mom 

wanted to meed with (..) 

two friends. 

2 Kristina: Su dviem draugėmis. With two friends. 

3 Laura: Su dviem draugėmis. Tai 

mes ten buvom, 

kalbėjome, taip toliau, ir 

toliau. Ir mes gyvenom, 

ehm, į namą, ehm (..) 

ehm, (inaudible) (...) Hur 

With two friends. So we 

were there, spoke, and so 

on, and so on. And we 

lived, ehm, to a house, 

ehm (..) ehm, (inaudible) 

(...) How does one say? 

On mhmh floor.  
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säger man? Mhmh 

aukšte. 

4 Kristina: Kuriam aukšte? On which floor? 

5 Laura: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Kristina: Trisdešimt aštuntam. On thirty-eighth.  

7 Laura: Ne. (inaudible) Det var, 

det var trisdešimt. 

Ne. (inaudible) That was, 

that was thirty. 

8 Kristina:  //Okej. //Okey. 

9 Laura: O ne// trisdešimt 

aštuntam. Det var 

trettioen våningar. 

And not// on thirty-

eighth. There were thirty 

one floors 

10 Interviewer: (laughing) (laughing) 

11 Laura:  Jag lovar! I swear. 

12 Interviewer: Gerai, gerai. Nesvarbu. Okay, okay, that’s not 

important. 

 

At the end of turn 1, Laura hesitates for two seconds with the 

numeral, as the preposition ‘su’ (‘with’) requires the instrumental case. 

Laura decides to simply employ the nominative form ‘dvi draugės’ 

(‘two friends’), which her mother corrects to the instrumental form in 

turn 2. Laura implements her mother’s correction, repeating the correct 

form. She continues her narration and makes a mistake similar to that 

in example 48, using a directional preposition construction ‘į namą’ (‘to 

a house’) instead of the locative form. This mistake is not addressed by 

her mother. Laura then wants to specify on which floor they were living, 

but hesitates again with Lithuanian numbers as she does not know the 

locative form. A short byplay between daughter and mother starts, as 

Laura asks her mother directly for help in Swedish, trying to express in 

Lithuanian the phrase which she is looking for by using ‘mhmh’ as a 

gap holder. Kristina asks whether Laura is looking for the number, and 

after a brief confirmation provides the ordinal number in the locative 

form in turn 6. Laura disagrees with her mother, as she remembers 
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living on another floor, but instead of using the ordinal number in 

locative, she uses a cardinal number to make her point in turn 7. Kristina 

does not want to argue and simply agrees with her daughter in turn 8, 

without any further effort to correct the mistakes. 

In addition to the management of grammatical mistakes, parents also 

try to manage the lexis, by adjusting and providing vocabulary. In 

example 51, mother Kristina does not try to manage grammatical 

mistakes which Laura makes, addressing instead her vocabulary by 

adding more precise words to her daughter’s narration. 

 

Example 51 

1 Laura: Paskui, ehm, (..) aš 

nežinau kodėl, bet tik 

pradėjau žaisti detektiv. 

Ir tada- Jie turi šitą labai, 

labai didelį kambarį, 

ehm, ten daug nėra. Ten 

yra tik dviračiai, langai, 

ir tokių dalykų. (.) Tik 

ten. Ir tada aš ten 

stovėjau [moves away to 

illustrate situation] ir tada 

aš girdėjau ten: „Miau, 

miau“. 

Later, ehm, (..) I don’t 

know why but I just 

started playing detective. 

And then- They have this 

very, very big room, 

ehm, there isn’t a lot. 

There are just bicycles, 

windows and such 

things. (.) Just there. And 

then I stood there [moves 

away to illustrate 

situation] and then I 

heard there: ‘Miau, 

miau’.  

2 Interviewer: (laughing) (laughing) 

3 Laura: O tada žiūrėjau į mano 

dešinės pusės. Ir tada į 

mano dešinės pusės. Ir aš 

mačiau kačiukus iš //šita 

Murka. 

And then I looked to my 

right side. And then in 

my right side. And I saw 

kittens from this Murka. 

4 Kristina: Tu radai// kačiukus. You found kittens. 

5 Laura: Mhm. Taip. Mhm. Yes. 

6 Kristina: Naujagimius. Newborns. 

7 Laura: Mhm. Taip. Mhm. Yes. 
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8 Kristina: Kurie dar negalėjo 

matyt. 

Which still couldn’t see. 

9 Laura: Aš iš karto bėgau į viršų 

ir rėkiau: „Murka gavo 

kačiukus!“ 

I ran immediately 

upstairs and shouted: 

“Murka got kittens!” 

10 Interviewer: (laughing) (laughing) 

11 Laura: Man labai linksma. Ir 

močiutė ir senelis- Aš 

žinau, kad jiem sunku, 

ehm, kad bus sunku 

kačiukus, ehm, (..) ta 

hand om dem. Tai jie nori 

parduot kačiukus. Bet aš 

ir Živilė norim bent du 

kačiukus. 

I was very happy. And 

grandma and grandpa- I 

know that it is difficult 

for them, ehm, it will be 

difficult the kittens, ehm, 

(..) to take care of them. 

So, they want to sell the 

kittens. But I and Živilė, 

we want at least two 

kittens. 

12 Interviewer: (laughing) (laughing) 

13 Laura: Ir mes jau nuspręndėm, 

kieno bus kieno. Ir aš 

tada jau nuotraukas per 

mano telefoną, bet reikia 

perkelt tas nuotraukas. 

And we decided already 

which one will be whose. 

And I then already 

photos with my mobile, 

but these photos need to 

be downloaded. 

 

In turn 4, Kristina reacts to Laura’s choice to use the verb ‘matyti’ 

(‘to see’) and adds a summarising sentence where she uses the verb 

‘rasti’ (‘to find’), to more precisely describe the action. In turn 6, 

Kristina further defines the kittens by labelling them as ‘naujagimiai’ 

(‘newborns’), followed by a relative clause for a more precise 

description in turn 8. Laura reacts to her mother’s supplementations, 

briefly uttering agreement in turns 5 and 6, but not incorporating these 

words into her narration. 

Laura more consistently incorporates her mother’s additions when 

she explicitly asks her for help, i.e. when the correction is child-

initiated. In example 52, another excerpt of Laura’s language portrait 
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interview, she tries to describe where she located French in her 

silhouette, but she does not know how to express the body part. 

 

Example 52 

1 Laura: Ir, ehm, aš ir prancūzų (.) 

kairės pusės, ehm, (..) 

ehm, kan du hjälpa? 

Kairės pusės- [tapping 

with a pen] 

And, ehm, I also French 

(.) of the left side, ehm, (..) 

ehm, can you help? Of the 

left side- [tapping with a 

pen] 

2 Kristina: Kairė krūtinės ląstos 

pusė. 

The left side of the thorax. 

3 Laura: Kairės krūtinė- Of the left the chest- 

4 Kristina: Kairėje krūtinės ląstos 

pusėje. 

In the left side of the 

thorax. 

5 Laura: Kai- E::- (..) A::. Lef- E::- (..) A:: 

 

In turn 1, she specifies the side but then hesitates and asks her mother 

for help in Swedish, followed by specifying the side in Lithuanian again 

and showing with a pen which body part she is talking about. Her 

mother provides a very scientific term, ‘kairė krūtinės ląstos pusė’ (‘the 

left side of the thorax’), instead of the more colloquial ‘kairė krūtinės 

pusė’ (‘the left side of the chest’). Laura tries to repeat the term in turn 

3 but stops, uncertain how it continues. Kristina repeats the scientific 

term, using the locative form, as it regards where the French language 

is located in the portrait. Laura tries again in turn 5, but gives up and 

moves on, as it is clear by this point which part she is talking about. 

Choosing the more scientific term rather than the more colloquial 

phrasing ultimately impeded the management process, as the daughter 

fails to successfully repeat the term, despite having initiated herself this 

instance of language management. 
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Older siblings can also take on an active role as language managers 

too, as illustrated in examples 53 and 54. Both examples also involve 

the correcting of pronunciation. 

 

Example 53 

1 Nina: Kas čia? What’s here? 

2 Ilona: Gėlė. A flower. 

3 Nina: Gėlė. A flower. 

4 Marina: Rugiagėlė. A cornflower. 

5 Ilona: Rugiagėlė. A cornflower. 

6 Nina: -giagėlė. -ornflower. 

7 Ilona: Rugiagėlė. Cornflower. 

8 Marina: Nina, sakyk „Ru:“ Nina, say “C:” 

9 Nina: Ru:- C:- 

10 Marina: -gia:gė:lė -orn:flow:er 

11 Nina: Rugiagėlė Cornflower. 

12 Interviewer: Puiku. Excellent. 

13 Marina: Rugiagėlė Cornflower. 

14 Nina: Kas čia? What’s here? 

15 Marina: Rugiagėlė A cornflower. 

16 Nina: -giagėlė. [running away] -ornflower. [running 

away] 

 

In example 53, a byplay in an interview, the younger child Nina asks 

about a flower which she sees. Her mother Ilona identifies it as ‘gėlė’ 

(‘a flower’), which Nina repeats in turn 3. Nina’s older sister Marina 

specifies the flower, identifying it as ‘rugiagėlė’ (‘a cornflower’) in turn 

4. By choosing a more precise word, Marina engages in managing her 

sister’s vocabulary. Mother Ilona confirms this word in turn 5. Nina 

tries then to pronounce the word in turn 6, but misses out the first 

syllable which turns the focus to correct pronunciation. Mother Ilona 

uses a repetition strategy and pronounces the word again. Marina then 
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takes over explicitly, requesting her sister in turn 8 with the second 

person singular imperative form ‘sakyk’ (‘say’) to repeat it. Marina 

pronounces the word slowly as an example, stretching its syllables. 

Nina follows this example and repeats the word correctly in turn 11, 

prompting positive feedback from the interviewer and a confirmation 

from Marina who repeats the word again. Nina asks about the same 

flower again in turn 14, followed by Marina telling her once more. This 

time Nina skips the first syllable again, running away in the process and 

ending this instance of language management. 

Older siblings also try to manage their younger sibling’s vocabulary 

and pronunciation in the absence of their parents as examples 54 and 55 

illustrate. In the excerpts of a self-recording, six-year-old Eglė is doing 

a writing exercise, writing words next to pictures that she is apparently 

colouring. Engaging in a playful teaching frame, Eglė and asks her two-

year-old brother Lukas about the pictures. Although the self-recording 

only starts while the children are already in the middle of this activity, 

and also contains some short inaudible parts, it nevertheless showcases 

how the older sibling takes on an expert role and introduces her younger 

brother to new words in a playful way, while also practicing the correct 

pronunciation. 

 

Example 54 

1 Lukas: (laughing) Nežinau. (laughing) I don’t know. 

2 Eglė: Ne. VA- (.) No. VA- (.) 

3 Lukas: VA- (5sec) VA- (5sec) 

4 Eglė: Prasideda su VA. It starts with VA. 

5 Lukas: (...) VA: (inaudible) (...) VA: (inaudible) 

6 Eglė: VAR- [pencils tapping on 

table] 

VAR- [pencils tapping on 

table] 
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7 Lukas: VAR::-I- VARI? VAR::-I- VARI? 

8 Eglė: VARL- VARL- 

9 Lukas: VARL! [pencils tapping 

on table] (inaudible). 

Kas? [shrill:] Pelytė. 

VARL! [pencils tapping on 

table] (inaudible). What? 

[shrill:] A tiny mouse. 

10 Eglė: Ką? What? 

11 Lukas: (inaudible). (inaudible). 

12 Eglė: Čia? Here? 

13 Lukas: Oh- Kistukai. Oh- Rabbits 

[mispronounced]. 

14 Eglė: Nehe. No, no. 

15 Lukas: (...) O kas čia? (...) And what’s here? 

16 Eglė: Kur jis sėdi? Ant ko jis 

sėdi? 

Where does he sit? On what 

does he sit? 

17 Lukas: (..) Kistuka. (..) Rabbit [mispronounced, 

wrong gender ending] 

18 Eglė: Ant ko kiškiukas sėdi? On what does the rabbit sit? 

19 Lukas: Ant kalnelio. On a hill. 

20 Eglė: Taip. Yes. 

 

At the beginning of example 54, Eglė seems to have asked her 

brother about a picture showing a frog (‘varlė’) which is accompanied 

by Eglė’s handwriting. Lukas states that he does not know the word in 

turn 1, and Eglė then applies a prompting strategy, starting to read 

slowly the first two letters while Lukas repeats them. As Lukas does not 

continue, Eglė emphasises that this was just the begining of the word. 

After a pause, Lukas continues then to pronunce the first letters, but 

does not continue with the word in turn 5. Eglė then moves on and 

pronunces the first three letters. Lukas apparently tries to identify the 

written letters and mistakes an ‘l’ for an ‘i’ in turn 7, which Eglė 

immediately corrects and Lukas repeats. Teaching the word ‘varlė’ 

(‘frog’) ends at this point, however, as Lukas’ interest shifts towards 

another picture. Eglė continues to playfully engage, asking about a 
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rabbit sitting on a hill in turn 12. Lukas identifies the rabbit and 

mispronounces the word, but Eglė does not react to the 

mispronunciation, as she is focusing on the hill, which Lukas finally 

identifies in turn 19. 

In example 55, Eglė’s playful management efforts focus on the 

correct pronunciation of the word ‘paparčiai’ (‘ferns’). In the beginning, 

Eglė apparently refers to the picture of the ferns, indicated by the 

demonstrative pronoun ‘šitie’ (‘these’), and specifies them as ‘žali’ 

(‘green’). After Lukas’ first inaudible guess in turn 2 is negated by his 

sister, he tries to read the word in turn 4, and identifies the first two 

letters. Eglė confirms these letters by repeating them. As Lukas 

struggles to read the full word ‘parpačiai’ (‘ferns’), Eglė prompts the 

word for her brother in turns 9 and 11. Lukas gets very close to the 

correct pronunciation, with Eglė then moving on to ask about another 

picture. 

 

Example 55 

1 Eglė: Va, čia šitie žali. (5sec). 

(inaudible). 

There, here these green 

ones. (5sec). (inaudible). 

2 Lukas: Kurie (inaudible)? (..) O 

(inaudible) dažyti? (..) 

Ehm, (inaudible). 

Which (inaudible)? (..) And 

to colour (inaudible)? (..) 

Ehm, (inaudible). 

3 Eglė: Nu, ne. Well, no. 

4 Lukas: (..) Iš PA. (..) From PA. 

5 Eglė: PA. PA. 

6 Lukas: I I 

7 Eglė: PA. PA. 

8 Lukas: PA::-R::-E-U: PA::-R::-E-U: 

9 Eglė: Paparčiai. Ferns. 

10 Lukas: Paparse. Ferns. [mispronounced] 

11 Eglė: PA-PAR-ČIAI. F-ERN-S 
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12 Lukas: Paparsai. (inaudible) 

dabar. 

Fernce. [mispronounced] 

(inaudible) now. 

13 Eglė: Kas čia? What’s here? 

14 Lukas: (...) Paparsai. (...) Ferns. [mispronounced] 

15 Eglė: O čia? And here? 

16 Lukas: Briedis. A moose. 

 

The analysis of the discourse motif language mistakes found that 

mistakes are managed within three areas: grammar, lexis, and 

pronunciation. Figure 11 summarises the strategies which are applied 

to address these mistakes. 

 

 

Figure 11: Strategies of Managing Language Mistakes 

 

The figure illustrates the implicit and explicit strategies addressing 

the three different types of language mistakes. The management of 

language mistakes takes place to varying degrees depending on the 

family, but a common tendency was the primary utilisation of implicit 

management strategies by parents, simply repeating corrected forms or 

by supplementing more suitable words. Explicit management strategies 

were typically employed by the children themselves, asking their 
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parents for help when they realised that they needed linguistic 

assistance, e.g. with case declensions or with vocabulary. Siblings also 

took on an active role, managing language pronunciation mistakes of 

their younger siblings both through explicit requests for repetition and 

through implicit prompting of correct forms.These older siblings act as 

playful co-managers alongside the parents. 

4.2.3 External Lithuanian Language Activities vs. Internal 

Lithuanian Language Activities 

 

In general, most participants seem to regard additional Lithuanian 

language activities to support the acquisition of Lithuanian as 

important.28 Relating to Schwartz’s (2010) distinction between 

“external control,” i.e. “searching for a supporting socio-linguistic 

environment,” versus “internal control,” i.e. “controlling the home 

language environment” (p. 180), the distinction between the discourse 

themes external Lithuanian language activities and internal Lithuanian 

language activities is examined throughout this subchapter. It is here 

discussed which additional Lithuanian language activities contribute to 

parental acquisition planning as a part of language management, 

represented in the inner part of the model presented in chapter 2. 

 

Mother tongue instruction 

 

One of the most common external language activities which was 

pursued was mother tongue instruction (“modersmålsundervisning”), 

 
28 This may well be a biased observation, as informants were mainly those who are already 

active in Lithuanian communities, as it was difficult to locate participants outside of these 

communities. 
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which is regulated by the Swedish Education Act (Skollagen) and takes 

place on the macro level. The parents who participated in this study 

were eager to make use of this opportunity to provide their children with 

additional school lessons in Lithuanian. This was not accessible to all 

participants, however, either as there were too few Lithuanian-speaking 

pupils or a lack of an eligible teacher.29 Access to these lessons thus 

fluctuates depending on the situation in the municipality at a given time, 

which sometimes leads to unequal access for children of the same 

family, as mother Beatričė pointed out during an interview. Her son 

Vydas has not received any mother tongue instruction at school, while 

her grown-up son Rokas did during his schooling. As examples 56 to 

59 illustrate, accessibility to Lithuanian mother tongue instruction 

appears to often depend on the individual will of the municipality, if the 

minimum size of five Lithuanian children is not met. 

In the case of Živilė and Laura, Lithuanian mother tongue instruction 

only became accessible to them after they had moved to another city. 

Mother Kristina states in example 56 that she was informed about 

mother tongue instruction from the point at which they moved to 

Sweden. In their case, however, their application was rejected, as there 

were too few eligible children. 

 

Example 56 
1 Interviewer: Hur fick du veta om 

modersmålsundervisning

? 

How did you get to know 

about mother tongue 

instruction? 

2 Kristina: Ehm, man läser ju och 

man kollar och jag visste 

ju från första dagen när 

Well, one reads and one 

checks and I knew from the 

first day when we came to 

 
29 According to the legislation, a municipality has to offer mother tongue instruction, if there 

are at least five children with the same mother tongue who are willing to participate, and if an 

eligible teacher is available. 
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vi kom till Sverige. Mhm, 

när vi bodde på 

Västkusten då fick vi 

ingen modersmålsunder-

visning trots att vi 

anmälde oss. Så det fanns 

ingen lärare där. 

Sweden. Mhm, when we 

lived at the Westcoast we 

didn’t receive any mother 

tongue instruction although 

we signed up. There was no 

teacher. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Kristina: Ehm, och de hade krav 

att man skulle ha minst 

fem elever för att, ehm, 

att man skulle skaffa eller 

hitta en lärare. Så det 

fanns ingenting där. Så vi 

bara (.) tre, fyra år 

tillbaka när vi flyttade de 

har fått modersmåls-

undervisning. 

Ehm, and they had the 

requirement that one should 

have at least five children 

for that, ehm, that one 

should get or find a teacher. 

So there was nothing there. 

So we only (.) three, four 

years ago when we moved, 

they have been receiving 

mother tongue instruction.  

 

Other cases illustrate that there are some municipalities which put in 

more effort in providing Lithuanian mother tongue lessons, even where 

they are not legally obliged to. In example 57, Giedrius, who has been 

receiving mother tongue lessons for more than a year, states that now 

these lessons are one-on-one. These personal lessons are a rather recent 

development, since Giedrius had some classmates in the Lithuanian 

mother tongue lessons during the previous school year, but nevertheless 

illustrate that in contrast to the previous example, the group size was 

apparently not interpreted as a decisive factor by the municipality. 

 

Example 57 
1 Interviewer: Mhm. O kiek vaikų 

esate ten? 

Mhm. And how many 

children are you there? 

2 Giedrius: Nu, aš vienas ten, 

neseniai atvažiuoja į 

mano mokyklą. Tai tik 

Well, I’m alone there, 

recently she comes to my 

school. So, only I am there. 

Alone with Beata. 
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aš ten esu. Vienas su 

Beata. 

3 Vaida: Daugiau nėra lietuvių 

ten? 

There are not more 

Lithuanians? 

4 Giedrius: Ne. No. 

5 Vaida: Bet pernai metais, kiek 

buvo lietuvių? 

But last year, how many 

Lithuanians were there? 

6 Giedrius: Ten buvo viens, du, 

//trys. 

There were one, two, 

//three. 

7 Vaida: Trys// arba keturi. Three// or four. 

8 Giedrius: Nej, jeigu su Vitalijumi, 

tai keturi. 

No, if counting Vitalijus 

9 Vaida: Kitoje mokykloje? In the other school? 

10 Giedrius: Ah. Buvo praeitais 

metais, mums keturi, 

jeigu su Vitalijumi. 

Ah. It was last year, it was 

four of us, if counting 

Vitalijus. 

 

Municipal flexibility in the provision of Lithuanian mother tongue 

lessons can also be observed in Marina’s case. In example 58, mother 

Ilona explains that when she registered Marina for Lithuanian mother 

tongue lessons, it seemed that Marina would be the only child in the 

group. Efforts were nevertheless made to provide at least shortened 

lessons. Whether the length of these lessons was increased since the 

involvement of another child, Tadas, is unclear. The example 

nevertheless illustrates another case in which certain municipalities try 

to provide Lithuanian mother tongue instruction even where they are 

not legally obliged to. By providing access to Lithuanian mother tongue 

instruction, the parents’ acquisition planning is externally supported. 

 

Example 58 

1 Interviewer: O ką jūs ten darote? And what do you do there? 
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2 Marina: Ehm, pamokas 

darome, ehm, (.) 

kartais žiūrime 

filmukus. 

Ehm, we have lessons, ehm, 

(.) sometimes we watch 

short films. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. (...) O tai viena 

valanda per savaitę? 

Arba daugiau, ar 

mažiau? 

Mhm. (…) And that is one 

hour per week? Or more, or 

less? 

4 Ilona: Man atrodo jie 

kažkaip gauna- (.) 

Pradžioje, jie galvoja, 

kad jinai viena, tai 

sakė, kad bus 

trisdešimt minučių, bet 

dabar su Tadu, tai 

nežinau, gal daugiau 

šiek tiek. Ne, nežinau. 

To me it looks they 

somehow get- (.) At the 

beginning, they thought that 

she would be alone, so they 

said that it will be thirty 

minutes, but now with 

Tadas, I don’t know, maybe 

somewhat more. No, I don’t 

know. 

 

Finally, example 59 provides some insight from a Lithuanian mother 

tongue teacher into the accessibility challenges which some families 

face in their municipalities. Two factors in particular can impede access 

to Lithuanian mother tongue instruction: imprecise knowledge of the 

legislation among some schools and parents, as they assume that the 

minimum group size applies to a school and not an entire municipality; 

and a lack of Lithuanian mother tongue teachers. This results in an 

ultimately limited provision of mother tongue instruction. 

 

Example 59 

1 Teacher: Dažnai mokyklos (.) 

nežino, sumaišo, aš jau 

pastebėjau. Man tėvai 

sako: „Turi būti penki 

vaikai mokykloje“. „Ne“, 

- sakau. Ir [savivaldybėje 

A], ir [savivaldybėje B] 

yra po vieną vaiką. Aš 

važiuoju į tą mokyklą, pas 

Often, the schools (.) don’t 

know, they mix up, I 

observed that already. 

Parents tell me: “There 

have to be five children in 

the school.” “No”, I say. 

And [in municipality A] 

and [in municipality B], 

there is for one child. I 
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vieną vaiką ir mokau. Ir 

vienam vaikui skiriame 

trisdešimt minučių. Du 

vaikai, keturiasdešimt 

penkios minutės. Trys 

vaikai, pem penkios 

minutės. Keturi vaikai 

gali būti pem penkios 

minutės arba valanda 

priklauso nuo amžiaus. 

drive to the school to one 

child and teach. And for 

one child we dedicate 

thirty minutes. Two 

children, forty-five 

minutes. Three children, 

fifty-five minutes. Four 

children, it can be fifty-

five minutes or an hour, 

depending on age. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Teacher: Taip. (..) Tai čia turėtų- 

bet kadangi labai sunku 

surast mokytojus, labai 

sunku tvarkaraštį 

suderint. Aišku, tokiame 

[mieste] tikriausiai 

kiekvienoje mokykloje 

yra po vieną minimum 

mokinį lietuvį. Tai kiek 

reikia personalo, kad jisai 

suvažinėtų visas 

mokyklas? Čia dėl to ir 

nemoko, ne, ne, 

nesuvažinėja šitie 

mokytojai. (..) Dėl to sako, 

kad ne, ne, ne (.) nėra 

kalbos mokytojų. 

Yes. (..) So, here it had to- 

but since it is very difficult 

to find teachers, it is very 

difficult to coordinate the 

schedule. Of course, in 

such [a city] probably in 

each school there is at least 

one Lithuanian pupil. So, 

how much staff is needed, 

that it would cover all 

schools? Therefore, they 

don’t teach, they don’t, 

these teachers don’t drive 

[/cover it]. (..) Therefore 

they say that, no, no, no, (.) 

There are no teachers.  

 

Having briefly reviewed the accessibility of Lithuanian mother 

tongue instruction, the following examples focus on parental 

expectations of this education. It comes as no surprise that the most 

obvious expectation is formalised language learning.30 Mother Kristina 

talks in example 60 about her impressions of the Lithuanian mother 

tongue teachers who have been teaching her daughters. 

 
30 Here, only some examples related to the motif formal language learning are presented. 

Further examples are discussed later in chapter 4.4, as they are more relevant for the discussion 

on aspects of hamonious bilingual development. 
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Example 60 

1 Kristina: Först hade vi en annan 

lärare som jag upplevde 

var (.) ehm, inte så 

engagerat i just självaste 

språkundervisning. Det 

var lite mer som lek och så 

klart pratade man lite 

litauiska men jag märkte 

inte att det var, ehm, (.) 

riktig undervisning. Det är 

lite, ja, att vara med och (.) 

prata lite litauiska och lite 

rita och något sånt. Ehm, 

nuvarande lärare som de 

fick nu från, ehm, [to 

daughters] I höstas fick ni 

henne, eller hur? Hon 

verkar vara väldigt bra 

engagerad och hon- de får 

lite hemläxor som vi måste 

titta iblant tillsammans. 

Jag behöver hjälpa till och, 

och förklara vissa saker. 

First, we had another 

teacher whom I experienced 

was (.) ehm, not so engaged 

in the language instruction 

itself. It was more like play 

and of course one spoke a 

bit Lithuanian, but I didn’t 

feel that this was, ehm, (.) 

real instruction. It’s a bit, 

yes, to be there and (.) speak 

a bit Lithuanian and 

drawing a bit and something 

like that. Ehm, the pesent 

teacher which they got now 

since, ehm, [to daughters] 

You got her in fall, right? 

She seems to be very vell 

engaged and she- they get 

some homework which we 

sometimes have to take a 

look on together. I have to 

help and, and to explain 

certain things. 

 

Her comparison of the two teachers reveals her expectations of 

formalised teaching, where the children should learn, amongst other 

things, Lithuanian grammar. She describes the first teacher with the 

negative judgement ‘inte så engagerat i just självaste 

språkundervisning’ (‘not so engaged in the language instruction itself’) 

and labels this teacher’s lessons as ‘inte riktig undervisning’ (‘not real 

instruction’). In contrast, she praises the current teacher with the 

positive judgement ‘väldigt bra engagerad’ (‘very well engaged’), in 

part because her daughters receive homework which is mainly 
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comprised of grammar and reading exercises, as later becomes clear in 

Živilė’s narration in example 64. 

Mother Ona describes mother tongue instruction as ‘galimybė 

mokintis lietuvių kalbą’ (‘a chance to learn Lithuanian’) and 

emphasises her positive stance with the amplified appreciation ‘Mes 

labai mielai dalyvaujam tenai’ (‘We are very gladly participating there’) 

in turn 2 of example 61. She does not only focus on its function as 

formalised language learning, however, but also on the extension of the 

Lithuanian social network through meeting other children. This social 

network contributes then to some degree to language acquisition, as 

Ona formulates in turn 4: ‘tai praplečia lietuvių kalbos žinias’ (‘it 

expands the Lithuanian language knowledge’). As all children are from 

the same municipality, this social network is more localised and 

available than the broader Lithuanian speech community, carrying the 

potential for more frequent contact with other Lithuanian children 

outside of school. This potential is largely unrealised in this case, 

however, as these contacts primarily remain at school, and do not 

extend outside of it. 

 

Example 61 

1 Interviewer: Kodėl Ieva dalyvauja 

gimtosios kalbos 

mokyme? 

Why does Ieva participate in 

mother tongue instruction? 

2 Ona: Visų pirma, tai irgi- 

mes naudojamės visom 

galimybėm mokintis tą 

lietuvių kalbą. O čia 

mūsų komunoj yra tų 

lietuvių vaikų, kad 

susidarytų grupė ir kad 

skirtų tas pamokėles. 

First of all, that also- we 

make use of all 

opportunities to learn the 

Lithuanian language. And 

here are Lithuanian children 

in our municipality that a 

group could be formed, and 

they could offer these 
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Mes labai mielai 

dalyvaujam tenai irgi. 

lessons. We are very gladly 

participating there as well. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Ona: Ir tai vieną kartą per 

savaitę. Vis tiek nauji 

vaikai, kita mokytoja, 

truputėlį irgi tai (.) 

praplečia lietuvių 

kalbos žinias. Gal ir tą- 

įgūdžių daugiau 

truputį. 

And that is one per week. 

Still there are new children, 

another teacher, this also 

somewhat (.) expands the 

Lithuanian language 

knowledge. Maybe also 

that- somewhat more skills. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Ona: Tuo labiau, kad čia 

aplinkui vėl Ieva 

truputėlį irgi supažįsta 

vaikų kokių (.) yra. Na, 

taip. Nu, ir su tais 

vaikais ten susitikti po 

mokyklos, [to Ieva] bet 

tu po pamokėlių labai 

nebendrauji, nors 

truputį ten su Lino 

mama, tai (.) nelabai čia 

susipažįsta. 

The more that around here 

again Ieva somewhat gets to 

know also some children (.) 

there are. Well, yes. Well, 

and with these children 

there to meet after the 

school, [to Ieva] but you 

don’t communicate that 

much after school, well a bit 

with Linas’ mom, that (.) 

here does not really know. 

 

The extension of the children’s social network of Lithuanian 

speakers is also identified as a crucial function in the next example. As 

Marina’s parents have different mother tongues other than Swedish, and 

children are only allowed to receive mother tongue lessons in one 

language, the family had to decide which mother tongue to register for. 

In example 62, Marina’s parents elaborate on their decision to register 

for Lithuanian. 

 

Example 62 
1 Interviewer: Ar jūs nuspręndėte 

kartu, kad ji lankys 

lietuvių kalbos gimtosios 

kalbos pamoką, arba-? (.) 

Did you decide together 

that she will attend 

Lithuanian mother tongue 

lessons, or-? (.) Or was 
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Arba buvo galimybė ir, 

ehm, rinkti [tėčio] 

kalbos? 

there also an option also, 

ehm, to choose [the 

father’s] language? 

2 Ilona: (..) Ehm, who decided 

kalba. 

(..) Ehm, who decided the 

language? 

3 George: //Why to take Lithuanian? //Why to take Lithuanian? 

4 Interviewer: The mother tongue// 

education 

The mother tongue// 

education 

5 George: The mother speaks 

Lithuanian, so:- 

//(laughing) 

The mother speaks 

Lithuanian, so:- 

//(laughing) 

6 Interviewer: (laughing)// (laughing)// 

7 Ilona: But, no, ne, aš, kai, kai 

įrašėme iš tikrųjų tą, 

pildėme anketą gimtosios 

kalbos. Aš įrašiau 

lietuvių brūkšnelis [tėčio 

kalbą]. Bet susisiekė su 

mumis lietuvių mokinti. 

(..) Ar kaž- aš dabar ne 

gerai atsimenu, nes čia 

buvo prieš tris, du metus. 

(.) Bet, ehm, aš, joa, aš 

rašiau per brūkšnelį, 

pirmoje vietoje lietuvių, 

kad, jeigu nebūtų 

lietuvių, rašiau [tėčio] 

kalbą ir susisiekė lietuvių 

kalbos mokymas. 

But, no, no, I, when, 

when we actually 

registered, filled that 

mother tongue form. I 

wrote Lithuanian dash 

[father’s language]. But 

they contacted us to learn 

Lithuanian. (..) If some- I 

don’t remember that well 

right now because it was 

three, two years ago. (.) 

But, ehm, I, yeah, I wrote 

per dash, first place 

Lithuanian that, if there 

wasn’t Lithuanian, I 

wrote [father’s language] 

and the Lithuanian 

teacher contacted us. 

8 Interviewer: Mhm. (..) Gal keistas 

klausimas, bet kodėl 

pirmiausia lietuvių ir 

tada [tėčio kalba]? 

Mhm. (..) Maybe a 

strange question, but why 

first Lithuanian and then 

[father’s language]? 

9 Ilona: Todėl, kad mes turime 

labai daug draugų, kurie 

kalba [tėčio kalba]. (.) Ir 

iki mokyklėlės iš tikrųjų 

neturėjome jokių lietuvių 

draugų. 

Because we have a lot of 

friends who speak 

[father’s language]. (.) 

And until the heritage 

school, we actually had 

no Lithuanian friends. 

10 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 
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11 Ilona: (.) Tai, du metus, 

tarkime, atgal 

neturėjome jokių draugų 

lietuvių. Na, turėjau 

darbe, bet, ehm, taip, kad 

ateitų pas mane į namus, 

ar bendrautų su mano 

mergaitėmis - ne. Nes 

pradėjo ta-, aš rinkiausi, 

todėl aš motyvavau, kad, 

ehm, Marina turėtų su 

kuo kalbėti dar. [Tėčio 

kalba] net netrūks su kuo 

kalbėti, bet lietuviškai tik 

su manimi. Taip. 

(.) So, two years ago, let’s 

say, we had no Lithuanian 

friends. Well, I had at 

work but, ehm, that they 

would come to my home 

or would communicate 

with my girls, no. 

Because that- started, I 

choose, that’s why I 

motivated that, ehm, 

Marina had to speak with 

someone else. In [father’s 

language], there won’t be 

lack with whom to speak, 

but in Lithuanian just 

with me. Yes. 

 

Father George explains in a joking key that they had no choice, as 

he relates the term mother tongue to the mother, and therefore, they 

decided to register Marina for Lithuanian. Mother Ilona disagrees with 

George’s explanation, narrating how Marina was registered for mother 

tongue instruction. The noticeable change of the actor in her narration, 

i.e. the switch from the first person plural verb froms ‘įrašėme/ pildėme’ 

(‘we filled’) to the first person singular verb forms ‘aš įrašiau’ (‘I 

filled’) and ‘aš rašiau’ (‘I wrote’) in turn 7 and ‘aš rinkiausi’ (‘I chose’) 

and ‘aš motyvavau’ (‘I motivated’) in turn 11, indicates that Ilona was 

the decision maker. 

Ilona was aware both that children were only allowed to attend 

mother tongue lessons in one language but also that lessons were not 

always granted. To not miss out on the opportunity for her daughter to 

receive mother tongue lessons at all, she wrote both languages on the 

form, prioritising Lithuanian. When asked about this prioritisation, 

Ilona indicates that she identified the need to extend her daughter’s 
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Lithuanian social network, since the family had no contact with a 

broader Lithuanian speech community and Ilona was basically the only 

Lithuanian speaker to whom Marina had contact to in her closer 

surroundings. Hence, Ilona assigned the mother tongue instruction 

rather with the function of enhancing the daughter’s social network and 

thereby helping to contribute to language acquisition. 

Learning about Lithuanian cultural is identified as another function 

of Lithuanian mother tongue instruction. In example 63, mother 

Kristina gives the example of preparing Easter eggs with wax during 

mother tongue lessons. 

 

Example 63 

1 Kristina: Hon [läraren] tar med sig 

också vissa liksom 

kulturella, ehm, deler, till 

exempel, läraren har, ehm, 

målad med vax påskägg 

och sen tjejerna fick 

[måla], eftersom det är en 

del av litauiska kulturen 

och det är väldigt- jag 

uppskattade det väldigt 

mycket för att läraren 

engagerar sig till den 

nivån att man förmedlar 

delen till barnen, inte bara 

att man pratar lite grann 

och, och- så även på den 

sidan. Då barnen blir mer 

intresserade. 

She [the teacher] brings 

with her also some, like 

cultural, ehm, parts, for 

example, the teacher has, 

ehm, painted with wax 

Easter eggs and then the 

girls got [to paint], 

because this is a part of the 

Lithuanian culture, and 

that is very- I appreciated 

that a lot because the 

teacher is engaging to the 

degree that one gets the 

part across to the children, 

not only that one speaks a 

bit and, and- so even on 

this side. Then the children 

get more interested. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Kristina: Och blir mer engagerade. 

Det är så. Men, ehm, även, 

även vad gäller, ehm, (..) 

sätta lite krav, ehm, där 

också märker jag att 

And they become more 

engaged. That’s how it is. 

But, ehm, even, even what 

applies to, ehm, (..) to set a 

bit of demands, ehm, there 
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läraren sätter krav och 

viser att man måste lära 

sig vissa moment och så. 

I also notice that the 

teacher sets demands and 

shows that one must learn 

certain points and so. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Kristina: [towards Živilė] Vilket inte 

alla blir glada för, vad? 

[towards Živilė] Which 

not all are happy about, 

right? 

 

Kristina labels this preparation as ‘en del av litauiska kulturen’ (‘a 

part of the Lithuanian culture’), and shows a positive stance with the 

amplified appreciation ‘jag uppskattade det väldigt mycket’ (‘I 

appreciated that a lot’) in turn 1. Kristina further emphasises her 

positive judgement of this teacher by drawing an indirect contrast with 

the previous teacher, whose teaching she reduces to ‘man pratar lite 

grann’ (‘one talks a bit’), similar to example 60. 

Besides the acquisition of Lithuanian cultural knowledge, Kristina 

perceives these instances of Lithuanian culture education as crucial for 

the pupils’ overall participation in the lessons. Kristina states in turns 1 

and 3 that it positively effects the children’s motivation to participate, 

that as a result they are ‘mer intresserade’ (‘more interested’) and ‘mer 

engagerade’ (‘more engaged’). This need for motivation is tied into 

instances of more formal teaching, e.g. learning Lithuanian grammar, 

which can be particularly demanding. By addressing her older daughter 

Živilė in turn 5, Kristina implies that she has a certain reluctance 

towards the formal language learning side, which is why Kristina 

perceives the cultural learning activities as such a crucial support for 

Živilė’s motivation to participate. 

Živilė’s perspective in example 64 shows that she appreciates these 

cultural learning activities, which she describes as ‘kul’ (‘cool’) in turn 
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4. By using the comparative form ‘mycket mer intressant’ (‘much more 

interesting’), she ranks these activities higher than the formalised 

language learning activities, which are marked instead as ‘ganska 

tråkigt’ (‘quite boring’). She recognises their importance, however, 

stating that she knows that ‘det är för en bra sak.’ (‘it is for a good 

reason’). She does not refuse to participate in these formalised language 

learning activities, thus, she simply does not appreciate them. 

 

Example 64 

1 Interviewer: Kan ni berätta lite mer om 

det [modersmålsunder-

visning]? 

Can you tell a bit more 

about that [mother tongue 

instruction]? 

2 Živilė: Ehm, jag kan börja med 

att berätta vad jag tycker. 

Ehm, I can start to tell 

what I think. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Živilė: Jag tycker det är kul när 

vi får göra saker. Så att vi 

pratar om (.) olika växt- 

traditionella växter. Och 

så får vi, till exempel, sy 

någonting. Det blir, det 

blir mycket mer intressant 

att lära sig då enn om 

man bara får liksom 

läxor, bara sitter och 

skriver saker. Då kan det 

bli ganska tråkigt. Men 

jag vet att det är för en 

bra sak. (.) Ja. (.) Men vad 

vi gör där och då, så sagt, 

att ta med sig (.) saker och 

ett bra form av ett 

arbetsblad, verb- verb, 

adjektiv, substantiv, 

grammatik. 

I think that it is cool that 

we get to do things. So that 

we talk about (.) different 

plant- traditional plants. 

And so, we get, for 

example, to sew 

something. That gets, that 

gets much more 

interesting to learn than if 

one only gets like 

homework, only sitting 

and writing things. Then it 

can get quite boring. But I 

know that it is for a good 

reason. (.) Yes. (.) But 

what we do there and then, 

so said, to take with 

oneself (.) things and a 

good form of a work sheet, 

verb- verb, adjective, 

subject, grammar. 

5 Kristina: Och sen att läsa lite And then to read a bit 
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6 Živilė: //Ja. //Yes. 

7 Kristina: som// om Gediminas, till 

exempel, fick ni //läsa. 

like// about Gediminas, for 

example you got to //read. 

8 Živilė: Ja.// Vi skulle läsa. Yes.// We had to read. 

9 Kristina: Och, ehm, Birutė. And, ehm, Birutė. 

10 Živilė: Ja. Men vi får läsa högt 

för varandra och sen får 

vi läsa hemma. (.) Och lite 

sånt där. Jag skulle säga 

som- (.) Ja, men kanske 

man- kanske kan jag 

jämföra det lite med 

engelska lektionerna i 

skolan. Men jag tycker att 

engelska är ju lättare för 

mig. 

Yes. But we get to read 

loudly for each other and 

then we get to read at 

home. (.) And a bit like 

that. I should say like- (.) 

Yes, but maybe one- 

maybe I can compare that 

a bit with English lessons 

at school. But I think that 

English still is easier for 

me. 

 

Interestingly, some activities are framed differently by mother and 

daughter. When Živilė finishes talking about grammar work sheets in 

turn 4, her mother chips in and focuses on reading texts as another 

activity which is performed during mother tongue lessons. While 

Kristina frames these readings as cultural learning activities by giving 

examples of Lithuanian historical figures in turns 7 and 9,31 Živilė 

frames these readings in turn 10 rather as means to practice 

pronunciation and comprehension. With her final comparison to 

English lessons in turn 10, Živilė clearly identifies the Lithuanian 

mother tongue lessons as formal language instruction, with heritage 

culture not perceived as a goal or a central feature of these lessons. This 

cultural education is rather perceived as interactive relief to maintain 

one’s motivation to participate. The motivation of a child to participate 

 
31 Gediminas (1275-1341) was the Grand Duke of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Birutė (1317-

1382) was the mother of Vytautas the Great (1350-1430), Grand Duke of the Grand Duchy of 

Lithuania.  
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in language activities is naturally crucial for a positive outcome from a 

harmonious-bilingual-development perspective, which is discussed in 

more detail in chapter 4.4. 

The analysis of the participants’ experiences of Lithuanian mother 

tongue instruction showed that the parents are willing to make use of 

this external activity to support the heritage language development. 

Figure 12 summarises the parental expectations of mother tongue 

instruction. 

 

 

Figure 12: Parental Expectations of Mother Tongue Instruction 

 

On the left side in the figure, the motif access is located. As the 

analysis showed, not all families have equally access to mother tongue 

instruction, which is represented by the dashed line. Three parental 

expectations of Lithuanian mother tongue instruction were identified 

which are located on the right side in the figure. The motifs formal 

language learning and cultural learning are connected to the mother 

tongue instruction with a solid line as they represent expectations which 

were mostly met by the mother tongue instructions. The motif social 

network, however, is connected with a dotted line, representing an 

expectation that was rarely met, as contact to other pupils were not 
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maintained outside of the classroom. The mother tongue instruction was 

thus represented as contributing to language and cultural learning, while 

the identified potential to expand contacts to other Lithuanian-speaking 

children outside of school was seldomly exhausted. These three 

exprectations were generally supposed to foster the children’s 

Lithuanian language practices, indicated by the connecting arrows. The 

dotted arrow, however, illustrates that social network rarely was 

maintained outside of school and thus did seldom contribute to increase 

Lithuanian language practices. 

 

Lithuanian heritage language school 

 

Another external activity is the participation in a Lithuanian heritage 

school organised by a local Lithuanian community. Although there is a 

limited number of Lithuanian heritage language schools in Sweden, all 

families participating in the study had the possibility to access a heritage 

school during the time of the study. Access was thus not a relevant motif 

regarding participation in a Lithuanian herigage school, which most of 

the participating families did. The motifs around this activity are again 

connected to parental expectation, which provided the natural 

motivation for this acquisition planning decision. The expectations of 

the heritage language schools are congruent with the expectations that 

parents have of the mother tongue instruction. The emphasis of the three 

motifs differs, however, as the following analysis illustrates. 

The motif social network is more emphasised by parents when 

talking about their expectations of a Lithuanian heritage school. In 

example 65, father Ignas discusses the heritage school which his 
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daughter Ugnė attends. Ignas first generalises and talks of all schools as 

domains specifically dedicated to children, where they can meet and 

communicate, and that this interest in communication transcends age 

differences amongst the children. 

 

Example 65 

1 Ignas: Aš tai biški turiu galvoje, 

kad, nu vis tiek, bet kokia 

mokyklėlė būtų, tai 

daugiau ar mažiau (.) yra 

(.) galimybė, galimybė 

bendrauti, vienas dalykas 

vaikam. Antras dalykas, 

vaikai nori, nori, ehm, 

praktiškai ir su didesniu, 

nori jie bendraut 

(inaudible) į mokyklą 

mokintis, kai jam ateis, 

kad ne jam ne vienam 

tiktai lietuvių kalbos 

reikia. Na, nebūtinai 

lietuvių, bet kokios kitos 

kalbos. Nes mokykloje 

praktiškai, nu ką? Jie 

mato, kad šneka tik tai 

švediškai, nu, gal ten 

kitom dar kalbom. Viena 

kita mergaitė yra, kuri ir 

lietuvė, gal su ja irgi 

švediškai šneka, aš 

nežinau. Tiksliai. Bet jinai 

eina tenais ir mato: „Aha, 

čia yra, oho, dar 25 vaikų 

ar 20 vaikų, kurie lietuvių 

kalbą atėjo mokintis. Aha, 

man reikia su jais susitikt, 

aš su jais galiu bendraut 

lietuviškai.“  

I have a bit in my mind that, 

well, still, whatever school it 

would be, that more or less 

(.) is (.) an opportunity, an 

opportunity to 

communicate, one thing for 

the children. Second thing, 

the children want, want, 

ehm, practically, also with 

the older one they want to 

communicate (inaudible) to 

the school to learn, when he 

will understand that neither 

for him nor only for one 

Lithuanian language is 

necessary. Well, not 

necessarily Lithuanian but 

some other languages. 

Because in the school, well, 

what? They see that they 

talk only Swedish, well, 

maybe also in other 

languages. There is another 

girl who is Lithuanian, 

maybe they speak Swedish 

with her, I don’t know. 

Exactly. But she goes there 

and sees, “Aha, here are, 

oho, 25 more children or 20 

children who came to learn 

Lithuanian. Aha, I must 

meet with them, I can 

communicate with them in 

Lithuanian.” 
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Ignas turns then to the Lithuanian heritage language school as a 

speech community where all children have to some degree a common 

Lithuanian background. He thus evaluates participation in this 

Lithuanian speech community as a contributing factor in making the 

Lithuanian language more relevant for the children. To emphasise this 

point, Ignas contrasts the heritage school with the public schools, where 

Swedish is the dominant language among the children, even in spite of 

the potential presence of other Lithuanian-speaking pupils. 

Returning to the heritage language school, Ignas tries to put himself 

into a child’s shoes, imagining and animating the child’s thoughts when 

attending the heritage school for the first time. He identifies two main 

activities which are performed at the heritage school: ‘susitikti’ (‘to 

meet’) and ‘bendraut(i)’ (‘to communicate’). Interestingly, Ignas 

expresses different modalities of these activities. While he describes 

these meetings with other children as a must with the auxiliary ‘man 

reikia’ (‘I must’), which underlines the parents’ authority over this 

acquisition planning decision, communication in Lithuanian with other 

children is modulated with the first person singular auxiliary ‘galiu’ (‘I 

can’), recognising that the children themselves have decisive power 

over this activity. The children’s language choice is thus free from adult 

control.32  

The extension of the Lithuanian social network is also represented 

as a decisive factor for Ona’s decision to enrol her daughter Ieva in a 

Lithuanian heritage language school. In example 66, Ona recounts 

 
32 This actually contradicts Ignas’ wife’s approach who tries to manage the children’s language 

choice in favour of Lithuanian (see example 40). This highlights how language ideologies and 

language management efforts can differ within the same family. Language ideologies are 

discussed in more detail in chapter 4.3. 
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coming across information of a Lithuanian heritage school, which she 

found ‘visai aktualu’ (‘quite topical’) as it addressed a need to enhance 

Ieva’s Lithuanian social network. Ona had identified this need as Ieva 

had no contact to other Lithuanian-speaking children outside of the 

family, and she had a preference for speaking Swedish rather than 

Lithuanian. 

 

Example 66 

1 Interviewer: Gal pradėkime 

chronologiškai, kaip jūs 

sužinojote apie mokyklą 

ir kodėl jūs nusprendėte 

užregistruoti savo vaiką 

ten? 

Maybe let’s start 

chronologically, how did 

you get to know about the 

[heritage] school and why 

did you decide to sign up 

your child? 

2 Ona: Mhm. Apie mokyklėlę 

sužinojome iš lietuvių 

bendruomenės Švedijoje. 

Puslapyje, ten mokykėlė 

skelbė savo duomenis, 

informaciją. Kažkaip 

galvojau, kad visai 

aktualu ir (.) mums gerai 

eiti į tą mokyklėlę. 

Kadangi Ieva, kaip jau 

minėjau, kad nelabai 

norėjo kalbėti lietuviškai. 

Daugiau kalbėjo 

švediškai. Ir kažkaip 

reikėjo surasti kažkokių 

būdų lietuvių kalbą 

dažniau mokytis, biški, 

ehm, bendrauti daugiau 

lietuviškai. Tuo labiau, 

tikėjomės, kad, ehm, Ieva 

bendraudama su vaikais 

lietuviškai greičiau ten 

kalbą įsisavins. Kadangi 

aplinkui visi vaikai 

šnekėjo tiktai švediškai. O 

Mhm. About the school 

we got to know from the 

Lithuanian community in 

Sweden. On a homepage, 

the school shared its data, 

information. Somehow, I 

thought that quite topical 

and (.) for us it’s good to 

go to that school. Because 

Ieva, as I already 

mentioned, that she did 

not really want to speak 

Lithuanian. She spoke 

more Swedish. And 

somehow it was necessary 

to find some way to learn 

more often Lithuanian, a 

bit, ehm, to communicate 

more in Lithuanian. The 

more, we hoped, that, 

ehm, Ieva will absorb the 

language quicker when 

communicating with 

children in Lithuanian. 

Because around all 
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Ieva net nesuprato, kad 

vaikai gali lietuviškai 

kalbėti. (laughs). 

children spoke only 

Swedish. And Ieva did not 

even understand that 

children can speak 

Lithuanian. (laughs). 

 

Similar to the previous example, participation in the Lithuanian 

speech community heritage school was expected to make Lithuanian 

more relevant; it played no role as a means of peer communication prior 

to attending the heritage school, as Ona summarises in a joking key: 

‘Ieva net nesuprato, kad vaikai gali lietuviškai kalbėti’ (‘Ieva did not 

even understand that children can speak Lithuanian’). By focusing on 

the role of peer communication and amplifying a social network, Ona 

ascribes the primary function of informal language acquisition to the 

heritage school. This is made clear in her expressed expectation: ‘Ieva 

bendraudama su vaikais lietuviškai greičiau ten kalbą įsisavins’ (‘Ieva 

will absorb the language quicker when communicating with children in 

Lithuanian’). 

Lack of access to a Lithuanian social network outside of the home is 

often identified as a problem as it limits the use of Lithuanian to certain 

styles and registers. Access to other Lithuanian speakers through 

Lithuanian heritage schools supports language acquisition and exposes 

children to another domain of language use. In example 67, mother 

Ilona describes her decision to enrol her older daughter at a heritage 

school, stating that a key motivation was to extend the use of Lithuanian 

outside of the home. 

 

Example 67 

1 Interviewer: Kaip sužinojote apie 

mokyklą? O kodėl 

How did you get to know 

about the [heritage] 
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nusprendėte ten 

užregistruoti savo 

vaiką? 

school? And why did you 

decide to sign up your 

child? 

2 Ilona: Žinok, nežinau, kaip 

sužinojau. Kažkaip- 

You know, I don’t know 

how I got to know. 

Somehow- 

3 Nina: [comes into the room] 

Mama, žiūrėk. Šitas. 

[showing a book] 

[comes into the room] 

Mom, look. This. 

[showing a book] 

4 Ilona: Mhm, matau, Nina. 

Neatsimenu, žinok. 

Žinok, gal internete 

susiradau. (.) Nes 

neturėjau jokių lietuvių 

draugų. Tikrai nieks 

nerekomendavo. 

Greičiausiai internete 

susiradau. 

Nebeatsimenu. 

Mhm, I see, Nina. I don’t 

remember, you know. You 

know, maybe I found it in 

the internet. (.) Because I 

had not any Lithuanian 

friends. Really, nobody 

recommended. Probably, I 

found it in the internet. I 

don’t remember anymore. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Ilona: Bet, ehm, Marina, nu, 

važiuoja. Ji- 

But, ehm, Marina, well, 

goes. She- 

7 Nina: Mama, žiūrėk, arklys 

Dominykas. 

Mom, look, Dominic the 

Horse. 

8 Ilona: Joa, ten arklys 

Dominykas. Marina dar 

tada- 

Yeah, there is Dominic the 

Horse. Marina back then- 

9 Nina: Mama, žiūrėk, kas čia? Mom, look, what is that? 

10 Ilona: Tai, jai buvo beveik du 

metukai, kai nuėjome. 

Tai, ehm, o norėjau, kad, 

nežinau, tiesiog norėjau, 

kad jinai (..) kad 

išmoktų vat kalbą, 

lietuvių kalbą (.) kitose 

situacijose, ne vien tik tai 

namuose. Kad nebūtų 

namų kalba vien tiktai. 

Kad matytų, kad yra 

daugiau žmonių 

kalbančių ta mamos 

So, she was almost two 

years old when we went. 

So, ehm, and I wanted 

that, I don’t know, I 

simply wanted that she (..) 

that she would learn the 

language, Lithuanian (.) in 

other situations, not only 

at home. That it would not 

only be a home language. 

That she would see that 

there are more people who 

speak the mother’s 
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kalba, kad tai nėra vien 

tiktai kalba, kuria kalba 

//mama. 

laguage, that it is not just 

the language which //mom 

speaks. 

11 Nina: Mama,// žiūrėk, piešti 

negalima. 

Mom,// look, one mustn’t 

draw. 

12 Ilona: Ir pati gal norėjau 

susipažinti //su kitais 

lietuviais 

And maybe I myself 

wanted to get to know 

//with other Lithuanians. 

13 Nina: Mama, negalima// plėšti. Mom, one mustn’t// tear 

up. 

14 Ilona: Joa. Yeah. 

15 Interviewer: Mhm. (.) Gauti daugiau 

kontaktų //su lietuviais- 

Mhm. (.) To get more 

contacts //with 

Lithuanians. 

16 Ilona: Joa, gal// kontaktų 

užmegzti. Nors, ehm, 

nežinau, aš kažkaip 

niekada nelabai, nelabai, 

ir iki šiol dar neturiu 

labai daug draugų 

lietuvių čia. 

Yeah, maybe// to establish 

contacts. Because, ehm, I 

don’t know, I somehow 

never really had, and until 

now, I still have not really 

many Lithuanian friends 

here. 

17 Nina: Negalima piešti, ehm, tą. One mustn’t draw, ehm, 

that. 

18 Ilona: (.) Ehm, tiesiog gal 

daugiau dėl jų norėjau, 

dėl mergaičių, kai 

pradėjome, kad, ehm, 

tiesiog, kad jinai, 

norėjau, kad, ehm, 

susipažintų su tuo 

vyresniu (inaudible), 

kad žodynėlis, žinai, 

turtingesnis būtų, nes 

namuose vis tiek, ehm, 

(inaudible) skaitai, ehm, 

bet jinai ta kalba 

vartoja, žinai, o tenai vis 

tiek tokiose situacijose 

(..), kad žinotų. 

(.) Ehm, simply maybe I 

wanted more because of 

them, because of the girls 

when we started that, ehm, 

simply that she, I wanted, 

ehm, she would get to 

know with this older 

(inaudible), that the 

vocabulary, you know, 

would be richer because at 

home still, ehm, 

(inaudible) you read, ehm, 

but she uses that language, 

you know, and there still 

in those situations (..) that 

she would know. 
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At the beginning of this interview excerpt, which is partially 

interrupted by Nina who initiates (partly successfully) some cross play 

with her mother, Ilona’s memory is a tad blurry in describing how she 

learned about the Lithuanian heritage school. Ilona emphasises her 

lapse of memory with the use of the verb forms ‘nežinau’ (‘I do not 

know’), ‘neatsimenu’ (‘I do not remember’) and ‘nebeatsimenu’ (‘I do 

not remember anymore’) in turns 2 and 4, and underlines her 

uncertainty with the use of the particle ‘gal’ (‘maybe’) and the adverb 

‘greičiausiai’ (‘probably’) in turn 4. 

Key for Ilona, however, was that Marina should participate in the 

Lithuanian heritage school, as expressed in turn 6. After another short 

distracting sequence of cross play initiated by Nina, Ilona reflects on 

her motivations to sign up Marina, who was about two years old at that 

time. Ilona begins generally in turn 10, stating broadly that she wished 

to support her daughter’s acquisition of Lithuanian. She specifies that 

this language acquisition would take place ‘kitose situacijose’ (‘in other 

situations’), the locative form creating a direct contrast with the home 

domain. Ilona illustrates an understanding that styles and registers may 

vary in different contexts, and thus does not necessarily refer to formal 

language learning. At the end of the example, Ilona clarifies again the 

desired effect of participation in the heritage school with the subclause 

‘kad žodynėlis turtingesnis būtų’ (‘that the vocabulary would be 

richer’). 

Furthermore, Ilona addresses the status of Lithuanian, expressing a 

wish to increase this with the subclause ‘kad nebūtų namų kalba vien 

tiktai’ (‘that it would not only be a home language’) in turn 10. 

Participating in the heritage school serves to increase the relevance of 
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Lithuanian as the child encounters more Lithuanian speakers and in 

different contexts. At the end of turn 10, Ilona describes Lithuanian 

from her daughter’s perspective as ‘mamos kalba’ (‘mother’s 

language’), which highlights the specific situation of families where the 

parents have different linguistic backgrounds, and which stresses again 

the need to ingratiate the children into a larger Lithuanian speech 

community. Contact with a larger speech community is not only 

relevant for the children, but also for Ilona herself, as she mentions in 

turn 12. Maintaining these contacts outside of the heritage school 

appears to be challenging, however, as turn 16 implies, with few 

relationships cultivated despite the family having attended the heritage 

school for several years by the point of this interview. 

Although access to a broader Lithuanian speech community is 

perceived as a crucial motivation for participation in a Lithuanian 

heritage school, it appears that these contacts are frequently not 

maintained outside of the heritage school. Mother Kamilė, whose 

children do keep in touch with friends from the heritage school outside 

of the lessons, comments on this topic in example 68. 

 

Example 68 

1 Interviewer: Jūs sakėte irgi, turite 

draugų čia. Ehm, ar jūsų 

vaikai irgi turi draugų čia? 

You said also you have 

friends here. Ehm, do 

your children also have 

friends here? 

2 Kamilė: Taip. Yes. 

3 Interviewer: Aha. Ir jūs ne tik 

mokykloje susitinkate, bet 

ir- 

Aha. And you do not 

only meet at the school, 

but also- 

4 Kamilė: Ir po mokyklos. And also after the school. 

5 Interviewer: Aha. Mhm, gerai. Nes irgi 

yra vaikai, kurie lanko, bet 

Aha. Mhm, okey. 

Because there are also 
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ne, nelabai turi draugų 

arba, jeigu turi draugų, 

tiktai čia susitinka. 

children who come but 

not, not really have 

friends, or, if they have 

friends, they meet only 

here. 

6 Kamilė: Taip, ir tas yra blogai iš 

tikrųjų. Vaikams patinka 

dabar, kai yra didesni, tai 

aš manau, kad, ehm, iš 

mokyklėlės pusės, tada 

reikia iš tikrųjų 

organizuoti dar kažkokią 

popamokinę veiklą, kad 

vaikai pradėtų labiau 

draugauti, nes yra 

tendencija, kad jie nebeina 

į mokyklą, nes neturi 

draugų. 

Yes, and that is bad, 

indeed. The children like 

it now, when they are 

bigger, I think that, ehm, 

from the school side then 

indeed is necessary to 

organise some after-

school activity because 

there is a tendency that 

they no longer go to the 

school because they 

don’t have friends. 

7 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

8 Kamilė: Nes jiems, ehm, ką 

mokytoja ir mes, mokykla, 

siūlo neužtenka. Jiems 

nebesvarbu, kai jie 

pradeda būti, nežinau, 

kokie devynių, dešimties ir 

toliau metų, tai jiems 

svarbiau yra turėti 

draugų, negu ką jie čia 

išgirsta, išmoksta. 

Because for them, ehm, 

what the teacher and we, 

the school, offer is not 

enough. For them it’s not 

important when they 

start to be [here], I don’t 

know, around nine, ten 

years and older, then for 

them it’s more important 

to have friends than what 

they hear and learn here. 

 

Kamilė evaluates the general tendency for relationships not to be 

maintained beyond the confines of the heritage language school 

negatively, with the use of predicative adjective ‘blogai’ (‘bad’) which 

she intensifies with the adverb ‘iš tikrųjų’ (‘indeed’) in turn 6. This 

tendency is represented as a serious problem, as it bears the risk of 

pupils losing interest and dropping out from the heritage school 
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altogether.33 Fostering bonds with other peers is thus an aim to help 

prevent potential dropouts, a responsibility which Kamilė assigns to the 

heritage school (’iš mokyklėlės pusės’ – ‘from the school side’) rather 

than to the parents. 

The successful maintenance of Lithuanian-speaking peer contacts 

outside of Lithuanian heritage schools is considered by some parents to 

be crucial factor to the maintenance of the Lithuanian language. In 

example 69, Ieva’s parents talk about their contact to other families that 

they know from the Lithuanian heritage school. 

 

Example 69 

1 Ona: Iš mokyklėlės- tai su Ugne 

mes bendraujam daug. Su 

Ugne ir jos mama 

bendraujam daug be 

mokyklėlės. Ne tiktai 

mokyklėlėje susitinkame. 

Įvairius renginius visokius 

kartu, važiuojam, 

dalyvaujam su merginom. 

From the [heritage] 

school- with Ugnė we 

communicate a lot. With 

Ugnė and her mom we 

communicate a lot 

outside of the school. We 

don’t meet exclusively in 

the school. We go to all 

kinds of different events 

and participate with the 

girls. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Ona: Panašaus amžiaus- gal mes 

daugiau- Ir mes 

pakankamai daug 

dalyvaujame, susitinkam 

namuose, ir jie pas mus 

atvažiuoja, ir mes pas jas. 

[They’re] of similar age- 

maybe we more- And we 

relatively often 

participate and meet at 

home and they come to 

us and we to them. 

4 Jonas: Ir taip išlaikome kalbą, ta 

prasme, kad jinai galėtų 

kalbėti lietuviškai ateity, 

kada ji užaugs. 

And this is how we 

maintain the language, in 

the sense that she could 

speak Lithuanian in the 

 
33 Some children who participated in the qualitative study dropped out of their Lithuanian 

heritage school. This will be discussed in more detail in section 4.4.1 where frustrative bilingual 

developments are analysed. 
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future, when she grows 

up. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Taip. Mhm. Yes. 

6 Ona: Mhm. Tai va. Nes šiaip va 

Arūnės šeimoje tai jie irgi 

iš tų, kur labiau kalba 

lietuviškai ir, kurioje vyras 

lietuvis ir truputėlį tai vat. 

Nes sakau, su Vydu tai mes 

irgi dalyvaujam ne tik 

pamokose kur nors, bet 

jau tada ten su lietuvių 

kalba tai jau nukenčia jis. 

Sakiau ten lieka pramogos 

tiktai. (laughs) Taip. Ten 

lietuvių kalbą visai 

netobuliname. 

Mhm. Well. Because 

simply, well, in Arūnė’s 

family, they are also of 

those who speak more 

Lithuanian and where 

the husband is 

Lithuanian and 

somewhat, well. 

Because I say, with 

Vydas we also 

participate not only 

during the lessons but 

then he already suffers of 

the Lithuanian language 

there. I say there remains 

only entertainment. 

(laughing) Yes. There, 

we do not improve the 

Lithuanian language at 

all. 

 

In turns 1 and 3, Ona provides several examples of occasions where 

they met outside of the heritage school, emphasising the close 

connection. Father Jonas identifies these close bonds and the resulting 

joint activities as highly relevant for the maintenance of Lithuanian 

within the family, stating in turn 4: ‘Ir taip išlaikome kalbą’ (‘And this 

is how we maintain the language’). 

The function of the heritage school in providing access to a broader 

Lithuanian speech community is thus foregrounded above the potential 

for formal language learning. Ona points out in turn 3 that her daughter 

Ieva and Ieva’s friend Ugnė are ‘of a similar age’ (‘panašaus amžiaus’), 

which indicates a structural difference between the Lithuanian heritage 

school speech community and the Lithuanian mother tongue instruction 
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classes at the public school. The Lithuanian heritage school has more 

participants and the students in a class are mostly of a similar age, while 

mother tongue instruction classes at public schools are often small and 

contain children of very differing ages. The chance of making 

Lithuanian-speaking friends appears thus higher in the heritage 

school.34 

A final aspect of contact with Lithuanian-speaking peers outside of 

the heritage school, which Ona mentions in turn 6, is the quality of the 

contact. She indirectly compares two families and draws a line between 

them based on the status of Lithuanian within these families. On the one 

hand, Ona identifies families where Lithuanian has the status as the 

established home language, which she specifies with the relative 

clauses ‘kur labiau kalba lietuviškai’ (‘who speak more Lithuanian’) 

and ‘kurioje vyras lietuvis’ (‘where the husband is Lithuanian’). On the 

other hand, she identifies families where Lithuanian is not the sole 

home language and where Swedish dominates language practices at 

home. With regard to the second type, she concludes with a negative 

judgement that ‘Ten lietuvių kalbą visai netobuliname’ (‘There, we do 

not improve the Lithuanian language at all’), underlining her utilitarian 

view of these contacts in regard to supporting her daughter’s 

Lithuanian. These underlying language ideologies are discussed in 

more detail in section 4.3. 

Alongside the motif of social network, the motifs cultural learning 

and formal language learning are considered by the parents when 

elaborating on their motivation to participate in Lithuanian heritage 

 
34 Consider example 61 where mother Ona talks about the mother tongue instruction and the 

difficulty to maintain contacts outside of the classroom.  
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schools. The former is often seen as a crucial function of participation, 

as illustrated by examples 70 and 71. The latter is rarely seen as a 

function that the heritage school fulfils (see example 70), and is 

sometimes even brough into question (see example 71). 

Learning about Lithuanian culture through participation in a 

Lithuanian heritage school is seen as integral for maintaining 

Lithuanian language practices. When asked about the role of the 

heritage school for her daughter’s acquisition of Lithuanian in example 

70, mother Ona does not focus on the formal learning of Lithuanian but 

rather emphasises the importance of this cultural aspect. 

 

Example 70 

1 Interviewer: Kaip, jūsų manymu, 

mokykla paremia jus, kad 

jūsų vaikas mokytųsi 

lietuvių kalbos? 

In your opinion, how 

does the [heritage] school 

support you that your 

child would learn 

Lithuanian? 

2 Ona: Ehm, taip. Mes apskritai 

labai džiaugiamės 

galimybe, kad yra tokia 

mokykla. Kadangi, vis 

tiek, ehm, reikia žmonių, 

kurie skirtų savo laiką ir 

iniciatyvą, kad mokykla 

egzistuotų. 

Ehm, yes. We are 

generally very glad for 

the opportunity that there 

is such a school. Because, 

still, ehm, one needs 

people who devote their 

time and initiative that 

the school would exist. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Ona: Manau, kad tai labai 

gerai, kad tokių žmonių 

atsiranda čia, Švedijoje. 

I think that it is very good 

that there are such people 

here in Sweden. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Taip. Mhm. Yes. 

6 Ona: Ir ta mokyklėlė mūsų 

gyvuoja. Plečiasi. Mes 

tikimės, kad mes ilgai 

galėsime eiti į tą mokyklą. 

Ir mes džiaugiamės ne tik 

And that school of ours is 

lively. It expands. We 

hope that we can go to 

that school for a long 

time. And we are glad, 
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pamokom, bet, kad turim 

ir visokių kitokių 

lietuviškų užsiėmimų. 

Pasikviečia ir teatrą, ir 

renginiai. Tas labai 

svarbu, nes per tai irgi ta 

kalba gyva. 

not only for the lessons, 

but that we have also all 

other kinds of Lithuanian 

activities. They also 

invite a theatre and there 

are events. That is very 

important because by this 

the language is also 

lively. 

 

In turn 2, Ona chooses to speak on behalf of her family, using the 

first person plural personal pronoun ‘mes’ (‘we’), and utters 

appreciation with the verb ‘džiaugtis’ (‘to be glad’) which she 

intensifies with the adverb ‘labai’ (‘very’). Ona underlines that heritage 

schools are highly dependent on their community members, mentioning 

her appreciation of active members with her evaluation ‘labai gerai’ 

(‘very good’) in turn 4. She continues to outline this appreciation at the 

beginning of turn 6, and does not respond to the interviewer’s initial 

question regarding how the heritage school activities contribute to her 

daughter’s acquisition of Lithuanian. 

Formal language learning plays an almost invisible role in Ona’s 

response, with only a brief reference to the lessons which is used as a 

segue to describe the crucial cultural activities in turn 6. By labelling 

these activities as ‘visokių kitokių lietuviškų užsiėmimų’ (‘all other 

kinds of Lithuanian activities’), Ona underlines the range of cultural 

activities.35 At the end of turn 6, Ona not only expresses her 

appreciation for these activities but additionally assigns them a crucial 

 
35 Besides Lithuanian plays performed by groups from Lithuania, which Ona mentions in this 

example, other activities include celebrations of Lithuania’s Restoration of the State Day, 

Lithuania’s Restoration of Independence Day, St. John’s Day, the Anniversary of the 

Coronation of King Mindaugas, and Lithuanian book fairs and concerts of Lithuanian 

musicians.  
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function for the maintenance of Lithuanian in her family: ‘nes per tai 

irgi ta kalba gyva’ (‘because by this the language is also lively’). The 

perception that participation in a heritage school does not greatly 

contribute to formal language learning is also found in example 71. 

 

Example 71 

1 Interviewer: Kaip jūsų manymu 

mokykla paremia jus, 

kad, vaikas mokytųsi 

lietuvių kalbos? 

In your opinion, how does 

the [heritage] school 

support you that the child 

would learn Lithuanian? 

2 Inga: Man atrodo, kad kol kas 

niekaip ne-, mokykla 

neprisidėjo prie lietuvių 

kalbos (.) žinių vaiko. 

Nes, ehm, (..) kad Eglė 

kažką- nu, įtvirtinimų, 

taip, bet, ehm, kaip 

išmokymai, tai yra per 

retai, (.) nes sistemiškai 

ten dešimt, dešimt 

sekmadienių per 

pavasario semestrą, yra 

kažkaip mažiau 

sekmadienių rudenį, yra 

(.) nieko nereiškiantis 

dalykas. 

To me it seems that no 

how so far, no- The school 

did not contribute to the 

Lithuanian language (.) 

knowledge of the child. 

Because, ehm, (..) that 

Eglė something- well, 

consolidation, yes, but, 

ehm, like learning, that is 

too seldom (.) because 

systematically ten, ten 

Sundays per spring term 

and somehow less 

Sundays in fall is (.) 

nothing, a meaningless 

thing. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Inga: Kol mokytis kalbą, 

neišmoksi kalbos ten. 

Neišmoksi. Bet Eglė, 

kadangi mes namuose tik 

kalbame lietuviškai, tai 

tada jinai, (.) jinai ten 

tiktai gali išgirsti kitus 

žmones kalbančius 

lietuviškai. Galbūt, vat, 

kažką, tai kažką naujo, 

nauja pasaka, nauja 

While learning language, 

you will not learn the 

language there. You 

won’t learn it. But Eglė, 

since we talk only 

Lithuanian at home, then 

she (.) she can only hear 

more Lithuanian speaking 

people. Maybe, well, 

something, that is 

something new, a new 

tale, a new song- to 
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daina- praplėst. Taip, 

praplėst ir įtvirtint. 

broaden. Yes, to broaden 

and to consolidate. 

 

With regards to Lithuanian language learning, Inga underlines the 

importance of the family’s Lithuanian language practices at home. In 

turn 2, mother Inga evaluates the frequency of the lessons as ‘per retai’ 

(‘too seldom’), which impedes formal language learning: ‘neišmoksi 

kalbos ten’ (‘you will not learn the language there’). After concluding 

that the Lithuanian heritage language school does not significantly 

contribute to her daughter’s formal language learning, Inga identifies a 

sole benefit, through ues of the particle ‘tiktai’ (‘only’): contact to a 

broader Lithuanian speech community. Inga’s choice of the predicate 

‘gali išgirsti’ (‘she can hear’) assigns her daughter Eglė a rather passive 

role as a listener in this domain, rather than as an active learner. 

Moreover, the word ‘žmonės’ (‘people’) potentially refers to all 

participants of the speech community – there is no special focus given 

to contact with other children specifically. This potentially reinforces 

the prior point that access to a broader speech community does not 

necessarily ensure that these contacts are maintained. 

In her final remarks, Inga also considers the acquisition of 

Lithuanian cultural knowledge, referring to ‘nauja pasaka’ (‘a new 

tale’) and ‘nauja daina’ (‘a new song’). Inga does not seem to identify 

cultural dissemination as a main feature of the heritage school, 

however, with her use of the particle ‘galbūt’ (‘maybe’) illustrating 

indecision. Although Inga appears to have low expectations regarding 

potential benefits from participation in the heritage school, she 

recognises that it serves a supportive role, highlighting this with the use 

of the verbs ‘praplėsti’ (‘to broaden’) and ‘įtvirtinti’ (‘to consolidate’). 
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On the contrary, some parents do expect that participation in a 

Lithuanian heritage school will support formal language learning. In 

example 72, mother Vaida describes her expectation that participation 

in a Lithuanian heritage school would support her son’s Lithuanian 

literacy. 

 

Example 72 

1 Interviewer: Kokie lūkesčiai jūsų buvo, 

kai užsiregistravote vaiką? 

What were your 

expectations when you 

registered your child? 

2 Vaida: Į mokyklėlę? To the [heritage] school? 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Vaida: Bent jau aš tikėjausi, kad, 

ehm, ne eilėraščių rašyti 

neišmoks, bet išmoks 

raides, išmoks skaityti ir, 

ehm, rašyti, ir, nu, tiesiog 

apie Lietuvą, gal daugiau 

kultūrinės pusės, istorija, 

kultūra, daugiau. Nu, bet 

ten ir buvo šventės, 

prieššvenčių ir taip toliau. 

Tai vat. 

At least I hoped that, 

ehm, to write poems he 

will not learn, but he will 

learn letters, he will learn 

to read and, ehm, to write 

and, well, simply about 

Lithuania, maybe more 

of the cultural side, 

history, culture, more. 

Well, at least there were 

celebrations, pre-

holidays and so on. 

That’s it. 

5 Mantas: Aš tai irgi manau, kad 

pagrinde, aš asmeniškai 

taip galvojau, kad, ehm, 

mažiau atitrūks nuo 

Lietuvos ir jaus tą Lietuvos 

pusę, ir lietuviškų žodžių, 

lietuviškai skaityti, tiesiog. 

Bet, ehm- 

I also think that 

basically, I personally 

think that, ehm, he will 

less detach from 

Lithuania and he will 

feel that side of 

Lithuania, and 

Lithuanian words, to 

read Lithuanian, simply. 

But, ehm- 

6 Vaida: Nu, lietuviškos šventės ir 

taip toliau. 

Well, Lithuanian 

celebrations and so on. 

7 Interviewer: Mhm.  Mhm. 
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8 Mantas: Daugiau, kad ne taip toli 

nuo Lietuvos suprasti 

Lietuvą. Nu, tai ir 

eilėraščių rašyti ir, ir, 

mokykloje juos ten 

mokina. 

More, that not that far 

from Lithuania to 

understand Lithuania. 

Well, that is also to write 

poems and, and at the 

[heritage] school, they 

teach them there. 

 

In turn 4, Vaida lists some concrete learning aims: ‘išmoks raides, 

išmoks skaityti ir rašyti’ (‘he will learn letters, he will learn to read and 

to write’). She underlines that these expectations concern only basic and 

not advanced literacy, such as the writing of poetry. 

Besides supporting formal language learning, mother Vaida and 

father Mantas also focus on learning Lithuanian culture. While Vaida 

emphasises that this is an educational process by repeating the verb 

‘išmokti’ (‘to learn’) in turn 4, Mantas focuses on identitarian and 

emotional aspects of participating in a Lithuanian heritage school, that 

it would contribute to his son’s Lithuanian identity formation, and that 

it would help to foster emotional bonds to Lithuania: ‘mažiau atitrūks 

nuo Lietuvos ir jaus tą Lietuvos pusę’ (‘he will less detach from 

Lithuania and he will feel that side of Lithuania’). He also shares the 

expectation that the school will cultivate a better understanding of 

Lithuanian culture, taking up Vaida’s mention of poetry which he does 

not relate to literacy but rather to Lithuanian culture generally. 

In sum, parental expectations of heritage language schools are 

similar to the expectations of mother tongue instruction. Parents aim to 

foster their children’s Lithuanian language practices. The priorities of 

different factors contributing to this aim, however, are somewhat 

different. Figure 13 illustrates these factors. 
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Figure 13: Parental Expectations of Heritage Language Schools 

 

The center of the figure shows the three main factors which parents 

expect from their participation in a Lithuanian heritage language 

school. The most prominent expectation was to foster the children’s 

Lithuanian social networks which ultimately would contribute to 

Lithuanian language practices. The dashed line and arrow, however, 

illustrate that this expectation is not always met, as contacts are only 

maintained in a few cases. Furthermore, as the previous analysis of 

language practices at a heritage language school illustrated, many 

children communicate rather in Swedish with each other. Cultural 

learning and formal language learning were further, although less 

emphasised, expectations that parents had of the heritage language 

school. The solid lines and arrows indicate that these expectations were 

met and contributed somewhat to foster Lithuanian language practices, 

e.g. singing traditional songs, telling stories, as well as reading and 

writing in Lithuanian. 
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Home teaching 

 

To turn to internal Lithuanian language activities, home teaching 

plays a central role of some families’ acquisition planning, especially if 

the families do not participate in a larger Lithuanian speech community 

such as a heritage language school. As examples 73 to 75 illustrate, 

these activities can either be formalised, using certain learning materials 

and/or following specific tasks,36 or they can be more informal and 

integrated into everyday activities. The two major goals of these 

activities are to broaden the child’s Lithuanian vocabulary and to teach 

the child Lithuanian grammar. 

Additional home teaching activities are a form of language 

management which is most often initiated by the parents who identify 

a certain need to support their children’s language development. In 

example 73, mother Kristina recounts in turn 1 how she identified a 

need to support her youngest daughter Laura’s Lithuanian vocabulary. 

 

Example 73 

1 Kristina: Laura, när vi flyttade här, 

precis, precis börjad[e] 

prata litauiska. Så hennes 

ordförråd är, ehm, mhm, 

fattigare. 

Laura, when we moved 

here, jus, just started 

speaking Lithuanian. So, 

her vocabulary is, ehm, 

mhm, poorer. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Kristina: Så hon behöver mer hjälp. 

Men, ja, hon går till 

exempel: “Okej, nu ska vi 

säga (.) alla verb som vi-”, 

So, she needs more help. 

But, yes, she goes for 

example: “Okey, now we 

shall say (.) all verbs 

 
36 Some families also mentioned that they make use of online schooling provided by “Ozo 

gimnazija” which is supported by the Lithuanian state and follows a Lithuanian school 

schedule. It targets Lithuanian families abroad. However, the analysis of this activity is beyond 

the scope of this study. 
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till exempel, vad vi gör, då: 

“Vi hör, vi luktar, vi känner, 

vi-“ Allt. 

which we-“, for example, 

what we do, so: “We 

hear, we smell, we feel, 

we-“ Everything. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Kristina: Som så lite såna övningar 

som vi gör. Ehm- 

Like such small exercises 

which we do. Ehm- 

6 Interviewer: Så det är lite mer planerad 

som övningar som- 

So, it is a bit more 

planned like exercises 

which- 

7 Kristina: Precis. Lite, lite mer 

gennomtänkt. 

Exactly. A bit, a bit more 

thought-through. 

 

Kristina relates the need to support Laura’s Lithuanian language 

development to the young age at which Laura left Lithuania. By 

evaluating Laura’s Lithuanian vocabulary with the comparative form 

‘fattigare’ (‘poorer’), Kristina compares Laura with her sibling Živilė, 

without mentioning her explicitly. As Živilė is the older child and had 

attended kindergarten in Lithuania before the family moved to Sweden, 

Kristina does not see the same need to support her older daughter in 

further developing her Lithuanian vocabulary.37 This perceived need to 

support Laura is seen as ongoing, with Kristina using the present tense 

throughout the example. 

To expand Laura’s Lithuanian vocabulary, the mother and daughter 

have established some exercises where they practice words in particular 

thematic clusters. In turn 3, Kristina provides an example of such a 

clustering exercise, animating Laura’s voice.The first theme relates to 

verbs of perception: ‘Nu ska vi säga alla verb som vi gör’ (‘Now, let’s 

say all verbs which we do’). This is then followed by the clustering ‘vi 

 
37 This might also be influenced by Živilė’s reluctance to speak Lithuanian at home, while Laura 

appears to be more open towards Lithuanian. 
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hör, vi luktar, vi känner’ (‘we hear, we smell, we feel’). Other examples 

mentioned during interviews show that this exercise is not only 

restricted to home, but is also practiced in other contexts, e.g. naming 

plants, mushrooms, or animals while going for a walk. The exercise 

becomes a natural part of interaction with one’s surroundings, which 

makes it more informal and appear rather like a game than an exercise. 

Although these exercises were initially introduced by the mother as part 

of her acquisition planning when the family immigrated to Sweden, 

Kristina indicates by animating Laura’s voice in turn 3 that  Laura also 

initiates them, taking an active role in her own Lithuanian language 

acquisition. 

Lithuanian language activities appear to have become increasingly 

important within the family alongside the increasing dominance of 

Swedish, as was explored in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. During an 

interview, Laura used the verb ‘plugga’ (‘to study’) several times to 

emphasise her desire to improve her Lithuanian language skills. In 

example 74, a short discussion about language planning emerges 

between the core family members when Laura is asked how she plans 

to study Lithuanian. The example shows that the family members have 

different language planning ideas to support Laura’s Lithuanian 

language development. 

 

Example 74 

1 Interviewer: Hur tänker du göra det att, 

ehm, plugga mer 

//litauiska? 

How do you think to do 

that, ehm, to study more 

//Lithuanian? 

2 Laura: Alltså jag// tänker ju för det 

första kanske fråga Jon lite 

frågor- 

Well, I// think first of all 

maybe to ask Jon some 

questions- 

3 Jon: //(laughing) //(laughing) 
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4 Laura: så att båda av oss får 

plugga.// Och sen frågar 

tillsammans frågor mamma 

vem var det som var rätt. 

Jag vet inte. 

so that both of us get to 

learn.// And then we asks 

together mom about who 

was right. I don’t know. 

5 Kristina: Jag har massa läroböcker 

för litauiska för barn, 

massa övningsböcker för 

litauiska. 

I’ve got a lot of textbooks 

for Lithuanian for 

children, a lot of exercise 

books for Lithuanian. 

6 Laura: Mhm. Mhm. 

7 Kristina: Vi har hur många som helst 

böcker i övrigt på litauiska. 

(laughing) 

We have in general as 

many books as you like 

in Lithuanian. (laughing) 

8 Laura: Ja. Yes. 

9 Jon: Och så kan vi läsa många, 

mycket till med mormor och 

morfar, till exempel. 

And then can we read 

many, a lot more with 

grandma and grandpa, 

for example, 

10 Kristina: Mhm. Mhm. 

11 Laura: Ja, men jag tänker att prata 

oftare litauiska, ehm, 

liksom, ehm, ibland så 

brukar vi att prata men 

Živilė pratar svenska. 

Ehm, men jag pratar 

//litauiska. 

Yes, but I think to speak 

Lithuanian more often, 

ehm, like, ehm, 

sometimes we use to 

speak but Živilė speaks 

Swedish. Ehm, but I 

speak //Lithuanian. 

12 Živilė: Men det är inte// så 

bekvämt att prata litauiska. 

Jag tycker inte om //att 

prata litauiska. 

But that isn’t// so 

comfortable to speak 

Lithuanian. I don’t like 

//to speak Lithuanian. 

13 Jon: Du kan ju// prata med 

mamma. Varje gång du 

pratar med mamma kan du 

ju prata litauiska. 

You can// speak with 

mom. Every time when 

you speak with mom you 

can speak Lithuanian. 

14 Laura: Ja, men, alltså, prata med 

mamma och lite så, ehm, 

sen kanske jobba ibland, 

Živilė som har uppgifter, 

till exempel, ehm, om det 

skulle vara e med snab [ę] 

eller vanlig e. Eller var, 

Yes, but, well, speak with 

mom and a bit, ehm, then 

maybe work sometimes, 

Živilė who has tasks, for 

example, ehm, if it is 

supposed to be e with 

beak [ę] or regular e. Or 
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ehm, ah, vad heter det? e 

med prick [ė] eller e utan 

prick. Alltså, krok, förlåt. 

was, ehm, ah, what is it 

called? e with dot [ė] or e 

without dot. Well, hook, 

sorry. 

 

First, Laura suggests an informal language learning activity at home 

in the form of a quiz, where she challenges father Jon, who has some 

knowledge in Lithuanian, and mother Kristina takes on the role of a 

quizmaster who judges the answers. Jon expresses his amusement about 

this idea with his laughter in turn 3. Laura concludes with an expression 

of uncertainty by saying ‘jag vet inte’ (‘I don’t know’) in turn 4, 

indicating that she has no further ideas at the moment. 

Kristina then takes over and puts the focus on formal language 

learning, emphasising in turn 5 in a serious key the huge number of 

textbooks and exercise books that they have to practice Lithuanian at 

home. Laura affirms with a short interjection in turn 6 that she is aware 

of these books. Kristina continues by stressing the bulk of Lithuanian 

books available at home, which, as became evident in another 

interview, Laura and Živilė rarely read in their leisure time. Kristina’s 

laughter in turn 7 perhaps reflects her knowledge that these books are 

not too popular with her daughters. Laura’s single-word response in 

turn 8 again underlines that she is aware of the books, but implies that 

she is not very interested in them. In turn 9, father Jon tries to make this 

activity more appealing to Laura by offering a joint reading activity 

together with him or with her grandparents in Lithuania. Laura is 

evidently not interested, however, respondingwith a brief ‘ja’ (‘yes’) 

which is directly followed by the coordinating conjunction ‘men’ 

(‘but’) to move over to a different idea in turn 11. 
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The next idea introduced by Laura addresses the language practices 

at home, as she suggests practicing speaking Lithuanian with her sister 

Živilė. Laura points out that she has been trying to initiate this practice 

from time to time, but that Živilė does not speak in Lithuanian with her, 

as previously illustrated in examples 33 to 35. Živilė does not wait for 

Laura to finish her sentence but rather immediately reaffirms her 

reluctance to speak Lithuanian in turn 12. This reluctance is based on 

the additional effort which Živilė has to make when speaking 

Lithuanian, as she describes speaking in Lithuanian as ‘inte så bekvämt’ 

(‘not so comfortable’), highlighting the consolidated dominance of 

Swedish. 

As Živilė does not seem a possible language partner, Jon suggests in 

turn 13 the apparently most obvious solution to support Laura’s 

Lithuanian language development, which is to adjust the mother-

daughter language practices in favour of Lithuanian. Jon’s use of the 

adverbial phrase of frequency ‘varje gång’ (‘every time’) emphasises 

that this practice has fallen out of favour. However, Laura dismisses 

Jon’s suggestion rather quickly, with her thoughts instead revolving 

around formal language learning activities in the form of grammar 

exercises in turn 14. 

As Swedish language practices dominate in Kristina’s family and re-

establishing Lithuanian language practices between mother and 

children appears  a too difficult prospect, Kristina sometimes initiates 

short conversations in Lithuanian which function as informal teaching 

sessions, i.e. she embeds interactional teaching frames within other 

interaction frames. Examples 75 to 77 are excerpts of a recording 

conducted by the participants during a dinner of the core family 
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members. The excerpts represent an informal teaching session in which 

mother Kristina starts with a switch to Lithuanian and ends by switching 

back to Swedish. As has been shown before, Kristina’s youngest 

daughter, Laura, is the main target of these interactions, which primarily 

deal with Lithuanian grammar (see examples 75 and 76), while Živilė 

keeps her participation to a minimum. Father Jon is also a target, with 

a focus on his comprehension skills (see example 77). 

 

Example 75 

  [noise of rattling dishes] [noise of rattling dishes] 

1 Laura: Vad är det? What is that? 

2 Kristina: (..) Klausk lietuviškai. (..) Ask in Lithuanian. 

3 Laura: Kas tai yra? What is that? 

4 Kristina: Kompotas. Kompot [a sweet 

beverage with fruits] 

5 Laura: Mhm. Su kuo? Mhm. With what? 

6 Kristina: Ne „su kuo“, bet iš ko. Not “with what”, but of 

what. 

7 Laura: Iš ko? Of what? 

8 Kristina: Iš obuolių ir uogų. Of apples and berries. 

9 Jon: (..) Jaha, från vad och inte 

av vad. 

(..) Oh really, from what 

and not of what. 

10 Laura: Mhm. Mhm. 

  [family starts eating] [family starts eating] 

11 Kristina: Kan du säga på litauiska: 

“Varsågod och ät.” 

Can you say in 

Lithuanian: “Please eat.” 

12 Jon: Prašom, valgyk. Please eat. 

13 Kristina: Ačiū. Thank you. 

  [family is eating] [family is eating] 

14 Živilė: [comes to the table] Ni 

pratar på litauiska? 

[comes to the table] Do 

you speak in Lithuanian? 

  [family is eating] [family is eating] 

15 Kristina: Kaip sekasi plaukimas? How is swimming? 

16 Živilė: Gerai. Good. 
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17 Kristina: Ką reiškia „gerai“? What does “good” mean? 

18 Živilė: Kad man pasisekė. That I was successful. 

19 Kristina: Mhm. Mhm. 

 

At the beginning of the dinner, Laura’s simple question about the 

name of a beverage in turn 1 prompts one of these informal teaching 

sessions. As Laura asks in Swedish, the dominant language at home, 

Kristina explicitly requests that Laura speaks in Lithuanian, using the 

second person singular imperative form ‘klausk’ (‘ask’) in turn 3. By 

doing so, Kristina reframes the situation and defines Lithuanian as the 

main language of the communication that they are entering. Laura 

complies with her mother’s request and switches immediately to 

Lithuanian in turn 3, repeating her question in Lithuanian, and she 

continues to speak in Lithuanian throughout the entire teaching session, 

i.e. the dominant state of talk.38 

In the following, the interaction turns more into a grammar lesson, 

as mother Kristina’s reaction to Laura making mistakes. When Laura 

learns the name of the beverage, she chooses the preposition ‘su’ 

(‘with’) to inquire about the ingredients in turn 5, which requires the 

instrumental case. This leads to her mother’s immediate correction in 

turn 6, pointing out that Laura used the wrong preposition and that the 

preposition ‘iš’ (‘of / from’) is correct, which takes the genitive case. 

Laura rephrases her question with the correct preposition in turn 7, and 

her mother replies in turn 8. Jon, who has not been directly involved  

but who was rather an overhearer, comments in Swedish on the the 

discussion of prepositions, comparing it with which preposition to use 

 
38 See Goffman (1979). Laura only uses Swedish during some crossplay, while Živilė is still an 

unratified participant (see Goffman, 1979), as she is not yet seated but doing other activities in 

the background. 
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in Swedish in turn 9. Laura confirms his understanding with the brief 

interjection ‘mhm.’ 

In turn 11, Kristina addresses Jon directly, making him a ratified 

participant of the teaching session. The instruction is thereby no longer 

limited to Laura, but it is extended to Jon who is being instructed in 

Lithuanian. Kristina addresses him in Swedish and asks him for a 

simple translation to Lithuanian, which he provides in turn 12. She 

provides positive feedback by thanking him in turn 13. 

When Živilė joins the table in turn 14, she asks in Swedish about the 

language of communication, as she appears to have overheard the 

conversation in the background. This highlights that using Lithuanian 

during dinner is not common, which emphasises that this dinner is 

reframed as an instance of an informal teaching session. There is no 

direct verbal confirmation in reaction to Živilė’s question, with the 

family simply continuing to eat. The indirect confirmation follows only 

when Kristina addresses Živilė in turn 15, asking in Lithuanian about 

her swimming training. Živilė is reluctant and tries to keep the 

conversation to a minimum by replying with a one-word-answer in 

Lithuanian in turn 16. Kristina tries then to evoke a more thorough 

response from Živilė, but Živilė simply rephrases her reply. Kristina 

implicitly accepts Živilė’s reluctance, and does not try to further the 

conversation. 

At the beginning of example 76, Kristina attempts to better involve 

Jon in the conversation by addressing him in Lithuanian with a question 

in turn 1. As Jon does not immediately reply, she translates the question 

to Swedish. Jon replies then with a one-word-answer in Lithuanian 

‘nežinau’ (‘I don’t know’) in turn 2, functionally discontinuing this 
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conversation. Kristina does not try to elicit a more extensive answer, 

instead turning to Laura. 

 

Example 76 

1 Kristina: O tau kaip šiandien 

sekasi? (..) Hur har du haft 

det idag? 

And how are you doing 

today? (..) How have you 

been doing today? 

2 Jon: Nežinau. I don’t know. 

3 Kristina: Mhm. (…) O tau kaip 

sekasi? 

Mhm. (...) And how are 

you doing? 

F4 Laura: Man buvo gerai. It was good for me. 

5 Kristina: (...) Kas buvo gerai? (...) Whatt was good? 

6 Laura: Ehm, man mokykloje 

gerai sekasi. 

Ehm, I did well in school. 

  [family is eating]  [family is eating] 

7 Kristina: Su kuo šiandien žaidei? With whom did you play 

today? 

8 Laura: Hm? Hm? 

9 Kristina: Su KUO šiandien žaidei? 

(7sec) Med VEM lekte du? 

With WHOM did you play 

today? (7sec) With 

WHOM did you play? 

10 Laura: Aš tai turiu omenyje, kad 

aš buvau mokykloje. 

I have in my mind that I 

was at school. 

11 Kristina: Tai aišku, mokykloje. Of course, at school. 

12 Laura: (5sec) Ehm, aš buvau su- (5sec) Ehm, I was with- 

13 Kristina: Med VEM, inte med VAD. With WHOM, not with 

WHAT. 

14 Laura: (7sec) Su Ismail, Alex, Erik, 

Linea ir, ehm, Ina. 

With Ismail, Alex, Erik, 

Linea and, ehm, Ina. 

15 Kristina: Mhm. (6sec) O ką jūs 

žaidėte? 

Mhm. (6sec) And what 

did you play? 

16 Laura: Ehm, mes buvome ant 

didelių sūpynės [no 

congruence]. 

Ehm, we were on the big 

swing [no congruence]. 

17 Kristina: Ant KO? On WHAT? 

18 Laura: Ant didelio sūpynės [no 

congruence]. 

On the big swing [no 

congruence]. 
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19 Kristina: Ant KO? Živile, padėk. (..) 

Didelės sūpynės. 

On WHAT? Živilė, help. 

(..) A big swing. 

20 Živilė: Didelios [non-existent 

form] sūpynės. Didelių 

sūpynių. 

Big [non-existent form] 

swing. Big swing. 

21 Kristina: Didelių sūpynių. (.) 

Sūpynės, ne sūpynė 

[incorrect form], bet 

sūpynės. Reiškia 

daugiskaita. 

Big swing. (.) Swing, not 

swing [incorrect form], 

but swing. That is, plural. 

 

The following conversation turns into another instance of informal 

language learning, regarding the declensions of prepositional objects. 

Kristina  asks Laura about her day in turn 3, but Laura’s answers in 

turns 4 and 6 are relatively superficial.To further the conversation, 

Kristina asks about Laura’s playmates in turn 7. As Laura indicates with 

her interjection ‘hm’ that she did not catch her mother’s question, 

Kristina repeats it, placing stress on the interrogative pronoun ‘kuo’ 

(‘whom / what’) in turn 9.In doing so, she emphasises indirectly that 

the instrumental case is required in the answer.Kristina’s role begins to 

resemble that of a teacher, with her style increasingly resembling that 

of an oral examination until the end of the dinner (i.e. turn 17 in example 

77). Since Laura does not reply, Kristina repeats her question in 

Swedish, stressing the interrogative pronoun ‘vem’ (‘whom’). This is 

then followed by a short clarification in turns 10 and 11 that the question 

is about her time at school. After a short pause, Laura starts to reply, 

but after uttering the preposition ‘su’ (‘with’), she is interrupted by her 

mother, who underlines in Swedish in turn 13 that she is not asking 

about things but persons.39 Laura takes a break before naming her 

 
39 The Lithuanian interrogative pronoun in the instrumental case ‘kuo’ can refer to both persons 

and things, hence the confusion. 
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playfellows in turn 14. She does not use the instrumental forms that the 

preposition ‘su’ (‘with’) would require because she does not adapt the 

names to Lithuanian. 

The next teaching sequence revolves around the plurale tantum 

‘sūpynės’ (‘swing’), when Laura forms the incongruent prepositional 

object ‘ant didelių sūpynės’ (‘on the big swing’)40 in turn 16. Mother 

Kristina reacts with a similar strategy as before, repeating the 

preposition ‘ant’ (‘on’) followed by a stress on the interrogative 

pronoun ‘ko’ (‘what’) in turn 17, hinting that the genitive case is 

required. Laura makes another attempt with the still incongruent form 

‘ant didelio sūpynės’ (‘on the big swing’)41 in turn 18. Instead of 

pointing out where the mistake lies, Kristina repeats the question, and 

requests Živilė to help, assigning her an expert role and ratifying her as 

a participant. Since there is no immediate reaction, Kristina provides 

the nominative form ‘didelės sūpynės’ (‘a big swing’), prompting Živilė 

to decline it to the genitive form. Živilė complies with her mother’s 

implicit request, forming first ‘didelios sūpynės’ which she self-adjusts 

to the correct genitive form ‘didelių sūpynių’ (the big swing) in turn 20. 

Kristina confirms this by repeating it, and ends this teaching session 

with a brief clarification that the word ‘sūpynės’ exists only in the 

plural.42 

In the final part of the informal teaching session depicted in example 

77, Kristina focuses on Jon’s Lithuanian comprehension skills. Kristina 

tries to examine, if Jon could follow Laura’s talk about her school day, 

 
40 The form ‘didelių’ is genitive, plural, feminine. The form ‘sūpynės’ is nominative, plural, 

feminine; or *genitive, singular, feminine (if the word was not a plurale tantum). 
41 The form ‘didelio’ is genitive, singular, masculine. The form ‘sūpynės’ – see above. 
42 The form ‘supynė’ does also exist, yet, this is the 3rd person past tense form of the verb 

‘supinti’ (‘to plait’). 
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applying a bilingual strategy. Jon, however, is reluctant to entirely 

engage in the lesson, as he replies in Swedish. 

 

Example 77 

1 Kristina: O tu, ar buvai ant 

sūpynIŲ? (..) Ant didelIŲ 

sūpynIŲ? Buvai? 

And you, were you on the 

Swing [emphasis on the 

correct ending]? (..) On 

the big swing [emphasis 

on the correct ending]? 

Were you? 

2 Jon: (..) Mhm. (..) Mhm. 

3 Kristina: Ar buvai ant didelių 

sūpynių? Har du varit på 

den stora gungan? 

Were you on the big 

swing? Have you been on 

the big swing? 

4 Jon: Stora? Big? 

5 Kristina: Gungan. Swing. 

6 Jon: Nej. No. 

7 Kristina: (..) Laura žaidė- (..) Laura played- 

8 Jon: (inaudible) med stor mjölk 

(laughing) 

(inaudible) with big milk 

(laughing) 

9 Kristina: Mhm, Laura buvo ant 

didelių sūpynių. 

Mhm, Laura was on the 

big swing. 

10 Jon: Mhm. Stor, stor med mjölk 

(laughing) 

Mhm. Big, big with milk 

(laughing) 

11 Živilė: Vad sade du? What did you say? 

12 Jon: Det låter som stor med 

mjölk. 

It sounds like big with 

milk. 

13 Kristina: (..) „Su pienu“ skulle det 

vara. 

(..) It should be “with 

milk”. 

14 Jon: Ja. Yes. 

15 Kristina: (9sec) Tai, ar buvai ant 

didelių sūpynių šiandien? 

(9sec) So, were you on the 

big swing today? 

16 Jon: Nej. No. 

17 Kristina: (5sec) Tu buvai ant didelės 

sofos. 

(5sec) You were on the big 

sofa. 

18 Jon: (laughing) (laughing) 

  [family finishes eating] [family finishes eating] 
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19 Kristina: Vad tycker du om dryckan? What do you think about 

the drink? 

20 Živilė: Den var jättegod. It was very good. 

21 Kristina: Vad tyckte du om dryckan? What did you think about 

the drink? 

22 Jon: Ja. Yes. 

23 Kristina: Det finns inte den endaste 

korn, sockerkorn. Det är allt 

utan socker. 

There is no single grain, 

sugar grain. It’s all 

without sugar. 

  [continued conversation in 

Swedish] 

[continued conversation in 

Swedish] 

 

In turn 1, Kristina addresses Jon directly, asking him in Lithuanian, 

whether he was also on the swing. Through stressing the correct endings 

she also indirectly addresses her daughters. After hesitating briefly, Jon 

simply affirms with the short interjection ‘mhm’ in turn 2. Apparently 

surprised by Jon’s answer, Kristina asks one more time in turn 3, first 

in Lithuanian before switching to Swedish, repeating her question to 

ensure that Jon understands. Jon does not catch the word ‘gungan’ 

(‘swing’), and indirectly asks her to repeat. He then replies in turn 6 

with a short ‘nej’ (‘no’). Kristina switches back to Lithuanian in turn 7, 

restating the context to her question. 

In turn 8, Jon jokes on the perceived phonetic similarity between 

‘sūpynių’ (‘swing’) and ‘su pienu’ (‘with milk’), indicating with his 

subsequent laughter that he is aware of the difference. The other 

participants do not understand his play on words right away, with 

Kristina thinking that he has still not understood and summarising again 

in Lithuanian in turn 9. Jon confirms with the interjection ‘mhm’ that 

he understood and continues with his play on words in turn 10. Živilė 

asks Jon to repeat, and he explains his play of words in turn 12. Kristina 

is apparently not receptive to Jon’s play on words, clarifying in a serious 
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key that there is a significant phonetic difference through her 

pronunciation ‘su pienu’ (‘with milk’), emphasising in Swedish that this 

is how it should be. Jon confirms then that he has understood the 

difference with a simple ‘ja’ (‘yes’). Finally, Kristina returns to her 

original question, asking Jon one more time in Lithuanian if he was on 

the swing in turn 15. Jon negates then with a Swedish ‘nej’ (‘no’). The 

conversation ends then with Kristina’s final remark, rephrasing the 

sentence by adapting the prepositional object ‘ant didelių sūpynių’ (‘on 

the big swing’) to ‘ant didelės sofos’ (‘on the big sofa’) in turn 17, 

which makes Jon laugh, illustrating his understanding. At this point the 

dinner ostensibly ends and so too does the instruction, with Kristina 

reverting back to Swedish and changing the topic, canvassing opinion 

on the beverage that the family had for dinner. 

The analysed examples in this part illustrated different forms of 

home teaching that were employed to foster children’s Lithuanian 

language development. This form of home teaching was primarily used, 

if a family did not participate in a larger Lithuanian speech community, 

e.g. a Lithuanian heritage school. The presented activities were 

conducted on both an individual (parent-child) level and a family level 

involving all family members. As the analysis showed, not all family 

members are eager to engage in teaching activities that are embedded 

into regular activities such as dinner, as these imposed activities and 

regluar practices at home are divergent. 
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4.3 Language Ideologies 

 

Having analysed language practices and different forms of language 

management efforts made within and outside of the family, this 

subchapter moves on to analyse the language ideologies that underlie 

these language practices and language management efforts. As the 

model discussed in chapter 2 illustrated, language ideologies are not 

only closely linked to language practices and language management but 

they also are influenced by contextual factors. Since this study focuses 

on the maintenance of Lithuanian within the family and its transmission 

to the next generation, section 4.3.1 analyses parents’ varying beliefs to 

be able to influence children’s language practices. Section 4.3.2 focuses 

parental monolingual and bilingual norms regarding language practices. 

The final section (4.3.3) sheds light on the motivation to maintain 

Lithuanian and analyses why maintaining the heritage language in the 

family is or is not important to parents and children. 

 

4.3.1 Strong Impact Beliefs vs. Low Impact Beliefs 

 

The previous analysis of parents’ language management efforts 

illustrated some general underlying impact beliefs amongst most 

parents who participated in the study, as they try to actively influence 

the language practices of their children, and they make their children 

participate in additional Lithuanian language activities to support their 

language development. These impact beliefs can be characterised 

differently, however, with respect to differing strengths. As the analysis 

will illustrate, impact beliefs are context-dependent and some aspects 
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are related to higher and lower impact beliefs, respectively. Parents thus 

have a variety of impact beliefs which can change based on their 

experiences. 

Example 78 below shows a strong impact belief, where the parents 

believe they play a significant role in their children’s language 

practices. In the interview excerpt, father Ignas and mother Arūnė talk 

about the Lithuanian heritage language school which their family 

attends and where several children speak Swedish rather than 

Lithuanian with each other. While Ignas first considers the influence of 

peer language competence and practices, Arūnė stresses the parental 

role. 

 

Example 78 
1 Ignas: Aš įsivazduoju, kad tas 

vaikas, jisai renkasi, kas 

yra lengviau jam tuo 

metu. Jisai kalba ta 

kalba, labiau- 

I imagine that this child, he 

chooses what is easier for 

him at that moment. He 

speaks that language, more- 

2 Arūnė: //mėgsta. //likes. 

3 Ignas: labiau// žino, labiau 

išvystyta yra ta švedų 

kalba. Jisai to vaiko 

paklausia švediškai, jeigu 

jisai švediškai atsako, 

jisai švediškai toliau 

bendrauja. Jeigu jisai 

atsakytų lietuviškai, ir 

tas bandytų lietuviškai 

jau šnekėt. Nu, tiesiog, 

nu, jie- 

more// knows, that Swedish 

language is more 

developed. He asks that 

child in Swedish, if he 

answers in Swedish, he 

continues to communicate 

in Swedish. If he answered 

in Lithuanian, that one 

would try to speak 

Lithuanian. Well, simply, 

well, they- 

4 Arūnė: Nuo tėvų //atkaklumo On the parents’ 

//persistence 

5 Ignas: Joa// Yeah// 
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6 Arūnė: priklauso. Kiek jie 

sugeba tą vaiką įtikinti ir 

paveikti, ir įtakoti. 

it depends. How much they 

are able to persuade that 

child, and to impact //and to 

influence. 

 

The negotiation between mother Arūnė and father Ignas showcases 

contrasted parental views of child language practices, some perceiving 

language competence as decisive factor for language choice and others 

emphasising children’s personal language preferences. Both parents, 

however, agree that parents can influence children’s language practices. 

In turn 1, Ignas imagines aloud that the initial language choice of a child 

in a heritage school setting is pragmatically based on their language 

skills: ‘jisai renkasi, kas yra lengviau’ (‘he chooses what is easier for 

him’). While Ignas continues to argue that this pragmatic choice is in 

favour of Swedish, Arūnė interrupts him, trying to complete his 

sentence by saying ‘mėgsta’ (‘he likes’) in turn 2. This addition contests 

Ignas view, emphasising language preference rather than language 

competence. Ignas remains in his framing, pointing out in turn 3 that a 

child’s language competence in Swedish in contrast to Lithuanian is 

‘labiau išvystyta’ (‘more developed’) and he thus indirectly articulates 

a need to address the children’s Lithuanian language competence. This 

is also reflected in his language management efforts (see example 28). 

Supporting children to develop more competence in Lithuanian and 

fostering Lithuanian language practices within other families is 

identified as key to encourage Lithuanian language practices between 

children of different families. Having established the imagined child’s 

initial choice to address peers in Swedish, Ignas elaborates the role of 

the addressee, who can either accommodate this language choice by 

replying in Swedish, or challenging it by replying in Lithuanian. In the 
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latter case, Ignas identifies the potential that this peer communication 

nevertheless continues in Swedish, using the conditional forms 

‘atsakytų’ (‘he would reply’) and ‘bandytų’ (‘he would try’) in turn 3. 

The use of the conditional forms thus underlines that such a scenario is 

a parental wish unlikely to be fulfilled, with respect to the general 

dominance of Swedish and diverse language practices in other 

Lithuanian families where the use of Swedish is less restricted.43 

Fostering Lithuanian language practices among children is not 

limited to language policy of one family, but it rather is represented as 

a task concerning all parents that are part of the larger speech 

community. Arūnė interrupts Ignas again in turn 4, directly emphasising 

the significance of the parental role. She presents a strong impact belief, 

as she assigns parents the decisive role in managing their children’s 

language practices, which she expresses with the verbs ‘įtikinti’ (‘to 

persuade’), ‘paveikti’ (‘to impact’), and ‘įtakoti’ (‘to influence’) in turn 

6. Arūnė does not only illustrate her own impact belief in this excerpt, 

but also highlights the interdependence of parental management efforts 

with a strong impact belief more generally, underlining the role of 

parental ‘persistence’ (‘atkaklumas’) in turn 4. Arūnė also 

acknowledges the active role of the child in the language management 

process in turn 6, however, and that a strong impact belief does not thus 

necessarily lead to desired results but that ‘it depends’ (‘priklauso’) on 

the child’s own willingness. On the one hand, this could refer to the 

application of different explicit and implicit discourse strategies and 

how these do or do not influence the child’s language practices (see 

 
43 During participant observations conducted at the heritage school, no peer communication 

which started in Swedish ever switched to Lithuanian. 
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section 4.2.2). On the other hand, this could refer to opposition from the 

children leading parents to waive their language management efforts 

(see section 4.4.1). 

The importance of the parents’ impact belief is not only limited to 

the management of language practices, but also plays a significant role 

for language acquisition management efforts, i.e. parents with a strong 

impact belief try to find strategies to actively support their children’s 

Lithuanian language development, e.g. reading Lithuanian books aloud 

to children or singing Lithuanian songs together. In example 79, Ona 

emphasises the crucial role of the parents and their responsibility to play 

an active part in supporting their children’s language development: ‘tai 

turi dirbti tėvai ir norėti to tėvai’ (‘the parents have to work and the 

parents have to want that’). Parents with a strong impact belief thus 

identify the family domain as most crucial for the development in the 

heritage language, while external language activities, e.g. the 

participation in a heritage school is assigned a subordinated supportive 

role (see 4.2.3). 

 

Example 79  

1 Interviewer: O ką, jūsų nuomone, 

galima pagerinti 

mokykloje? Ar galima 

pagerinti ką nors? 

And what, in your 

opinion, can be improved 

at the [heritage] school? 

Could something be 

improved? 

2 Ona: Aš net nežinau. Aš, ta 

prasme, aš nesitikiu 

labai, ir neturiu ten 

tokių- kad mokyklėlėj tą 

vieną kartą kas antrą 

savaitę gali ten labai 

išmokinti, ar ten kažkaip- 

I don’t know. I, in that 

sense, I don’t really 

expect, and I don’t have 

these- that one can teach a 

lot at the school one time 

every second week, or 

there somehow- Still, the 

parents have to work and 
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Vis tiek, tai turi dirbti 

tėvai ir norėti to tėvai.  

the parents have to want 

that. 

 

Parents with a strong impact belief often attempt to establish and 

maintain stringent monolingual heritage language practices with their 

children. The influence of such a strong impact belief on certain 

language practices is depicted in example 80, where mother Ilona 

explains her decision to read exclusively in Lithuanian to her older 

daughter Marina. 

 

Example 80 

1 Interviewer: Ar jūs skaitote knygas 

mergaitėms? 

Do you read books to the 

girls? 

2 Ilona: Kai Marina buvo maža, 

tai aš labai daug jai 

skaičiau. Ten, tarkime, 

nuo metukų, gal nuo pusės 

metų, kad aš pradėjau jai 

paprastas knygutes 

rodyti. Ir skaičiau iki 

kokių šešių metų. Labai 

daug skaičiau, kiekvieną 

vakarą skaitydavau. 

When Marina was little, I 

read a very much to her. 

Then, let’s say, from one 

year, maybe from half a 

year, that I started to show 

her simple books. I read 

until six years. I read very 

much, every evening, I used 

to read. 

3 Interviewer: Kokia kalba? In which language? 

4 Ilona: Lietuviškai tiktai. Aš tik 

lietuviškai skaičiau. 

Lithuanian only. I read only 

in Lithuanian. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Ilona: Net turėjau, nu vat, yra 

ten tos mažos švediškos 

knygutės, bet aš sau 

skaitau mintyse švediškai 

ir iš karto jai verčiau į 

lietuvių kalbą 

I even had, well, there are 

these small Swedish books, 

but I read in my mind in 

Swedish and I translated 

immediately to Lithuanian 

for her 

7 Interviewer: //Mhm. //Mhm. 

8 Ilona: nes, ehm// aš kažkaip esu 

įsitikinusi, jeigu, žinai, aš, 

because, ehm// I am 

somehow convinced, if, 
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ehm, (.) kada nors save 

perlaužčiau ir pradėsiu, ir 

pasakysiu ką nors 

švediškai arba skaitysiu 

švediškai, jinai tiesiog, nu, 

kažkuriuo momentu su 

manimi kal- pradės 

kalbėti švediškai. Nes 

jinai dabar, ehm – Aš jai 

esu pasakiusi, kad: 

„Mama nemoka, mama 

nė nesupranta.“ –  žinai, 

su viena kalba, lietuviškai, 

šiaip. Nu, tiesiog nenoriu, 

žinai, ehm, su manimi 

priprastų kalbėti kita 

kalba. 

you know, I, ehm, (.) at 

some point I would break 

myself through and I will 

start and say something in 

Swedish or I will read in 

Swedish, she simply, well, 

at some moment she spea- 

will start to speak in 

Swedish with me. Because 

now she, ehm – I have told 

her that: “Mom cannot 

speak [Swedish], mom does 

not understand.” – you 

know, with one language, 

simply in Lithuanian. Well, 

basically I don’t want, you 

know, ehm, that she would 

get used to speak another 

language with me. 

 

The motivation for Ilona’s strict monolingual reading practices 

regards her impact belief, which her explanation in turn 8 illustrates. 

Using the participle ‘įsitikinusi’ (‘convinced’), Ilona expresses a strong 

belief that her language practices influence her daughter’s language 

practices. She argues that making Swedish a part of the linguistic 

repertoire of the mother-child communication leads to a predominance 

of Swedish language practices, and hence, she refrains from this. 

Furthermore, Ilona points out that she tried to hide her Swedish 

language competence from her daughter, applying a minimal grasp 

strategy (see Lanza (1997)) by animating her own voice telling her 

daughter: ‘mama nemoka, mama ne nesupranta’ (‘mom cannot speak, 

mom does not understand’).44 Through this process, Ilona has 

 
44 At some point it naturally becomes difficult to hide language comprehension, e.g. when the 

parent communicates with an educator at school (see example 81). 
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established essentially monolingual language practices as part of the 

mother-daughter communication. 

The intensity of impact beliefs between parents, alongside language 

ideologies themselves, can naturally differ. While the previous example 

illustrated mother Ilona’s strong impact belief and how this influences 

her language practices with her daughter, father George appears to be 

less concerned that his language practices could have an impact on his 

daughter’s language practices, indicating a less strong impact belief. 

Example 81, an interview excerpt, highlights this difference. During the 

preceding part of the interview, Ilona and George had already 

emphasised that they follow an OPOL-policy, with Swedish not 

featuring as part of the parents’ language repertoire at home. The 

interviewer’s recapitulation of this statement opens a discussion about 

language practices outside of home.45 

 

Example 81 

1 Interviewer: Jūs jau sakėte, namie 

nekalbate švediškai. 

You already said, at home 

you don’t speak Swedish. 

2 Ilona: Ne. No [we don’t].  

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Ilona: Mes- we don't speak 

Swedish to them. Do you? 

We- we don't speak 

Swedish to them. Do you? 

5 George: No. No. No. No. 

6 Ilona: You say sometimes 

something. 

You say sometimes 

something. 

7 George: Yeah, when I go to the 

school, I speak. (.) Once. 

Yeah, when I go to the 

school, I speak. (.) Once. 

 
45 At the beginning of the interview, the interviewees were offered to conduct the interview in 

English. As George has some basic competence in Lithuanian, the parents agreed to conduct 

the interview in Lithuanian with the option to switch to English at any point. 
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8 Interviewer: (..) So, when you speak 

with the teacher at the 

//school- 

(..) So, when you speak 

with the teacher at the 

//school- 

9 George: Yeah, yeah, just that// that 

small interaction with the 

teacher, I mean. 

Yeah, yeah, just that// that 

small interaction with the 

teacher, I mean. 

10 Interviewer: Mhm. (4sec) So, and when 

you are with the teachers 

and speaking to them in 

Swedish. 

Mhm. (4sec) So, and when 

you are with the teachers 

and speaking to them in 

Swedish. 

11 Ilona: Mhm. Mhm. 

12 Interviewer: And how are you then 

communicating with the 

girls? 

And how are you then 

communicating with the 

girls? 

13 Ilona: In Lithuanian. (laughing) In Lithuanian. (laughing) 

14 Interviewer: Aha. Ok. Aha. Ok. 

15 George: Are you speaking Swedish 

with them? 

Are you speaking Swedish 

with them? 

16 Ilona: No, I don't. No, I don't. 

17 George: Ah. Ah. 

18 Ilona: I am a bit stubborn. I have- 

I think, I think that I //don't 

want them to hear me 

speaking Swedish. 

I am a bit stubborn. I have- 

I think, I think that I //don't 

want them to hear me 

speaking Swedish. 

19 George: But, (.) Yeah, yeah, //ok. But, (.) Yeah, yeah, //ok. 

20 Interviewer: Mhm// Mhm// 

21 Ilona: I don't want. I don't want. 

22 George: (.) But then she says: 

“Why are you speaking 

Swedish?”, when I try to 

speak Swedish with them. 

(.) But then she says: 

“Why are you speaking 

Swedish?”, when I try to 

speak Swedish with them. 

23 Interviewer: (laughing) (laughing) 

24 George: Yeah. Yeah. 

25 Interviewer: So, Marina is asking you? So, Marina is asking you? 

26 George: Yeah, she is asking me 

why. 

Yeah, she is asking me 

why. 

27 Interviewer: Mhm. Because she 

expects you to speak 

//[your language]. 

Mhm. Because she 

expects you to speak 

//[your language]. 
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28 George: I speak [my language]// all 

the time, yeah. 

I speak [my language]// all 

the time, yeah. 

29 Interviewer: Mhm. So, what's your 

answer then? 

Mhm. So, what's your 

answer then? 

30 George: (.) I have no good answer 

for that. (laughing) Yeah, 

sorry. 

(.) I have no good answer 

for that. (laughing) Yeah, 

sorry. 

31 Ilona: (laughing) You forgot. 

(laughing) 

(laughing) You forgot. 

(laughing) 

32 George: No, no, I don't know why. 

I just, ehm, try to (.) adapt 

to the situations. 

No, no, I don't know why. 

I just, ehm, try to (.) adapt 

to the situations. 

 

The example shows that impact beliefs can be context-dependent as 

some parents’ impact belief is lower in certain settings. George does not 

strictly follow the OPOL-policy, and sometimes uses Swedish with the 

daughters outside of home, i.e. in conversations with the involvement 

of a teacher at his older daughter’s school. He does not attach 

importance to these conversations, first emphasising their low 

frequency with the use of the adverb ‘once’ in turn 7, and then by 

attributing these interactions with the adjective ‘small’ in turn 9. 

In contrast to George, Ilona emphasises that she strictly follows the 

OPOL-policy outside of the home too, illustrating a strong impact belief 

which is independent of setting. When asked about her language 

practices at her daughter Marina’s school, Ilona confirms in turn 11 that 

she also speaks with the teachers in Swedish. Note that at this point, 

Ilona can no longer hide from her daughter her Swedish language 

competence, which was her previously declared intention in example 

80. George’s description of Marina reacting to him speaking Swedish 

in turn 22 implies that Marina has internalised her parents’ OPOL-

policy, questioning her father’s use of Swedish when talking with her 
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at the school. Ilona emphasises in turn 13 that she still continues to 

speak in Lithuanian with her daughters in these situations, remarking in 

turn 18 that she is ‘a bit stubborn’ when it comes to language practice. 

Ilona, thus, continues to maintain monolingual parent-child language 

practices even outside of the home, while George is more flexible, 

concerned with accommodating all participants. 

Impact beliefs do not solely depend on certain contexts, but they are 

neither necessarily stable over time. The interview excerpt in example 

82 showcases how an initially strong belief that one can influence 

children’s language choices at a Lithuanian heritage language school 

diminishes over time. 

 

Example 82  

1 Interviewer: Apie mokyklą, 

pastebėjau, kad yra 

vaikai, kurie labiau nori 

bendrauti švediškai čia. 

About the [heritage] 

school, I noticed that there 

are children who want 

rather to speak Swedish 

here. 

2 Kamilė: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Interviewer: Tarp vaikų. Ką jūs 

galvojate apie tai? Ar tai 

gerai, ar tai negerai? Ar 

reikia keisti, arba nieko 

nereikia daryti? 

Between the children. 

What do you think about 

that? Is there a need to 

change something or no 

need to do anything? 

4 Kamilė: Ehm, iš pradžių, aš 

kažkaip- Kai dar Nojus 

buvo mažas, man 

atrodė, kad čia labai 

svarbu juos versti 

lietuviškai kalbėti. Bet 

paskui supratau, kad 

vaikams gaunasi 

savaime, nes jiems 

žaidimų ir draugų kalba 

yra švedų, nes jie eina į 

Ehm, at the beginning, I 

somehow- When Nojus 

was still small, it seemed 

to me that it is very 

important to force them to 

speak Lithuanian here. But 

later on, I understood that 

for children it comes by 

unconsciously because for 

them the language of plays 

and friends is Swedish 
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darželį, eina į mokyklą 

ir jie bendrauja 

švediškai. Ir kai- ir 

jiems tiesiog neina 

persijungti atėjus čia, 

kad kažkaip- nes jie vis 

tiek, manau, kad- (.) 

Man atrodo, kad vaikas 

riša žmogų prie kalbos. 

Va, šitas kalba 

lietuviškai, šitas 

švediškai, šitas 

angliškai. O kai čia 

ateini, tai yra vaikai ir 

jiems automatiškai 

gaunasi kalbėti 

švediškai, nes jie 

bendrauja su visais 

kitais vaikais švediškai. 

Jeigu nėra- Jeigu 

nepasikeičia jų 

geografiškai, jie 

nepersikėlę į Lietuvą, tai 

tada jau jie kažkaip 

kitaip. Tai, aš 

nebematau tame 

problemos. 

because they go to the 

kindergarten, go to the 

school, and they 

communicate in Swedish. 

And when- and for them it 

simply does not work to 

switch when they have 

come here, that somehow- 

because they still, I think 

that- (.) To me it seems 

that a child ties a person to 

a language. So, this one 

speaks Lithuanian, this 

one Swedish, this one 

English. And when you 

come here, that are 

children and for them it 

automatically comes out to 

speak Swedish because 

they speak to all other 

children Swedish. If there 

isn’t- If one doesn’t 

change them 

geographically, they aren’t 

moved to Lithuania, then 

they already somehow 

differently. So, I no longer 

see any problem in that. 

5 Interviewer: //Mhm. //Mhm. 

6 Kamilė: Anksčiau// galvojau, 

kad kažkaip čia, kažką 

reikia daryti, kažkaip 

juos versti, bet 

supratau, kad, ehm, 

kažkaip tai neįmanoma. 

Earlier// I thought that 

somehow something needs 

to be done here, to force 

them somehow, but I 

understood that, ehm, 

somehow that is 

impossible. 

7 Interviewer: //Mhm. //Mhm. 

8 Kamilė: Kažkaip// tai- (.) Nes 

įmanoma, jeigu tu esi 

namuose, pavyzdžiui, 

pas draugus ir jie tik 

lietuviai ir tada galima 

Somehow// that- (.) 

Because it is possible, if 

you are at home, for 

example, at friends’ place 

and they are only 

Lithuanians and then one 
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juos kažkaip persukti į, į 

lietuvių kalbą. 

can turn them somehow 

around to, to Lithuanian. 

9 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

10 Kamilė: Tai kartais įmanoma, 

bet šiaip jiems yra 

sunku. Jie tiesiog 

automatiškai- (-) 

It is sometimes possible 

but generally it is difficult 

for them. They simply 

automatically- (.) 

11 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

12 Kamilė: Juk, vaikai, kurių, kurie 

jau savaime, yra 

maišytų šeimų, kurie jau 

savaime kalba pusę 

švediškai, pusę 

lietuviškai. Namuose. 

Tai jie visada renkasi 

švedų, 

After all, children, whose, 

who already 

unconsciously, they are of 

mixed families, who 

already unconsciously 

speak half Swedish, half 

Lithuanian. At home. So, 

they always choose 

Swedish, 

13 Interviewer: //Mhm. //Mhm. 

14 Kamilė: jeigu// gali. if// they can. 

 

When asked about her opinion of Swedish use among children at the 

Lithuanian heritage language school which the family attends, mother 

Kamilė demonstrates that she had a strong impact belief when the 

family started to attend. This impact belief surfaces in her perception 

that the children’s Swedish language practices must be managed in 

favour of Lithuanian. Kamilė’s use of the verb ‘versti’ (‘to force’) early 

in turn 4 entails a belief that the parents can influence the children’s 

practices, i.e. that the management efforts will be successful and result 

in Lithuanian language practices. 

In the continuation of her answer in turn 4, Kamilė nevertheless 

notes a change in her position. Her use of the phrase ‘bet paskui 

supratau’ (‘but later on, I understood’) indicates an experience of 

unsuccessful language management efforts. This becomes even clearer 

in turn 6, where Kamilė describes the institution of Lithuanian language 
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practices as ‘neįmanoma’ (‘impossible’). Kamilė’s impact belief 

regarding the heritage language school setting has therefore vanished, 

as she no longer believes that the children’s Swedish language practices 

at the heritage language school can be managed. Consequently, Kamilė 

has abandoned her language management efforts at the heritage 

language school. A similar change can be observed among other parents 

as well, e.g. Inga who abandoned language management efforts at the 

heritage school, emphasising the diverse language competence among 

the children (see example 87). 

Kamilė’s changed impact belief is also related to a change in her 

perception of the children’s language practices. In turn 4, she elaborates 

on the dominance of Swedish as the majority language in the children’s 

everyday life. She points out that the children are socialised through 

Swedish language practices via their peers, the education system and 

interactions in their neighbourhood. Kamilė argues therefore that 

children cannot make an active language choice, but simply apply the 

Swedish language practices which they have been socialised in: 

‘vaikams gauna savaime’ (‘for children it comes by unconsciously’) 

and ‘jiems tiesiog neina persijungti’ (‘for them it simply does not work 

to switch’). The children thus transfer their socialised Swedish language 

practices automatically to the Lithuanian heritage language school 

setting, as Kamilė notes: ‘jiems automatiškai gaunasi kalbėti švediškai’ 

(‘for them it automatically comes out to speak Swedish’). 

Despite the dominance of the majority language, which Kamilė 

identifies as a decisive factor for the children’s language practices, she 

describes the management of language choice within the family setting 

as ‘įmanoma’ (‘possible’). Kamilė underlines here the role of the 
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participants, distinguishing between families where all members are 

Lithuanian speakers and mixed families, where in the latter case, 

Kamilė emphasises again the dominance of Swedish: ‘jie visada renkasi 

švedų’ (‘they always choose Swedish’).  Even in the case of mixed 

families she maintains an impact belief, however, with her conditional 

clause ‘jeigu gali’ (‘if they can’) in turn 14 implying a possibility of 

managing the children’s language choice by restricting the use of 

Swedish. 

Similar low impact beliefs resulting from the dominance of the 

majority language are also found in some families where both parents 

are Lithuanian speakers. In example 83, a note taken during an 

interview, mother Beatričė speaks about her son Vydas’ Lithuanian 

language competence. 

 

Example 83  
1 Beatričė: Lietuvių kalba Vydui 

sunki. Dabar jis 

nepergyvena dėl lietuvių 

kalbos, bet jeigu labai 

reikės, jis išmoks. Aš 

manau, kad prisitaiko, 

kur gyvena. 

Lithuanian is difficult for 

Vydas. Now, he does not 

worry about Lithuanian, 

but if it becomes 

necessary, he will learn it. 

I think that he adapts [to] 

where he lives. 

 

By attributing the Lithuanian language with the adjective ‘sunki’ 

(‘difficult’) and using the negated third person singular verb form 

‘nepergyvena’ (‘he does not worry’), Beatričė tries to explain why 

Vydas typically speaks Swedish.46 She does not identify management 

of Vydas’ language choice as an option to support his language 

development, minimising her potential role, and instead forwards the 

 
46 See e.g. example 22. 
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view that language practices depend on the surroundings. From her 

perspective, her son follows Swedish language practices as the family 

lives in Sweden, and conversely, he would develop Lithuanian language 

practices, if he moved to other surroundings, i.e. to Lithuania. Hence, 

Beatričė seems to have a low impact belief. 

Parents’ impact beliefs may vary not only with respect to different 

settings, but also depending on the age of the children who are targeted 

by the language management efforts, i.e. parents often believe that they 

have a higher chance to influence language practices of younger 

children. In example 84, mother Arūnė highlights the importance of 

parents’ language management efforts to establish and maintain 

children’s Lithuanian language practices, first focusing on mixed 

families and then more generally speaking about families who are part 

of a heritage language school speech community. 

 

Example 84 

1 Arūnė: Įsivaizduokit, vaikai 

gimė Švedijoj. Tik 

vienas iš tėvų lietuvis ir 

vaikai sugeba kalbėti, 

nors ten laužia tą kalbą. 

Imagine, children are born in 

Sweden. Only one of the 

parents is Lithuanian and the 

children are able to speak, 

although they break there that 

language [speak broken]. 

2 Ignas: //Ir suprast. //And to understand. 

3 Arūnė: Ten kažkas, bet, jie// 

kalba. Jie kalba ir 

supranta lietuviškai. 

Va, tai yra, sakau, 

pavyzdys. Ir koks 

darbas įdėtas. O toliau 

kalbą tobulinti kur? 

Galima žaidimus 

lietuviškus žaist, galima 

– vat sakei, knygeles 

skaito – skaityti. Ten, 

There is something, but they// 

speak. They speak and 

understand Lithuanian. Well, 

that is, I say, an example. And 

such a work invested. And 

where to improve the 

language further? One can 

play Lithuanian games, one 

can – you said, they read 

books – read. There is, ehm, 

(.) homework, but coming 
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ehm, (.) namų darbai, 

bet pats atėjimas. Vat, 

kaip pasakyt? Jeigu 

vaikas nori ateiti, tai 

reikia atvesti, aš 

manau. Ir čia tėvų 

pareiga – kaip pasakyt? 

– paimt ir atvesti ir, 

ehm- Nes ateis laikas, 

kai nenorės. Paskui 

būna paaugliai. Juos ir 

yra daug sunkiau 

sudominti. 

itself. How to say? If the child 

wants to come [to a heritage 

school], it is necessary to 

bring it, I think. And this is 

the parents’ responsibility – 

how to say? – to take and to 

bring and, ehm- Because the 

time will come when they will 

not want to. Then there are the 

teenagers. It is more difficult 

to enthuse them. 

 

Arūnė shows a strong impact belief, relating the successful 

maintenance of Lithuanian directly to parental language management 

efforts. In turn 1, she begins by describing families where only one 

parent is a Lithuanian speaker, and who are able to maintain Lithuanian 

within their families. Although Arūnė points out that these children 

experience difficulties with pronunciation – ‘laužia tą kalbą’ (‘they 

break that language / they speak broken’) – she emphasises in turn 3 

that they nevertheless successfully employ Lithuanian language 

practices. Arūnė judges these families positively, labelling them as a 

positive example, and acknowledging the efforts made by the parents 

by commenting that there is ‘koks darbas įdėtas’ (‘such a work 

invested’). 

Arūnė moves on to describe activities which she identifies as 

contributing to the children’s Lithuanian language development, and 

which parents can integrate into their acquisition planning, including 

attendance at a Lithuanian heritage language school. She thus identifies 

such a school as potentially positive for the children’s Lithuanian 

language development, and in doing so underlines her impact belief that 
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the parents’ acquisition planning decisions are crucial to language 

learning and maintenance. Her initial conditional clause ‘jeigu vaikas 

nori ateiti’ (‘if the child wants to come’) implies that Arūnė also assigns 

an active role to the child with regard to language acquisition planning 

decisions, which will be discussed in more detail in sections 4.4.1 and 

4.4.2. 

Arūnė’s impact belief with regard to external language activities is 

tied directly in the age of the child, as she points out in turn 3: ‘ateis 

laikas, kai nenorės’ (‘the time will come when they will not want to’). 

She argues that language acquisition planning may prove more fruitful 

for younger children, since older children are more likely to oppose 

their parent’s language acquisition planning decisions. The age of the 

child does not preclude them from participation in Lithuanian language 

activities, however, but rather identifies that acquisition planning 

decisions become a negotiation between parent and child, illustrated 

through her use of the verb ‘sudominti’ (‘to enthuse’). The parents’ role 

in these negotiations is to help the child want to participate. 

The analysis of parental impact beliefs showed that parents have 

various beliefs about how they influence children’s language practices. 

These beliefs concern both language practices per se and specific 

language management efforts. While some parents believe that simply 

any of their language practices influences their children’s language 

practices and therefore consciously try to employ monolingual 

language practices with their children, other parents are less concerned 

about their own language practices. Impact beliefs are also related to 

parents’ efforts to manage actively children’s language practices, 

support their language development, and influence their language 
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preferences. These beliefs are not necessarily stable but they are rather 

context-dependent, and setting and age of the children are perceived as 

relevant factors contributing to higher and lower impact beliefs, 

respectively. Impact beliefs are thus manifold and can change based on 

experiences. 

 

4.3.2 Monolingual Mindset vs. Bilingual Mindset 

 

As the analysis of the participants’ language practices already 

indicated, there are two main approaches regarding language use in 

Lithuanian domains. Some parents follow a strict monolingual norm 

and try to establish stringent Lithuanian-only language practices, while 

others adopt a more liberal view that includes the use of Swedish. This 

section analyses this divide and illustrates that one’s language ideology 

is not necessarily restricted to only one mindset, and these mindsets can 

also differ in different settings and in regard to participants. 

The majority of the parents who participated in the study follow a 

strict monolingual norm regarding parent-child communication,47 i.e. 

the children are expected to speak Lithuanian with their Lithuanian 

parents, and instances of Swedish use are consequently met by language 

management efforts. In the interview excerpt in example 85, mother 

Arūnė motivates the monolingual norm in her family. 

 

 
47 There were only two mothers in this study who followed different norm, and did not restrict 

their children‘s Swedish language practices when communicating with them. The data on these 

families is rather limited, however, as one family droped out from the study early and the other 

family did not agree to conduct audio recordings. A detailed analyse of bilingual mindsets 

regarding parent-child communication is therefore beyond the scope of this study. Examples 83 

and 94 nevertheless suggest that these mindsets might be pragmatically motivated. 
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Example 85 

1 Interviewer: Kaip jūs namie 

bendraujate? 

How do you communicate 

at home? 

2 Arūnė: Mes namie lietuviškai, 

nes mes visi lietuviai ir, 

ehm, užsieniečiai, 

pažįstami, jie visi 

atsako, kad: 

„Nebandykit kalbėt su 

vaikais kita kalba. Jūs 

turit kalbėt namie tik 

savo kalba, o kitą kalbą 

jie išmoks jau už namo, 

už namų ribų.“ 

We [speak] Lithuanian at 

home because we are all 

Lithuanians and, ehm, 

foreigners, acquaintances, 

they all told that: “Don’t 

try to speak another 

language with the children. 

You have to speak only 

your language at home, 

and the other language 

they will learn already 

outside of the house, 

outside of the home 

limits.” 

 

Using the causal clause ‘nes mes visi lietuviai’ (‘because we are all 

Lithuanians’) in turn 2, Arūnė represents these monolingual Lithuanian 

language practices as self-evident, given their family structure. Striving 

for maintaining the heritage language within the family, parents 

establish monolingual practices and the use of the majority language is 

left to other domains. The norm of monolingual language practices at 

home is reinforced by other immigrant parents’ experiences and their 

language norms; towards the end of turn 2, Arūnė animates her 

acquaintances’ voice, expressing a clear directive: ‘nebandykit(e) 

kalbėt(i) kita kalba’ (‘do not try to speak another language’). 

A monolingual mindset regarding parent-child language practices is 

often maintained irrespective of the setting. In example 86, mother Inga 

is asked about the mother-daughter language practices at public school 

and shows her incomprehension of other immigrant parents who 

incorporate the majority language when speaking with their children.  
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Example 86 

1 Interviewer: Ar jūs irgi mokykloje su 

savo vaikais 

bendraujate lietuviškai?  

Do you also speak 

Lithuanian with your 

children at school? 

2 Inga: Į mokyklą, jeigu aš 

nueinu, tai aš kalbu 

lietuviškai (..) Nu, taip, 

aš kalbu lietuviškai, nes, 

ehm, (.) ir kartais gal 

kažką, bet ne. Ne, ne. Aš 

su Egle švediškai 

nekalbu. 

If I go to the school, then 

I speak Lithuanian (..) 

Well, yes, I speak 

Lithuanian because, ehm, 

(.) and sometimes maybe 

something, but no. No, 

no. I don’t speak Swedish 

with Eglė. 

3 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

4 Inga: Ne bent ką nors, 

pasakyt: „Hej då”. 

Unless something, to say: 

“Bye” 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

6 Inga: Bet su mokytojais aš 

stengiuosi kalbėt angliš-, 

ehm, švediškai. Bet jeigu 

negaliu švediškai, tai 

tada į anglų kalbą 

pereinu. (.) Arba rusų 

kalbą kažkas moka. 

But with the teachers I try 

to speak Engl-, ehm, 

Swedish. But if I cannot 

[express something] in 

Swedish, then I switch to 

English. (.) Or somebody 

knows Russian. 

7 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

8 Inga: Joa. O lietuvių tai aš, 

man, pedagogai jie 

normaliai reaguoja. 

Man įdomu, kaip kiti 

vaikai reaguoja, nes aš 

matau, kad [yra] kiti, 

kurie yra ne švedai. Ne 

švedai su savo vaikais 

ateina vaikų pasiimti ir 

su jais kalba švediškai. 

Ir aš girdžiu, aš gi 

girdžiu, kad jie ne 

švedai. Arba pusiau 

švediškai, pusiau savo 

kalba. 

Yeah. And Lithuanian I, 

for me, the educators, the 

react normally. It’s 

interesting for me, how 

other children react 

because I see that there 

are others who are not 

Swedes. Non-Swedes 

come with their children 

to pick up children and 

with them they speak 

Swedish. And I hear, I 

even hear that they aren’t 

Swedes. Or they speak 

half Swedish, half their 

language. 

9 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 
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10 Inga: Ir man labai keista, nes, 

nu, (.) ta prasme, ta 

kalba, nu, švedų kalba 

jų nė. Nu kodėl? Kaip 

jinai? Nėra, nėra 

kokybiška. 

And for me, it is very 

strange because, well, (.) 

in that sense, that 

language, well, Swedish 

is not their language. So, 

why? How [is] it? It isn’t, 

isn’t qualitative. 

 

The parental monolingual mindset regarding parent-child language 

practices is connected to the maintenance of the heritage language 

within the family. Inga reveals a monolingual mindset regarding parent-

child communication, turning to the language practices of other non-

Swedish parents and their children. She notes that some of these parents 

do not follow monolingual language practices, but that they also make 

use of Swedish for parent-child communication. Inga evaluates these 

practices negatively from multiple perspectives: parental use of 

Swedish despite comparatively low competence could have 

ramifications for the children’s language development in the majority 

language; and language development in the heritage language is in her 

perspective closely tied to the use of this language in parent-child 

communication. Her judgement ‘švedų kalba jų nė’ (‘Swedish is not 

their language’) in turn 10 emphasises therefore Inga’s belief that the 

parents should exclusively speak the heritage language with their 

children, which underlines her monolingual mindset regarding parent-

child language practices. 

Although many parents have a monolingual mindset regarding 

parent-child interactions, some of them show flexibility regarding 

interactions between children. As example 87 illustrates, this bilingual 

mindset regarding child-child communication considers the bilingual 

children’s different levels of language competence and thus allows 
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children bilingual language practices. Parent-child interactions, on the 

other hand, are often seen from a monolingual mindset, as parents have 

a high competence in Lithuanian and are expected to help children to 

develop more competence in Lithuanian. 

 

Example 87 

1 Inga: Mūsų mokyklėlėj yra 

ten tėvai: „Valgysi? Ar 

nevalgysi?“ Ten viską 

švediškai šneka. Išėjo 

vaikas, uždarė duris po 

klasės ir tada kol 

rengiasi jau šneka 

švediškai. (...) Ir man 

labai, nu, keista. Aš taip 

nedaryčiau. 

At our [Heritage] school, 

there are parents: “Will 

you eat? Won’t you eat?” 

There they speak 

everything in Swedish. A 

child goes out, closes the 

door after the class, and 

then, while dressing up 

they speak already 

Swedish. (...) And for me, 

it is very, well, strange. I 

would not do like that. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Inga: Jeigu vaikai tarpusavy 

žaidžia, tegul kalba 

švediškai, kad jiem būtų 

komfortas bendraut, 

bet jau mamos su 

vaikais turėtų kalbėt 

lietuviškai. (.) Nu, 

nereikia švediškai, ta 15 

minučių [pertrauka] 

toje aplinkoje 

lietuviškai galėtų 

kalbėt. 

If the children play with 

each other, they may speak 

Swedish that it would be a 

comfort for them to 

communicate, but mothers 

had to speak Lithuanian 

with children. (.) Well, no 

need for Swedish, this 15-

minutes [break] in that 

surrounding they could 

speak Lithuanian. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Inga: (.) Nežinau, aš čia 

dabar- Dabar manau to. 

Gal dar vėliau, dar 

kokią, kitaip galvosiu, 

po kelių metų. 

(.) I don’t know, I here 

now- I think like this now. 

Maybe later, I will think 

differently, after some 

years. 

6 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 
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7 Inga: Nes mano vaikai auga ir 

aš jau visai kitaip 

pradedu žiūrėti. (.) Nes 

pradžioje, va: „Tik 

lietuviškai. Negalima 

čia švediškai namuose. 

Tik lietuviškai.“ O 

dabar jau galvoju, 

kodėl? Jiems stresas gi 

bus. 

Because my children grow, 

and I already start to look 

entirely differently. 

Because at the beginning, 

well: “Only Lithuanian. 

One mustn’t [speak] 

Swedish here at home. 

Only Lithuanian.” And 

now I think, why? It will be 

stress for them. 

8 Interviewer: Mhm.  Mhm. 

9 Inga: Kam jų stresint dar 

reikia? 

Who needs to stress them?  

 

Bilingual parent-child language practices including the majority 

language within a larger Lithuanian speech community are often 

negatively perceived by parents with a monolingual mindset, as these 

language practices pose a threat to the status of the heritage language 

within heritage language domains. Mother Inga notes that some parents 

do not simply switch between Lithuanian and Swedish, but ‘viską 

švediškai šneka’ (‘they speak everything in Swedish’), leading to a clear 

contrast between the Lithuanian language practices in the heritage 

language school classroom and the Swedish language practices between 

these parents and their children immediately outside of the classroom, 

while still on the grounds of the school.48 

Inga’s expressed negative stance towards these Swedish language 

practices underlines again her monolingual mindset regarding parent-

 
48 Inga’s observations of Lithuanian parents who speak Swedish with their children at the 

heritage school coincides with observations made by the researcher. These families did not 

participate in this study, however, and there is no data on their language practices in other 

settings. It is therefore impossible to determine if the parent-child language practices do 

generally employ Swedish, and if the children’s Lithuanian language acquisition is thus entirely 

outsourced from the family, which would represent a language revitalisation process (see 

Pauwels, 2016, p. 91). 
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child communication, i.e. to employ the heritage language only. In turn 

1, she evaluates the other parents’ Swedish language practices 

negatively, as ‘labai keista’ (‘very strange’), and she distances herself 

from such practices by emphasising: ‘Aš taip nedaryčiau’ (‘I would not 

do like that’). The conditional mode of Inga’s utterance in turn 3 

‘mamos turėtų kalbėt lietuviškai’ (‘mothers had to speak Lithuanian’) 

implies that she perceives parent-child heritage language practices as a 

norm. This norm is nevertheless violated by some parents, indicating 

that it is ultimately a choice – ‘lietuviškai galėtų kalbėt’ (‘they could 

speak Lithuanian’) – that needs to be upheld. 

With regard to language practices between children at the heritage 

school, Inga adopts a different position, following a rather bilingual 

mindset that is evident through her use of the permissive mode form 

‘tegul kalba švediškai’ (‘they may speak Swedish’) in turn 3. As 

discussed earlier (see example 41), Inga no longer tries to manage peer 

communication in this setting, because she understood that some 

children have not learned to express certain things in Lithuanian, and 

restricting the children’s use of Swedish would potentially exclude 

them from participation in the heritage school. The Lithuanian parents, 

on the other hand, can express themselves freely in Lithuanian, hence 

Inga’s more critical perspective. 

In the final part of this excerpt, Inga discusses the language practices 

between children at home, and illustrates that her mindset has been 

changing from monolingual to bilingual over time. In turn 7, she recalls 

her directive of ‘tik lietuviškai’ (‘only Lithuanian’), underlining her 

former intention of establishing exclusively heritage language practices 

at home. This intention has changed through self-reflection, however, 
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as Inga started to realise that restricting the use of Swedish in child-

child language practices ‘jiems stresas gi bus’ (‘it will be stress for 

them’). Inga’s language management decisions have thus been 

influenced by considerations of her children’s emotional well-being, 

which will be discussed in more detail in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 

A short narration by father Tomas in example 88 also reveals a 

bilingual mindset towards siblings’ language practices at home, 

acknowledging the children as bilingual speakers. The siblings 

language practices therefore do not become subject to restrictive 

language management efforts that would forbid the children to include 

Swedish in sibling language practices. 

 

Example 88 

1 Tomas: Mes buvom svečiuose, 

ehm, Vilniuj. 

We were guests, ehm, in 

Vilnius 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Tomas: (..) Mes ten sėdėjom prie 

stalo, vaikai kažką, va, 

žaidžia ant kilimo šalia. 

Ir ten, mum viena ta 

moteriškė, pas kurią 

buvom svečiuose, 

pradėjo kalbint, ehm, 

Eglę su Luku ir 

klausinėt, ir man taip 

labai įdomu iš šalies 

klausytis, ką Eglė sako. 

(..) We were sitting there at 

the table, the children 

something, there, they play 

on the carpet close by. And 

there, one of the women 

where we were guests 

started to talk, ehm, to ask 

Eglė with Lukas, and for 

me it was very interesting 

to listen from the side what 

Eglė says. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Tomas: Ir klausia: „Egle, kaip 

tu, ehm, kalbi 

darželyje?“ Eglė: 

„Švediškai.“ „O kaip tu, 

kaip namuose kalbi?“ 

„Lietuviškai.“ „O kaip 

su Luku kalbi? 

And she asks: "Eglė, how 

do you, ehm, speak in the 

kindergarten?" Eglė: 

„Swedish." „And how do 

you, how do you speak at 

home?" "Lithuanian." 

"And how do you speak 
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Lietuviškai ar 

švediškai?“ 

with Lukas? Lithuanian or 

Swedish?" 

6 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

7 Tomas: „Lietuviškai. Bet kartais 

truputį švediškai.“ 

//(laughing). 

"Lithuanian. But 

sometimes a bit Swedish." 

//(laughing). 

8 Interviewer: (laughing)// (laughing)// 

9 Tomas: Aš taip klausau, žinai. Iš 

šalies žiūriu, taip labai 

įdomu. Eglė pati vat jai 

aiškina: „Lietuviškai, 

bet kartais truputį ir 

švediškai.“ (laughing) 

I hear that, you know. 

From the side I‘m looking, 

so very interesting. Eglė 

herself explains her: 

"Lithuanian. But 

sometimes a bit Swedish." 

(laughing).  

 

Recounting a stay in Vilnius where daughter Eglė was asked by a 

host about her language practices in turns 1 and 3, Tomas emphasises 

his interest in his daughter’s answers and positions himself as an 

eavesdropper. In turn 5, he animates the voices of the host and his 

daughter, introducing the speakers. First, a spatially separated language 

use is depicted, i.e. speaking Swedish at kindergarten and speaking 

Lithuanian at home, which complies with the parents’ status planning. 

In response to the question regarding language practices between the 

siblings, Tomas narrates daughter Eglė as stating first Lithuanian, but 

then adding Swedish to the linguistic repertoire, emphasising its minor 

role by using the adverbs ‘kartais’ (‘sometimes’) and ‘truputį’ (‘a bit’). 

Tomas describes his interest at this conversation, and his positive key 

while telling the story is underlined by his cheerful laughter. Tomas’ 

narration exemplifies thereby some parents’ openness towards their 

children’s bilingual language practices with each other, which 

underlines their bilingual mindset regarding sibling-sibling language 

practices. 
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The analysis in this section illustrated that there is a divide regarding 

the inclusion of Swedish in parent-child interactions. This divide holds 

a potential conflict within larger Lithuanian speech communities which 

represent heritage language domains such as Lithuanian heritage 

language schools. Lithuanian parents who employ Swedish in parent-

child interactions in larger heritage language domains are negatively 

perceived as they undermine the status of Lithuanian within these 

domains. Regarding interactions between children, most parents show 

a bilingual mindset, as they allow children to draw on both Lithuanian 

and Swedish, acknowledging them as bilingual speakers. 

 

4.3.3 Importance of Lithuanian vs. Unimportance of Lithuanian 

 

The final aspect of language ideology to analyse regards the 

participants’ evaluation of the importance of maintaining Lithuanian  in 

the children’s lives. The parental language management efforts 

discussed previously strongly indicate that the maintenance of 

Lithuanian is regarded as highly important.49 As the analysis will show, 

there are two main motivations to maintain the heritage language within 

the family: to enable children to communicate with Lithuanian relatives 

and to foster the children’s heritage identity formation. 

That a parent perceives the maintenance of Lithuanian as not very 

important at all is rare in the analysed data. Mother Beatričė’s utterance 

‘jeigu labai reikės, jis išmoks’ (‘if it becomes necessary, he will learn 

 
49 In this regard, there is a chance that the study is biased as all participating families seek to 

some degree to maintain the Lithuanian language within the family. This bias could be 

addressed by future studies, researching Lithuanian families who do not seek to transmit the 

Lithuanian language to the next generation. 
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it’) in example 83 above is one such example, where maintenance is 

seen as less important as her son Vydas is growing up in Sweden. As 

she emphasises at another point during the interview, ‘švedų kalba 

svarbi visur kasdienybėje’ (‘Swedish is important everywhere in 

everyday life’) in contrast to Lithuanian which is only relevant for 

communication with Lithuanian relatives who live outside of Sweden. 

To foster a Lithuanian heritage identity does not seem to be important 

to Beatričė; the family has been living in Sweden for more than 20 years 

and the children were born in Sweden. This might help explain why her 

language management efforts are rather limited in comparison to other 

parents’ efforts. 

The case of Rūta’s husband elucidated in an interview excerpt in 

example 89 illustrates how the non-Lithuanian parent’s negative 

attitude toward the importance of Lithuanian can challenge the 

Lithuanian parent’s language management efforts, bearing the risk that 

these efforts are abandoned.50 

 

Example 89 

1 Rūta: Iš savo vyro pačioj 

pradžioj aš nesulaukiau 

jokios pagalbos, nes jam tai 

atrodo visiškai 

nevertinamas dalykas leisti 

mergaites į lietuvišką 

mokyklėlę. Ehm, (.) jisai 

tikrai buvo prieš (.) Ehm, 

bet dabar jisai įžvelgė, kad, 

ehm, klaidingai mąstė. Ir 

dabar labai džiaugiasi, 

At the very beginning I 

didn’t get any help from 

my husband because for 

him it appeared an entirely 

unworthy thing to let the 

girls [go] to the Lithuanian 

school. Ehm, (.) he really 

was against it (.) Ehm, but 

now he discerns that, ehm, 

he mistakenly thought. 

And now, he is very glad 

 
50 According to the information that Rūta provided (her husband himself did not participate in 

the meetings), her husband is a 2nd generation immigrant to parents of different linguistic 

backgrounds. He speaks both parents’ languages. At home, he speaks Swedish with his 

daughters. 
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kad, eh, Aistė lietuviškai 

skaito kiekvieną vakarą ir 

manau, kad jisai pats 

didžiuojasi tuo, kad jos 

[mergaitės] gali, kad jos 

šneka ne viena kalba, o 

dviem kalbom. 

that, ehm, Aistė reads 

Lithuanian every evening 

and I think that he himself 

is proud of that that they 

can, that they [the girls] do 

not only speak one 

language but two 

languages. 

 

In example 89, mother Rūta describes the choice to enter her 

daughters into Lithuanian heritage language school. By pointing out ‘aš 

nesulaukiau jokios pagalbos’ (‘I did not get any help’) at the very 

beginning, Rūta portrays her husband as rather unsupportive and she 

underlines that she took sole responsibility for the language acquisition 

planning. She describes her husband’s evaluation of this language 

activity as ‘visiškai nevertinamas dalykas’ (‘an entirely unworthy 

thing’), opposing Rūta’s decision to participate in the heritage language 

school: ‘jisai tikrai buvo prieš’ (‘he really was against [it]’). 

Nevertheless, Rūta did not allow her husband’s attitude to influence her 

language management decisions, and the daughters attended the 

Lithuanian heritage language school for some time.51 During this time, 

the husband’s attitude became more positive, appreciating his 

daughters’ Lithuanian language development. 

Although there are some instances where the maintenance of 

Lithuanian does not appear to be of great importance, most participating 

parents were highly engaged in maintaining the Lithuanian language 

within the family. This attitude is not only motivated by the common 

 
51 By the time of the first interview, the family had already left the heritage language school, 

but this decision appears rather to be based on Rūta’s lack of time and Aistė’s opposition (see 

examples 99 and 100). The data is however insufficient to elaborate more on the father’s 

potential role regarding this decision. 
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wish that the children would be able to communicate with their relatives 

in Lithuania, but is also connected to the children’s identity formation, 

as mother Inga emphasises in example 90.52 

 

Example 90 

1 Inga: Man tai kvaila kalbėti su 

vaiku švediškai. Jei dabar 

su Egle pradėsiu kalbėti 

švediškai- (..) Kartais mes 

juokais pakalbame 

švediškai, pavyzdžiui, 

vakar sakiau: „Tomai, ar 

tu girdėjai kaip Lukas 

švediškai kalba?“ Ir mes 

jau pradėjome klausinėti 

švediškai: „Kiek tau 

metų? Koks tavo 

vardas?“ (laughing) Ir jis 

švediškai pradėjo 

atsakinėti. Bet čia buvo 

toks, nu, kaip žaidimas, 

daugiau žaidimo forma. 

Aš niekada nesakau, kad 

ten: „Plauk rankas“ ir 

ten „Tvätta händerna“. 

For me, it is stupid to 

speak Swedish with a 

child. If I now start to 

speak Swedish with Eglė- 

(..) Sometimes we speak 

for fun Swedish, for 

example, yesterday, I 

said: “Tomas, did you 

hear how Lukas speaks 

Swedish?” And we 

started asking in 

Swedish: “How old are 

you? What’s your 

name?” (laughing) And 

he started to answer in 

Swedish. But this was 

such, well, like a game, 

more a play format. I 

never say that: “Wash 

your hands” and there 

“Wash your hands”. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Inga: Nors, jam ta komanda 

būtų gal greičiau. (.) Nu 

kaip? Įprastesnė, nes 

darželyje yra komanda: 

„Tvätta händerna“ ir visi 

eina ir (.) jau net nebekilo 

klausimų jokių, kad 

neplautų. Gal jiems, nu, 

jie greičiau sureaguotų ir, 

ehm, efektyviau būtų, bet 

Although for him that 

command maybe would 

be quicker. (.) Well, 

how? More habitual 

because in the 

kindergarten the 

command is: “Wash 

hands” and all go and (.) 

there are no longer any 

questions that they won’t 

 
52 See also example 85 where mother Arūnė ties language practices to heritage identity: ‘mes 

namie lietuviškai, nes mes visi lietuviai’ (‘we [speak] Lithuanian at home because we are all 

Lithuanians’). 
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(.) nežinau. Man kažkaip- 

(.) Aš jaučiu, kad nereikia 

kalbėti [švediškai]. Nu, 

namuose reikia kalbėti, 

ehm, kai mes visi esame, 

kalbame lietuviškai. 

wash. Maybe for them, 

well, they would react 

quicker and, ehm, it 

would be more effective, 

but (.) I don’t know. For 

me somehow- (.) I feel 

that there is no need to 

speak [Swedish]. Well, at 

home it is necessary to 

speak, ehm, when we all 

are, we speak Lithuanian. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Inga: Ir labai džiaugiuosi, kad 

ten Cummins jisai irgi- Jo 

nuomone irgi yra, kad, 

ehm, namie turi kalbėti 

savo gimtąja kalba, nes 

tai stiprina tavo 

pasitikėjimą savimi, 

vaikų identitet-, nu, jie 

susiformuoja savo 

identitetą, kada kai 

stiprini identitetą, kad, 

vat: „Aš esu lietuvis, aš 

galiu ir kalbėti angliškai, 

vokiškai, prancūziškai, 

tomis kalbomis, bet (.) 

mano pagrindas yra 

toksai.“ 

And I am very glad that 

there Cummins, he also- 

In his opinion, it is also 

that, ehm, at home you 

have to speak your native 

tongue because that 

strengthens your self-

confidence, the 

children’s identit-, well, 

they form their identity, 

then, when you 

strengthen the identity 

that: “I am Lithuanian, I 

can also speak English, 

German, French, and in 

these languages, but (.) 

my basis is such.” 

6 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

7 Inga: Ir nesigėdija, kad mes čia 

kalbame lietuviškai. (.) 

Aš taip galvoju irgi, 

visiškai. Tai vat. 

And they are not ashamed 

that we speak Lithuanian 

here. (.) I think like that 

as well, entirely. That’s 

it. 

 

The formation of a Lithuanian heritage identity is an important factor 

connected to Lithuanian language practices and the maintenance of 

Lithuanian within the family. Mother Inga repeats her reluctance 

towards speaking Swedish with her children in example 90, 
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acknowledging, however, that she and father Tomas sometimes react to 

their children’s use of Swedish in a playful way. Elaborating on the 

imperative speech act ‘tvätta händerna’ (‘wash hands’) in turn 3, Inga 

argues with the use of the comparative forms ‘greičiau’ (‘faster’), 

‘įprastesnė’ (‘more habitual’), ‘efektyviau’ (‘more effective’) that the 

use of Swedish sometimes could be more reasonable to ensure 

compliance. This, however, is ultimately not necessary, and would not 

mesh with her firm conviction to speak Lithuanian with her children, as 

she emphasises in turn 3: ‘Aš jaučiu, kad nereikia kalbėti [švediškai]’ 

(‘I feel that there is no need to speak [Swedish]’). 

Maintaining Lithuanian within the family is important for the 

children’s heritage identity formation, as Inga points out, referring to a 

book she read. She argues that Lithuanian language practices at home 

raise the child’s awareness of their Lithuanian heritage, which 

concurrently supports the formation of a Lithuanian identity. At the end 

of turn 5, Inga illustrates the intended outcome by animating the voice 

of an imagined grown-up child who has formed a strong heritage 

identity: ‘Aš esu lietuvis, [...] mano pagrindas yra toksai.’ (‘I am 

Lithuanian, [...] my basis is such’). 

Inga argues that a strong heritage identity additionally contributes to 

the maintenance of the heritage language over time, by fostering 

positive relation to the language which in turn increases acceptance for 

heritage language practices within the family, as Inga underlines in turn 

7: ‘nesigėdija, kad mes čia kalbame lietuviškai’ (‘they are not ashamed 

that we speak Lithuanian here’). Strengthening her children’s heritage 

identity through consequent heritage language practices, then decreases 

in Inga’s mind the risk of language shift within the family over time. 
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If children identify little with their heritage language and Lithuanian 

is solely important for being able to communicate with relatives in 

Lithuania, maintaining Lithuanian language practices within the family 

in Sweden can become challenging in the long run.53 During the first 

interview conducted with Laura’s family, eleven-year-old Laura 

evaluates Lithuanian as important for maintaining a good relationship 

with her relatives in Lithuania. 

 

Example 91 

1 Kristina: Jag vet inte, vad du tycker, 

Laura? 

I don’t know what do you 

think, Laura? 

2 Laura: Tycker om vad då? Think about what? 

3 Jon: Att lära sig litauiska. To learn Lithuanian. 

4 Laura: Alltså, (..) det är så att jag 

vill ju kunna, så att, alltså, 

till exempel, släktninger 

ska vara stolta av mig. Jag 

vill verkligen, jag var hårt 

på sommarlov. Jag var så 

att träna, träna, träna. Men 

det är ju svårt för mig, 

liksom, det är ofta jag 

glömmer bort ord, till 

exempel, det var någon 

gång jag glömde bort ordet 

hur man säga pannkaka. 

Well, (..) it is like that 

that I want to be able that, 

well, for example, 

relatives shall be proud of 

me. I really want, I was 

hard during the summer 

vacation. I was like, to 

practice, practice, 

practice. But it is difficult 

for me, like, it happens 

often that I forget words, 

for example, once, I 

forgot the word, how to 

say pancake. 

 
53 Eliciting children’s attitudes about the Lithuanian language and its role in their lives was a 

challenging undertaking. Applying language portraits (see section 3.1.4) with the intention to 

explicitly include the younger participants did not always succeed. In some cases, it turned out 

that the child had not listened to the instructions but simply coloured the portrait without 

assigning languages to the colours. Enquiries about the children’s choices of colours and 

locations were then often answered with ‘šiaip sau,’ an expression stating that no thought was 

put in. In other cases, children became shy when they were asked to present their language 

portrait, and limited themselves to curt answers. As the use of language portraits was more 

fruitful when applied with older interviewees, the following analysis focuses on interviews 

conducted with children older than 10 years. Working with younger children, it could be more 

feasible to conduct the interview while colouring the language portrait, i.e. children could 

immediately commend on their choices, in the future. 
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5 Kristina: (laughing) Det viktigaste 

ord ”pannkaka”. 

//(laughing) 

(laughing) The most 

important word: 

”pancake”. //(laughing) 

6 Interviewer: (laughing) (laughing) 

7 Jon: (laughing)// (laughing)// 

8 Laura: Men, ehm- But, ehm- 

9 Živilė: Men det är ett ganska 

vanligt ord, eller? 

But that’s a rather 

common word, isn’t it? 

10 Kristina: Mhm. Mhm. 

11 Laura: Ehm, ehm, ehm, alltså, (.) 

det är ju bra om jag kan 

det, så klart. Jag känner att 

jag kommer kunna 

använda det i framtiden 

väldigt mycket. Fast, jag 

måste lära mig mer. 

Ehm, ehm, ehm, well, (.) 

it is good, if I can [speak 

Lithuanian], of course. I 

feel that I’ll be able to use 

it a lot in the future. 

Though, I must learn 

more. 

12 Kristina: Ja, och när du kommer till 

Litauen, så morfar jobbar 

med dig ganska mycket. 

Yes, and when you come 

to Lithuania, grandpa 

works with you a lot. 

13 Živilė: [unhappily] Med mig 

också. 

[unhappily] With me as 

well. 

14 Kristina: Med dig också, trots att du 

inte vill. Men jag mener att 

när man vill, kan man. 

With you as well, 

although you don’t want 

to. But I think, if one 

wants, one can. 

 

In the interview excerpt in example 91, Laura emphasises in turn 4 

that she seeks appreciation from relatives in Lithuania: ‘släktninger ska 

vara stolta av mig’ (‘relatives shall be proud of me’). This appreciation 

motivates Laura to make an effort to develop her Lithuanian language 

skills, especially during her summer vacation in Lithuania, which she 

emphasises with the triple use of the verb ‘träna’ (‘to practice’). These 

summer practices are important to Laura, since she left Lithuania at a 

very young age and Swedish language practices have been more 

dominant in her family, as has been discussed previously. Laura refers 
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to her language situation in turn 4 as ‘svårt’ (‘difficult’), pointing out 

that she forgets words, such as ‘pancake,’ which amuses the other 

interview participants. Živilė’s remark in turn 9, ‘Men det är ett ganska 

vanligt ord, eller?’ (‘But that’s a rather common word, isn’t it?’), 

underlines the central problem, that the use of Lithuanian in everyday 

life has been strongly limited and for a long time. Mother Kristina’s 

comment in turn 12 reinforces the notion that everyday Lithuanian 

language practices at home are not perceived as an option to foster 

Laura’s Lithuanian language development. 

The lack of Lithuanian language practices within the family led to a 

low relevance of Lithuanian in the children’s life in Sweden. As the 

discussion of Laura’s language portrait in example 92 illustrates, the 

children identify little with Lithuanian, and learning Lithuanian is rather 

seen as a necessity since it is exclusively associated with language 

practices in Lithuania, i.e. to communicate with relatives in Lithuania. 

 

Example 92 

1 Interviewer: Klausimas apie lietuvių 

kalbą. Ehm, sakei, kad 

įdėjai čia, nes, ehm, 

neradai kur tą įdėti, kaip 

supratau. 

A question about the 

Lithuanian language. 

Ehm, you said that you 

put it here because, ehm, 

you didn’t find where to 

put it, as I understood. 

2 Laura: Mhm. Taip. Mhm. Yes. 

3 Interviewer: Tai reiškia, čia kaip 

papildoma kalba, arba 

kaip? 

Does that mean, here is 

like an addidional 

language, or how? 

4 Laura: Mhm, papildoma, bet ir 

aš truputį čia- 

Mhm, additional, but I 

also here a bit- 

5 Živilė: Du säger, ett uteslutande 

språk. 

You say, an excluded 

language. 

6 Laura: (.) Ką? Kaip? (.) What? How? 
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7 Živilė: Det är ett uteslutande 

språk som inte är så 

jätteviktigt för dig. 

It is an excluded language 

which is not very 

important to you. 

8 Laura: Alltså- That is- 

9 Živilė: Är det det du menar? Do you mean like that? 

10 Laura: (..) Alltså, yra labai 

svarbu. (.) Man. 

(..) Well- it is very 

important. (.) To me. 

11 Interviewer: Tik sunku surast, kur 

įdėt? 

It is just difficult to find 

where to put it? 

12 Laura: Mhm, taip. Nes yra 

svarbu, bet ta- aš- 

pavyzdžiui, aš Švedijoje 

nekalbu lietuviškai. 

Ehm, bet pavyzdžiui, 

močiutė ir senelis kalba 

lietuviškai. Ir močiutė ir 

senelis kalba lietuviškai. 

Tėtis kalba lietuviškai, ir 

toliau ir toliau. Tai, man 

reikia. 

Mhm, yes. Because it is 

important, but that- I- for 

example, I don’t speak 

Lithuanian in Sweden. 

Ehm, but for example, 

grandma and grandpa 

speak Lithuanian. And 

[the other] grandma and 

grandpa speak 

Lithuanian. Dad speaks 

Lithuanian and so on, and 

so on. So, it’s necessary 

for me. 

13 Kristina: Kai tu važiuoji į Lietuvą, 

kalbi. 

When you go to 

Lithuania, you speak. 

14 Laura: Taip, labai dažnai. Yes, very often. 

15 Živilė: [whispering] (inaudible) 

Lietuvoje. 

[whispering] (inaudible) 

in Lithuania. 

16 Laura: Taip, taip. Yes, yes. 

17 Interviewer: Mhm. Ar tai tada reiškia, 

svarbi? 

Mhm. So does that mean 

then [that the language is] 

important? 

18 Laura: Mhm. Svarbu, bet aš- (.) 

Man, nu, jeigu aš pati 

kalbėtum, pavyzdžiui 

Švedijoje, man nelabai 

svarbu, nes aš gyvenu 

Švedijoje ir čia beveik 

niekas nekalba 

lietuviškai. 

Mhm. Important, but I- (.) 

For me, well, If I myself 

would speak 

[incongurent], for 

example in Sweden, for 

me it’s not really 

important because I live 

in Sweden and here 

almost nobody speaks 

Lithuanian. 
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19 Kristina: Mes galim tą pakeisti. 

(laughing) 

We can change that. 

(laughing) 

20 Laura: No::: No::: 

 

In the example, Laura and Živilė negotiate the importance of 

Lithuanian to them, initiated by Živilė interrupting Laura switching  to 

Swedish and describing Lithuanian as ‘ett uteslutande språk’ (‘an 

excluded language’) in turn 5, specifying that it ‘inte är så jätteviktigt 

för dig’ (‘is not very important to you’) in turn 7. Živilė draws here on 

her own experience of Lithuanian, which she does not regard as very 

important, as will be discussed in example 93. Laura opposes her 

sister’s view, emphasising ‘yra labai svarbu’ (‘it is very important’). By 

switching back to Lithuanian, Laura intensifies her attitude. She adds 

then the first-person personal pronoun dative ‘man’ (‘to me’) to point 

out that she is aware that Živilė thinks differently. 

The importance of Lithuanian to Laura, however, is spatially limited 

to Lithuania, solely based on the necessity to be able to communitacte 

with Lithuanian relatives, as Laura summarises at the end of turn 12: 

‘tai, man reikia’ (‘so, it’s necessary for me’). Laura has a pragmatic 

view on the importance of Lithuanian and thus she does not perceive 

Lithuanian as important in her everyday life in Sweden, stating in turn 

18: ‘Švedijoje, man nelabai svarbu’ (‘in Sweden, for me it’s not really 

important’). Mother Kristina offers in turn 19 to speak more Lithuanian 

in Sweden and thereby to increase the relevance of Lithuanian for 

Laura, but her laughter indicates that she knows that Laura is going to 

reject the offer, as she does in turn 20, because Swedish language 

practices are already well-established within the family and require less 

effort from Laura. Laura prefers to use Lithuanian during certain 
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language acquisition activities, instead of implementing Lithuanian 

language practices on a daily basis. 

Limited relevance of Lithuanian in everyday language practices can 

also involve the child’s reluctance to use and develop the language 

further. For Živilė, Lithuanian appears to be less important than for her 

younger sister Laura, which she indicates by distancing herself from 

Lithuanian during the discussion of her language portrait in example 

93. 

 

Example 93 

1 Interviewer: Ehm, prancūzų kalba čia 

smegenyse. 

Ehm, French is here in 

the brain. 

2 Živilė: Taip. Yes. 

3 Interviewer: Ir lietuvių kalba čia, 

veide. 

And Lithuanian is here, 

in the face. 

4 Živilė: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Interviewer: Mhm. Kur čia skirtumas? 

(.) Kodėl taip? (..) Kodėl 

lietuvių kalba neturi 

vietos smegenyse? 

Mhm. Where is here the 

difference? (.) Why like 

this? (..) Why has 

Lithuanian no place in 

the brain? 

6 Živilė: Nes aš lietuviškai 

negalvoju. Aš- (...) Man- 

Mano noras kalbėt 

lietuvių kalba nėra labai 

didelis. (..) Nu, tiesiog, 

man lietuvių kalba- (..) 

Because I don’t think in 

Lithuanian. I- (...) For 

me- My wish to speak 

Lithuanian is not that big. 

(..) Well, simply, for me, 

Lithuanian is- (..) 

7 Interviewer: Sunki? Difficult? 

8 Živilė: Nu, ne. Ne taip, kad 

sunki, bet turbūt 

smegenyse- Yra sunki 

kalba. (.) Ir man sunku 

kalbėt lietuvių kalba. (..) 

Bet aš, nu, aš- Jag har 

ingen riktig anledning. 

Well, no. Not like that 

it’s difficult but probably 

in the brain- It is a 

difficult language. (.) 

And for me, it’s difficult 

to speak Lithuanian. (..) 

But I, well, I- I have no 

real reason. 
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9 Kristina: Nemotyvuota. Unmotivated. 

10 Živilė: Det är varför jag inte låter 

i hjärnen. (..) 

That’s why I don’t let it 

in[to] the brain. (..) 

11 Interviewer: O kaip su, ehm, su 

giminaičiais Lietuvoje? 

Ar nemanai, kad lietuvių 

kalba tada irgi kažkaip 

//svarbi? 

And how with, ehm, with 

relatives in Lithuania? 

Don’t you think that the 

Lithuanian language is 

then also somehow 

//important? 

12 Živilė: Tai// žinau. Svarbu man 

ten, kad galėčiau 

susikalbėt su močiute ir 

su seneliu ir su tėčiu. Ir su 

pus- pusseserimi ir 

pusbroliais. (.) Ir- (.) Bet 

(.) man- Alltså, det är den 

enda anledning varför jag 

(.) skulle vilja kunna 

språket. 

That// I know. Important 

for me there, that I could 

speak with grandma and 

with grandpa and with 

dad. And with cou- 

cousin [f] and cousins 

[m]. (.) And- (.) But (.) 

for me- Well, that is the 

only reason why I (.) 

would like to know the 

language. 

 

Živilė distances herself from Lithuanian, describing her motivation 

to speak Lithuanian as ‘nėra labai didelis’ (‘not that big’) and explaining 

at the end of turn 8: ‘Jag har ingen riktig anledning’ (‘I have no real 

reason’).54 Mother Kristina provides then the Lithuanian participle 

‘nemotyvuota’ (‘unmotivated’) in turn 9, pointing out that Živilė does 

not want to speak Lithuanian, as has been discussed in previous 

examples. In turn 10, Živilė finishes her explanation, using the verb 

‘låta’ (‘let’), which underlines that she intentionally keeps distance to 

Lithuanian. 

 
54 This utterance could be understood in two ways. On the one hand, Živilė could mean that her 

decision to locate Lithuanian in the portrait where she did had ‘no real reason’. On the other 

hand, her utterance could mean that she has ‘no real reason’ to speak and learn more Lithuanian. 

As the discussion unfolds, it becomes clear that she means the latter. 
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Similar to Laura’s explanation in the previous example, Živilė does 

not see Lithuanian as relevant in Sweden, where her everyday life never 

requires her to use Lithuanian. Her relatives in Lithuania are therefore 

her sole motivation to know Lithuanian, which she emphasises in turn 

12. In contrast to Laura who is more open-minded towards Lithuanian 

language activities, Živilė is rather reluctant. As the older child, Živilė 

has spent more time in Lithuania than her sister, and she perceives her 

Lithuanian language competence as sufficient for her need to be able to 

communicate with her relatives which explains her reluctance for 

additional language activities. 

The analysis in this section showed that most parents perceive 

Lithuanian as important and make efforts to maintain it within the 

family. The importance is based on two main aspects. It is important to 

most parents to enable their children to communicate with relatives in 

Lithuania. Some parents emphasise also the importance of Lithuanian 

for their children’s indentity formation. If the latter aspect is absent and 

children identify little with their heritage language, it appears that the 

maintenance of Lithuanian language practices at home become more 

difficult in the long run. Lithuanian has then little relevance to the 

children in their everyday life in Sweden and they become more 

reluctant to additional language activities. This poses then new 

challenges to parents who meet frustration and conflicts, renegotiating 

the family language policy. These frustrations and conflicts are 

discussed in detail in the following section (4.4.1). 
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4.4 Lithuanian Language Development within the Family 

 

Having analysed the family language policies of Lithuanian families 

in Sweden, this final section considers the Lithuanian language 

development within these families from a harmonious-bilingual-

development perspective.55 As has become repeatedly clear, family 

language policies are not set in stone but are instead dynamic: the status 

of the heritage language within the family might change and become 

threatened; language practices might change over time; language 

ideologies of participants might change over time, making them 

reconsider their language management efforts; and the availability of 

additional external Lithuanian language activities might change. 

Heritage language development within the family is similarly dynamic; 

a generally harmonic development might reverse and develop into a 

frustrative and conflictive development situation, and vice versa. The 

following analysis focuses thus first on frustrative and conflictive 

situations that challenge family language policies and potentially 

impede the heritage language development within the family (section 

4.4.1). The second part focuses then on harmonious situations and 

illustrates how families tackle or even prevent potential conflicts, and 

foster the harmonious development of the heritage language within the 

family (section 4.4.2). 

 
55 As this study investigates the Lithuanian language maintenance in a Swedish setting, the 

development of the Lithuanian heritage language within the participating families is focused 

upon. The analysis of the Swedish language development is beyond the scope of the study since, 

on the one hand, Swedish is the majority language in the investigated setting, and, on the other 

hand, many participating children acquire and develop their Swedish language skills mainly 

outside of their families, i.e. in the neighbourhood, in the kindergarten, at school, etc. 
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It should be noted that the analysis of the examples presented in the 

following does not aim to evaluate whether the general development 

within a family is tendentially harmonic, frustrative or conflictive. The 

analysis instead focuses on individual moments, illustrating how certain 

language practices, experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and decisions can 

affect the development of the heritage language within families, and 

how certain considerations on the emotional level influences language 

management efforts. The following analysis thus intends to illuminate 

how different family language policies can move towards frustration 

and conflicts or towards harmony. 

 

4.4.1 Towards Frustration and Conflicts 

 

This section analyses the discourse theme towards frustration and 

conflicts. It considers examples where a criteria for a harmonious 

development situation has not been met. The section is divided into 

three parts, each considering one criteria that is not met: where parents 

and children employ dual-lingual language practices; where the 

heritage language is not experienced positively; and where language 

problems are encountered. 

 

Dual-lingual parent-child language practices 

 

A number of parent-child conversations discussed so far do not 

employ a single language. In these dual-lingual speech situations, the 

Lithuanian parent speaks Lithuanian to the child, while the child speaks 

Swedish to the parent. From a harmonious-bilingual-development 
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perspective, this is a rather frustrative or conflictive situation, as the 

child does not actively use the heritage language, placing their language 

development in the heritage language at risk. 

Example 94 illustrates the dual-lingual language practices between 

mother Danutė and her five-year-old daughter Rugilė. The short audio 

recording, which was ostensibly conducted by mother Danutė before 

Rugilė’s bedtime, illustrates two conflicts. The first regards the overt 

negotiation between mother and daughter about when to prepare for 

bed. The second is the covert conflict about mother-daughter language 

practices which cannot be resolved.56 

 

Example 94 

1 Danutė: [tv in the background] 

Einame, Rugile, 

dantukų valyti ir 

rankytes plausime. (.) 

Ateini? 

[tv in the background] Let’s 

go to brush teeth, Rugilė, 

and we’ll wash hands. (.) 

Are you coming? 

2 Rugilė: Jag vill se. Jag vill inte, 

jag ritar. 

I want to see. I don’t want 

to, I’m drawing. 

3 Danutė: O kada dantis 

valysime? [tv stops] 

And when will be brush 

teeth? [tv stops] 

4 Rugilė: Det vet jag inte. Jag vill 

tita och drycka mjölk. 

Sen kan vi göra det på 

riktigt. OKEJ? PÅ 

RIKTIGT. 

I don’t know that. I want to 

watch and to drink milk. 

Then, we can do that for 

real. OKEY? FOR REAL. 

5 Danutė: O gal dabar einame 

jau? 

And maybe we go already 

now? 

6 Rugilė: Nej. No. 

 
56 Although mother Danutė does not openly address her daughter’s language choice in mother-

daughter conversations, Danutė has identified a need for language management efforts to 

change these practices. During the first talk with the researcher, she mentioned her concerns 

about the dual-lingual language practices at home. As the previous analysis has shown, she 

attempts to manage her daugher’s language choice, but does so only through implicit strategies, 

which do not lead her daughter to switch to Lithuanian. 
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Relying solely on implicit strategies appears to be a rather 

unsuccessful way to tackle and change dual-lingual language practices, 

since the communication works out for the children and they do not 

grasp their parent’s expectation that they had to respond in Lithuanian. 

In the example, Rugilė directly opposes her mother’s Lithuanian 

request to prepare for bed, telling her in Swedish ‘Jag vill inte’ (‘I don’t 

want to’). Mother Danutė applies then an inclusive strategy with her 

question in turn 3, opening for a negotiation of the bedtime. At the same 

time, however, she exercises power by switching off the TV. The dual-

lingual communication, however, is not overtly addressed by the 

mother who simply moves on speaking Lithuanian. By stressing her 

final utterance in turn 4, Rugilė indicates that she is not really 

negotiating but rather making the decision. Danutė makes another 

attempt at negotiation in turn 5, but again does so only suggestively, as 

the adverb ‘gal’ (‘maybe’) underlines. Rugilė rejects her mother’s 

suggestion. The short recording ends here, unclear how the conflict 

resolved. This recording illustrates, however, that Rugilė is not 

receptive to her mother’s implicit strategies. The dual-lingual parent-

daughter language practices continue and put the child’s Lithuanian 

language development under threat. 

 

Experiencing heritage language not as positively  

 

Sometimes, participants do not perceive the heritage language 

positively, which can lead to frustration and conflict.57 If children 

 
57 Consider example 89 where mother Rūta reports on her non-Lithuanian husbands’s negative 

attitudes towards additional Lithuanian language activities and his lack of support. 
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experience their heritage language negatively, maintaining heritage 

language practices can be complicated. Example 95, another excerpt of 

the interview about Živilė’s language portrait, illustrates how negative 

emotions are related to the heritage language, which in turn might 

explain the reluctance to use the heritage language. 

 

Example 95 

1 Živilė: Aš prancūzų kalbą irgi 

(.) galvoje ir ant pilvo 

spalvinau, nes aš tik, aš 

(.) mokinausi prancūzų 

kalbą, bet man kartais- 

(.) Jag blir lite stressad. 

I coloured French also in 

the head and on the belly 

because I only, I (.) learn 

French but sometimes- (.) 

I get a bit stressed. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Živilė: Kai man reikia daug 

išmokt. 

When I have to learn a 

lot. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

5 Živilė: Det är sant //(inaudible). That’s true //(inaudible) 

6 Interviewer: O todėl// pilvas? And therefore// the belly? 

7 Živilė: Taip. Yes. 

8 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

9 Živilė: Ehm, lietuvių ir- lietuvių 

kalba yra veide ir, ir, irgi 

pilve. Pilve nuo (..) 

samma anledning som 

franska. (.) Ar, ar viskas 

gerai, jeigu aš biški ir 

švediškai ir lietuviškai 

biški kalbėsiu? 

Ehm, Lithuanian and- 

Lituanian is in the face 

and, and also in the belly. 

In the belly from (..) the 

same reason like French. 

(.) Is, is it all right, if I 

will speak a bit Swedish 

and a bit Lithuanian? 

10 Interviewer: Gerai. Okay. 

11 Živilė: Ir veide, nes veide tu 

matai, kad aš- (..) čia gal 

ne labai su kalbomis 

susiję, bet man, aš, aš 

atrodau kaip lietuvė ir tu 

gali matyt, kad aš kalbu 

lietuviškai. 

And in the face because 

in the face you see that I- 

(..) Here it is maybe not 

very connected with 

languages but for me, I, I 

look like a Lithuanian 
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and you can see that I 

speak Lithuanian. 

12 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

13 Živilė: Nu, aš ne švediškai- Well, I’m not Swedish. 

  [talk about English 

language] 

[talk about English 

language] 

14 Živilė: Švedų kalba galvoje ir 

beveik visame kūne, (.) 

nes aš galvoju švediškai 

(.) ir, nu, aš jau- jaučiuosi 

daugiau kaip švedė, ne 

lietuvė. (..) [towards 

mother] Förlåt. 

The Swedish language is 

in my head and almost in 

all the body, (.) because I 

think in Swedish (.) and, 

well, I fee- feel more like 

a Swede, not like a 

Lithuanian. (..) [towards 

mother] Sorry. 

 

In the excerpt, Živilė describes learning Lithuanian as a stressful 

experience. Similar to French, which she learns at school, Živilė 

positioned Lithuanian in the belly in her language portrait as it is 

sometimes tied into stress: ‘jag blir lite stressad’ (‘I get a bit stressed’). 

She specifies in turn 3 that this stress results from needing to learn the 

language, which she does not really want to do, but she has no choice.  

Živilė explains her choice to mark the face of her language portrait 

with Lithuanian in turn 11, stating: ‘aš atrodau kaip lietuvė ir tu gali 

matyt, kad aš kalbu lietuviškai’ (‘I look like a Lithuanian and you can 

see that I speak Lithuanian’). Through this explanation Živilė 

underlines her feeling that she cannot discard or escape her Lithuanian 

heritage. She emphasises in turn 14, however, that she identifies herself 

more as a Swede, prompting her to turn toward her mother and 

apologise, indicating an understanding of certain expectations that she 

is not meeting. Learning the Lithuanian heritage language, thus, is 

rather experienced as a burden. 
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Encountering language related problems 

 

There are two main types of language related problems that have 

been identified within the analysed data. The first is when children 

experience negative emotions about their language practices with 

siblings or peers, e.g. when they are punished or criticised by adults for 

not obeying their status planning (see examples 96 to 98). The other 

language related problem is when children experience difficulties with 

additional Lithuanian language activities (see examples 99 to 101) 

which then leads to an adjustment of the acquisition planning, i.e. the 

cancellation of the activity. 

Sometimes language practices between siblings are managed by 

adults taking a strict monolingual mindset, not allowing the children to 

draw on their entire language repertoire. Laura recounts her experiences 

during a summer visit to her grandparents in Lithuania in examples 96 

and 97. Although their grandfather has acquired some knowledge in 

Swedish and tried to support his granddaughters’ Swedish acquisition 

prior to emigration (see example 36), he insists that Laura and Živilė 

speak exclusively Lithuanian when they are visiting. The grandfather’s 

status planning differs thus significantly from the status planning at 

home in Sweden. In example 96, when asked whether she had a good 

time, Laura indicates that there were some difficulties regarding the 

prohibition of Swedish language practices. 

 

Example 96 
1 Interviewer: Ar tau smagu buvo 

Lietuvoje? 

Was it fun for you in 

Lithuania? 

2 Laura: Nu, buvo truputį sunku, 

ehm, kada reikėjo su ta 

Well, it was a bit difficult, 

ehm, when it was 
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padėt seneliui, ehm, o ne 

tik seneliui. Mhm, taip. 

Ir buvo truputį sunku, 

nes man ir Živilei 

negalima kalbėt 

švediškai. 

necessary to help grandpa 

with that, ehm, and not 

only grandpa. Mhm, yes. 

And it was a bit difficult 

because for me and Živilė 

it’s not allowed to speak 

Swedish. 

3 Interviewer: (laughing) (laughing) 

4 Laura: Tikrai. Really 

5 Kristina: Labai gerai. Very good. 

6 Laura: Ne. Mes niekada 

negalėjom kalbėt. 

No. We could never talk. 

7 Interviewer: Kas, kas nusprendė? Who, who decided? 

8 Laura: (..) Kaip, kas 

nusprendė? 

(..) How, who decided? 

9 Interviewer: //Kad jūs ne- //That you not- 

10 Laura: Tai seneliai,// nes jie 

kiekvieną vasarą sako: 

„Jeigu jūs su save 

kalbėtis, kalbėsit 

švediškai, tai visai 

pamirši Lietuvos, 

lietuvių kalbą.“ Aš 

sakiau: „Gerai 

mokiausi.“ 

Grandparents,// because 

they say every summer: 

“If you with you talk with 

oneself, you will talk 

Swedish, then you [Sg.] 

entirely will forget 

Lithuania, Lithuanian 

language.” I said: “I 

learned well.” 

 

The strict restriction of language practices can lead to frustration. 

Laura illustrates the general rule when visiting their grandparents with 

the use of the passive voice in present tense at the end of turn 2, 

‘negalima kalbėt švediškai’ (‘it’s not allowed to speak Swedish’). The 

interviewer’s laughter in turn 3 provokes Laura to emphasise ‘tikrai’ 

(‘really’) in turn 4, changing into a more serious key and underlining 

the frustration. Mother Kristina supports the grandparents’ rule with her 

evaluating comment ‘labai gerai’ (‘very good’) in turn 5. Laura 

disagrees in turn 6, underlining her frustration through the absoluteness 
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of the adverb ‘niekada’ (‘never’). This absoluteness is picked up again 

in turn 10 when Laura emphasises that this is valid for ‘kiekvieną 

vasarą’ (‘every summer’). 

The grandparents identify Swedish language practices between the 

siblings as a threat for the maintenance of Lithuanian, and therefore the 

siblings must speak Lithuanian with each other, as Laura’s animation 

of her grandparents’ voice, which addresses the siblings, illustrates. At 

the end of turn 10, Laura animates then her own voice in reply, stating 

‘gerai mokiausi’ (‘I learned well’), which indicates that Laura does not 

share her grandparents’ point of view and that she does not perceive 

that Lithuanian is under threat. 

This discussion continues in example 97 and it comes to light that 

Laura feels suppressed by this strict rule, as it limits to some extent her 

ability to express herself freely. 

 

Example 97 

1 Kristina: Bet, Laura, ar senelis ir 

močiutė teisūs, kai sako: 

„Jeigu jūs kalbėsit tik 

švediškai, lietuvių kalbą 

pamiršit?“ 

But, Laura, are grandpa 

and grandma right when 

they say: “If you speak 

only Swedish, you will 

forget the Lithuanian 

language?” 

2 Laura: Taip, bet jeigu mes 

sakyt, sakom vieną žodį 

švediškai, jie visai 

supyks ir- 

Yes, but, if we to say, we 

say one word in Swedish, 

they get entirely angry 

and- 

3 Kristina: Vargšai mano vaikai. 

(laughing) 

My poor children. 

(laughing) 

4 Laura: Nu, mes, jo, mes kalbam 

lietuviškai kartais. Nu 

(..) beveik visada. Bet 

mums tiek negavo kalbėt 

švediškai. Net gi vieną 

Well, we, yes, we speak 

sometimes Lithuanian. 

Well, (..) almost always. 

But we don’t get to speak 

Swedish. Even one 
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sakymą negalima 

švediškai pasakyt. (.) 

Jeigu aš, pavyzdžiui, 

kažką negaliu pasakyt ir 

aš paklausiu Živilės: 

„Živile, ar gali man 

padėt?“ Tai (.) jie visada 

tik, ehm, beveik supyks. 

sentence, one is not 

allowed to say. (.) If I, for 

example, cannot say 

something and I will ask 

Živilė: “Živilė, can you 

help me?” Then they 

always only, ehm, almost 

will get angry. 

5 Kristina: (laughing) (laughing) 

6 Interviewer: O ką darote tada? And what do you do then? 

7 Laura: (..) Kalbam lietuviškai. (..) We speak Lithuanian. 

8 Kristina: (laughing) (laughing) 

9 Laura: Jeigu aš kažką negaunu- If I don’t get something- 

10 Interviewer: O ką seneliai daro, jeigu 

tu švedišką žodį 

naudoji? (.) Ar sako, kad 

blogai, kaip //darai, arba 

kaip? 

And what do the 

grandparents do, if you 

use a Swedish word? (.) 

Do they say that it’s bad, 

how //you do, or? 

11 Laura: Nu taip.// Jie visada, nu, 

(..) senelis labai 

supyksta. 

Well, yes.// The always, 

well, (..) grandpa gets 

very angry. 

12 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

13 Laura: Pavyzdžiui, močiutė yra 

truputį ramiau, bet vis 

tiek, ji supyksta ir man 

nepatinka. 

For example, grandma is 

a bit calmer, but still, she 

gets angry and I don’t like 

that. 

 

At the beginning of the excerpt, mother Kristina asks Laura for her 

opinion on the grandparents’ standpoint. Kristina animates the 

grandparents’ position that Lithuanian is threatened by the siblings’ use 

of Swedish. Kristina gives the statement a slightly different spin, 

however, as the use of the adverb ‘tik’ (‘only’) implies that the 

grandparents would allow code mixing, softening the rule that Laura 

described previously. Laura generally agrees that using Swedish 

exclusively would lead to a loss of Lithuanian, but emphasises that her 

difficulty is less about the general choice of language, but instead about 
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instances of code mixing, which are strictly forbidden by the 

grandparents irrespective of context. The use of the verb ‘supykti’ (‘to 

get angry’) to describe the grandparents’ reaction, which she sharpens 

with the adverb ‘visai’ (‘entirely’), underlines the negativity that Laura 

experiences in this conflict. 

In contrast to Laura’s serious experience of this conflict, mother 

Kristina interprets it rather humorously, ironically commenting in turn 

3 ‘vargšai mano vaikai’ (‘my poor children’), and laughing in turns 5 

and 8 about Laura’s description. Laura states in turn 4 that she tries to 

comply with the grandparents’ rule to speak Lithuanian, but points out 

that she sometimes cannot express herself in Lithuanian and wants to 

ask her older sister for help in Swedish. Even in these instances, the 

grandparents respond negatively, as Laura describes their reaction again 

with the verb ‘supykti’ (‘to get angry’) which she however softens with 

the adverb ‘beveik’ (‘almost’). 

When asked about her reaction to the anger of her grandparents, 

Laura replies ‘kalbam(e) lietuviškai’ (‘we speak Lithuanian’). The 

grandparent’s language management is thus nominally effective, as the 

granddaughters try to speak Lithuanian, but may pose potential threats 

to Laura’s relationship with the language. The conflict around Laura’s 

pragmatic code mixing when she has difficulties with Lithuanian, 

related to both comprehension and production, excludes Laura from full 

participation with her grandparents, for which she would require 

Swedish code mixing. Laura ultimately summarises the situation 

negatively, stating ‘man nepatinka’ (‘I don’t like it’) in turn 13. 

As has been shown in previous examples, Swedish language 

practices between peers can also become the target of parents’ language 
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management efforts,which can result in conflict when the children do 

not comply. In example 98, Ieva depicts her bad conscience from 

sometimes not fulfilling her mother’s expectation to speak Lithuanian 

with her peers at the Lithuanian heritage school. Similar to the previous 

example, the expectation does not take into account the difficulties that 

some children have with expressing themselves freely, which is why 

Swedish is often preferred. 

 

Example 98 

1 Interviewer: Gal, Ieva- Maybe, Ieva- 

2 Ona: Na, Ieva, paklausyk. So, Ieva, listen. 

3 Interviewer: tavęs paklausime gal, 

ehm, dėl Vydo. Kaip jūs 

bendraujate mokykloje? 

We’ll ask you maybe, 

ehm, about Vydas. How 

do you communicate at 

the [heritage] school? 

4 Ieva: Ehm, gerai. Ehm, good. 

5 Interviewer: O kokia kalba? And in what language? 

6 Ieva: (5sec) [looking down, 

saying silently] 

Švediškai. 

(5sec) [looking down, 

saying silently] In 

Swedish. 

7 Interviewer: Švediškai? In Swedish? 

8 Ieva: Mhm. Mhm. 

9 Interviewer: O truputį lietuviškai 

irgi? 

And maybe also a bit in 

Lithuanian? 

10 Ona: Ar bandote lietuviškai, 

ar visai nebandot? 

Do you try in Lithuanian, 

or you do not try at all? 

11 Ieva: Aš bandau biškį 

lietuviškai su juo, bet 

kartais jis sako, kad man 

reikia švediškai. 

I try a bit in Lithuanian 

with him, but he says 

sometimes that I have to 

speak Swedish. 

12 Ona: Tau sako, kad tu 

šnekėtum švediškai? 

(laughing) 

He tells you that you had 

to speak Swedish? 

(laughing) 

13 Interviewer: Gal jam lengviau? Maybe, it’s easier for 

him? 
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14 Ona: Kaip tau atrodo? How does it look to you? 

15 Ieva: Gal. Maybe. 

16 Ona: Mhm. Mhm. 

17 Interviewer: O klasėje irgi švediškai 

jis bendrauja arba 

lietuviškai? 

And in the classroom he 

also speaks Swedish, or 

Lithuanian? 

18 Ieva:  Jis švediškai kalba. He speaks Swedish. 

19 Ona: Per pamokas? During the lessons? 

20 Ieva: Aha, bet aš tada- bet aš 

tada lietuviškai kalbu. 

Aha, but then I- but then, 

I speak Lithuanian. 

 

Sometimes children cannot fulfil their parents’ strict expextations of 

monolingual peer language practices due to their interlocutor’s limited 

language proficiency in the heritage language, which leads to conflicts. 

In the excerpt of an interview with Ieva and her parents, Ieva hesitates 

to answer the interviewer’s question regarding peer language practices 

at the heritage school, as she knows that speaking Swedish violates her 

mother’s expectation to speak Lithuanian with peers at the heritage 

school, suggesting that she might feel ashamed. After five seconds of 

silence, Ieva admits that they speak Swedish in turn 6. The interviewer 

tries to help Ieva save face in front of her mother by offering a question 

in turn 9 that could help to relativise her previous answer. The conflict, 

however, advances, as mother Ona steps in at this point, asking whether 

Lithuanian features at all in the children’s language practices in turn 10. 

Ieva tries to defend herself, situating her role in these language practices 

as accommodating her friend, as she explains that she sometimes 

initiates Lithuanian language practices, but that Vydas sometimes needs 

to use Swedish. Ona expresses disbelief at this explanation with her 

question and laughter in turn 12. 
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In turn 13, the interviewer moves the focus away from Ieva and 

towards the idea of pragmatic accomodation. Ona chimes in again, 

inquiring again whether Ieva really just accommodates Vydas’ use of 

Swedish. Focusing on the language practices in the classroom of the 

heritage language school, Ieva states in turn 18 that Vydas uses also 

Swedish there, which underlines his struggles with Lithuanian. Mother 

Ona appears to be shocked, asking for clarification that this is the case 

in turn 19. Ieva confirms briefly and then re-establishes face and ending 

the current conflict by emphasising that she complies with the 

monolingual Lithuanian policy in the classroom. 

When children face difficulties with additional Lithuanian language 

activities, there is a tendency that they can challenge or reverse their 

parents’ acquisition planning. As the following examples (99 to 101) 

illustrate, children who experienced challenges during Lithuanian 

lessons at a Lithuanian heritage school lost their motivation to 

participate, leading them to stop. This decision avoided further potential 

conflicts and frustrative experiences related to learning the heritage 

language, but also reduced the children’s contact to a broader 

Lithuanian speech community, as well as their chance for formal 

language development. Example 99 represents an instance where 

children tell the interviewer about dropping out of the heritage school. 

 

Example 99 

1 Interviewer:  Kas eina į lietuvių 

mokyklą sekmadieniais? 

Who goes to the 

Lithuanian school on 

Sundays? 

2 Ugnė: Aš. I. 

3 Interviewer: Tu. You. 

4 Aistė: Aš ėjau. I went. 
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5 Dovilė: Aš ir ėjau. I also went. 

6 Interviewer: Aha. Bet dabar 

nebeinate? 

Aha. But you no longer 

go now? 

7 Aistė: Nes nuobodu ten. Because it’s boring 

there. 

8 Dovilė: Taip. Yes. 

9 Interviewer: Nuobodu, kodėl? Boring, why? 

10 Aistė: Mhm. Nieko įdomaus ten 

yra. 

Mhm. There’s nothing 

interesting. 

11 Interviewer: Neįdomu? Not interesting? 

12 Aistė: Aš nieko ten nesuprantu. I don’t understand 

anything there. 

13 Interviewer: Nieko nesupratai. Aha. You didn’t understand 

anything. Aha. 

14 Aistė: Nu, truputį supratau, bet 

ne visko. 

Well, a bit I understood, 

but not all. 

15 Interviewer: O kaip manai, ne viską 

supratai? 

And how do you mean, 

you didn’t understand 

all? 

16 Aistė: Ehm, ten labai keistai 

kalb- kalbėdavo. 

Ehm, there very 

strangely spea- they 

used to speak. 

17 Interviewer: Aha. Lietuviškai? Aha. In Lithuanian? 

18 Aistė: Aha. Bet tada aš ne labai 

supratau. 

Aha. But then I did not 

really understand. 

19 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

20 Aistė: Tai aš (...) So, I (...) 

21 Interviewer: Tada nebenorėjai eiti? Then you no longer 

wanted to go? 

22 Aistė: Mhm.  Mhm. 

 

If children are not additionally supported when experiencing 

learning difficulties at a heritage school, they will lose their interest and 

motivation to continue their participation. Aistė and Dovilė state in the 

interview that they no longer participate in the heritage school. Aistė 

describes in turn 7 her reason for leaving, negatively evaluating 
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participating as ‘nuobodu’ (‘boring’), and her sister Dovilė agrees with 

her. When asked to elaborate on this evaluation, Aistė argues first in 

turn 10 that she lacked interest, but after a further prompt to specify, 

Aistė acknowledges in turn 12 that she encountered language related 

difficulties: ‘aš nieko ten nesuprantu’ (‘I don’t understand anything 

there’). These difficulties could not be resolved and as a result, Aistė 

lost her motivation to participate. The mother’s acquisition planning 

decision to participate in the heritage school was revoked, avoiding 

further conflicts. 

Aistė’s mother Rūta shares her perspective on her daughters’ 

decision to stop attending the heritage school in example 100, an 

excerpt of an interview with parents that followed the group interview 

with the children. 

 

Example 100 

1 Rūta: Į lietuvišką mokyklėlę jau 

ji nebenori eiti, nes jai 

nuobodu ten ir jinai 

neturi ką veikti. O 

kadangi aš studijuoju, aš 

neturiu irgi laiko. Tai čia 

va vienintelis būdas (.) 

kažką daryti. 

To the Lithuanian school, 

she wants no longer to go 

because it’s boring there 

and she has nothing to do 

there. And since I study, I 

neither have the time. So 

here [at another 

Lithuanian family’s 

home] is the only way to 

do something. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Rūta: Kad jos ne, nepamirštų 

lietuviškai. Ir kad tiktais 

progresuotų. 

That they would not 

forget Lithuanian. And 

that they would progress. 

4 Interviewer: Mhm. Pokalbyje jūsų 

dukra irgi pasakė, kad 

ten, ehm, sunku buvo 

suprasti mokykloje. 

Kaip, kaip //suprast? 

Mhm. In the interview, 

your daughter also said 

that there, ehm, at the 

school it was difficult to 
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understand. How, how to 

//understand this? 

5 Rūta: Nu, aš-// Tikriausiai, 

kadangi tiktais aš viena 

šeimoje kalbuosi su 

jomis, tai jos ne, nelabai- 

Ir mūsų kalba yra 

daugiau naminė kalba. 

Todėl tikriausiai jai 

sunku buvo suprasti, ko 

mokytojai iš jos 

reikalauja, tų 

reikalavimų, kad 

padarytų aną, ar tą. 

Well, I-// Probably, 

because I’m the only one 

in the family who speaks 

with them, so, they do not 

much- And our language 

is more a home language. 

Therefore, probably it 

was difficult for her to 

understand what the 

teacher demanded from 

her, these demands to do 

this or that. 

6 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

7 Rūta: Pavyzdžiui, namų darbą 

kažkokį, ko reikėtų. O, 

kai, jei bandydavau 

paaiškinti, tai tada 

būdavo, tiktais: „Mama, 

nustok.“ Ir taip ir gavosi, 

kad jinai nesuprato, ir 

todėl jai sunku buvo. 

For example, some 

homework, which was 

needed. And, when I used 

to try to explain to her, 

then it used only to be 

like: “Mom, stop [it].” 

And that’s how it 

happened that she didn’t 

understand and therefore 

it was difficult for her. 

 

Rūta starts her explanation similarly to her daughter, pointing out 

that Aistė was bored at the heritage school, and additionally referring to 

her lack of time as another factor. She is aware of the limited Lithuanian 

language input that her daughters receive, however, as the family is 

mixed, and she identifies a need to provide additional Lithuanian 

language input through additional activities, which are presently limited 

to socialising with another Lithuanian family. 

Focusing on Aistės statement that she encountered language related 

difficulties at the heritage school, Rūta elaborates further on the family 

situation in turn 5, noting that Aistė had only been exposed to one style 
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and register of Lithuanian, which she terms ‘naminė kalba’ (‘home 

language’), as Lithuanian language practices were previously limited to 

speech situations within the family. This helps explain why Aistė had 

difficulties understanding the specific style and register which were 

used at the heritage school, and thus why she became frustrated. Rūta 

states that she tried to support her daughter through these difficulties, 

but Aistė did not accept her mother’s support, animating her daughter’s 

opposition in turn 7: ‘mama, nustok’ (‘mom, stop [it]’). Aistė, thus, 

prevailed in the negotiation of the mother’s language management. 

Language related difficulties at the Lithuanian heritage school were 

also experienced by Giedrius, who similarly lost his motivation to 

participate. In the interview excerpt in example 101, Giedrius is asked 

about his previous participation at the Lithuanian heritage school and 

about his reasons for quitting. 

 

Example 101 

1 Interviewer: O anksčiau ir buvai 

mokykloje, ar ne? 

And previously you were 

also in the [heritage] 

school, right? 

2 Giedrius: Ah, bet dabar nebeinu. Ah, but I do no longer go 

now. 

3 Interviewer: Aha. Ehm, kodėl? Aha. Ehm, why? 

4 Giedrius: Ehm, ten per sunku 

mums buvo. 

Ehm, it was too difficult 

for us there. 

5 Interviewer: Aha. Ten per sunku 

mokytis? 

Aha. [It was] too difficult 

to learn there? 

6 Giedrius: Mhm, joa. Mhm, yeah. 

7 Vaida: O kas tau ten buvo 

sunku? 

And what was difficult 

for you there? 

8 Giedrius: Man buvo sunku rašyti, 

nes yra- reikėjo žodžius 

labai sunkius rašyti. 

For me it was difficult to 

write because there are- 
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we had to write very 

difficult words. 

9 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

10 Vaida: Mhm. Mhm. 

11 Interviewer: O kas prieš tai nusprendė 

ten dalyvauti? Ar tu, arba 

tėvai, arba //visi kartu? 

And who decided before 

that to participate there? 

Was it you, or your 

parents, or //all together? 

12 Giedrius: Ehm, tėvai.// Ne visi 

pirmą kartą, bet paskui, 

aš nebenorėjau eiti. 

Dabar nebeinu, bet einu į 

lietuvių- 

Ehm, the parents.// Not 

all at the first time, but 

later, I did not want to go 

anymore. Now, I no 

longer go, but I go to 

Lithuanian- 

13 Vaida: Mokykloje. At the [public] school. 

14 Giedrius: Mhm. Mhm. 

15 Vaida: Bet mes turbūt, mes tau 

pasiūlėme, ar tu norėtum 

į mokyklą, taip? 

But we probably, we 

offered you, if you would 

like to the [heritage] 

school, right? 

16 Giedrius: Ehm, tą pirmą kartą buvo 

pasakęs taip. Bet, ehm, 

paskui, nebenorėjau taip. 

Pasakiau: „Ne.“ 

Ehm, that first time, it 

was said like that. But, 

ehm, afterwards, I no 

longer wanted like that. I 

said: “No.” 

 

If children experience problems regarding additional language 

activities and these problems cannot be resolved, they will likely lose 

their motivation to participate and, thus, oppose their parents’ initial 

language management decision to participate. In the example, Giedrius 

points out that there were some difficulties, interestingly using the first-

person plural pronoun dative ‘mums’ (‘for us’) in turn 4, implying that 

he was not the only one who experienced difficulties. Giedrius 

confirmed that these difficulties were related to the learning activities. 

In the recording he does not elaborate more on this, but in another 

discussion, his mother mentioned that Giedrius had been criticised for 
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his handwriting, which is part of why he lost his motivation. The 

conflict could not be resolved and, finally, he refused to attend the 

Lithuanian heritage school anymore, which his parents accepted. 

This section analysed three main aspects which are related to 

frustrative and conflictive experiences of the Lithuanian language 

development within Lithuanian families in Sweden. The analysis of 

dual-lingual parent-child language practices illustrated that implicit 

language management strategies are rather infeasible to change 

established dual-lingual language practices, as children do not perceive 

it as necessary to speak Lithuanian with their parents. This represents a 

conflictive situation for the Lithuanian language development, which 

impedes the maintenance of Lithuanian within the family in the long 

run. Another frustrative situation for the Lithuanian language 

development within the family that can lead to conflicts was identified 

when children experienced their heritage language not positively and 

distanced themselves from it, as this involves not only negative 

emotions but also a renegotiation of language practices and parental 

language management decisions, e.g. regarding additional language 

activities. Similarly, encounting language related problems during such 

activities led to children’s opposition to parents’ language management 

decisions. 

4.4.2 Towards Harmony 

 

The final section of analysis considers the discourse theme towards 

harmony. Its structure follows the previous section, oriented toward the 

same criteria important to harmonious bilingual development: parent-

child conversations employ basically a single language; children 
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experience their heritage language positively; language related 

problems are solved or prevented.58 

 

Parent-child conversations employ a single language 

 

As the analysis throughout this entire chapter has illustrated, most of 

the participating families employ a single language in parent-child 

conversation. Although some instances of code mixing have been 

observed, these tend to be strategic practices used to facilitate 

communication or to broaden the children’s vocabulary. These 

practices are resultingly not perceived as threatening the children’s 

Lithuanian language development. In sum, there is a tendency towards 

harmony in most of the participating families regarding their language 

practices. 

 

Experiencing the heritage language positively 

 

A positive experience of Lithuanian is important for its maintenance. 

Negative experiences with the heritage language can lead to a 

reluctance in speaking it, which can affect general language practices 

and lead to language shift. If this language shift cannot be reversed or 

stymied, it can threaten the maintenance of the heritage language within 

the family. Positive experiences of the heritage language are therefore 

important to foster the use of the heritage language. In example 102, 

 
58 The second criterion is adapted as it only focuses on the experience of the heritage language. 

On the one hand, the experience is perceived as more crucial for the current analysis since 

Lithuanian as heritage language has a weaker position than Swedish which is the majority 

language. On the other hand, the data does not allow to draw conclusions about most of the 

children’s experiences of the Swedish language (see also explanation in 4.3.3). 
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mother compares the positive and negative relations children have to 

their heritage language. 

 

Example 102 

1 Rūta: Yra tokių vaikų, aš pažįstu 

šeimą, irgi mišri, švedas ir 

lietuvė, ir jų mergaitė, 

Dovilės amžiaus, pasakė 

savo mamai švediškai: „O 

tu su mumis kalbėk su 

mūsų kalba.“ - Tai yra 

švedų kalba. Tai buvo 

viskas. Dabar jau, sakė, 

jinai jau pradeda atsakyti 

lietuviškai, bet tuomet, kai 

mes susitikom pirmą 

kartą, tai Dovilė norėjo 

liet- bendrauti lietuviškai 

su ta mergaite, bet ta 

mergaitė absolučiai 

nenorėjo, nenorėjo 

atsakyt, nei vieno žodelio 

lietuviškai. Nu, tai 

bendravimas buvo švedų, 

švedų kalba. Na, ir mano 

mergaitės net, jeigu būna 

pas, ehm, dėdukų, šičia 

Švedijoje, tai jos 

tarpusavyje žaidžia ir 

bendrauja lietuviškai. Net 

anyta mano nustebusi 

buvo. Ten pasakė, jos 

žaidžia, lietuviškai 

bendraudavo. Nu, ir aš 

irgi džiaugiuosi, nes aišku 

(laughing) jų pagrindas (.) 

įdėtas. Ir jau, jau tikrai 

galima tikėtis, kad ir 

toliau jos bendraus 

lietuviškai. 

There are such children, I 

know a family, also a mixed 

one, a Swede and a 

Lithuanian, and their girl, of 

Dovilė’s age, she told her 

mother in Swedish: “And you 

speak with us our language.” 

– That is Swedish. That was 

it. Now already, she said, she 

already starts replying in 

Lithuanian, but at that 

moment when we met the 

first time, so Dovilė wanted 

Lith- to communicate in 

Lithuanian with that girl, but 

that girl absolutely didn’t 

want to reply, not a word in 

Lithuanian at all. Well, so, 

the communication was in 

Swedish, in the Swedish 

language. Well, and my girls 

even, if they are at, ehm, 

[their] uncle’s [place], here in 

Sweden, so they play 

between themselves and 

communicate in Lithuanian. 

Even my mother-in-law was 

surprised. There, she said, 

they play, used to 

communicate in Lithuanian. 

Well, and I am also happy 

because, of course, 

(laughing) their basis (.) is 

embedded. And already, one 

can already really hope that 

they will onwards 

communicate in Lithuanian. 
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While some children question heritage language practices within the 

family and challenge these practices if they identify themselves little 

with their heritage language, others experience their heritage language 

positively and do not question its use. At the beginning of the example, 

Rūta provides an example of another Lithuanian-Swedish family where 

the daughter did not want to speak Lithuanian and where language 

practices were moving towards Swedish as a result. Rūta recalls a 

mother-daughter conversation, animating the girl’s utterance towards 

her mother, which Rūta translates in the interview to Lithuanian: ‘O tu 

su mumis kalbėk su mūsų kalba’ (‘And you speak with us our 

language’). Rūta emphasises that it is Swedish which is meant by ‘mūsų 

kalba’ (‘our language’), illustrating the girl’s lack of identification with 

her heritage language and an attempt to manage her mother’s language 

practices. As Rūta points out, this was originally stated in Swedish, 

lending all the more emphasis to this statement. Rūta notes that this 

distancing from the heritage language was not a simple opposition to 

the mother, but that the daughter generally did not want to speak 

Lithuanian, and would not do so with peers either.59 

Posing a clear contrast, Rūta then describes her own family and 

states that her daughters experience their heritage language positively 

and actively use it. The siblings also speak Lithuanian with each other 

in speech situations where it is otherwise not expected, where they are 

around family members from the father’s side who are not Lithuanian-

speakers. The children identify themselves with their heritage language, 

as Rūta emphasises: ‘jų pagrindas įdėtas’ (‘their basis is embedded’). 

 
59 Rūta mentions that the girl’s relation to Lithuanian has changed since she started using 

Lithuanian, however, but Rūta does not elaborate more on this reverse of language shift. 
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The Lithuanian language development situation is thus harmonious, as 

Rūta expresses her appreciation for her daughters’ Lithuanian language 

practices and their positive relation to their heritage language with the 

verb ‘džiaugtis’ (‘to be happy’). 

Besides the positive experience of the heritage language per se, the 

children’s experience of heritage language activities is crucial as it is 

related to a child’s motivation to participate in developing their heritage 

language. As examples in the previous section illustrated, negative 

experiences with additional language activities, e.g. with a Lithuanian 

heritage language school, often lead to frustration, and if the negative 

experience cannot be resolved, parents tend to make adjustments in 

their acquisition planning to spare the children this frustration, i.e. the 

families let them stop. Example 103 illustrates an instance where a child 

experiences participation in a Lithuanian heritage school positively. 

 

Example 103 

1 Arūnė: Tiesiog internete 

susiradau, kad irgi yra 

bendruomenė, yra 

lituanistinė mokyklėlė ir 

pagalvojau, kad nuvesiu 

Ugnę. Aš nežinojau, ar jai 

patiks, ar ne, bet jai 

patiko nuo pat pirmos 

dienos, ehm, nes buvo 

labai, labai smagu 

mokintis. Mes vieną 

pamoką, ten pasakodavo, 

tarkim, buvo kažkoks- 

Tema apie žiemą. Tai ten 

pasakojo lietuviškai apie 

žiemą. Paskui antra 

pamoka buvo šokiai ir 

ten išmoko tiek visokių 

dainų ir šokių ir jinai jau 

I found directly on the 

internet that there is also a 

community, there is a 

Lithuanian school and I 

thought that I will take 

Ugnė there. I didn’t know, 

if she will like it or not, but 

she liked it from the very 

first day, ehm, because it 

was a lot of fun to learn. 

We [attended] one lesson, 

there they used to tell, let’s 

say, there was some- The 

theme was about winter. 

So they told in Lithuanian 

about winter there. Then, 

the second lesson was 

dances and there she 

learned all sorts of songs 
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sekmadienį jau dantis 

valosi ryte ir jau trepsi 

jau ta, ta melodija ir 

tiesiog, ehm, patiko. Tai, 

vat per tuos [metus], kai 

mes čia esam, keturi su 

puse metų, niekada 

nebuvo, kad, „nenoriu“ 

arba kad reikėtų per 

prievartą. Tai jinai nori, 

eina į mokyklėlę ir tikrai 

labai, labai, labai 

džiaugiasi. 

and dances and she brushes 

alrady her teeth on Sunday 

morning and she stomps 

already with that, that 

melody and simply, ehm, 

she liked it. So, while these 

[years] when we’ve been 

here, four and a half years, 

it never happened that „I 

don’t want“ or that it 

would need by force. So, 

she wants, she goes to the 

school and really, she is 

very, very, very happy. 

2 Interviewer: Mhm. Mhm. 

3 Arūnė: Ir dar šiemet dabar 

mokytoja organizuoja 

etnografines pamokėles. 

Ehm, ten dainuojam ir, ir 

šokam ir matau, kad jai 

smagu. Ir man smagu. 

And this year, a teacher 

organises ethnographic 

lessons now. Ehm, we sing 

there and, and we dance 

and I see that it’s fun for 

her. And it’s fun for me. 

 

Experiencing additional language activities positively contributes to 

a harmonious Lithuanian language development situation, as children 

do not contest their parents’ acquisition planning decisions. Mother 

Arūnė describes in the interview excerpt the positive experience when 

she started attending a heritage school with her daughter Ugnė. Arūnė 

emphasises that Ugnė appreciated the activity, describing the learning 

activities as ‘labai, labai smagu’ (‘a lot of fun’), recalling and 

illustrating how her daughter is looking forward to go to the heritage 

school, and summarising briefly Ugnė’s first experience by stating that 

‘tiesiog, patiko’ (‘simply, she liked it’). 

This positive experience has not diminished over time. Arūnė 

underlines that her daughter Ugnė never opposes to participating in the 

heritage school, but rather enjoys it greatly, which Arūnė stresses with 
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the triple use of the adverb ‘labai’ (‘very’) before the verb ‘džiaugtis’ 

(‘to be happy’) at the end of turn 1. Finally, Arūnė remarks that the 

activities at the heritage school have expanded over time, and that there 

are now activities in which children and parents participate together, 

alongside the typical classroom lessons. These joint activities 

contribute to the overall positive experience of the heritage school for 

both daughter and mother which Arūnė stresses at the end of turn 3: 

‘matau, kad jai smagu. Ir man smagu’ (‘I see that it’s fun for her. And 

it’s fun for me’). 

 

Solving or preventing language related problems 

 

Although family members can experience the general Lithuanian 

language development situation within their families harmoniously, 

language related problems can always occur. The final part of the 

analysis addresses how participants attempt to prevent language related 

problems, or how they solve these problems when they occur. These 

language related problems concern the management of language 

practices at home (see example 104), negative experiences with 

additional Lithuanian language activities (see example 105), and the 

child’s motivation to keep up with additional Lithuanian language 

activities (see example 106). 

Children sometimes oppose when they experience their parents’ 

language management efforts as an over-regulation of their language 

practices. This can then lead to language related conflicts between 

parents and children, if they do not negotiate and adjust their practices. 
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Example 104 showcases an instance in which parents negotiate a child’s 

opposition to correcting language mistakes. 

 

Example 104 

1 Interviewer: Kodėl norite, kad vaikai 

ten dalyvauja? 

Why do you want that the 

children participate there? 

2 Rūta: Ehm, manau, tai labai 

gera praktika kalbėtis su 

visiškai kitu žmogumi. Ne 

tiktai su mama ar 

močiute. Ir, kad būtent 

mokytoja, jinai gali be 

problemos pataisyti ją. Ir 

duoti daugiau žinių negu 

aš. Man nereikia bijoti, 

nes, kai Aistė yra 

nepatenkinta, tai aš 

negaliu ištarti jokių 

žodžių, absolučiai 

nepataisysi jos, 

nepasakysi, kad: „Tu 

sakyk šitaip.“ O 

mokytoja turi tokią teisę. 

Ir aš tuo džiaugiuosi ir aš 

kartais galvoju: „Eik, 

tegul, tegul, mokykis, 

klausyk, taisyk.“ Tik tai, 

kad- (.) nes mokytoja gali 

tą. Aš to negaliu padaryti. 

(.) Tai vat. Dėl to aš 

džiaugiuosi, kad jos turi 

tokią galimybę susitikt su 

visiškai svetimu 

žmogumi, užmegzti ryšį 

ir, ehm, gauti, tiktais, kuo 

daugiau žinių. 

Ehm, I think, that is a very 

good practice to talk with 

an entirely different 

person. Not only with 

mom or grandma. And that 

especially the teacher, she 

can correct her without any 

problem. And give more 

knowledge than I. I don’t 

have to fear because when 

Aistė is unsatisfied, I 

cannot say out any words, 

absolutely, one will not 

correct her, one will not 

say that: “You say like 

this.” And the teacher has 

such a right. And I am 

happy about that and I 

sometimes think: “Go, 

may, may, learn, listen, 

correct.” Just that- (.) 

because the teacher can do 

that. I cannot do that. (.) 

That’s it. Therefore, I am 

happy that they have such 

a chance to meet with an 

entirely unknown person, 

to make contact and, ehm, 

to receive, simply, the 

more knowledge. 

 

In the interview excerpt, mother Rūta is asked about her motivation 

to sign up her daughters to Lithuanian mother tongue lessons at school. 
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After pointing out that these lessons provide a valuable opportunity to 

engage with other Lithuanian speakers outside of the family, Rūta 

focuses on the participant roles during these lessons. In Lithuanian 

mother tongue lessons, the participant roles are pupils and a teacher, to 

whom Rūta assigns a high degree of authority: ‘mokytoja gali be 

problemos pataisyti’ (‘the teacher can correct her without any 

problem’). This is in clear distinction to the participant roles at home, 

where Rūta sometimes feels that she lacks the appropriate authority to 

correct her daughter Aistė, noting that ‘aš negaliu ištarti jokių žodžių’ 

(‘I cannot say out any words’) to correct language mistakes. Rūta’s use 

of the adverb ‘absolučiai’ (‘absolutely’) stresses her experience of 

lacking authority over her daughter’s language practices. As a result, 

Rūta does not correct Aistė’s language mistakes at home, avoiding 

potential conflict. This responsibility is instead outsourced to the 

mother tongue lessons, where the child does not oppose the adult’s 

management efforts, as the child accepts the clear role allocation and 

the authority of the adult. 

Alongside reacting to language related problems, some parents take 

proactive precautions to prevent negative experiences with additional 

Lithuanian language activities. In the interview excerpt in example 105, 

mother Arūnė emphasises the importance of incorporating the child in 

the decision-making process with regards to additional Lithuanian 

language activities. This shared decision is seen as crucial to prevent 

potential negative experiences and to maintain the child’s motivation 

for these additional language activities. 
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Example 105 

1 Arūnė: Ugnės mokytoja užduoda 

namų darbus ir, tarkim, 

mes, vat, nu irgi ne visada 

spėjom atlikti tų namų 

darbų, nes mes, tarkim, 

irgi turim kitą prioritetą. 

Ugnė mokosi Ozo 

gimnazijoje, tai, tai 

nuotolinė [mokykla]. 

Ugnė’s teacher gives 

homework and, let’s say, we, 

well, we didn’t make it to do 

this homework all the time 

because we, let’s say, also 

have another priority. Ugnė 

learns at Ozo gymnasium, 

that is distant [school].  

2 Arūnė: [talk about Ozo 

gimnazija] 

[talk about Ozo gimnazija] 

3 Arūnė: Ką aš noriu pasakyti, 

jeigu tu neatliksi tų namų 

darbų, tai nėra tiek baisu. 

Svarbiausia – kaip 

pasakyt? – ehm, kažką 

daryti, galbūt ne tas 

užduotis, kurios 

paskirtos, bet kažkaip 

kitaip, kad palaikyti tą 

kalbos lygį, kad vaikas 

paskui nesijaustų blogai 

toje mokykloje. Vat, kad 

maždaug žinotų, ką 

mokosi ir tiesiog, kad 

galbūt kitokia forma 

atlikti tuos namų darbus. 

Tai vat, irgi labai, nu, čia 

svarbu – kaip pasakyt? – 

ir (laughing) tėvam ir 

vaikam susitarti, vat, 

kokia forma ir kaip 

tinkamiausia ir kuriuo 

laiku tą atlikti. Taip. Čia 

jau- 

What I want to say, if you 

don’t do this homework, that 

is not that terrible. The most 

important is – how to say? – 

ehm, to do something, maybe 

not this task which is given 

but somehow differently that 

to maintain that language 

level that the child would not 

feel badly at the school 

afterwards. Well, that she 

would know more or less 

what she learns and simply 

that maybe in another form to 

do this homework. That’s it, 

also very, well, this is 

important – how to say? – for 

both (laughing) the parents 

and the children to agree, 

what form and how the most 

suitable and at what time to 

do that. Yes, this is already- 

4 Ignas: Nu, joa, ir dar mokytoja 

turbūt- 

Well, yes, and probably also 

the teacher-  

5 Arūnė: Tai va, joa, mok- Well, yes, the teach- 

6 Ignas: //Turim (inaudible) //We have (inaudible) 

7 Arūnė: Bendravimas.// Labai 

atviras bendravimas, tai 

Communication.// Very open 

communication, that is about 
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apie lūkesčius, yra labai 

svarbus, nes irgi ir tėvai 

skirtingi, ir vaikai 

skirtingi, ir mokytojai. 

Tiesiog, vat, tai trys šalys 

susitaria, kokia forma 

parankiniausia, tai tada 

geriausias rezultatas. 

expectations, it is very 

important because also the 

parents are different and the 

children are different and the 

teacher. Simply, well, three 

sides agree which form is the 

most satisfying, then there is 

the best result. 

 

At the beginning of the excerpt, mother Arūnė narrates how her 

daughter Ugnė participates in several additional language activities, 

which together are quite time intensive as there is a large amount of 

homework. She notes in turn 1 that it is not always possible to complete 

all of the homework, but she expresses little concern about Ugnė 

potentially missing some homework, remarking in turn 3 that ‘tai nėra 

tiek baisu’ (‘it is not that terrible’), implying that she does not push 

Ugnė to complete all of the homework for the heritage school lessons 

if her workload is otherwise high. Arūnė notes that it is nevertheless 

important to compensate this missing homework with some other 

activity, so that Ugnė does not fall behind. The importance of this 

compensation is precisely to avoid negative experiences: ‘kad vaikas 

paskui nesijaustų blogai toje mokykloje’ (‘that the child would not feel 

badly at the school afterwards’). 

Arūnė stresses again the shared parent-child responsibility regarding 

the need to compensate for uncompleted homework, incorporating the 

child into the decision-making process. Towards the end of turn 3, 

Arūnė underlines this cooperative decision-making process by 

remarking ‘čia svarbu ir tėvam ir vaikam susitarti’ (‘here it is important 

for both parents and children to agree’). Father Ignas adds the role of 

the teacher in turn 4, who should also be incorporated into the decision, 
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which Arūnė agrees with, summarising in turn 7 the importance of an 

open trialogue between parents, children, and teachers, which she 

describes through ‘trys šalys susitaria’ (‘three sides agree’). Through 

this cooperative process Arūnė aims to prevent potential negative 

experiences and thereby maintain her daughter’s motivation for these 

activities. 

The final example focuses on parents’ efforts to motivate their 

children to engage in additional Lithuanian language activities. 

Example 106 depicts mother Rūta trying to pitch a Lithuanian reading 

activity to her older daughter Aistė. As Rūta explains in the interview 

excerpt, she applies a reward strategy to motivate Aistė to read 

Lithuanian books, and thereby to support her Lithuanian heritage 

language development. 

 

Example 106 
1 Rūta: Dažniausiai aš numoju 

ranka, užtat jinai- jos ir 

nemoka taip gerai lietuvių 

kalbos. Nors stengiamės ir 

pasakas skaityti, ir dabar aš 

ją sudominau pasakų, ne 

tiktai pasakų, bet ir knygų 

skaitymu, kad daugiau 

skaitytų lietuviškai. Tai 

susitarėm, kaip- kad jinai, 

jeigu jinai perskaitys, kai 

jinai perskaitys didelę 

knygą - ne plonytę, bet 

tikrai didelę knygą - tada 

jinai gaus 500 kronų. Nu 

jinai išsirinko knygą, tikrai 

tokią gerą, pasakų, kuri 

nėra labai lengva, bet 

trumpų- trumputės 

pasakos. Na, tai, ehm, 

noriai skaito. Labai noriai 

Most often, I don’t pay too 

much attention, that’s why 

she- they aren’t that 

proficient in Lithuanian. 

Although we try also to 

read stories, and now I 

made her interested in 

stories, not just stories, but 

also in reading books that 

she would read more in 

Lithuanian. So, we agreed, 

how- that she, if she will 

read through, when she 

will read through a big 

book – not a thin one, but 

really a big one – then she 

will get 500 kronas. Well, 

she chose a book, really 

such a good one, stories, 

which is not very easy, but 

short- short stories. Well, 
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kiekvieną vakarą skaito, 

nes gaus 500 kronų. 

so, ehm, she reads 

willingly. Very willingly 

she reads every evening 

because she will get 500 

kronas. 

 

At the beginning of the excerpt, mother Rūta refers to the previously 

described difficulties which she has been encountering when attempting 

to manage her daughters’ language mistakes in Lithuanian, and the 

subsequent outsourcing of this language management to the Lithuanian 

mother tongue lessons. As a result of this, however, Rūta acknowledges 

that ‘jos nemoka taip gerai lietuvių kalbos’ (‘they aren’t that proficient 

in Lithuanian’), and so she tries to support her daughters’ Lithuanian 

language development by reading Lithuanian stories. In the following, 

Rūta focuses on her recent management attempt to launch a reading 

activity with her older daughter Aistė. To motivate Aistė to read 

Lithuanian books, Rūta employs a reward strategy, offering money for 

each book that Aistė reads. This reward strategy apparently works well, 

as Rūta emphasises: ‘labai noriai kiekvieną vakarą skaito’ (‘very 

willingly she reads every evening’). 

This section considered aspects that contribute to a harmonious 

experience of the Lithuanian language development within families. As 

the analysis illustrated, children’s positive experience of their heritage 

language and their identification with it are important to foster 

Lithuanian language practices. Similarly, engaging children and 

making additional Lithuanian language activities a positive experience 

is crucial to motivate the children to participate and avoid conflicts that 

might lead to abandoning these activities. 
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5. Discussion and Conclusion 

The aim of this study has been to understand how Lithuanian 

families in Sweden construct, negotiate and implement their family 

language policies, and to identify challenges regarding the maintenance 

of Lithuanian which these families encounter. Geared to the family 

language policy model developed in chapter 2, the analysis of the data 

investigated the experienced status of Lithuanian in Sweden, the 

language practices, language management efforts and underlying 

language ideologies within Lithuanian speech communities. 

Furthermore, taking a harmonious-bilingual-development perspective, 

the family language policies were considered in relation to heritage 

language development. Utilising (socio)linguistic discourse analysis 

tools enabled to analyse the family language policies of Lithuanians in 

Sweden with a close lens, focusing on a deeper level of meaning-

construction, which to the knowledge of the author has not been applied 

to such extent in the study of family language policies before. 

The following four sections discuss the main findings and conclude 

their implications through the lens of the theoretical framework (section 

5.1), present recommendations based on the findings that could be 

implemented on micro, meso and macro level (section 5.2), provide an 

outlook on future research on family language policies in migration 

contexts and the maintenance of heritage languages (section 5.3), and 

draw final remarks (section 5.4). 
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5.1 Main Findings and their Implications 

 

Although the basis for the maintenance of heritage languages is laid 

first and foremost within families (Pauwels, 2016), the broader 

sociolinguistic context plays a crucial role for the development of 

heritage language skills and the maintenance of heritage languages. 

Access to a larger community of heritage language speakers, 

recognition and support by the state, and the way how heritage 

languages are treated by non-heritage language speakers in the closer 

environment are considerable factors for the heritage language 

maintenance. The first research question in this thesis was thus 

concerned with the examination of the experienced status of Lithuanian 

as a heritage language in Sweden to understand the sociolinguistic 

context where Lithuanian families in Sweden are settled in and 

construct and develop their family language policies. 

 

De jure Support but no Proper Inclusion in the School Domain 

 

Lithuanian is de jure supported within the Swedish education system 

through the Swedish Education Act. Lithuanian mother tongue 

instruction, however, is not always granted or the instructions are 

shortened, which are general problems that have been criticised before 

(see e.g. Ganuza and Hyltenstam (2020)). Although municipalities are 

not obliged to provide mother tongue instruction if certain conditions 

are not met, not providing mother tongue instruction to all eligible 

pupils forwards inequality and may foster the experience of exclusion. 

Experiencing inclusion and exclusion of the heritage language 

within the school domain is not limited to the provision of mother 
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tongue instruction, but also the way others treat the heritage language 

contributes to the families’ experiences. Lithuanian families made both 

including and excluding experiences. While some participants 

experienced how Lithuanian as a heritage language was inclusively 

treated at school, e.g. by interested educators, other children 

experienced how their heritage language was excluded from their 

schools’ linguistic repertoire. From a language maintenance 

perspective, it can be argued that making inclusive experiences related 

to the heritage language within majority language contexts contributes 

to children’s positive attitude towards their heritage language. 

Experiencing one’s heritage language being constantly excluded may 

cause children to develop a negative attitude towards their heritage 

language and their reluctance to use it, with the ultimate potential of a 

language shift over time (Ladberg, 1996). 

Interestingly, not only children experienced excluding attitudes from 

others, but so did some parents with authorities who suggested to 

exclude the heritage language from the linguistic repertoire at home, i.e. 

to implement Swedish language practices at home. Although the 

intentions of the non-Lithuanian speakers was well-meant as they 

targeted the participant’s competence development in Swedish, they 

disregarded that the home is a crucial domain for language 

maintenance. Following such recommendations, the majority language 

would become established at home and put the use of the heritage 

language at home under threat. Furthermore, it is disputable whether 

these practices would support the parent more effectively in developing 

competence in Swedish than the participation in professional Swedish 
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language courses which individuals registered in Sweden can 

participate in free of charge. 

 

Awareness of Heritage Language Endangerment Transferring to 

Active Status Planning 

 

Parents often are aware that the maintenance of the heritage language 

requires language management efforts, as the domains where 

Lithuanian is used in Sweden and interrelatedly the children’s heritage 

language input are limited. Lithuanian as a heritage language in Sweden 

is thus potentially endangered, especially for children who left 

Lithuania at an early age (1.5th generation) and children who were not 

born in Lithuania (2nd generation). The maintenance of the Lithuanian 

heritage language of older children who had encountered the Lithuanian 

education system before emigrating (1st generation) is experienced as 

rather safe, since these children could already develop a certain 

competence during their early childhood in Lithuanian where they had 

a larger language input in comparison to their peers of the 1.5th and 2nd 

generation. 

Naturally, parents in Lithuanian-Lithuanian families try to establish 

Lithuanian language practices within the family and the acquisition of 

the majority language usually is allocated to other domains. Creating 

monolingual heritage language practices at home increases the 

children’s heritage language input. The actual language practices, 

however, often are not exclusively monolingual and the majority 

language enters the home when children encounter the public education 

system. Parents orient themselves differently towards the use of 

Swedish at home. While some parents try to ban Swedish from the 
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linguistic repertoire at home and to maintain the status of Lithuanian as 

the exclusive home language, others attempt only to manage parent-

child language practices, showing a more liberal view on child-child 

language practices. 

Language practices in mixed families differ from the Lithuanian-

Lithuanian families, as the families follow a bilingual approach, 

applying an OPOL strategy, i.e. the parents speak their language with 

the children. Unsurprisingly, the majority language Swedish takes a 

dominating role in Swedish-Lithuanian families, as Swedish has a high 

status within the family domain and the heritage language input is 

limited. Lithuanian language practices between the Lithuanian parent 

and the children is thus highly important, attempting to maintain the 

heritage language within the family. Although the Lithuanian language 

input is also limited in Lithuanian-other-minority-language families, 

the use of the two heritage languages appeared to be rather balanced, as 

both languages have a rather equal status and the majority language is 

absent. 

 

Importance of Explicitly Establishing and Maintaining Heritage 

Language Practices in the Family 

 

Regulating language practices within the family to foster the status 

and the use of Lithuanian, parents employ different implicit and explicit 

language managing strategies to influence children’s language choices. 

As the analysis has shown, implicit strategies are not always understood 

by the children and thus explicit strategies often are more fruitful to 

make the desired impact on the children’s language practices, a result 

in line with findings of other studies, e.g. Kasuya (1998). Some parents 
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move from implicit to explicit language management strategies during 

single conversations and thereby successfully manage the child’s 

language choice. 

The analysis of the parent’s corpus planning found two main 

tendencies regarding mixing in Swedish words in Lithuanian 

conversations. On the one hand, parents attempt to manage child-

initiated code mixing, either by simply repeating the Lithuanian 

equivalent or by engaging the child in a search for the Lithuanian 

equivalent. On the other hand, code mixing is actively used to facilitate 

the child to express themselves. Code mixing occasions are not only 

used to teach the child Lithuanian vocabulary, but it can also turn into 

a cooperated learning situation for both child and parent. Thereby, the 

child is also assigned an expert role which supports the child to 

experience their languages positively. 

Parents’ attempts to manage their children’s mistakes which they 

made when speaking Lithuanian illustrates that this form of corpus and 

acquisition planning is less important than status planning, i.e. 

managing the language choice. Parents are not consequently correcting 

all mistakes which their children make. When parents attempt to correct 

their children’s language mistakes, they most often apply rather implicit 

strategies without openly pointing out the mistakes. Younger children 

seldom react to their parents’ implicit management, while older 

children are more aware of their parents’ corrections and these children 

try incorporating the corrections. Sometimes, older children try to 

manage their own language use, asking explicitly their parents to 

prompt correct forms. Thereby, children show their compliance with 

their parents language planning. 
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Children Supporting and Challenging Heritage Language Status 

 

Focusing on the role of children regarding the management of 

language practices within the family, this study has shown that parents 

are not the exclusive language managers in families. Children take also 

actively part as co-constructors of the family language policy. On the 

one hand, they can comply with and support the language practices 

which their parents have implemented at home, e.g. older siblings can 

assist to manage younger siblings language practices. On the other 

hand, some children do also challenge the status of Lithuanian at home, 

trying to implement the use of Swedish. Family language policies then 

become a negotiation between the family members and as Spolsky 

(2019) notes, it depends on the power of the involved language 

managers to influence the other involved participants. 

Viewing these family language policy negotiations from a language-

maintenance perspective, parents should not resign but try to increase 

the relevance of and identification with the heritage language, and 

employ explicit language management strategies to maintain heritage 

language practices at home and support the children’s bilingual 

development. If the parents solely employ implicit strategies or even 

resign and switch themselves to Swedish, an ongoing language shift can 

be observed as the children speak Swedish to the Lithuanian parent. 

Consequently, child-parent language practices become either dual-

lingual or they switch to Swedish, which impedes the children’s 

heritage language development. 
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Supportive External Heritage Language Activities but Limited 

Capitalisation of Social Network 

 

As the heritage language input is first and foremost limited to the 

home, additional external Lithuanian language activities become part of 

parental language management decisions. Within the Swedish context, 

the mother tongue instruction represents an external language activity 

which is anchored within the Swedish legislation and which parents are 

eager to make use of, if it is provided by the municipality. There are 

three expectations which parents uttered regarding their children’s 

participation in mother tongue lessons that generally increase the input 

and the relevance of the heritage language. The most obvious 

expectation is to formally learn Lithuanian since children do mostly 

learn spoken Lithuanian language at home. Furthermore, the acquisition 

of Lithuanian cultural knowledge is identified as an expectation from 

mother tongue instruction. Finally, parents emphasise their hope to 

expand their children’s contacts to other Lithuanian speakers. However, 

these contacts are often not maintained outside of the lessons, i.e. there 

is little capitalisation of the Lithuanian-speaking social network. On the 

one hand, the problem is that the children do not necessarily attend the 

same school as they just share the municipality. On the other hand, the 

age structure is not necessarily homogeneous which makes it more 

difficult for children to make like-aged Lithuanian-speaking friends 

during mother tongue instruction. 

Participating in a Lithuanian heritage language school is another 

external Lithuanian language activity in which most of the surveyed 

families take part. As a heritage school resembles a larger speech 

community than the mother tongue instruction classroom at public 
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school, parents usually have the initial hope that their children would 

make more Lithuanian-speaking friends there. Interestingly, only few 

participants are able to maintain their contacts outside of the heritage 

language school, while often children just meet at the heritage language 

school. This tendency is worth further consideration as regular contact 

with Lithuanian-speaking peers probably could contribute to the 

maintenance of the heritage language over time if they establish to some 

degree Lithuanian language practices. Furthermore, it supposedly 

fosters the relevance of the heritage language and the children’s 

motivation to participate in the heritage language school if they can 

meet close friends there. 

 

Difficulty of Managing Peer Language Practices at Heritage 

Language Schools  

 

Besides the hope to expand the contact to other Lithuanian speakers, 

parents assign a Lithuanian heritage school the same functions as they 

do for the mother tongue instruction. The main difference is that parents 

are active participants within this speech community, and they can 

actively attempt to make an impact on the activities and language 

practices. Peer language practices at the heritage school are often 

dominated by the majority language, similar to observations made at 

Lithuanian heritage language schools in Chicago (Tamošiūnaitė, 2008) 

and Oslo (Hilbig, 2019). Some Lithuanian parents attempt to manage 

these language practices, however, their grassroots movement is mostly 

fruitless as the heritage language school is a diverse speech community; 

children who attend the heritage language school have different 

proficiency levels in the heritage language, and they obviously do not 
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follow identical language practices within their own families. That is, 

the children experience different language policies within their families. 

Therefore, the implementation of a bottom-up language policy at a 

heritage language school is challenging, as it requires all parents to 

enforce the practices. 

Furthermore, it is questionable whether strict monolingual language 

practices at the heritage language school would be beneficial for all 

children, as children with a low proficiency in Lithuanian would be 

excluded by enforcing strict monolingual language practices. These 

children would be silenced, losing their chance to express themselves 

freely. Hence, there is a risk that these children would experience 

frustration being side-lined or even conflicts might occur if they do not 

observe the monolingual language practices. A monolingual policy 

appears therefore only applicable if all children have reached a certain 

proficiency level in the heritage language. As mentioned before, the 

foundation for that has to be laid within the family. 

 

Context-Dependent Impact Beliefs and Focus on Parent-Child 

Interactions 

 

Focusing on language ideologies that underlie language practices 

and language management efforts, the analysis has found that parent’s 

impact beliefs are context-dependent, emphasising the connection 

between language ideologies and individuals’ social experience 

(Kroskrity, 2010). While most parents believe that they can influence 

their children’s language practices at home, the belief to influence 

children’s language practices in other contexts, e.g. at a Lithuanian 

heritage language school, often declines when they frequently 
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experience that their attempts to manage the use of Swedish among 

peers is unsuccessful. Consequently, parents reduce their efforts to 

manage children’s language practices. A decline of impact belief has 

also been found in relation to the age of the child, i.e. parents have a 

stronger belief that they rather can influence the language practices of 

younger than older children. 

Being aware of their children’s limited Lithuanian language input in 

the Swedish context, parents often adapt a monolingual mindset 

regarding parent-child language practices to foster the children’s active 

use and development of the heritage language. The view on language 

practices between siblings often is more liberal, not restricting the use 

of Swedish, depicting a bilingual mindset. On the one hand, allowing 

children to draw on their entire linguistic repertoire when 

communicating with each other, acknowledges them as bilingual 

speakers. On the other hand, the majority language gains status at home, 

and the use of the majority language might become more dominant, 

which potentially threatens the children’s heritage language 

development, if parents do not keep tabs on changing language 

practices at home. 

Attaching a high importance to the heritage language evidently is a 

significant factor contributing to the parents’ efforts maintain the 

heritage language in the family. Parents who assign less importance to 

the heritage language and rather emphasise the importance of the 

majority language make less efforts to manage language practices at 

home, drifting towards dominating majority language practices at 

home. This ultimately impedes the children’s heritage language 
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development, which is then sometimes outsourced to external language 

activities.  

 

Children’s Identification with Heritage Language Fostering 

Language Practices 

 

Not only parents’ language ideologies needs to be considered in the 

investigation of family language policy but also language ideologies 

which children depict. As the analysis has shown, childrens’ perception 

of their heritage language is a crucial factor to maintain heritage 

language practices within the family in the long run. If children do not 

identify themselves with their heritage language and the heritage 

language has little relevance to them they become reluctant to use it and 

sometimes oppose their parents language management efforts. The low 

level of perceived relevance often is related to a lack of daily heritage 

language practices, and where the heritage language solely serves the 

communication with relatives in Lithuania. Additionally, making 

experiences where the heritage language is treated by others in an 

excluding way, e.g. when teachers do not allow children to use 

Lithuanian during breaks at the public school, i.e. they erase languages 

other than the majority language (cf. Irvine and Gal (2000)), it can result 

in adopting certain language ideologies which assign a low status to 

certain languages. The question that can be raised here is when do 

children start being receptive to language ideologies and when do they 

move on from simply adapting certain views on languages to which 

they have been socialised to reflecting and developing their own views 

on languages. 
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Finding Strategies to Foster Both Heritage Language Development 

and Subjective Well-Being 

 

Viewing the analysed family language policies through a 

harmonious-bilingual-development perspective, frustrative, conflictive 

as well as harmonious situations in relation to the heritage language 

maintenance were identified. The situation in some families can be 

described as frustrative, as the majority language is dominating the 

children’s language practices and they do not actively use the heritage 

language. Parents do not (successfully) manage their children’s 

language practices, leading to impeded heritage language development, 

similar to some Lithuanian families in Northern Ireland described by 

Liubinienė (2010). The bilingual development of the children and the 

maintenance of the heritage language is thus threatened. 

In families where Lithuanian language practices are more strictly 

managed, children sometimes experience frustration and conflicts 

which were related to an experienced overregulation of their language 

practices by adults, e.g. their use of Swedish is strongly restricted, or 

their language mistakes are constantly corrected. Frustration and 

conflicts can also be experienced during Lithuanian language activities, 

sometimes leading to a loss of motivation to participate. In general, 

studies researching the Lithuanian diaspora have found that parents who 

strictly manage their children’s language practices are most successful 

in transmitting the heritage language to the next generation (see Jakaitė-

Bulbukienė (2015) and Ramonienė (2019)). However, not all families 

maintain Lithuanian language practices, and the question can be raised 

whether too strict language management by parents or grandparents can 
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be counter productive, as children might experience their heritage 

language negatively and detach themselves from it in the long run. 

The analysis pointed out that these are challenging situations which 

both children and parents may encounter from time to time. It is not a 

simple task to balance the emotional well-being of the involved 

participants and the heritage language development of the children. In 

some cases, decisions to adjust the family language policy prioritise the 

emotional well-being, i.e. to avoid frustrative and conflictive 

experiences, but a chance to support the heritage language development 

is then abandoned. Reversely, some decisions prioritise the heritage 

language development while less consideration is taken regarding the 

emotional well-being. 

The aim for a harmonious development should be to consider both 

aspects, the emotional well-being, and the heritage language 

development, despite that this is a challenging undertaking. Including 

children in decision-making processes that shape the family language 

policy and creating a positive heritage language environment could 

contribute to a harmonious development where all family members 

experience the family language policy positively and the heritage 

language is maintained. Steps towards a harmonious development 

could be to negotiate additional language activities and to motivate the 

child to participate, to lead open dialogues and to explain certain 

decisions, and to make the heritage language relevant for the child. 
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5.2 Recommendations to Improve Heritage Language 

Maintenance 

 

The results of this study have shown that the maintenance of 

Lithuanian as a heritage language in Sweden is an effort-taking 

challenge that parents face. Transmitting the heritage language to the 

next generation and maintaining Lithuanian language practices within 

the family is a dynamic process that requires language management 

efforts. Although the family is perceived as the most important domain 

for heritage language maintenance, external support on the society level 

and on the community level also plays a crucial role. As the analysis 

found challenges that families encounter on all three levels, this section 

provides recommendations on macro, meso and micro level to support 

families in their endeavour to maintain Lithuanian. 

 

More Support for and Recognition of Heritage Languages on the 

Macro Level 

 

Focusing on the macro level, the right to mother tongue instruction 

is a sign of recognition and an important provision to include to some 

degree heritage languages at public schools and to support children to 

develop their heritage language. Not all children, however, have access 

to mother tongue instruction which represents linguistic injustice. To 

foster equality and the bilingual development of children with different 

linguistic background than Swedish, it is recommended to make 

adjustments in the legislation and to provide mother tongue instruction 

independent of the number of pupils, which would also be more in line 

with the Swedish Language Act that states to provide opportunities to 
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develop ones mother tongue (Swedish Ministry of Culture, 2009). This 

is not only beneficial for the families but also for the society on the long 

run, as the chance is more likely that the children become proficient 

bilinguals who will contribute to the development of the Swedish 

society and economy. 

Furthermore, the analysis has shown that Lithuanian mother tongue 

teachers are relatively on their own regarding lesson planning and 

teaching material. Materials which are provided from Lithuania do not 

appear to be contextualised and teaching materials tailored for children 

in the Swedish-Lithuanian context potentially facilitate the mother 

tongue teachers work. Language departments at universities could be 

engaged to offer workshops where researchers provide introductions on 

the latest research on language learning, mother tongue teachers share 

their teaching experiences and the group jointly develops teaching 

material that could be used for mother tongue instruction. 

A third recommendation on the macro level targets (inofficial) 

language policies at public schools. As the analysis showed, Lithuanian 

and likewise other heritage languages sometimes are treated in an 

excluding way by educators who restrict the use of heritage languages 

among peers during breaks. Such practices represent a monolingual 

language ideology that neglects the multilingual diversity of the school 

community. Restricting the use of the heritage language, which 

generally has a lower status than the society language, potentially 

reduces the relevance, as they are socialised into Swedish peer language 

practices. A more liberal view on peer language practices during school 

breaks is thus recommendable to support the use and relevance of the 

heritage language. 
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Fostering Heritage Language Practices and Increasing its Relevance 

within the Speech Community 

 

On the meso level, the analysis of language practices at a Lithuanian 

heritage school has shown that there is a tendency of Swedish peer 

language practices. Children have different proficiency levels in 

Lithuanian and in some cases children’s proficiency in the heritage 

language is limited, as parents experience difficulties to manage 

language practices at home and the use of the majority language 

becomes more dominant. To foster Lithuanian language practices at 

heritage language schools, children need support to develop more 

competence in their heritage language, which first and foremost is 

achieved at home. Opening the dialogue with parents and discussing 

language practices at home can support parents by raising their 

awareness of language practices at home and provide some guidance on 

language management strategies.60 

As the analysis pointed out, Swedish peer language practices are not 

exclusively related to limited Lithuanian language competence, but 

sometimes children use it out of pragmatic reasons. To foster 

Lithuanian peer language practices, Lithuanian heritage schools and 

communities from different countries could deepen their exchange and 

children located in different countries could meet virtually to 

communicate in Lithuanian as their shared language. The times of daily 

video conference meetings have proven that online exchange can easily 

be implemented at low cost. Similarly, some Lithuanian heritage 

 
60 At the moment of writing this thesis, teachers of a Lithuanian heritage language school 

requested the researcher to prepare a workshop where different language management strategies 

could be presented and discussed with parents. 
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language schools and communities already organise workshops with 

guests from Lithuania for children, e.g. with authors or musicians. By 

these additional practices, children do not only practice their Lithuanian 

in different contexts but also the relevance of the heritage language is 

increased, as children experience a larger scope of application of 

Lithuanian. 

 

Establishing Heritage Language Practices at Home and Resolving 

Language-Related Problems Jointly 

 

Focusing on the micro level, a severe problem that some families 

encounter are dual-lingual parent-child language practices, as the child 

does not actively use the heritage language which impedes the child’s 

heritage language development. As has been observed, parents often 

employ rather implicit strategies which are ineffective because children 

do not identify the need to speak in Lithuanian. The more dual-lingual 

language practices become established, the more difficult it becomes to 

change them. Dual-lingual language practices thus should be addressed 

as soon as they occur and parents should use explicit language 

management strategies and ensure that children understand that they are 

required to speak the heritage language with their parents. 

Finally, addressing language related problems that families 

sometimes experience, it is important for parents to identify and resolve 

these problems when children do not experience their heritage language 

as positive and relevant in their everyday lives. Discussing the situation 

with the children and jointly making adjustments of the family language 

policy that consider both the children’s subjective well-being and the 
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children’s heritage language development contributes to achieve a 

harmonious situation. 

 

5.3 Avenues for Future Research 

 

As the analysis and the discussion of the findings has illustrated, 

family language policies are dynamic, as parents try to make 

adjustments to changed circumstances, and children negotiate and 

sometimes adjust the family language policy themselves. Whether the 

parents’ goal to maintain the heritage language practices within the 

family will be achieved is difficult to predict. Adapting a longitudinal 

study design, families who participated in this study could be revisited 

in future studies to analyse how the family language policy and the 

children’s heritage language competence develops over time. 

Furthermore, it would shed some light on the role of the heritage 

language in the families’ lives when children will be adults. 

In the discussion of the main findings above, the question was raised 

whether too strict language management does influence children’s 

relationship to their heritage language. Future studies that view family 

language policies with a harmonious-bilingual-development lens could 

investigate adult heritage speakers’ relationship to their heritage 

language, their actual language practices, and retrospectively the 

language management practices which they experienced in their 

families. This would contribute to understand longtime effects of 

different language management strategies, which in turn young families 

could benefit from. 
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Since this study focused on the transmission and maintenance of 

Lithuanian as a heritage language, it dominantly considered children’s 

heritage language development, while the language development of 

parents was not the focus. As some examples have shown, the parents’ 

language development in the majority language can also be considered 

as a relevant part of family language policy. Parents’ competence in the 

majority language can be relevant at home, e.g. to manage instances of 

code-mixing and dual-lingual language practices as well as to support 

children with their homework. Furthermore, parents’ language 

development decisions can be related to decisions on children’s 

language development, e.g. parents decide to learn Swedish outside of 

home to keep the majority language out of the home domain. 

Consequently, future studies should also focus on the parents’ language 

development. 

The results of this study also showed the dominance of Swedish in 

families where one parent is Swedish. However, the willingness of 

Swedish parents in mixed families to participate in the study was 

limited. Thus, it was difficult to gain more insights into their standpoint 

towards the maintenance of the heritage language and how they support 

or do not support their partners in transmitting Lithuanian to their 

children. The few insights gained in this study were mainly based on 

the accounts made by the Lithuanian mothers who often felt that their 

partners did not support their attempt to maintain the heritage language 

in the family. Gaining more insights into majority-language-speaking 

parents’ perspectives would shed more light on the family language 

policies of mixed families. Addressing this gap, researchers who belong 

to the majority language speakers like the parents, i.e. here Swedish, 
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could complement a research team, which might increase the parents’ 

willingness to participate in future studies. 

Future research on language maintenance and family language 

policy could also gain from insights into families who do not or no 

longer try to maintain the heritage language. Few of the participating 

mothers in this study demonstrated limited efforts to manage language 

practices at home. Investigating parents’ language ideologies and their 

situational context could contribute to understand under which 

conditions parents reduce their language management efforts and 

ultimately decide to give up efforts to transmit the heritage language to 

their children. First insights into mixed families where Lithuanian 

mothers do not or no longer speak Lithuanian with their children can be 

found in a recent study by Hilbig (2020) who applies a harmonious-

bilingual-development lens. Building on this, future research can 

develop a deeper understanding of factors that contribute to the 

abandonment of the heritage language, which can be used to find ways 

to support struggling families. 

Last but not least, to the knowledge of the author, no prior study has 

investigated aspects of Lithuanian mother tongue instruction in 

Sweden. As shown in this thesis, Lithuanian parents hope that 

Lithuanian mother tongue instruction contributes to their children’s 

heritage language development and cultural learning. At the same time 

there are indications that mother tongue teachers face challenges, as the 

student groups are reported to be heterogeneous regarding age and 

language proficiency, and there is little support regarding teaching 

material. Conseqently, future studies could analyse mother tongue 

teachers’ strategies to address these challenges. Understanding how all 
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students can be successfully engaged in the classroom can contribute to 

facilitate mother tongue teachers’ work, and foster the children’s 

heritage language development and cultural learning. 

 

5.4 Final Remarks 

 

This study set out in an endeavour to fill a research gap by 

investigating how Lithuanian families in Sweden maintain their 

heritage language and what kind of interrelated challenges they face. 

The main findings demonstrated that families construct their family 

language policies differently: while most parents put high efforts to 

ensure the use of Lithuanian within the family and to provide their 

children additional activities in Lithuanian, others were less active and 

resultingly Swedish was more dominant at home. Some of the latter 

parents, claimed sometimes not having been aware of the language 

practices at home. Participating in this study, thus, made them more 

aware to reflect on their family language policies. If this leads to 

changes in their family language policy, however, is uncertain, as 

majority language practices seem to be firmly established and it is 

questionable whether the children would willingly change their 

language practices. This emphasises the active role of children in the 

construction of family language policies. It thus requires deliberate and 

continuous language management efforts from the very first if parents 

strive for maintaining the heritage language within the family. 

Furthermore, contributions to the interdisciplinary field of language 

family policy have been made. Combining and applying both a 
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discourse semantic lens and an interactional-sociolinguistic lens, this 

study has demonstrated how family language policies can be analysed 

on a deeper level of meaning-construction, going beyond of what 

people overtly say, also focusing on the meaning beyond the clause and 

the actions that are performed through their language use. 

Finally, the hope is that this study adds to raising the recognition of 

the Lithuanian immigrant community in Sweden. Making the 

community, their work and challenges which they face more visible is 

the first step to support them on different levels, aiming to foster 

equality and linguistic rights. The field work for this study has already 

led to first collaborations between a Lithuanian heritage language 

school and the researcher who was invited to give presentations and 

workshops. This form of collaboration is a sometimes underestimated 

part in research, but it is important to share research results with the 

community who can apply it in their further work, i.e. in this case to 

support families in maintaining their heritage language. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I: Semi-Structured Interview Guide I 

 

Intro: 

LT: Šis pokalbis įrašytas ir duomenys bus naudojami tik mokslo 

tikslais. Ar sutinkate? 

SE: Vi ska spela in intervjun och den användas bara för 

forskningssyfte. Är det okej? 

ENG: This interview is going to be recorded and it will be used for 

research purposes only. Do you agree?  

 

1. Sweden/Lithuania: 

LT: Papasakokite truputį apie save.  

[Tell me a bit about yourself.] 

a) Kada ir kodėl atvykote į Švediją? 

[When and why did you come to Sweden?] 

b) Koks buvo Jūsų pirmas įspūdis apie Švediją? 

[What was your first impression about Sweden?] 

c) Kas Jums labiausiai patiko/patinka? Kodėl? 

[What did/do you like the most? Why?] 

d) Ar yra kažkas, kas Jums nepatinka Švedijoje? Kodėl?  

[Is there something you don’t like in Sweden? Why?] 

SE: Berätta lite om dig.  

[Tell me a bit about yourself.] 

a) Har du varit i Litauen någon gång? Varför reste du till 

Litauen?  
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[Have you been in Lithuania at some point? Why did you 

travel to Lithuania?] 

b) Vad var ditt första intryck av Litauen?  

[What was your first impression of Lithuania?] 

c) Vad tyckte du mest om i Litauen? Varför? 

[What did you like the most in Lithuania? Why?] 

d) Finns det något som du inte tycker om i Litauen? Varför? 

[Is there something you don’t like in Lithuania? Why?] 

ENG: Tell a bit about yourself.  

a) When and why did you come to Sweden? 

b) What was your first impression about Sweden? 

c) What did/do you like the most? Why? 

d) Is there something you don’t like in Sweden? Why? 

e) Have you been in Lithuania at some point? Why did you travel 

to Lithuania? 

f) What was your first impression of Lithuania? 

g) What did you like the most in Lithuania? Why? 

h) Is there something you don’t like in Lithuania? Why? 

 

2. Life abroad & Languages:  

LT: Papasakokite truputį apie savo pirmąsias dienas Švedijoje.  

[Tell me a bit about your first days in Sweden.] 

a) Ar lengva, ar sunku buvo adaptuotis? Kodėl? 

[Was it easy or difficult to adapt? Why?] 

b) Kokia Jūsų patirtis su švedų kalba?  

[What is your experience with the Swedish language?] 

a. Kada pradėjote mokytis? Kodėl?  

[When did you start to learn Swedish? Why?] 

b. Ar sunku buvo? Kodėl? 

[Was it difficult? Why?] 

SE: Berätta lite… 

[Tell me a bit…] 

a) Bodde du någon gång i Litauen? Varför?  

[Did you live in Lithuania at some point? Why?] 

b) Vad sysslade du med i Litauen? 
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[What were you doing in Lithuania?] 

c) Bodde du någon gång i andra länder? Varför? Vad sysslade 

du med?  

[Did you live in any other countries at any point? Why? What 

were you doing there?] 

d) Vad är dina erfarenheter med det litauiska språket?  

[What are your experiences with the Lithuanian language?] 

a. När började du att lära litauiska? Varför? 

[When did you start to learn Lithuanian? Why?] 

b. Var/är det svårt för dig att lära sig litauiska? Varför? 

[Was/is it difficult for you to learn Lithuanian? Why?] 

ENG: Tell a bit about your first days in Sweden.  

a) Was it easy or difficult to adapt? Why? 

b) What’s your experience with the Swedish language?  

a. When did you start to learn Swedish? Why? 

b. Was it difficult? Why? 

c) Did you live in Lithuania at some point? Why? 

d) What were you doing in Lithuania? 

e) Did you live in any other countries at any point? Why? What 

were you doing there? 

f) What are your experiences with the Lithuanian language?  

a. When did you start to learn Lithuanian? Why? 

b. Was/is it difficult for you to learn Lithuanian? Why? 

 

3. Everyday Life:  

LT: Papasakokite truputį apie savo kasdienybę.  

[Tell a bit about your everyday life.] 

a) Kuo skiriasi Jūsų gyvenimas Švedijoje lyginant su Jūsų 

gyvenimu Lietuvoje?  

[How does your life in Sweden differ in comparison to your 

life in Lithuania?] 

b) Ar švedų kalba svarbi Jūsų kasdienybėje? Kodėl (ne)?  

[Is the Swedish language important in your everyday life? 

Why (not)?] 

c) Kur ir su kuo kalbate švediškai?  

[Where and with whom do you speak Swedish?] 
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d) Kur ir su kuo kalbate lietuviškai?  

[Where and with whom do you speak Lithuanian?] 

e) Ar kasdienybėje kalbate kitomis kalbomis? Kokiomis ir su 

kuo? 

[Do you speak other languages in your everyday life? Which 

ones and with whom?] 

SE: Berätta lite om din vardag.  

[Tell a bit about your everyday life.] 

a) OM DU HAR BOTT NÅGON GÅNG I ETT ANNAT LAND 

[IF YOU HAD LIVED IN ANOTHER COUNTRY AT ANY 

POINT] 

a. Vilka skillnader fanns det mellan livet i Sverige och i 

det andra landet?  

[Which differences were there between the life in 

Sweden and in the other country?] 

b. Vilka språk var viktiga för din vardag när du bodde i 

ett annat land?  

[Which languages were important for your everyday 

life when you lived abroad?] 

b) Vilka språk är viktiga i din vardag?  

[What languages are important in your everyday life?] 

a. Med vem pratar du på svenska? 

[With whom do you speak Swedish?] 

b. Med vem pratar du andra på språk? 

[With whom do you speak other languages?] 

ENG: Tell a bit about your everyday life.  

a) How does your life in Sweden differ in comparison to your life 

in your home country? 

b) Is the Swedish language important in your everyday life? Why 

(not)? 

c) Where and with whom do you speak Swedish? 

d) Do you speak other languages in your everyday life? Which 

ones and with whom? 

e) [IF YOU HAD LIVED IN ANOTHER COUNTRY AT ANY 

POINT] 

a. Which differences were there between the life in 

Sweden and in the other country? 
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b. Which languages were important for your everyday life 

when you lived abroad? 

 

4. Children:  

LT: Papasakokite truputį apie savo vaikus.  

[Tell a bit about your child(ren).] 

a) Kur gimė Jūsų vaikas/vaikai?  

[Where was/were your child/children born?] 

b) JEIGU NE ŠVEDIJOJE  

[IF NOT IN SWEDEN] 

a. Kiek jam/jiems buvo metų, kai atvyko į Švediją? 

Koks buvo gyvenimas prieš atvykstant į Švediją? 

[How old was/were she/he/they when she/he/they came 

to Sweden? What was life like before coming to 

Sweden?] 

b. Kai galvojate apie atvykimą į Švediją, ar 

nerimavote dėl savo vaiko/vaikų? Kas Jus 

neramino? Kodėl?  

[When you were considering to come to Sweden, were 

you concerned about your child(ren)? What were you 

concerned about? Why?] 

c. Kai atvykote į Švediją, kaip jautėsi vaikas? Ar 

sunku buvo prisitaikyti? Kodėl? Ar vaikas/vaikai 

patyrė kokių nors problemų? 

[When you came to Sweden, how did the child(ren) 

feel? Was it difficult to adapt? Why? Did your 

child(ren) experience some problems?] 

d. Koks Jūsų vaiko/vaikų kasdienis gyvenimas dabar? 

Ką jis/jie daro? Ar eina į darželį/mokyklą?  

[What’s your child(ren)’s everyday life like now? What 

is/are she/he/they doing? Do they go to 

kindergarten/school?] 

e. Kaip Jūs ir vaikas/vaikai bendraujate namuose? 

Kokiom kalbom? Ar mokate savo tarmę ir ar 

namuose kalbate tarmiškai? Kodėl (ne)? 
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[How do you and your child(ren) communicate at 

home? In which languages? Have you leaned a dialect 

and do you speak dialectal at home? Why (not)?] 

c) JEIGU ŠVEDIJOJE 

IF IN SWEDEN 

a. Koks Jūsų vaiko/vaikų kasdienis gyvenimas dabar? 

Ką jis/jie daro? Ar eina į darželį/mokyklą?  

[What’s your child(ren)’s everyday life like now? What 

is/are she/he/they doing? Do they go to 

kindergarten/school?] 

b. Kaip Jūs ir vaikas/vaikai bendraujate namuose? 

Kokiom kalbom? Ar mokate savo tarmę ir ar 

namuose kalbate tarmiškai? Kodėl (ne)? 

[How do you and your child(ren) communicate at 

home? In which languages? Have you leaned a dialect 

and do you speak dialectal at home? Why (not)?] 

SE: Berätta lite om ditt/dina barn.  

[Tell a bit about your child(ren).] 

a) Var föddes ditt/dina barn?  

[Where was/were your child/children born?] 

b) OM INTE I SVERIGE 

[IF NOT IN SWEDEN] 

a) Hur gamla var dina barn när de kom till Sverige? 

[How old was/were she/he/they when she/he/they came 

to Sweden?] 

b) När du planerade att kommer med familjen till Sverige, 

oroade du om dina barn? Vad oroade du om? Varför? 

[When you were considering to come with your family 

to Sweden, were you concerned about your child(ren)? 

What were you concerned about? Why?] 

c) När ni kom till Sverige hur kändes sig barnet/en? Var 

det svårt att adapteras? Varför? Fants det några 

problem för barnet/en?  

[When you came to Sweden, how did the child(ren) 

feel? Was it difficult to adapt? Why? Did your 

child(ren) experience some problems?] 
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d) Hur ser barnets/ens vardag ut? Vad gör barnet/en, går 

det/de till förskola, till skola?  

[What’s your child(ren)’s everyday life like now? What 

is/are she/he/they doing? Do they go to 

kindergarten/school?] 

e) Hur pratar du med ditt/dina barn hemma? Vilket/Vilka 

språk? Kan du prata dialekt? Pratar du med barnet/en 

dialekt? Varför (inte)?  

[How do you and your child(ren) communicate at 

home? In which language(s)? Have you learned a 

dialect and do you speak dialectal at home? Why 

(not)?] 

c) OM I SVERIGE 

[IF IN SWEDEN] 

a) Hur ser barnets/ens vardag ut? Vad gör barnet/en, går 

det/de till förskola, till skola?  

[What’s your child(ren)’s everyday life like now? What 

is/are she/he/they doing? Do they go to 

kindergarten/school?] 

b) Hur pratar du med ditt/dina barn hemma? Vilket/Vilka 

språk? Kan du prata dialekt? Pratar du med barnet/en 

dialekt? Varför (inte)?  

[How do you and your child(ren) communicate at 

home? In which language(s)? Have you learned a 

dialect and do you speak dialectal at home? Why 

(not)?] 

 

5. Life, Languages, Family, Friends:  

LT: Pakalbėkime truputį daugiau su Jūsų vaiku/vaikais. 

SE: Låt oss prata lite mer med ert/era barn. 

[Let’s talk a bit more with your child(ren).] 

a) Papasakok truputį apie savo atostogų savaitę. Ką darei? 

Ar smagu buvo? [LT] 

Berätta lite om din semester. Vad gjorde du? Var det roligt? 

[SE] 
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[Tell me about you vacation week. What did you do? Was it 

fun?] 

b) Ar tau patinka eiti į darželį/mokyklą? Kodėl (ne)? Ko ten 

išmoksti? 

Tycker du om att gå till förskola/skola? Varför (inte)? Vad lär 

du dig där? 

[Do you like to go to kindergarten/school? Why (not)? What 

do you learn there?] 

c) Ar tu eini į lietuvių mokyklą? Kodėl (ne)? Ar patinka? 

Kodėl (ne)? Ko ten išmoksti? 

Går du också till en litauiska skola på helgerna? Varför 

(inte)? Tycker du om det? Varför (inte)? Vad lär du dig där? 

[Do you go to a Lithuanian school? Why (not)? Do you like it? 

Why (not)? What do you learn there?] 

d) Kada praeitą kartą buvai Lietuvoje? Ką ten darei? Ar 

patiko? Kodėl (ne)? 

När var du i Litauen senaste gången? Vad gjorde du där? 

Tyckte du om det? Varför (inte)? 

[When were you in Lithuania the last time? What were you 

doing there? Did you like it? Why (not)?] 

e) Kaip tu su savo mama/tėčiu/sesere/broliu/seneliais 

bendraujate?  

Hur pratar du med din mamma/papa/syster/bror/far- och 

morföräldrar? 

[How do you communicate with your 

mom/dad/sister/brother/grandparents?] 

f) Kaip manai, ar lietuvių/švedų kalba sunki?  

Vad tycker du, är det litauiska/svenska språket svårt? 

[What’s your opinion, is Lithuanian/Swedish difficult?] 

g) Kaip manai, ar tau skirtumas kalbėti lietuviškai ir 

švediškai? Ar labiau švediškai arba lietuviškai kalbi?  

Vad tycker du, finns det några skillnader för dig mellan 

svenska och litauiska? Pratar du mer litauiska eller svenska? 

[In your opinion, is there a difference in talking Lithuanian and 

Swedish? Do you rather speak Swedish or Lithuanian?] 

h) Kaip su draugais Švedijoje bendraujate? Ar turi draugų 

Švedijoje, su kuriais lietuviškai kalbi? Kaip bendraujate? 
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Hur pratar du med dina vänner här i Sverige? Har du några 

vänner som pratar litauiska? Hur pratar ni med varandra? 

[How do you communicate with friends in Sweden? Do you 

have many friends in Sweden who speak Lithuanian? How do 

you communicate with each other?] 

i) Ar turi draugų Lietuvoje? Kaip dažnai susitinkate?  

Har du några vänner i Litauen? Hur ofta träffas ni? 

[Do you have friends in Lithuania? How often do you meet?] 

j) Kokios tavo mėgstamiausios pasakos? Ar galėtum parodyti 

man savo mėgstamiausias/us knygas/filmus?  

Vilket är din favorithistoria? Kan du visa mig dina 

favoritböcker/filmer? 

[What’s your favorite story? Can you show me your favorite 

book(s)/film(s)?] 

k) Ko norėsi daryti, kai busi suaugęs/suaugusi? Kur norėsi 

būti? 

Vad vill du göra när du blir stor? Var vill du vara? 

[What do you want to do when you are grown up? Where do 

you want to be?] 

 

Closing:  

LT  Ačiū už pokalbi! 

SE  Tack för intervjun! 

ENG  Thank you for the interview!  
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Appendix II: Semi-Structured Interview Guide II 

 

Intro:  

LT: Šis pokalbis įrašytas ir duomenys bus naudojami tik mokslo 

tikslais. Ar sutinkate? 

SE: Vi ska spela in intervjun och den användas bara för 

forskningssyfte. Är det okej? 

ENG: This interview is going to be recorded and it will be used for 

research purposes only. Do you agree?  

 

LT: Šiandien norėčiau daugiau pasišnekėti su Jumis apie lietuvių 

mokyklą.  

SE: I dag skulle jag vilja prata med er lite mer om den litauiska 

skolan. 

ENG: Today, I would like to talk with you more about the Lithuanian 

school.  

 

1. Heritage School: 

LT: Norėčiau daugiau pasišnekėti su Jumis apie lietuvių mokyklą.  

SE: Jag skulle vilja prata med är lite om den litauiska skolan.  

ENG: I would like to talk with you about the Lithuanian school.  

 

a) Ar lankote mokyklą? Kodėl (ne)? 

Går ni till en litauiska skola? Varför (inte)?  

Do you go to a Lithuanian school? Why (not)? 

JEIGU TAIP /  OM JA /  IF YES, 

b) Gal pradėkime chronologiškai, kaip sužinojote apie 

mokyklą ir kodėl nusprendėte užregistruoti savo vaiką? 

Kokie Jūsų lūkesčiai? 

Kanske låt oss börja chronologiskt. Hur fick ni veta om den 

litauiska skolan? Varför bestämde ni er för att anmäla ert/era 

barn till skolan? Vilka förväntningar har ni? 

Maybe let’s start chronologically. How did you get to know 

about the Lithuanian school? Why did you decide to sign up 
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your child(ren) at the school? Which expectations do you 

have?  

c) Kaip, Jūsų manymu, mokykla paremia Jus, kad Jūsų 

vaikas mokytųsi lietuvių kalbos?  

Vad tycker du, hur kan den litauiska skolan hjälpa er att era 

barn lär sig litauiska? 

In your opinion, how does the Lithuanian school help your 

child to learn Lithuanian? 

d) Ką, Jūsų nuomone, galima pagerinti mokykloje? Kodėl?  

Vad tycker du, vad kunde man förbedra i skolan? Varför? 

In your opinion, how could the school be improved? Why? 

 

2. Communication at Heritage Schools:  

LT: Mokykla yra irgi vieta, kurioje vaikai gali susitikti ir 

bendrauti su kitais lietuvių vaikais. Aš jau stebėjau vaikus 

kalbanti švediškai. 

SE: Skolan är också en plats där barnen kan träffa och prata med 

andra litauiska barn. Jag observerade att barnen pratar också 

svenska där.  

ENG: The school is also a place where the children can meet and 

interact with other Lithuanian children. I’ve been observing children 

talking Swedish there. 

 

a) Koks Jūsų požiūris apskritai: ką galvojate apie tai, kad 

mokykloje kalbama įvairiomis kalbomis? 

Vad tycker du allmänt om att olika språk pratas i skolan? 

In your point of view in general. What do you think about that 

several languages are spoken in the school? 

b) Kaip jaučiatės apie vaikus kalbančius švediškai lietuvių 

mokykloje? Kodėl?  

Vad tycker du om barn pratar svenska i den litauiska skolan? 

Varför känner du så? 

How do you feel about children talking Swedish in the 

Lithuanian school? Why? 

Non-Lithuanian Parents:  

c) Deltar du kanske tillsammans med ditt/ dina barn i 

lektionerna? 
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Do you participate together with your child(ren) in the 

lessons? 

Children:  

d) Kaip su draugais bendraujate mokykloje? Ar manai, kad 

veikams lengviau bendrauti švediškai?  

Hur pratar du och dina vänner med varandra i skolan? Tycker 

du att det är lättare för barn att prata svenska? 

How do you and your friends communicate with each other at 

the school? Do you think that it’s easier for children to speak 

Swedish?  

e) Kiek lietuvius draugus turi apskirtai? Kaip dažnai jūs 

susitinkate? Kaip jūs bendraujate? 

Hur många litauiska vänner har du ungefär? Hur ofta träffas 

ni? Hur pratar ni med varandra? 

How many Lithuanian friends do you have approximately? 

How often do you meet? How do you speak with each other?  

 

3. Mother Tongue Instruction: 

LT: Kalbėkimės galutinai truputį apie gimtosios kalbos mokymą – 

“modersmålsundervisning”. 

SE: Låt oss prata lite om modersmålsundervisningt.  

ENG: Let us finally talk a bit about mother tongue instruction – 

“modersmålsundervisning”.   

 

a) Ar Jūsų vaikas dalyvauja gimtosios kalbos mokyme? Ar 

galite papasakoti kodėl (ne)? 

Deltar dina barn i modersmålsundervisning? Varför (inte)? 

Does your child(ren) participate in mother tongue instruction? 

Why (not)? 

b) Ar buvo sunku surasti informacijos apie gimtosios kalbos 

mokymą? Iš kur gavote informacijas?  

Var det svårt att hitta information om 

modersmålsundervisning? 

Was it difficult to find information about mother tongue 

instruction? 
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c) Ar sunku buvo užregistruoti Jūsų vaiką? Ar turėjote 

sunkumų? Kokių? Kaip tie sunkumai buvo išspręsti? 

Var det svårt att registrera sina barn? Fants det några 

svårigheter? Vilka? Hur avklarades dessa svårigheter? 

Was it difficult to register your child(ren)? Did you encounter 

any difficulties? Which? How were they solved? 

d) Ką Jūsų vaikas mokosi gimtosios kalbos klasėje? Ar 

manotė, kad kursų tvarkaraštis geras? Ar galima pagerinti 

jį? Kaip? 

Vad lär dina barn sig i modersmålsundervisningen? Tycker du 

att kursplanen är bra? Kunde man förbättra något? Hur? 

What does/do your child(ren) learn at the mother tongue 

instruction? Do you think the course schedule is good? Is there 

something that could be improved? How? 

 

Closing:  

LT:  Ačiū už pokalbi! 

SE:  Tack för intervjun! 

ENG:  Thank you for the interview! 
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Appendix III: Semi-Structured Interview Guide III 

 

Intro:  

LT: Šis pokalbis įrašytas ir duomenys bus naudojami tik mokslo 

tikslais. Ar sutinkate? 

ENG: This interview is going to be recorded and it will be used for 

research purposes only. Do you agree?  

 

LT: Žemiau esantis žmogelis – Jūs. Pagalvokite apie savo kalbas 

(visus bendravimo būdus) ir pasirinkite vieną spalvą kiekvienai 

kalbai. Pabandykite surasti kalbas savo kūne ir nuspalvinkite. 

ENG: The person below represents you. Think about your languages 

(all ways of communication) and choose a color for each. Try to 

locate your languages within your body by coloring it. 

 

Jūsų kairė Jūsų dešinė  
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1. Pristatykite savo kalbos potretą. 

Present your language portrait.  

2. Kokia Jūsų megstamiausia spalva? 

What is your favorite color? 

3. Kokią spalvą rinkėte kokiai kalbai? 

Which color did you choose for which language? 

4. Kodėl nudažėte savo kūno dalis taip kaip darėte? 

Why did you color your bodyparts the way you did? 

5. Kaip Jūs susiejate savo kalbas viena su kitomis?  

How do you connect your languages with each other? 

6. Kokia Jūsų asociacija su šitomis kalbomis? 

What is your association with these languages? 

7. Kur ir su kuo vartojate savo kalbas?  

Where and with whom do you use your languages? 

8. Ar yra kur nors, kur negalite naudoti savo kalbų? Kokia? 

Kur? Kodėl? 

Is there somewhere where you cannot use your languages? 

Which languages? Where? Why? 

9. Kokia kalba arba kalbomis Jūs galvojate? 

I which language(s) do you think? 

10. Kokia kalba arba kokiomis kalbomis Jūs sapnuojate?  

In which language(s) do you dream? 

11. Kokia kalba arba kokiomis kalbomis Jūs pasikalbate su 

savimi? 

In which language(s) do you talk to yourself?  

 

 

Closing:  

LT:  Ačiū už pokalbi! 

ENG:  Thank you for the interview! 
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Appendix IV: Transcription Conventions 

 

XY: Indicating speaker 

(.) Pause of one second 

(x sec) Pause of x seconds 

//text Starting overlap 

text// Ending overlap 

word- Cutting off a word or thought 

(laughing) Marking laughter 

(coughing) Marking coughing 

(inaudible) Marking inaudible text part 

mhm Sound of agreeing 

ehm Sound of hesitation/thinking 

[text] Description of (non-verbal) 

actions 

text (in bolt) Lithuanian original 

text (in italic) Swedish original 

text (unmarked) English (translation) 
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